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Introduction
The objective of the MoltenSalt Reactor Program is
the development of nuclear reactors which use fluid
fuels that are solutions of fissile and fertile materials in
suitable carrier salts. The program is an outgrowth of
the effort begun over 20 years ago in the Aircraft
Nuclear Propulsion program to make a molten-salt
reactor power plant for aircraft. A molten-salt reactor the Aircraft Reactor Experiment - was operated at
ORNL in 1954 as part of the ANP program.
Our major goal now is to achieve a thermal breeder reactor that will produce power at low cost while simultaneously conserving and extending the nation’s fuel
resources. Fuel for this type of reactor would be
UF4 dissolved in a salt that is a mixture of LiF and
BeF2, but it could be started up with 2 3 s U or
plutonium The fertile material would be ThF, dissolved in the same salt or in a separate blanket salt of
similar composition. The technology being developed
for the breeder is also applicable to high-performance
converter reactors.
A major program activity is the operation of the
IvloltenSalt Reactor Experiment. This reactor was built
to test the types of fuels and materials that would be
used in thermal breeder and converter reactors and to
provide experience with the operation and maintenance
of a molten-salt reactor. The MSRE operates at 1200°F
and at atmospheric pressure and produces about 8.0
Mw of heat. The initial fuel contained 0.9 mole %
UF4, 5 mole % ZrF4, 29 mole % BeF2, and 65 mole %
‘LiF, a mixture which has a melting point of 840°F.
The uranium was about 33% U.
The fuel circulates through a reactor vessel and an
external pump and heat exchange system. All this
equipment is constructed of Hastelloy N, a nickelmolybdenum-ironchromium alloy with exceptional resistance to corrosion by molten fluorides and with high
strength at high temperature. The reactor core contains
an assembly of graphite moderator bars that are in
direct contact with the fuel. The fuel salt does not wet
the graphite and therefore does not enter the pores.
Heat produced in the reactor is transferred to a coolant
salt in the primary heat exchanger, and the coolant salt
is pumped through a radiator to dissipate the heat to
the atmosphere.

Design of the MSRE started in the summer of 1960,
and fabrication of equipment began early in 1962.
Prenuclear testing was begun in August of 1964, and,
following some modifications, the reactor was taken
critical on June 1, 1965.Zero-power experiments were
completed early in July. After additional modifications,
maintenance, and sealing of the containment, operation
at a power of 1 Mw began in January 1966.
At the 1-Mw power level, trouble was experienced
with plugging of small ports in control valves in the
off-gas system by heavy liquid and varnish-like organic
materials. These materials are believed to be produced
by radiation polymerization of a very small amount of
oil that vaporizes after leaking through a gasketed seal
into the tank of the fuel circulating pump. This
difficulty was overcome by installing a specially designed filter in the off-gasline.
Full power was reached in May 1966, and the plant
was operated at 111 power for about six weeks. Then
one of the radiator cooling blowers (which were left
over from the ANP program) broke up from mechanical
stress. While new blowers were being procured, an array
of graphite and metal surveillancespecimens were taken
from the core and examined.
Power operation was resumed in October 1966 with
one blower; then in November the second blower was
installed, and full power was again attained. After a
shutdown to remove salt that had accidentally gotten
into an off-gas line, the MSRE was operated in
December and January at full power for 30 days
without interruption. The next power run was begun
later in January and was continued for 102 days, until
terminated to remove a second set of graphite and
metal specimens. An additional operating period of 46
days during the summer was interrupted for maintenance work on the sampler-enricher when the cable
drive mechanism jammed.
In September 1967, a run was begun which continued
for six months, until terminated on schedule in March
1968. Power operation during this run had to be
interrupted once when the reactor was taken to zero
power to repair an electrical short in the samplerenricher.

’
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Completion of this six-month run brought to a close
the first phase of MSRE operation, in which the
objective was to demonstrate on a small scale the
attractive features and technical feasibility of these
systems for civilian power reactors. We believe this
objective has been achieved and that the MSRE has
shown that molten-fluoride reactors can be operated at
temperatures above 1200°F without corrosive attack on
either the metal or graphite parts of the system, that
the fuel is completely stable, that reactor equipment
can operate satisfactorily at these conditions, that
xenon can be removed rapidly from molten salts, and
that, when necessary, the radioactive equipment can be
repaired or replaced.
The second phase of MSRE operation began in
August 1968, when a small facility in the MSRE
building was used to remove the original uranium
charge from the fuel salt by treatment with gaseous F2.
In six days of nuorination, 219 kg of uranium was
removed from the molten salt and loaded onto absorbers filled with sodium fluoride pellets. The decontamination and recovery of the uranium were very
good.
While the fuel was being processed, a charge o f 23 3 U
that had been made in the Savannah River reactors was
converted to UF4-LiF enriching salt in O m ' s Thorium-Uranium Recycle Facility. The enriching salt was
added to the original canier salt, and in October 1969
the MSRE became the world's first reactor to operate
U began in January,
on
U. Power operation on
1969, and continued until a scheduled shutdown in
June.
The nuclear characteristics of the MSRE with the
U were close to the predictions, and, as expected,
the reactor was quite stable. One surprise was a
considerable increase in the amount of gas entrained in
the salt, which made the reactor power very noisy. A
slight reduction in the pump speed eliminated the gas.
In May, a small quantity of MSRE carrier salt reserved
from the earlier 5uoMation was distilled at the reactor

'

to demonstrate use of this process to recover LiF and
BeFz from irradiated salt. A second period of power
operation with 233U began in August, and in September, shortly after the end of this report period,
small amounts of PuF3 were added to the fuel.
A large part of the MoltenSalt Reactor Program is
now being devoted to future molten-salt reactors.
Conceptual design studies are being made of breeder
reactors, and an increasing amount of work on materials, on the chemistry of fuel and coolant salts, and
on processing methods is included in the research and
development program,
Until two years ago most of our work on breeder
reactors was aimed specifically at two-fluid systems in
which graphite tubes would be used to separate
uraniumbearing he1 salts from thorium-bearing fertile
salts. We think attractive reactors of this type can be
developed, but several years of experience with, a
prototype reactor would be required to prove that
graphite can serve as piping while exposed to high
fast-neutron irradiations. As a consequence, a one-fluid

b

breeder was a long-sought goal.

In late 1967 two developments established the feasibility of a one-fluid breeder. The first was demonstkation of the chemical steps in a process which uses liquid
bismuth to extract protactinium and uranium selectively from a salt that also contains thorium. The
second was the recognition that a fertile blanket can be
obtained with a salt that contains uranium and thorium
by reducing the graphite-to-fuel ratio in the outer part
of the core. Our studies show that a onefluid,
fivcwegionbreeder can be built that has fuel utilization
characteristics approaching those of our two-fluid designs and probably better economics. Since the graphite
serves only as moderator, the one-fluid reactor is more
nearly a scaleup of the MSRE.
These features caused us to change the emphasis of
our breeder program from the two-fluid to the one-fluid
breeder. Most of our design and development effort is
now directed to the one-fluid system.
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High-power operation with 3 3 U fuel, which began in
January 1969, continued until a scheduled shutdown
on June 1. After maintenance, inspection, and the
annual test of containment, operation was resumed in
August.
One of the prime objectives of the high-power
operation was to obtain a very accurate measurement of
the 233Uu,/u,, ratio. For this purpose samples were
taken after 0.5, 1.8, and 2.9% burnup of the 233U.
Experiments were conducted during this period on the
behavior of cover gas and xenon in the fuel salt at
various fuel circulation rates. Reductants and an oxidant were added to the fuel salt and numerous samples
were taken to investigate the physical and chemical
behavior of the fuel mixture. During the reactor
operation, a small amount of fuel carrier salt, stripped
of its uranium during the fluorination in 1968, was
transferred to the distillation experiment set up in the
reactor building.
There were no significant delays in the experimental
program due to equipment problems, although recurrent plugging in the off-gas system required some
attention. An indication of the absence of serious
problems is that from January to June 1, the reactor
was critical 95% of the time.
During the shutdown, core specimens were removed
and a different array installed, control rod drives were
repaired or replaced, one control rod was replaced, and
the off-gas lines were cleared either by heating and
blowing or (in the case of the overflow tank vent) by
replacing a plugged valve. Large amounts of data on
fission product distributions were obtained by remote
gamma spectrometry during the shutdown and the
subsequent startup. (The measurements during the
startup were through holes drilled in the shield during
the shutdown.)
The valves most important to primary containment
were tested during the shutdown, and just before the
startup the secondary containment was tested at 20
xi

psig. Pressure tests of the fuel and coolant salt systems
at 60 psig were performed during five days of flush-salt
circulation.
The first experiments after the startup were aimed at
the behavior of cover gas in the flush and fuel salts and
its effect on xenon poisoning. Significant differences
were observed between helium and argon.

2. Reactor Analysis
Because some cross sections have been revised since
the physics analysis of the MSRE with 3 5 U was made,
the analysis was repeated using the more up-to-date
values. Reaction cross sections averaged over the neutron energy spectrum and fuel volume were recalculated
for a number of nuclides in the salt, and the variation in
these cross sections with the reactor operating conditions was studied. Some differences in the average cross
U, ”U, and 9Pu were found. These
sections for
differences change the calculated critical 3s U concentration by a maximum of about 2% and thus have a
relatively insignificant effect on the interpretation of
the critical experiment. However, increases in the
average 3 8 U absorption cross section led to an increase
of nearly 5% in the calculated net depletion rate of
uranium for a specified fission rate in the reactor and
about a 20% increase in the plutonium production rate.

3. Component Development
The freeze flange thermal cycle test was continued
with no external damage through cycle 400, when it
was shut down for internal inspection and minor
repairs. A fluorescent dye penetrant more sensitive than
the one previously used gave a completely new pattern
of fatigue cracks and porosity’indications. None of the
indications are in the locations which would cause
concern.
The much improved remote gamma spectrometer
system was put into operation and performed as
planned.
In connection with the development of off-gas
systems, a model based on conventional mass transfer
concepts was developed in an attempt to describe
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quantitatively the migration of noble metals in the

MSRE.
Operation of the Mark 2 fuel pump with molten salt
at 1200°F and 1350 gpm passed 8400 hr. After the
pump tank operating liquid level was raised, voidfraction measurements indicated there was no detectable quantity of gas bubbles circulating in the salt, and
the plugging rate in the off-gas line decreased considerably.
4. Instruments and Controls

Efforts to improve reactor diagnosis by noise analysis
were hampered by limitations of the pressure-measuring
system. The analytical model used in the analysis was
verified, however, and it was shown that plugging in the
off-gas line could be detected at an early stage by
analysis of the pressure noise. Continuous indicators of
pressure and neutron noise levels were installed for use
by the reactor operators.
Only relatively minor maintenance and modifications
were required in the MSRE instruments and controls.

PART 2. MSBR DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
5. Design

The conceptual design study of a 1OOOMw (electrical) single-fluid MSBR power station is essentially
complete, and preparation of a report covering the
study has begun.
Major revisions were made to the MSBR building
design to provide a sealed 134-ft-diam cylindrical
reactor building with hemispherical top to assure
against escape of airborne contaminants during reactor
core maintenance operations. The 3-ft-thick concrete in
the building wall provides biological shielding during
the maintenance and also serves as missile protection.
The core transport cask, now a part of the polar crane
serving the reactor building, has integral hoists for
lifting the reactor core into the cask and lowering it
into the spent-core storage pit.
As a result of a review of the resistance of the
building and equipment supports to seismic disturbances, the reactor plant now rests on a concrete pad
separate from the turbine plant. In this connection, the
availability of pipe supports with vibrationdamping
dashpots suitable for high-temperature operation is
being investigated.
The new reactor building layout permits a waste cell
to be provided beneath the reactor cell for storage of a
30-year accumulation of discarded radioactive materials

and equipment. The maximum heat generation in the
pit is about 600 kw, stemming primarily from chemical
processing wastes. The pit will be maintained at 150"F,
or below, by cooling a side stream of the nitrogen
atmosphere with a water-cooled heat exchanger. Duplicate equipment will be provided.
The primary salt drain tank was redesigned to provide
added reliability in the cooling system through use of
40 separate and autonomous circuits employing natural
circulation of a 'LiF-BeF2 coolant salt through 1500
tubes (?' in. in diameter) in the drain tank and a
salt-to-water heat exchanger located outside the drain
tank cell. Heat transfer in this exchanger is by radiation,
with no direct contact between the surfaces that could
result in water entering the salt system. The generated
steam is condensed in air-cooled finned coils in the base
of a 300- to 400-ft natural draft stack, and the
condensate is recirculated. The redesigned drain tank
also serves as a 2.5-hr holdup volume for decay of
off-gases taken from the primary system prior to their
treatment and disposal. The heat load due to the gases
is about 18 Mw (thermal).
The fuel salt circulating pump bowls overftow continuously into the drain tank. The 1213°F incoming
salt from the pumps flows downward through a '&-in.
annular space at the tank wall to remove gamma heat
and to limit the maximum wall temperature to about
1261°F. The fuel salt is continuously returned to the
primary loop by four jet pumps located in the bottom
of the primary drain tank. The drain tank thus achieves
added reliability through being an active part of the
primary system.
During the past report period an analysis of the
afterheat generation in a drained primaxy heat exchanger was initiated. Deposited noble-metal fission
products are the principal source of heat, with about 60
to 80% being due to gamma emission. Based on
extrapolation of the behavior of tellurium, which
appears to be typical of the gamma emitters, and
assuming that 40% of all noble metals are deposited on
heat exchanger surfaces, the fractional distribution of
the heat is about 60% in the tube annuli, 25% in the
intermediate shell, and 10% in the innermost' shell.
Reducing the size of the heat exchangers within the
range of interest does not significantly alter the fact
that about 90% of the gamma energy originating in the
tube annuli remains within the exchanger.
6. ReactorPhysia

Neutronics calculations for the reference one-fluid
MSBR performed in explicit two-dimensional geometry
I
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confirm the results obtained with the two-dimensional
synthesis technique employed in the optimization code.
Fuelcycle calculations for molten-salt reactors both
larger and smaller than the reference 1000 Mw (electrical) MSBR show a significant dependence of breeding
performance on reactor power level. Both breeding
ratio and annual fuel yield can be expected to increase a
full percentage point if power level can be raised to
2000 Mw (electrical) and nearly two points if the power
were increased to 4000 Mw (electrical).
Analysis of the effect of varying the average power
density for the 1000 Mw (electrical) MSBR shows that
the reference design, with an average power density of
22 w/cm3, is about optimum in terms of annual fuel
yield, although the conservation coefficient could be
improved slightly by increasing the power density. No
change in the reference design is contemplated, however, since the selection of core dimensions is partly
based on the lifetime of the core graphite, which is
limited by fast-neutron damage.
A new investigation of the potential performance of a
canned-core MSBR, in which a metallic or graphite
barrier separates the core from the blanket, indicates
significantly better breeding performance than for the
reference one-fluid concept, in spite of neutron captures in the barrier. Annual fuel yields twice that of the
reference design are indicated. If feasible from other
points of view, such a concept might thus provide a
useful line of development for future MSBR designs.
Gamma and neutron heating calculations were completed for the current one-fluid MSBR design.

A digital simulation code, involving a rather detailed
model of the reactor core as well as of the primary and
secondary heat exchange circuits, has been employed to
study the response of the MSBR t o various reactivity
perturbations. Frequency response calculations for the
reference MSBR at full power show no tendencies to
instability.
Additional calculations for various possible configurations of a molten-salt breeder experiment show that
breeding ratios near unity, with 2 3 3 Ufuel, could be
achieved with power levels of about 150 Mw (thermal)
and with a maximum core power density of about 100
w/cm3.
The measured value of the '''U
capture-toabsorption cross-section ratio in the MSRE is in
excellent agreement with the calculated value, providing
good confirmation of cross sections and computational
models used in MSBR design
- calculations. Similar
experiments are in progress for "u.

7. Systems and Components Development
Pressure-drop measurements were made for four
models of the bubble generator, and contraction and
expansion coefficients were determined. Addition of a
surfactant, normal butyl alcohol, was shown to
markedly reduce the coalescence of bubbles in tests
with water.
The steam-generator industrial program consists of
four phases that will result in the design, development,
and fabrication of a full-size, full-length tube unit for
testing in the Prototype Tube Test Stand; an MSBE unit
for testing in the Engineering Test Unit; and the steam
generator for use in the MSBE. Phase I will produce a
conceptual design for use with the ORNL reference
design of the 1OOOMw (electrical) MSBR. The salt
flows and temperatures for all operating conditions and
the steam and feedwater inlet and outlet temperatures
and pressures at full load will be specified by ORNL
based on the requirements for the prevention of
freezing of the salt or excessive thermal cycling of the
system components. An alternative conceptual design
will be made for the same salt conditions, but without
the restrictions on the steam system. The request for
directive for the steam generator prototype tube test
stand has been deferred pending completion of the
conceptual system design description and availability of
funds.
The NaBF4 circulating test loop was operated for a
total of 3600 hr during the report period to continue
the investigation of problems associated with corrosion
product deposition and with off-gas system restrictions.
Seven tests were made with the cold finger, and
chemical analyses made of green deposits obtained
during some of these tests indicated up to 8%
chromium. No definite conclusions were reached as to
the identity of the compounds forming the deposits. An
analysis of data on impurities found in salt samples
taken during circulation of the clean batch of salt
indicates that the solubility of iron at 1025°F is
500-550 ppm. The analytical results for oxygen and
water in the salt have a low level of confidence. A hot
trap for retention of salt mist was found to have about
a 50% efficiency using either of two different internal
arrangements. An examination of several possible
sources indicated that emissions of acid fluid were
resulting from contamination of the system with wet air
during routine operational and maintenance activities.
A request for proposal package to obtain the MSBE
salt pumps from the United States pump industry was
completed. The package includes the specifications for
the primary and the secondary salt pumps, the pro-
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posed scope of work, information required in the
proposal, and copies of the RDT standards referenced
in the specifications. Proposals are being requested from
the Bingham Pump Company, Byron Jackson Pump
Company, and Westinghouse Electro Mechanical Division.
Programmatic approval was received from the AEC to
proceed with the design of.the MSBE salt pump test
stand. The conceptual system design description of the
stand was completed and released for distribution. The
preliminary design has been started and is scheduled for
completion by November 1969.
The detail design of the ALPHA pump (for up to
30-gpm use in test loops) was completed, and the
fabrication of the water test pump was initiated. Water
tests will be performed to detennine the pump hydraulic characteristics and to control the “fountain
leakage” from its entrance into the pump tank to its
return to the impeller inlet.
Performance tests were conducted with the pipe
cutting and welding devices developed and fabricated as
modifications of equipment designed for ‘the US. Air
Force by North American Rockwell Corporation.
Cutter performance tests included saw tracking and
runout determinations and machining studies on stainless steel and Inconel piping. Life expectancy of the
cutter blades was determined for various tools, material,
and cutter speeds. A machining technique was developed for remotely preparing J-bevel pipe ends for
welding. Some tests were started on repairing weld
defects. A 7min color movie was prepared to show the
performance of remote maintenance operations with
the orbital equipment.
8. MSBR Instrumentation and Controls
The analog model of the 1000 Mw (electrical) MSBR
is being refmed and expanded to include additional
nodes for more accurate simulation and more recent
data from the project for calculation of important
coefficients. The new model includes considerable
latitude for trying different control schemes and should
be representative of expected performance over a wider
range of power levels.
As an adjunct to the transient simulation, a study is
being made of steady-state part-load plant conditions t o
determine suitable profiles of temperature and flow
within the limits imposed by salt freezing, pump
capabilities, etc.
A subcontract with the University of Illinois for a
hybrid computer study of molten-salt supercritical
steam generators has been terminated, and a fmal report

of the work will be issued shortly. ’Ihis work will be
continued at the ORNL Hybrid Computing Facility,
which is expected to be operational early in 1970.
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9. Heat and Mass Transfer and

Thennophysical Properties
Heat Transfer. - New heat transfer results have been
obtained with a proposed MSBR fuel salt (LiF-BeF2ThF4-UF4, 67.5-20-12-0.5 mole %). In the recent
experiments a replacement test section was used because the original one may have caused flow disturbances leading to irregular axial wall temperature profiles.
The new results in the lower laminar flow region
(Reynolds modulus, N R e , less than 1000) and in the
upper transition and turbulent flow regions (NRe
greater than 3500) were characterized by regular axial
temperature profiles indicative of developing flow in
the laminar region and fully developed flow in the
transition and turbulent regions. The existence of fully
developed flow is in marked contrast with the results
obtained using the original test section, which suggested
flow transition effects extending the full length of the
tube. The axial temperature profiles, together with the
corresponding bulk liquid temperatures, were employed
to derive heat transfer coefficients and Nusselt moduli
for comparison with the published correlations of
Sieder and Tate for laminar and turbulent flow,
Martinelli and Boelter for laminar flow, McAdams for
turbulent flow, Colbum for turbulent flow, and Hausen
for transitional flow. The data agree best with the
equation of Sieder and Tate in the low laminar range
and with that of Colbum in the turbulent range, NRe
greater than 12,000.
bast-squares fitting of the data to an equation which
assumes the Nusselt modulus to depend on some power
of the Reynolds modulus has resulted in dimensionless
correlations of the data for NRe < 1000 and NRe >
12,000 with average absolute deviations of about 5%.
No correlations could be developed in the range lo00 <
NRe < 3500 because of irregular axial temperature
profiles indicative of flow transition, the effects of
which persisted over most of the test section length.
Thennophysical Properties. - The effect of heat
shunting around the specimen in the present variablegap thermal-conductivity apparatus on the measured
thermal conductivity has been analyzed. This problem
is particularly serious for fluids having conductivities
less than 0.05 w cm-’ OC-’, which include the salts of
interest to the MSRE and MSBR. A correction factor
has been derived which depends on gap spacing,
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specimen conductivity, and the fmed thermal resistance
of the gap. Applied to the measured conductivities of
the calibration fluids water, fitec salt, and mercury,
this correction factor brings the results into good
agreement with accepted published values. The measured conductivities of the MSRE fuel and coolant salts
and proposed MSBR fuel and coolant salts have likewise
been corrected, resulting in a small decrease from
previously published values.
Mass Transfer to Circulating Bubbles. - Shakedown
tests of the experimental facility revealed some problems with the pump and heat exchanger, which are
being corrected. The facility incorporates a variable-area
nozzle with gas injection into the throat for bubble
generation and a bubble separator which combines
centripetal and gravitational separation with the bamer
effect of a wetted screen. A theoretical description of
the mass transfer process is under development which
assumes that a bubble moves at the local velocity of the
liquid and that the flow field near the bubble-liquid
interface is primarily the turbulence fluctuations. An
improved eddy diffusivity method is being investigated
which relates this parameter to the mean flow, concentration gradient, and interfacial boundary conditions.
PART 3. CHEMISTRY
10. Chemistry of the MSRE

Refinement of the material balance for MSRE fuel
and flush salts was effected by experimental determination of the quantity of residual carrier salt in the drain
tank. Nominal values of the uranium tetrafluoride
concentration in the fuel salt derived therefrom were
found to be in excellent agreement with the analytical
results. Comparison of the analytical values for plutonium in the fuel salt with values anticipated from
nuclear data showed good agreement at the beginning
of
u operations.
Variations in the void fraction of the circulating fuel
salt using helium and argon cover gases were rationalized on the basis of the relative solubilities of these
gases and the probable relation of gas-salt mass transfer
in interfacial tension on these phenomena.
11. Fission Product Behavior
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A fourth set of graphite and Hastelloy N surveillance
samples, removed from the MSRE core after the June
1969 shutdown, was subjected to radiochemical analysis. No significant difference was noted with respect to
polished or unpolished graphite surfaces, and with the
possible exception of 2Te, no significant difference

with exposure time. Although flush salt was not used,
metal surfaces were free of uranium. The quantity of
1 3 5 1 on these surfaces exceeded previously observed
amounts by a factor of 3.5.
The surface tensions of MSRE fuel salt and flush salt
were measured using a capillary depression method in
graphite. The decrease in surface tension observed while
the fuel salt was being reduced by metallic beryllium
corresponds to a higher helium solubility and thus a
reduced bubble fraction at a given gas entrainment rate.
A study of the redox potential of niobium in the
MSRE fuel salt was initiated in tracer-level experiments
with 5Nb and a molten mixture of LiF-BeF2-W4.
Studies of the disproportionation reactions of MoF3
in LiFBeF2 mixtures were continued using mass
spectrometric methods. Appearance potentials and ionization efficiency curves for molybdenum and niobium
fluorides were shown to imply the existence of multiple
parent species. Determination of the identity and
relative abundance of parent species remains an object
of the continuing investigation.
12. Properties of Fluoroborate

Coolant Salts
Mixtures of the alkali fluoroborates continue to
exhibit chemical and physical properties which favor
their use as coolants for moltensalt breeder reactors. A
program for characterizing the physical and chemical
properties of the alkali metal fluoroborates was extended to develop a broad base of information about
this important and heretofore unexploited class of
molten salts. Measurements of the properties of these
materials were extended to include experimental determination of the liquidsolid and solidsolid transition
temperatures, densities, refractive indices, decomposition pressures, x-ray crystal parameters, fuel-coolant
mixing reactions, and equilibrium phase relationships.
Other effort was devoted to the synthesis of highly pure
crystals of sodium fluoroborate and sodium hydroxyfluoroborate as research materials.
Molar volumes and expansivities, derived from the
density-temperature equations of- the (molten) alkali
fluoroborates, were calculated at two corresponding
temperatures. Molecular polarizabilities of the five
crystalline fluoroborates were calculated from the
observed indices of refraction.
13. Physical Chemistry of Molten Salts

A study of the equilibrium phase behavior of CeF3, as
proxy for PuF3, in the system LdF-BeF2€eF3 was
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initiated as a part of a long-range study of the system
LiF-FkF2-ThF4CeFj (F'uF3). Evidence of liquid
immiscibility was noted with mixtures which contain
low concentrations of LiF.
Experiments were initiated to synthesize sparingly
soluble compounds which could act as selective ion
exchangers for the rareearth fission products. Of some
six oxides tested, vanadium0 oxide and chromium(II1) oxide warranted further study. Measurements of the solubility of thorium in thorium tetrafluoride were completed. The low solubility observed
indicates that the formation of thorium(II1) fluoride is
unlikely. Hightemperature emf measurements with
LiF-BeF2 melts were applied to determine transport
numbers of lithium and beryllium ion relative to
fluoride ion. Such measurements were used to develop a
highly precise experimental method for determination
of liquidus curves in fluoride systems.
By use of a modified cell design and carefully
prepared starting materials, improved values (3~0.5%)for
the specific conductance of LiF-BeF2 (66-34 mole %)
and its temperature variation were obtained. Electrical
conductivities of low-melting NaF-BeF2 mixtures were
measured and the temperature dependence analyzed in
terms of the zero-mobility temperature, To.Values of
zero-mobility temperatures were found to be similar in
magnitude to those obtained previously in the LiFBeF2 system.
Viscosities of MSBR fuel and coolant mixtures were
measured at temperatures in the range 400 to 680°C
(-750 to 125OOF). The densities of these molten
mixtures were measured by dilatometric methods.
Expansivity of ThF4 mixtures showed little change
with variations in the concentrations of BeF2 and
ThF4.
14. Chemistry of MoltenSalt Reactor
Fuel Reprocessing Technology

The effort to develop a moltensalt fuel technology
by using reductive extraction methods was expanded to
include examination of various metal additives to
bismuth and tin for possible process application. The
addition of magnesium to bismuth resulted in the
nearstoichiometric reduction of thorium from the salt
phase. Similar results were obtained on addition of
aluminum to tin. The distributions of cerium between
the reference fuel solvent and pure tin were measured at
various thorium concentrations in the metal phase.
These values and separation factors DCJDTh were not
so favorable as those previously obtained in the
salt-bismuth extraction systems. In related experiments

the extraction of europium from the simulated MSBR
fuel solvent into an immiscible fluoroborate salt phase
was examined. Although this system was adjudged as
not feasible for application to rareearth separations
processes, the experimental results provide a basis for
further examination of mixing reactions between the
proposed MSBR fuel and coolant salt systems.

Lj-

A small pumped loop was operated to investigate the
electrolytic reduction of thorium from a simulated
MSBR fuel solvent into molten lead and its simultaneous back extraction into a recovery salt. Low thorium
transport rates were encountered.
Tentative evidence which indicates that zirconium
may be separated from fuel mixtures without concurrent loss of uranium or thorium was discovered.
Separation is effected by precipitation of a platinide
phase in bismuth.
15. Development and Evaluation of
Analytical Methods for MoltenSalt
Reactors

New parts are being fabricated for the renovation of
the apparatus for determining the oxide content of
reductive salts. As was mentioned in the last report, the
NaF trap restricts the gas flow in the system and must
be replaced. "he equipment for the voltammetric
determination of U(II1) in radioactive MSRE fuel was
installed in the hot cell. The one determination which
was made showed that 0.4% of the total uranium was
present as U(II1). An experimental setup at the Y-12
site is being used to follow the change in the U(IV)/
U(II1) ratio in a simulated MSRE fuel as either the
U(IV) is reduced or the U(II1) is reoxidized. Fair
agreement for the determination of various U(II1)
concentrations has been obtained by voltammetric,
potentiometric, and spectrophotometric methods.
Reduction of the fuel resulted in disagreement between
the amount of zirconium consumed and the amount of
known species reduced. This is receiving further investigation.
To gain experience in adapting small on-line computers to electroanalytical methods, a PDP-8 computer
was programmed to operate a cyclic voltammeter. The
PDP-8 furnished all command signals to the wltammeter and computed U(IV)/U(III) ratios from the
derivative of the U(1V)-U(II1) reduction wave. In other
electroanalytical studies, kinetic parameters were determined for the Ni/Ni(II) couple in molten LiFBeFz-ZrF4 by the relaxation voltage step and chronocoulometric methods.
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Evidence derived from spectral studies has shown that
the superoxide ion, 02-, exists
fluoride solutions. This raises the possibility of radio'- in the MSRE and
lytic generation of 02-from 0
should be investigated when the hotcell spectrophotometric facility becomes operative. The design and
fabrication of the optical components of the hotcell
spectrophotometer have been completed by the vendor.
After receipt the entire facility will be installed in
Building 3019 for final acceptance tests. Some problems have been encountered with accessory equipment,
and these are being corrected. The possibility now
exists for the fabrication of a fixed-path-lengthwindowless spectrophotometric cell for studies of molten
fluoride salts. It has been demonstrated that stainless
steel "porous metal," developed by P. R. Mallory and
Company, will adequately hold aqueous solutions for
spectral study. This company has agreed to fabricate
experimental batches of porous metal from Hastelloy
N.
Tests of possible methods for the removal of oxide
from NaBF, have shown that BF3 is ineffective but
that oxide can be removed by hydrofluorination. A
study is being conducted to establish the optimum
conditions for oxide removal with HF.
A spectrographic method and a polarographic method
for the determination of bismuth in MSRP salts have
shown sensitivity limits of 0.002 and 0.05 ppm respectively.

PART 5. MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
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MSRE Surveillance Program

Surveillance samples of graphite and Hastelloy N were
removed from the MSRE on June 5, 1969. Some
samples had been at temperature in the reactor for 2.6
years and were exposed to fast c>SO kev) and thermal
(<0.876 ev) fluences of 1.1 X lo2' and 1.5 X IO2'
neutrons/cm2 respectively. The samples were sound,
but the metal was darker in appearance than usual.
Metallography showed some cracking (3-mil depth) of
the Hastelloy N straps that hold the surveillance
assembly together. Mechanical property tests on the
Hastelloy N samples show a continuation of the
decrease in fracture strain with increasing fluence. The
reduction in fracture strain at low temperatures is
attributed to carbide precipitation, and the reduction at
high temperatures is due to the production of helium in
the material from the B(n,a)'Li transmutation.

'

17. Graphite Studies

Most of the available commercial graphites have been
neutrons/cm2.
irradiated to a fluence of 3.8 X
The dimensional changes of all of the materials are too
large to allow during service, but two graphites show
exceptionally good dimensional stability up to fluences
of 2.5 to 3.0 X IO2' neutrons/cm2. Density measurements show that most of the volume change is
associated with changes in the pore structure. The x-ray
diffraction studies have concentrated on measuring the
crystalline anisotropy, and comparisons of these measurements with observed dimensional changes during
irradiation reveal the importance of isotropy. The
knowledge gained from studies on commercial graphites
is being used to fabricate small experimental lots of
graphite. Suitable techniques have been developed for
sealing three very different graphite substrates with
carbon to reduce the gas permeability. The desired
permeability of <lo-' cm2/sec can be obtained routinely, and experiments are in progress to ascertain how
the permeability changes during irradiation.
18. Hastelloy N

Several chemical modifications of Hastelloy N are
being studied in an effort to develop an alloy with
improved resistance to embrittlement by neutron irradiation. Additions of 1% Ti result in an alloy containing
the MC-type carbide with good pre- and postirradiation
properties. Lesser amounts of titanium lead to the
formation of mixed MC and M2C carbides with less
attractive properties. Alloys that contain Nb,Hf, and Y
also look promising, with fracture strains of 4 to 23%
(compared with 0.5 to 3%for standard Hastelloy N). A
strong correlation between good postirradiation properties and formation of the MC-type carbide still holds.
The compatibility of Hastelloy N with several fluoride
salts is being studied, with primary emphasis on the
coolant salt sodium fluoroborate. The corrosion rate is
accelerated by the presence of moisture. A pump loop
containing coolant salt with 1500 ppm water has
corroded at an average rate of 1.3 milslyear for 4000
hr. Observations on a thermal convection loop containing fertile-fissile salt with a bismuth appendage show
that the corrosion behavior is not affected appreciably,
although detectable quantities of bismuth moved into
the salt stream and metal impurities were extracted
from the salt stream by the bismuth.
Corrosion data for Hastelloy N in steam are very
meager, and we have installed a facility in the Bull Run
Steam Plant for obtaining such information. The
facility became operational on August 7,1969.
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19. Support for Chemical Processing

We have deposited coatings of tungsten on plain
carbon steels and type 304 stainless steel in an effort to
obtain materials that have good corrosion resistance in
bismuth. Tungsten has a lower coefficient of thermal
expansion than these steels, and the coatings spall
during thermal cycling. We are attempting to reduce the
spalling problem by varying the coating parameters and
by using other substrate materials with lower expansion.
The primary problem with using molybdenum for a
chemical processing plant is the ability to join this
material. Welds are extremely brittle, and the base
metal even becomes brittle at room temperature when
it is fully recrystallized. Early compability tests on an
alloy of iron, boron, and carbon look promising.
20. Support for Components Development

Program
One of the primary problems in making good remotemaintenance welds is to obtain good enough alignment
between the pieces to be welded to obtain a good root
pass. Various techniques for obtaining better root
passes are being evaluated.

PART 6. MOLTENSALT PROCESSING
AND PREPARATION
21. Measurement of Distribution Coefficients
in MoltenSalt-Metal Systems

Distribution of actinide and lanthanide elements
between molten fluoride salts and liquid bismuth
solutions is being studied as part of the development of
a reductive extraction process for single-fluid MSBR
fuels. Equilibrium data obtained at 600°C with IiFBeFz-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %) show that the uraniumneptunium separation factor is about 3, that plutonium,
americium, and californium are nearly inseparable, and
that the plutonium-curium separation factor is about
10. Studies with several rare earths showed that the
rareearth-thorium separation factors (1 to 3.5) are not
markedly temperature dependent in the range 525 to
750°C. Selective precipitation of thorium bismuthide
from thorium-bismuth-rareearth solutions is being
evaluated as a means of enhancing the overall rareearth-thorium separation factors in the reductive
extraction process.

Since plutonium will be added to the present MSRE
fuel salt as PuF3 powder, tests were conducted to
demonstrate that powdered PuF3 would dissolve
rapidly in LiF-BeFz (66-34 mole %) at about 600°C. In
addition, values for the solubility of PuF3 in this salt at
several temperatures were confirmed.
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22. Flowsheet Analysis
Calculations have been continued on several aspects
of the flowsheet proposed for processing single-fluid
MSBR’s. Steadystate calculations indicate that isolation of protactinium is feasible for a reactor fueled with
either uranium or plutonium. Approximately 90% of
the protactinium in the reactor system could be
retained in a salt volume of 200 ft3. Calculations on the
transient performance of a reactor fueled with uranium
indicate that the relatively large protactinium decay
tank tends to stabilize the isolation system and that .the
system can be controlled by determination of the
uranium concentration in the salt entering the decay
tank.
Calculations on the removal of rare earths by reductive extraction indicate that about 24 stages will be
required in the extraction column in order to obtain
adequate rareearth removal times with bismuth flow
rates of 15 gpm and process cycle times of 30 days. The
optimum feed point location is near the top of the
column for rare-earth-thorium separation factors below 1.3 and is shifted downward as the separation
factor is increased.
Operation of the reductive extraction system for
rareearth removal requires that only a negligible quantity of ThF4 remain in the salt which passes through
the electrolytic cell and returns to the bottom of the
extraction column. Calculations indicate that removal
of ThF4 from the salt can be effected by countercurrent contact of the salt with a lithium-bismuth stream
having a lithium concentration of 0.008 mole fraction
at a metal-toaalt molar flow ratio of 74.6. Two to three
theoretical stages will be required to maintain the
desired extent of ThF4 removal.

23. Engineering Development of Process Operations
A reductive extraction system has been installed
which will allow the countercurrent contact of up to 15
liters each of molten salt and bismuth in an 0.82-in.-ID
packed column. About 200 kg of bismuth and 53 kg of
molten salt (72-16-12 mole % LiF-BeFz-ThF4) was
charged to the system and purified by contact with H2
and Hz-HF mixtures. Attempts to operate the system
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have revealed difficulties with &position of iron in
bismuth transfer lines, collection of bismuth at a low
point in a salt transfer line, and external air oxidation
of the carbon steel tubing. Measures to correct or
minimize these problems have been taken.
An electrolytic cell is an important and necessary
equipment item in the reductive extraction systems for
isolating protactinium and for removing rare earths.
Experiments with static cells were carried out which
indicate that heat generation and heat transfer in cells
can be studied using ac power, which does not produce
electrolysis products resulting from use of dc power,
and that a graphite anode cannot be used unless a
means is found for removing CF4 gas from the anode
surface. Several experiments were made to study the
use of frozen salt as an electrical insulator as well as for
providing corrosion protection. It was found that
frozen layers of salt could be maintained with difficulty
in the presence of high heat generation rates, and
further studies with cells of improved design will be
carried out. A facility for testing electrolytic cells under
flow conditions is being installed. Salt and bismuth will
be circulated by gas lift pumps, and measurement of the
salt and bismuth flow rates will be accomplished by
gravityhead-type orifce flow meters. Initial experiments for determining orifice coefficients with bismuth
show a greater degree of scatter than is tolerable;
however, it is believed that additional experiments will
result in acceptable operation. Analysis of mass transfer
in electrolytic cells indicates that reduction of EkF2
may be encountered if cathode current densities exceed
0.16 amp/cm2, and experiments to check this result are
planned.
Axial mixing in the salt phase of a salt-metal
contactor can reduce contactor performance. Axial
mixing coefficients were measured in a 2-in.-diam
column packed with y-in. Raschig rings using mercury
and water as substitutes for bismuth and salt. Results
indicate that the axial diffusion coefficient is 3.5
cm2/sec and is essentially constant within the range of
conditions studied. Using this value, estimates were
made of the effect of backmixing on required extraction column heights for the columns in the proposed
MSBR flowsheet. It was found that while axial mixing
is unimportant in the protactinium isolation columns, it
results in impractical column lengths in the rareearth
removal system, which operates at a high metal-to-salt
flow ratio. Calculations also indicated that axial mixing
equivalent to backflow of 25% of the salt throughput
would result in an increase in required column length of
only 25%. Development of backflow preventers with

this effectiveness which could be placed at intervals
along a packed column seems practical, and experiments to develop such devices are under way.
Axial mixing coefficients have also been measured in
a 2-in.diam open column using countercurrent flow of
air and water as substitutes for F2 and molten salt in a
continuous fluorinator. The axial diffusion coefficient
varied from 27 to 59 cm2/sec as the air rate varied from
0.28 to 5.0 liters of air (STP) per minute and was
independent of water velocity for water velocities as
high as 7.8 cm/sec.
24. Distillation of MSRE Fuel Carrier Salt
An experiment demonstrating the high-temperature,
low-pressure distillation of irradiated MSRE fuel carrier
salt has been successfully completed. About 11 liters of
salt were distilled during 31 hr of remote operation.
Eleven condensate samples were taken at approximately
90-min intervals. The effective relative volatilities for
the major components, BeF2 and ZrF4, were in agreement with previous measurements, but the relative
volatilities of the rare earths 14'Ce and 14'Pm were
higher than expected by approximately a factor of 30.
Although this would not prevent the use of distillation
for recovery of LiF and BeF2 from waste streams,
attempts will be made to resolve this discrepancy.
25. Design Studies for Salt Processing

Natural convection heat transfer coefficients, heat
fluxes, and the thickness of the frozen salt insulating
film were calculated for a hypothetical electrolytic cell
geometry. The calculations showed that the heat fluxes
required to maintain the frozen salt insulators intact
were reasonable, although high, and that a low-meltingpoint cell coolant such as sodium or NaK would be
required. Other calculations showed that the heat
transfer properties of water and mercury were similar to
salt and bismuth. Hence the water-mercury system
would be useful for mockup purposes.
Equipment is being designed and built to study the
continuous hydrofluorination and hydrogen reduction
treatment steps for purifying salt mixtures as a possible
replacement for the timeconsuming batch process
method.
per
It is anticipated that about 30 g of 239h
full-power week will be added to the MSRE as fuel
starting in September. h F 3 powder is being procured,
and specially modified capsules are being fabricated to
permit addition of the PuF3 powder to the reactor
system via the fuel samplerenricher system.

Q
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% Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment
P. N. Haubenreich
High-power operation with 'j3U fuel, already under
way for about six weeks at the beginning of this report
period, continued with only brief'interruptions for
another three months. After a two-month shutdown for
replacement of core specimens, studies of fission
product distributions, annual tests, and necessary maintenance, experimental operation was resumed. Part 1 of

this report describes the analysis of the reactor behavior, equipment performance, and development work
directly related to the MSRE. The studies of fuel
chemistry in the MSRE, with emphasis on the behavior
of fission products, are described in Part 3. Part 5
covers the information on reactor materials that was
obtained from the MSRE.

1. MSRE Operations
1.1 CHRONOLOGICALACCOUNT OF OPERATIQNS
AND MAINTENANCE
J. L. Crowley
J. K. Franzreb
R.H. Guymon
P. H.Harley

T.L. Hudson
A. I. Krakoviak
R.B. Lindauer
M. Richardson

At the beginning of the report period, power operation with 2 3 3 Ufuel had been under way for about six
weeks.' Dynamics tests had shown that, as predicted,
. the system was quite stable despite the small fraction of
delayed neutrons, and a good start had been made on
the 2% burnup of 233U required for measurement of
the capture-toassion ratio. In addition to these experiments, which were the primary objectives of the
changeover to 'j3U fuel, the behavior and effects of
helium cover-gas entrainment in the fuel loop were
being investigated. The volume fraction of entrained gas
in the fuel loop, which had been <0.1% during the
years of 2 3 5 Uoperation, had risen to 0.5-0.7% during
the 2 3 3 U startup in September 1968. With the begin-
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ning of power operation, it was observed that small
disturbances in reactivity were occurring, apparently
caused by fluctuations in the amount of gas clinging in
the core. These were investigated intensively, and late in
February it was shown that the gas entrainment and the
reactivity perturbations could be eliminated by reducing the fuel pump speed to 1000 rpm (from the
normal 1180 rpm).
Reactor operation continued until a scheduled shutdown on June 1, and, as shown in Fig. 1.l, nearly all of
the time it was at high power.
It was observed very early that varying the amount of
helium bubbles in the fuel loop by reducing the pump
Xe poisoning.
speed had a significant effect on the
Early in March the power was held to 10 kw for four
days to bbserve the xenon stripping transient in the
absence of helium bubbles and then to measure
reactivity effects of changing pump speed and bubble
fraction in the absence of xenon poisoning. The
reactivity effects of reduced fluid density agreed with
the indication of the salt level instrument on the
amount of entrained bubbles as a function of pump
speed. Also during this low-power, low-speed operation,
the temperature coefficient of reactivity was measured
again, this time without the complication of having a
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Fig. 1.1. Outline of 233UPower Operation Through August 1969.

gas void fraction that varied systematically with the
temperature?
Through the remainder of March the reactor was
operated at 7 Mw with only two brief interruptions to
switch the fuel pump power supply. (The power was
limited to 7 Mw to permit operation at reduced fuel
circulation rate or lower temperature without getting
the radiator below 1000'F.) For the last week of the
7-Mw operation the pump power frequency was held at
2MSR Program Semiana h g r . Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNG
4396, p. 8.

Hz,just above the threshold for gas entrainment into
the loop, while the fuel temperature, the pump bowl
level, and the loop pressure were varied to defrne their
effects on the gas entrainment.
On April 3 operation at full power, with the normal
60-Hz supply to the fuel pump, was resumed. In the
next week seven 50% samples of the fuel salt were
taken for use in the 233Ucross-section ratio determination. On April 10 a blown fuse caused an unusual
electric power failure which resulted in the fuel and
coolant salts draining. When operation was resumed a
bias in the controller for the fuel drain valve caused the
58

t
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freeze plug to be abnormally short, and after three days
of salt circulation it accidentally thawed, draining the
fuel again.
On May 4 heat removal was stopped as a precaution
when the instrument that monitors the cooling stack
for beryllium broke down.
During April and May several small additions of
reductants and oxidants were made to the fuel salt. One
purpose was to observe the effects on noble metal
fission product behavior; another was to observe effects
on the physical behavior of the fuel salt. Since the
resumption of operation in September 1968, exposures
of beryllium metal in the pump bowl had been
accompanied by changes in the amount of entrained gas
in the loop and in the rate of transfer to the overflow
tank. Between April 15 and 25, while the reactor was
operating at full power and normal circulation rate, a
different reductant, zirconium, was added to the salt to
observe its effects. As in the beryllium additions, small
rods contained in a perforated nickel capsule were
lowered into the fuel in the pump bowl. Two additions
were made: the first put 20 g of zirconium into the salt;
the second, 24 g. The gas fraction in the loop, which
was running about 0.6 vol %, decreased by a factor of 2
while the zirconium was reacting but returned to the
earlier value after the capsule was withdrawn. In the
second of the two additions the entrained gas repeatedly decreased and increased as the zirconium was
immersed and withdrawn. Addition of 30 g of powdered FeF2 oxidant had no detectable effect on the gas
fraction. In the effort t o elucidate the effect of
reductants on the gas bubbles in the fuel, a device was
developed to measure the surface tension of the salt in
the pump bowl. (See Sect. 11.4.) This consisted of a
caged cylinder of graphite penetrated by various sized
holes into which salt could rise. The surface tensions
measured before and one day after the addition of 5.6 g
of beryllium were quite high and practically the same.
A few days later, on May 20, exposure of a capsule
containing both perforated graphite and small beryllium
rods produced evidence of reduced surface tension.
By this time high-power operation had burned up
2.8% of the 233U,and between May 21 and 27 eleven
40% fuel samples were taken, completing the sampling
requirements for the measurement of the UJU, ratio
for 233U.(See Sect. 6.3.2.)
Early in May a fuel processing experiment was carried
out in the reactor building concurrently with reactor
operations. This was the distillation experiment described in Chap. 24. Partly because of its importance in
the evaluation of the reactor fuel-salt inventory, before
the fluorinated carrier salt that had been held in the

fuel storage tank was transferred to the still, a considerable effort was made to obtain an accurate
measurement of its volume. When the salt had first been
put in the storage tank, indications were that 2 to 3 ft3
had been transferred, but the bubbler level instrument
was now indicating 9 ft3. To resolve the discrepancy,
35 g of ‘LiF was dropped into the tank to permit
measurement of inventory by lithium isotopic dilution.
Attempts to sample verified a low salt level (roughly 3
ft3). Vigorous sparging cleared the bubbler tube of
what had been effectively a variable orifice, and it then
also indicated about 3 ft3.
Throughout the run, there had been minor difficulties
with restrictions in the off-gas system. (See Sect. I .3.4.)
In May restrictions near the fuel pump threatened to
force a premature shutdown. A partial plug which
appeared to be near the fuel pump bowl exit developed
on May 1 to the point that the normal off-gas flow
produced about a 5-psi pressure drop. This caused most
of the off-gas to bubble through the overflow tank and
out its vent (except when the tank was being pressurized to recover salt that had gradually transferred
into it). Then on May 24 the vent line from the
overflow tank became almost completely plugged.
lhencefarth the gas was forced out through the normal
route. Although the restriction in this line had changed
little in three weeks, to minimize the chances of salt
mist completely plugging the line, the fuel pump was
operated at reduced speed through the scheduled
shutdown on June 1.
Power operation was concluded, as planned, on June
1 with a manual scram of the control rods. Over the 20
weeks since the resumption of nuclear operation with
2 3 U on January 12, the reactor had been critical 3175
hr (95% of the time) and had produced 2548 equivalent
full-power hours.
The two months from June 2 through August 1 were
occupied in maintenance and inspection, with the
critical path being a sequence of jobs each requiring the
use of the portable remote maintenance shield. Craft
work was held to 40 hrlweek.
The first job in the shutdown was the removal of the
specimen array from the core, accomplished on June 6.
In a departure from previous practice, flush salt was not
circulated, so that the fission product deposition after a
fuel drain might be determined.
During the June 1 shutdown, for the first time in the
four years of nuclear operation, a control rod had failed
to scram, and the ten days after the core specimen
removal were spent in working on the rods and drives.
(See Sect. 1.3.3.) Next the overflow tank vent line was
opened, and the location of the plug was found to be in
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a short flanged section containing two valves. This
section was replaced and the line proved to be clear.
The remote maintenance shield was next moved to the
primary heat exchanger, where it was used with the
newly developed remote gamma spectrometry equipment to map the distribution of fission products in the
heat exchanger (Sect. 1.2.5). After a week of this, a
small heater was installed remotely on the fuel off-gas
line at the pump bowl. Heat and gas pressure then
cleared the restriction there. A flange in the line was
then opened and a &t of specimens removed. The shield
was moved next to the drain tank cell for replacement
of a leaking disconnect in an air line to a pneumatically
operated valve and for gammascanning of the salt in a
drain tank. Finally the remote maintenance shifted
back over the reactor to complete the control rod work,
to install a new experimental assembly in the core
(Sect. 1.3.1), and to remove specimens hung just
outside the reactor vessel.
Other jobs accomplished during the shutdown were
clearing the coolant off-gas line, repairing the samplerenricher manipulator, checking containment valves, and
replacing two valves on the off-gas sampler.
On August 5 the reactor celI was sealed and was then
pressurized to 20 psig for the annual leak test, After a
gasket on an access port in a component coolant dome
was replaced, the leak rate was satisfactorily low. The
salt loops were then heated, filled with coolant and
flush salt, and individually pressure tested at 60 psig in
the pump bowls, with the pumps running.
From August 11 through 15 flush salt was circulated
while seven samples were taken and while experiments
were carried out on gas entrainment in the fuel
circulating loop. Circulation of fuel salt started on
August 16. The remainder of the month was spent in
observing effects of changing fuel pump speed and the
type of cover gas (helium or argon) on entrained
Xe poisoning.
bubbles and
Operating statistics at the end of August are given in
Table 1.l.

'

Table 1.1. Some MSRE 0peratingStatistic-P

'j'u
Critical f i e , hr
Integrated power, Mwhr
huivalent full-power hours
Salt circulation, hr
Fuel loop
Coolant loop

aThrough Aug. 31,1969.

Operation

Total

4.254
21,276
2,662

15,769
93,717
11,668

4,825
7.167

19,867
24.073

1.2 OPERATIONS ANALYSIS

One of the primary purposes of the high-power
operation in the spring of 1969 was to determine very
'
U by
accurately the ratio of captures to fssions in "
measurement of uranium isotopic changes over a period
of substantial burnup. Samples were taken for this
measurement, but results had not been obtained by the
end of the report period. Operations analysis efforts
focused primarily on the behavior and effects of gas in
the fuel circulating loop. The long-term monitoring of
reactivity, heat transfer, and radiation heating continued as before. Special attention was given to reactor
heat power measurements for comparison with the total
fissions indicated by the isotopic changes. The continuing study of the behavior of fission products in the
MSRE, pursued previously by sampling in the pump
bowl and examination of specimens from the core, was
augmented by remote gamma-ray spectrometry on parts
of the fuel system.

1.2.1 Reactivity Balance

J. R. Engel
#en the MSRE fuel charge was changed from 235U
to 'U, it was necessary to establish a new zero point
from which to start the observation of long-term trends
in reactivity. The initial point was based on the 'j3U
critical experiment, the excess reactivity added during
the 233Uzero-power experiments, and the calculated
effect of mixing the fuel salt at the end of those tests?
Since then the reactor has operated for more than 2500
equivalent full-power hours (about 20,000 Mwhr), and
five measurements have been made of the zero-power
reactivity with no xenon present. These points are
shown graphically in Fig. 1.2. The large circulating void
fraction and variations in its magnitude contribute to
the uncertainty in some of the zero-power data.
Uncertainties due to this effect are shown as error flags
on points obtained when the void fraction was high.
The point at 12,000 Mwhr includes a -0.06% Sk/k
compensation for a fuel drain and refill, while the
20,000-Mwhr point includes a further compensation of
+ O M % 6k/k for a drain, flush,and refill. The latter
compensation was based on the assumption that the
amount of flush salt left to mix with the fuel was the
same as in similar operations with " U fuel.

''
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by the positive slope of the graphite damage curve at
low neutron exposures. This says that the stringers
deflected inward at low values of integrated power and
squeezed fuel out of the core; then as the integrated
power increased, the central stringers began to deflect
outward, bringing fuel back into the central region of
the core and increasing the reactivity. Conclusions
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Fig. 1.2. Zero-Power Reactivity Balances During 233UOperation.
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Although the apparent decrease in reactivity indicated
by the data in Fig. 1.2 did not approach the administrative limit of 0.5% 6k/k on reactivity anomaly, all
other possible indications of abnormal reactivity loss
were scrutinized. No evidence of abnormality could be
detected.
1.2.2 Reactivity Effects of Graphite

Distortion

In two years of power operation with 235Ufuel,
while a total of about 72,000 Mwhr was being
produced, there was a gradual drift of the calculated
residual reactivity of +0.15% (ref. 4). One effect that
was expected but had not been included in the
reactivity balance calculation was dimensional changes
in the core graphite due to fast-neutron irradiation. The
type of graphite used in the MSRE undergoes changes
as shown in Fig. 1.3. The result is that the distribution
and the amount of fuel salt in the core change both
from the graphite volume changes and from the bowing
and displacement of the graphite stringers. The changes
as the hundreds of graphite bars bow in various modes
due to the nonuniform flux distribution are quite
complex, and only recently has a computer program
been developed to describe the situation in detail.
During this report period, calculations were completed
on the reactivity effects of these density changes as a
function of integrated power; the results are shown in
Fig. 1.4.
Calculations using either the upper or lower limits of
the graphite damage data indicate a long-term positive
trend in reactivity. The initial decrease in the calculatior, using the upper graphite damage curves is caused
*
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based on these calculations are that the gradual upward
drift in reactivity over the 72,000 Mwhr of 235U
operation was probably not due to graphite distortion,
but that during the 233Uoperations a positive drift of
0.01 to 0.02% 6k/k per 10,000 Mwhr should be
produced by this effect.
1.2.3 Gas in the Fuel System

R. C. Steffy

J. R. Engel

Near the end of the last report periods we began to
develop some interesting information about the behavior of circulating, undissolved gas in the fuel loop.
We found that relatively small variations in fuel pump
speed had dramatic effects on the gas void fraction,
both in the pump bowl and in the loop. The investigation of this behavior and of its effects on xenon
poisoning continued throughout this report period.

‘MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28.1969. ORNG
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The mechanism by which gas bubbles are drawn into
the fuel loop is evident from an examination of Fig.
1.5. The jets of salt from the spray ring, impinging on
the surface of the salt pool, carry under copious
amounts of the gas that fills the upper part of the pump
tank. At normal pump speed (1 190 rpm) about 50 gpm
of salt is discharged into the bowl from the spray ring,
and another 15 gpm flows up around the shaft. This salt
flows back into the circulating loop through the ports
below the volute, carrying with it any gas bubbles that
may be in the salt at this depth. If the pump speed is
reduced, the velocity of the jets and the downward
velocity of the salt in the pool are reduced, thus
reducing the amount of gas at the suction ports.
Consequently the rate of gas ingestion into the loop is a
function of pump speed. (As might be expected, salt
level in the pump tank also affects ingestion rate.)
J. H.Shaffer pointed out that dissolution of c o w gas
in the fuel salt can have a significant effect on the
amount of circulating voids for a given rate of gas
ingestion. For a relatively soluble gas (like helium), a
small fraction of ingested gas at the fuel pump suction
may completely dissolve by the time the circulating
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Fig. 1.6. Effect of Fuel Pump Speed on Void Fraction in
Pump Bowl.

fluid reaches the reactor core. For a gas that is much
less soluble (like argon), the same void fraction at the
pump suction may lead to circulating voids all around
the loop. This effect can be shown (see below) to be
highly dependent both on the gas solubility and on the
size of the bubbles that are ingested. Since dissolution
of the cover gas would tend to force into solution in the
salt any xenon carried by the gas, substantial effects on
xenon poisoning could also be expected.

i.
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Observed Variations in Void Fractions. - The difference in pressure between the two bubblers (Fig. 1.5) is
an indication of the average density of the fluid in the
2-in.deep horizontal zone between the bubbler discharge points. With the pump off, the density is that of
the salt; the reduction when the pump is turned on is
proportional to the volume fraction of gas bubbles in
the zone. Figure 1.6 shows the observed variation in the
void fraction in the bubbler zone as a function of pump
speed for two different cover gases, helium and argon.
Data are shown for both flush salt and fuel salt with the
equivalent of 3 in. of pure liquid above the zone. These
data show that there is no measurable difference
between helium and argon in a given salt. However,
with both gases the void fraction appears to be higher in
fuel salt than in flush salt.
Figure 1.7 shows void fractions observed in the loop
at the same times as the pump bowl observations in Fig.
1.6. The fractions with flush salt in the loop were
obtained by the only quantitative indicator available
with the reactor subcritical, namely, the level change in
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Fig. 1.7. Effect of Fuel Pump Speed on Void Fraction in
Fuel Loop.

the pump bowl as gas displaces salt from the loop into
the bowl. The measurement is of the volume of gas
entering the loop; the fractions were obtained by
dividing by the total volume of the loop and so
represent averages around the loop. The precision of
this measurement is equivalent to k0.05 to kO.10 vol %
voids. With the reactor critical, the reactivity balance
provides a more precise measure of the void fraction in
the reactor core. The points for fuel salt in Fig. 1.7
were measured this way. A distinction between them
and the flush salt points is that the fuel points are
nuclear-weighted averages in the core while the flush
salt points are averages of what may be a widely varying
fraction around the entire circulating loop including the
core.
The data with flush salt and helium cover gas support
all previous experience with this combination; that is,
there are no circulating voids at the normal maximum
fuel pump speed of 1190 rpm. However, when the
pump speed was increased by only 55 rpm (by
temporarily supplying the pump from a dieselelectric
generator operated at 63 Hz) voids did appear that
extended at least partway around the loop. Both the
absence and presence of voids were verified by pressure-
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release experiments which provide a go nogo indicator:
The loop void fraction was significantly higher with
fuel salt in the loop than with flush salt, and with either
salt the void fraction was higher with argon than with
helium. Comparison of the results in Figs. 1.6 and 1.7
shows that all four combinations of salt and cover gas
follow the same general pattern. The threshold pump
speed for the appearance of bubbles in the loop
depends on both the salt and the cover gas, but in all
cases voids begin to appear in the loop when the void
fraction between the bubblers is around 10%.
Although fuel pump speed 'appears to have the
strongest effect on the circulating void fraction, changes
in other system parameters (salt temperature, overpressure, and pump bowl level) also have detectable effects.
As described in Sect. 1.2.4, evidence of these effects
was obtained by neutron noise analysis during a series
of experiments in March.
Cover Gas Solubility Effects on Bubbles. - As salt
containing bubbles of gas moves around the fuel loop,
the volume fraction of the bubbles changes with the
pressure due to the compressibility of the gas. Some of
the gas also transfers from the bubbles into solution in
the higher-pressure parts of the loop and back out in
the low-pressure sections. Effects of changes in the
dissolved cover gas around the loop were neglected in
the mathematical models used heretofore to describe
xenon behavior in the =RE. But as indicated by the
differences between helium and argon described above,
cover gas solubility can have an important effect on
bubble behavior. Xenon poisoning must also be affected. Therefore during this report period development
was started on a mathematical model including cover
gas solubility effects.
As a first step in the development, we calculated
equilibrium bubble fractions for helium in fuel salt as a
function of pressure for various total amounts of
helium in the salt. Results shown in Fig. 1.8 are for four
different helium levels corresponding to salt saturated
with helium and containing 0.5,1 .O,1.5, and 2.5 vol %
bubbles at 20 psia (the normal pressure in the fuel
pump bowl). Effects of surface tension were included in
the calculations and account for the differences between l and 10-mil bubbles.

-

'If there are no bubbles anywhere in the circulating salt, the
gas pressure in the voids in the core graphite does not change
appreciably during the course of a pressure experiment. When
voids are present, the effect of extra gas delivered to the
graphite during the pressurizationstage is quite evident.
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Fig. 1.8. Equilibrium Void Fraction of Helium in Molten Salt
as a Function of Liquid Pressure for Various EquilibriumVoid
Fractions and Bubble Diameters at 20 psia.

Note that each of the curves bends under if sufficiently high pressure is attained in the fluid. This
implies that, given the conditions at 20 psia, there is no
wid fraction which can exist in equilibrium with the
fluid at pressures above the pressure at the bend. All of
the helium would tend to go into solution if the fluid
pressure were above this maximum. For a given initial
void fraction, the maximum fluid pressure at which
voids can persist is dependent on the initial bubble
diameter. Smaller bubbles at 20 psia will be overpowered by the surface tension effects at lower fluid
pressures than will larger bubbles. The fact that
everywhere below the maximum pressure, the equilibrium void fraction is a double-valued function of
pressure is explained as follows: With large void fraction
and large bubbles, the partial pressure of the gas in the
bubbles is near the liquid static pressure, and the partial
pressure of gas in solution is the same. For the same
number of bubbles, if the void fraction is reduced to a
very small value, the diameter of the bubbles is also
reduced to a small value, and the pressure in the
bubbles due to surface tension effects is large. Most of
the gas atoms are in solution with this reduced void
fraction, and the partial pressure in the liquid is also
high; thus, another equilibrium condition. Actually the
conditions represented by the lower line do not
represent a stable equilibrium. A slightly smaller void
fraction would tend to decrease and disappear due to
the large surface tension effects; a larger void fraction
would tend to grow to the upper equilibrium line. The
importance of this line is that it represents the smallest
possible stable void fraction which can possibly exist
with the two postulated conditions (number of bubbles
and total number of helium atoms).
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The effect of differences in gas solubility is apparent
in Fig. 1.9, in which the equilibrium lines for argon and
helium are drawn. The solubility of argon in molten
fluorides' is about a factor of 10 less than the solubility
of helium. Obviously very little of the argon would be
forced into solution even under conditions in which all
of the helium would be dissolved.
Although the calculation of equilibrium void fractions
contributes to an understanding of the gas behavior, it
is necessary to include rate effects in the description of
the situation in the MSRE fuel loop. In the MSRE loop,
salt is suddenly pressurized from 20 p i a to about 70
psia in going through the pump. Its pressure decreases
as it flows through the heat exchanger, piping, and
reactor vessel until it returns after about 25 sec to the
pump suction at 20 psia again. This was represented in
an approximate manner in simplified calculationswhose
results are shown in Figs. 1.10 and 1.11. In the
calculations for Fig. 1.10 the salt was assumed to
contain 1.5 vol $5 helium bubbles at 20 psia. At time
zero it was instantaneously pressurized to 70 psia, after
which the pressure decreased linearly with time to 20
psia after 25 sec. Initial bubble sizes (at 20 psia) of 1
mil and 10 mils were considered. In both cases the
number of bubbles was assumed to remain fixed, and a
mass transfer coefficient of 4 ft/hr was used. For these
conditions the larger bubbles would retain their identity
all the way around the loop, first decreasing in size,
then increasing as some of the gas dissolves and then
comes back out at lower pressure. The small bubbles,
on the other hand, would all disappear in 5 sec. The
helium ,driven into solution from the small bubbles
could evolve from the liquid again as the pressure
dropped; at what point and how this would occur
would depend on nucleating conditions.
Figure 1.1 1 shows the difference between helium and
argon for a set of assumptions similar to those used for
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Fig. 1.11. Time Behavior of Helium and Argon Void Fractions in Molten Salt When Subjected to Varying Liquid Ressure.

Fig. 1.10. (The mass transfer coefficient for argon was
taken to be 3 ft/hr; for helium, 4 ftlhr.) Because of the
low solubility of argon, the amount of gas in the
bubbles changes very little; the bubble size (or void
fraction) simply reflects the step increase and gradual
decrease in pressure.
Although the foregoing calculations involve many
assumptions and approximations, they do show the
reason for the different behavior of helium and argon
cover gas in the MSRE. They also indicate that it is
possible with helium for a significant fraction of the gas
entrained at the pump suction to be driven into
solution before the salt reaches the core (about 12 sec
after leaving the pump). The size of the entrained
bubbles is quite important. In the MSRE, where there is
undoubtedly a spectrum of bubble sizes, it is possible to

10

have small bubbles going into solution while larger
bubbles are growing.
Effects on Xenon Poisoning. - During nuclear operation cover gas bubbles will also contain 35Xe, and the
entrainment and dissolving of various amounts of cover
gas will affect xenon stripping and concentration in the
fuel salt. Some preliminary experimental information
about this relationship was obtained in March, and
additional, more detailed, data were being collected at
the end of the report period. Since the circulating void
fraction as a function of pump speed is reasonably well
known, it is possible to extract the void fraction effect
on xenon from the pump speed and variations in the
net reactivity. Figure 1.12 shows the results obtained in
March with helium cover gas and the reactor at 7 Mw.
The poisoning at zero void fraction is probably not
single-valued because zero voids exist with helium at
any pump speed below about 1000 rpm and large
changes in fuel flow rate below this threshold would
affect the results. The data shown at zero void fraction
are for a pump speed of 1000 rpm. There is considerable uncertainty in the data points where the void
fraction is near 0.2 vol %. This is due to the extreme
sensitivity of void fraction to pump speed and of xenon
poisoning to void fraction. It was not possible to
maintain the precise control over pump speed that
would have been required to define these points
accurately. There is, however, no doubt that the xenon
poisoning at intermediate void fractions is greater than
at either higher or lower void fractions. Description of
this behavior will provide a severe test of the mathematical model that is being developed for xenon
poisoning in the MSRE.

'

1.2.4 Diagnois by Noise Analysis

R.C.Steffy
A convenient means of monitoring changes in the
volume of gas in the core subject to compression during
nuclear operation is the power spectral density of the
inherent noise in the neutron flux? This technique is
especially useful when the reactor is at high power,
where concurrent changes in xenon poisoning tend to
mask the direct reactivity effect of shifts in the fuel
void fraction. It can also be used to measure small
changes at very low void fractions, which the reactivity
balance and pump bowl level changes are not sensitive
enough to detect.
'hBR Rogmm Semiann. Ron. Rept. Aug. 31. 1968,
ORNL4344, pp. 18-19.
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Fig. 1.12. Effect of Core Void Fraction on Xenon Poisoning.

Late in March the effects of fuel pressure, temperature, and pump bowl level on circulating void fraction
were observed using neutron noise analysis. These
variables were changed one at a time, and the neutron
noise was recorded after each change. So that the tests
would be performed with about the same void fraction
as was present in a similar series of tests performed
previously with the 23 U fuel loading: the fuel pump
was operated at a low speed (1040 rpm) and with
helium cover gas, giving a void fraction between 0.05
and 0.1%. The pressure noise remained relatively
constant during these tests. The neutron power spectral
density averaged between 0.6 and 1.4 Hz was found to
decrease by a factor of 10 when the reactor outlet
temperature was changed from 1190 to 1225"F, to
decrease by 25% when the fuel pump level was
increased from 53 to 61%, and to increase by a factor
of 2.3 when the pump bowl pressure was raised from 3
to 9 psig. The changes in spectral density are thought to
reflect changes in void fraction caused by each of these
parameters. (Spectral density is believed to be proportional to the square of the void fraction, at least in the
void fraction range of 0.05 to O.l%.) &anges in pump
bowl level, although not an accurate measure of voids at
these low fractions, appeared to be in general agreement
with the noise analysis indications.
As described in Sect. 4,1, confirmation of the
significance and usefulness of noise analysis led to the
development and installation of two stripchart recorders in the reactor control room: one displaying the
magnitude of the neutron noise in a band around 1 Hz;
9D.N. Fry, R.C.Kryter, and J. C . Robinson, Meumrement of
Helium Void Fraction in the hBRE Fuel Salt Using NeutronNoise AnuZyses, ORNL-TM-2314 (August 1968).
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the other, the pressure noise in a similar band. After its
installation early in May, the neutron noise monitor was
observed to respond as expected to changes in void
fraction produced by pump speed changes. When the
overflow tank vent line became plugged late in May, the
pressure noise monitor began to show changes indicative of increasing restriction in the off-gas system
about one day before the new restriction became
detectable by the measured pressure drop.
1.2.5 Fission Product Distributions in
Fuel System

.

L

*
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A. Houtzeel R. Blumberg F. F. Dyer
The technique of remote gammaiay spectrometry
developed at the MSRE'O was used to study the
distribution of fission products in the fuel salt and fuel
off-gas systems. Prior to the June 1 shutdown, portions
of the aiming and collimating systems were redesigned
and built, a high-resolution Ge(Li) detector was procured, and a 4096channel analyzer with automatic data
recording equipment was leased. (This equipment is
described in Sect. 3.1.) Because of delays in delivery
and shakedown of the equipment, calibration with
known sources in mockups of the MSRE equipment
was deferred until after this report period. Large
amounts of data were obtained during the June-July
shutdown and the ensuing startup (over 200 spectra
during the shutdown alone). Although the reduction of
the data to absolute quantities of fission products had
to await the calibration, some very interesting information on relative amounts and distributions of fission
products was derived.
The first scans were taken on the overflow tank vent
line in an effort to determine the location and nature of
the plug that had developed shortly before the shutdown. Eighteen spectra taken dong the line showed
predominantly noble-metal fission products, with a
concentration at the entrance of the flow control valve.
It turned out that the plug was not there, however, but
in the inlet of the hand valve and was largely carbonaceous material rather than fission products.
A main target of the shutdown spectrometj was the
primary heat exchanger. Because of the urgency of
removing the core specimens, starting repair of the
control rods, and replacing the plugged vent line, the
heat exchanger scanning did not start until 30 days
after the end of power operation. Then about a
hundred spectra were recorded in less than a week.
'OhlXR Program Semiann Prop. *Rep'- Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNL-4344, pp. 36-40.

Most were taken along the center line (at 2-in.
intervals), with perpendicular traverses at two locations.
With the same setups of the remote maintenance shield,
some 20 spectra were recorded on the fuel line from the
heat exchanger to the reactor vessel.
Twenty spectra were recorded along the flexible
section of the fuel off-gas line near the exit from the
pump bowl about five weeks after the power had been
shut down. A week later data were obtained on the
gamma spectra from a drain tank containing fuel salt.
Spectra were recorded on magnetic tape and analyzed
on the IBM 360 computer using the GAM-SPEC 3
program written by the ORNL Mathematics Division.
This versatile program has several analysis options; the
output usually chosen was an 8-ft-long plot on graph
paper of counting rate vs channel number. The combination of a 1.9-kev-resolution crystal, a 4096channel
analyzer, and the long graph permitted resolution and
identification of the very large number of peaks coming
from the mixture of fssion products. Without the
calibration data it was possible only to determine
relative amounts of the nuclides, but this could be done
rather accurately for a large number of nuclides.
In both the off-gas lines the major fission products
were mostly lo3Ru, 'O'Ru, 12'Te, 13?Cs, andg5Nb,
with smaller amounts of 1 3 1 1 , "'I,and 140Ba-140La.
Some interesting comparisons were apparent. For example, comparison of the relative concentration of
lo3Ru (half-life 1.01 years) with that of 13?Cs
(half-life 30.0 years), taking into account the difference
in their fission yield, indicated that the chances for a
'O'Ru atom to deposit in the off-gas line are of the
same order of magnitude as for a 7Cs atom. By the
same token, "Nb (half-life 35.0 days) seems to have
less chance by almost one order of magnitude for
deposition in the off-gas line than O 3 Ru (half-life 39.8
days). This deposition probability is presumably a
complex function of the volatility, transport capability,
and half-life of both the detected isotope and its
precursors.
In the heat exchanger and fuel-salt fine primarily
1311, 1 3 * 1 , lo3Ru, lo6Ru, 129Te, and 95Nb were
found. There was no trace of 137Cs. In contrast with
the composition in the off-gas line, here Nb seems to
be more abundantly deposited than "'Ru
(again
taking the fission yield into account). The deposition of
fission products varied considerably along the center
line of the heat exchanger. For example, 9 5 Nb concentrations varied by a factor of at least 3. The highest
readings were found in the vicinity of the vertical baffle
plates.

'

'
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Toward the end of the shutdown, four holes were
drilled through the shielding to permit gamma spectrometry during operation. One hole was over the
primary heat exchanger, one over the off-gas line near
the pump bowl, one over the off-gas line between the
particle trap and the charcoal beds, and one over a fuel
drain tank. During the startup, gamma spectra were
obtained over the off-gas line near the pump and from
the heat exchanger at reactor powers of 7.5 kw and 5.5
Mw. Although it was necessary to install a lead
attenuator below the collimator for readings at high
power, good spectra were obtained in which it was
possible to identify a host of nuclides including some
very short-lived ones.
Preparations were made to calibrate the apparatus
with collimator inserts of different sizes, using a
25curie ‘lomAg source. Results of the calibration
were to be used to obtain absolute values for amounts
of fission products observed in the MSRE.
1.2.6 Salt Transfer to Ovefflow Tank

J. R. Engel

’

In the last report’ we described the relation between
indicated salt level in the fuel pump bowl and the rate
at which salt transfers to the overflow tank. Those data
were taken with the fuel pump running at full speed
(1190 rpm) with fuel salt and helium cover gas. They
showed that the minimum transfer rate was 1 to 2 lb/hr
at low salt levels and that the rate increased rapidly as
the indicated level increased above about 58%.
Additional data were obtained in August when the
fuel loop was operated under a variety of different
conditions. Because of an apparent zero shift in the
level indication, we have not attempted to make a
direct comparison between the two sets of data.
However, the recent data show that the transfer rate
depends on fuel pump speed and salt type as well as on
the indicated level; there appears to be no difference
associated with the choice of cover gas between helium
and argon.
Data taken at full pump speed gave a minimum
transfer rate of about 1 lb/hr with flush salt and 1.5 to
2 lb/hr with fuel salt. They also showed that the
threshold level for more rapid transfer was higher for
flush salt than for fuel salt by the equivalent of about 1
in. of liquid. Data taken at lower pump speeds with fuel

salt showed a decrease in transfer rate with decreasing
speed; the lowest rate was 0.7 lb/hr at 800 rpm. These
observations are consistent with the concept of
“foaming” in the pump bowl.’ (This particular foam
appears to have a high liquid fraction - possibly as high
as 50%.) It appears that the current 233Ufuel salt is
more susceptible to this effect than either the flush salt
or the 23 U mixture. No explanation for this difference
has been developed.

’

1.2.7 Coolant Salt Flow Rate

C.H.Gabbard
Since the adoption of the revised value” of the
coolant salt heat capacity in 1968, reactor heat balances
have given 8 Mw as the maximum power of the
MSRE.’ Observed changes in uranium isotopic ratios
have indicated, on the other hand, that the maximum
power is actually only about 7 Mw (ref. 14). In an
effort to resolve this difference, we reviewed the heat
balance calculation and concluded that if there is a
significant error it must be in the coolant salt flow rate.
The coolant salt flow rate is measured by a calibrated
venturi flowmeter connected to two NaK-filled differential pressure cells. A detailed review of the original
calibration of the venturi disclosed two errors.

’

1. The salt density used in predicting the characteristics
with salt from the water calibration data is different
from presently accepted values.
2. The flowmeter vendor erroneously used a specific
gravity of 12.6 rather than 13.6 in converting from
inches of water to inches of mercury differential
head. (The value of 12.6 is applicable in the
common case of a mercury manometer with water
legs above the mercury.)
These two errors were corrected in the MSRE flowmeasuring system by changing the output of one of the
amplifiers in the flow transmitter and by changing the
density correction coefficient in the computer. The net
result was not a decrease,but an increase of 2.9% in the
indicated coolant salt flow rate and a similar increase in
the calculated heat balance power.
The possibility of error in the two differential
pressure cells cannot be easily checked, since the range
“MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,

ORNL4344,pp. 103-4.
‘jMSR Program Semiann Prop. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,

ORNL4344,pp. 24-25.
“MSR Program Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,

ORNL4396,pp. 21-22.

I4MSR Program Semiann Prop. Rept. Feb. 28, 1968,

ORNL4254,p. 10.
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check requires that the salt lines between the cells and
the venturi be cut. (This will be checked after the final
shutdown of the reactor.) After the coolant salt fill in
August, the zero readings of the two cells were checked.
Cell FT-201-A was correct, but FT-201-B was reading
about 10% high. Records showed that both cells
originally read the same with salt flowing but that
FT-201-B had drifted down while FT-20 1-A remained
constant. The only convenient adjustment was the zero
adjustment, and this had been set up to make FT-201-B
consistent with FT-201-A at full salt flow. Since full
flow exists during normal power operation, the zero
offset on FT-201-B has no effect on the heat-balance
power.
1.2.8 Radiation Heating

C. H. Gabbard

c

f

Reactor Vessel. - The temperature differences between the reactor inlet and the lower head and between
the inlet and the core support flange continue to be
examined for any indication of sedimentation buildup
within the reactor vessel. Table 1.2 shows the temperature differences for the present report period as
compared with the previously reported data. As seen in
the table, there was an additional slight increase in these
temperature differences over the previous data. Although there appears to be a slight increasing trend, the
increase is within the data scatter and cannot be taken
as an indication of sedimentation. The increase between
runs 14 and 17 was believed to be the result of the
higher neutron leakage associated with the ”U fuel.
1.2.9 Service Life

C. H. Gabbard

1

-

.
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Thermal Cycle History. - The accumulated effective
thermal cycle history of the various components sensitive to thermal cycle damage is shown in Table 1.3.
Based on the original calculations, the design life of the
fuel system freeze flanges is 93% consumed. However, a
test flange in the Freeze Flange Thermal Cycle Facility
has exceeded 400 combined heating and fill cycles, and
the design life of the MSRE flanges can be extended on
the basis of this test.
Article 1-10 of the 1968 ASME Nuclear Code gives a
procedure for relating the number of test cycles to the
allowable life. Since the test flange and test conditions
are the same as in the MSRE and since the stress
calculations indicate the test cycle is somewhat more
severe, the allowable life can be obtained by applying

Table 1.2. Power-Dependent Temperature Differences
Between Fuel Salt Enteringand Points on the Reactor Vessel
TemDerature Difference (OF/Mw)

Run No.

Date

Core Support Flange

Lower Head

6
7
12
14
17
17
18

4/66-5166
1/67-5167
6/67-8167
9/67-2168
1/69-2169
3/69-4169
4/69-6169

1.90
1.93
1.98
2.03
2.29
2.32
2.33

1.39
1.35
1.40
1.28
1.54
1.54
1.57

only the statistical variation factor of 2.6 to the number
of test cycles. A preliminary draft of RDT Standard
RDT E2-1 “Design of Nuclear Vessels” gives a similar
procedure with a slightly more conservative factor of
3.1. Using 400 completed test cycles and the factor of
3.1 gives an allowable life of 129 test cycles or a factor
of 4.3 increase in the calculated life. If the design life of
the MSRE flanges is extended by the factor of 4.3, the
allowable cycle life will have been only 22% consumed.
Thus the proposed future operation of the MSRE will
not be limited by the freeze flange cycle life based on
the results of the Freeze Flange Thermal Cycle Facility.
Stress-Rupture Life. - The stress-rupture life of the
reactor vessel was recently reviewed to determine if the
operation of the MSRE would be limited by the
possibility of stress-rupture cracking. The stress-rupture
life after significant irradiation was originally predicted
to be at least 20,000 hr,” which was believed to be
adequate for the desired operation. However, this
20,000 hr has now been exceeded, and a reevaluation of
the rupture life has been completed.
The reevaluation’ has indicated that the reactor can
be operated for at least another year with an acceptably
low probability of stress-rupture cracking. Although
there are uncertainties in the stress-rupture data, the
analysis is believed to be conservative, because at the
low stress levels of interest in the MSRE the rupture life
is theoretically less affected by irradiation than was
assumed in the analysis, and because the analysis was
based on the combined primary and secondary stress
levels. In the MSRE the secondary stresses are generally
”R.

B. Briggs, Tmns. Am NucL Soc. 10(1), 162 (June

1967).

“R. B. Briggs, “Assessment of Service Life of MSRE,” Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, unpublished document, August 5,
1969.
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Table 1.3. MSRE CumulativeThermal Cycle History Through August 1969
Number of EquivalentCycles
Component

Heat and Cool

Fill and Drain

Power

Fuel system
Coolant system
Fuel pump
Coolant pump
Freeze.flanges 100,101,102
Freeze flanges 200,201
Penetrations 200,201
Freeze valve
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
204

12
10
15
11
12
11
11

53
17
48
18
49
17
17

91
86
91
86
91
86
86

206

On and Off

Thaw
and
Transfer

29
11
19
34
14
17
23
4
4

58
32
56
43
22
27
29
10
6

696
153

12
19
20
22
14
15
14
8
6
2
11
11

higher than the primary stresses, and the stress levels are
reduced by relaxation of the secondary stresses. Consequently the material is not exposed to the maximum
calculated stress levels for the entire period of hightemperature operation.

Thaw

1

2

15
13

39
38

detectable loss in performance has occurred since the
beginning of power operation in 1966.
1.3 EQUIPMENT
1.3.1 New Irradiation-Specimen Array

1.2.10 Heat Transfer

for Core

C.H.Gabbard

C.H. Gabbard

There have been no explicit measurements of the
overall heat transfer coefficient of the main heat
exchanger since the end of 'jSU power operation, but
the heat transfer index at full power and full pump
speed continues to be a sensitive indicator of the
heatexchanger performance. (The heat transfer index is
defined as the ratio of reactor power to the temperature
difference between the fuel leaving the reactor and the
coolant leaving the radiator.) The average values of the
heat transfer index were 0.0406 and 0.04051 Mw/"F
for runs 17 and 18 respectively. These values are within
the scatter of past data" and indicate that no

A new irradiation-specimen array was designed, fabricated, and installed in the reactor core for exposure
during run 19 (ref. 18). The new assembly, shown in
Fig. 1.13, contains several specimens for studying
fission product deposition and four graphite capsules
containing uranium-bearing salts t o measure the
capture-to-fission ratio of 233U.The design of the
specimen array is considerably different from the
assembly of graphite and Hastelloy N metallurgical
specimens which it replaces. The specimens are cylindrical and are loosely contained in a cage of three

"MSR Bogram Semiann. Bog. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968.
ORNL4344, p. 26.

*

'*C. H. Cabbard, Design and Construction of Core h a d &
tionlrpecimen A m y for MSRE Run 19, ORNGTM-2743
(November 1969).
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pi.1.13. IrradiationSpecimenArray Installed in MSRE Core July 31,1969.
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vertical Hastelloy N rods. All but the bottom specimen,
which is pinned to the cage at the bottom, are free to
expand or contract as needed and are held down by the
weight of metal parts at the top. A new basket assembly
was fabricated from 2-in. OD, 0.062-in.-wall controlrod-thimble material. (The perforated sheet previously
used for the basket was not available.) Near the center
of the basket, most of the wall was cut out to minimize
the neutron spectrum distortion at the uranium capsules.
The uranium samples consist of two long capsules
containing a mixture of 23 U and
U and two short
capsules containing 234U and 238U.One additional
capsule of each type was prepared for the development
of salt recovery and analytical procedures at the end of
the experiment. The UF4 mixtures are in an NaF-ZrF4
carrier salt that was selected so that any contamination
by the reactor fuel or flush salt could be detected by a
lithium analysis. Each capsule also contains a set of flux
and temperature monitors. The capsules were sealed by
welding the ends of two concentric molybdenum rings
which were brazed to the graphite body and cap.
Hastelloy N and graphite specimens are included for
fission product deposition studies. A direct comparison
of the deposition on Hastelloy and on graphite will be
obtained under identical exposure conditions. The
effects of surface finish, salt velocity, and turbulence
will be studied for both graphite and Hastelloy N. A
specimen of pyrolytic graphite was included to determine the permeation of fuel salt into the graphite both
parallel and perpendicular to the layer planes of the
graphite. The top specimen will expose a series of
electron microscope screens to a trapped gas pocket.

1.3.2 Salt Samplers

A. I. Krakoviak
During this report period the fuel samplerenricher
was used 82 times for the wide variety of samples and
additions tabulated below:
1O-g salt sample for routine analyses
50-g salt sample for j3u u ~ u experiment
,
5O-g salt sample for oxide analysis
&cc salt sample in freeze-valvecapsule
15cc gas sample in freeze-valvecapsule
Special capsule for surface tension determination
Zirconium rods in nickel cage
Empty nickel cage
Nickel cage containing FeFz in plastic bag
Enriching capsule containing 'j3UF4-LiF

23
21
1

10
16
3
2
1
1

3

Seven of the 10% salt samples were of flush salt; the
others were of fuel salt. All sampling attempts were
successful except one 50% sample which was taken
when the fuel pump was operating on the variablespeed
motor-generator at a speed of 980 rpm: the salt level
was below the window in the capsule. On all subsequent
50g samples, the fuel pump speed was increased to
1165 rpm during sampling, thus raising the actual salt
level in the vicinity of the sampler cage by the
entrainment of more gas in the salt. This indicated that
the previously abandoned capsules' were essentially in
"MSR Rograrn Semiann Prop. Rept. Aug. 31. 1968,
ORNL4344,pp. 26-29.
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the same position in the sampler cage and continued to
restrict full insertion of sampling ladles. Operations for
this period brought the total use of the samplerenricher
to 144 uranium additions and 505 sampling operations
(including Zr, Be, Cryand FeF2 additions to the fuel).
The main problems encountered during this report
period were associated with vacuum pump No. 1 and
the two flexible containment membranes (manipulator
boots) between the manipulator and the main containment box (area 3A) of the sampler.
Repeated vacuum pump motor outages (due t o
overload) resulted in minor delays in sampling. Improper oil levels in the vacuum pump seemed to be the
15 psia) in area
cause of these outages. High pressure e
IC is normally vented to the auxiliary charcoal bed
through a line bypassing the pump. Apparently high
pressure in area IC was vented through the vacuum
pump instead, thus carrying over a large portion of the
oil into the holdup tank and off-gas line downstream of
the pump. On one inspection the pump was practically
empty of oil, with no evidence of external leaks. On the
second pump inspection, the pump contained approximately 2 qt more than normal inventory. Apparently
the previously lost oil drained back into the pump
during subsequent operation. Pump operation is now
satisfactory, and the latest oil level check was normal.
The inner boot (in contact with the manipulator) was
replaced three times due to leaks during this report
period. Boot failure apparently occurred when a convolution in the plastic boot was pinched between two
negative-pressure-support rings as the manipulator was
retracted. These metal rings can fall out of their
convolutions only if the boot is distended by a positive
pressure; the rings then are no longer in neat parallel
planes which fold easily but instead are at various angles
and will pinch the boot when the manipulator is
retracted with mild force.
During the report period the coolant salt sampler was
used to take four log samples, bringing the total to 73.
No operating difficulties were encountered.
1.3.3 Control Rods and Drives

M. Richardson

R. C. Steffy

The No. 3 control rod and drive assembly, which had
been worked on in January 1969 (ref. 20), operated
satisfactorily until June 1, when it failed to drop during
the manual scram scheduled to end the run. Routine
scram-time tests from full withdrawal (50 in.) had
2QMSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL.4396, pp. 26-27.

shown the scram time increasing from 0.85 sec shortly
after the January maintenance to 0.95 sec in May.
(Delay time and acceleration assumed in the MSRE
safety analysis correspond to a 50-in. scram time of 1 3
sec.) At the end of the run, assembly 3 was being used
as the regulating rod because it seemed to have less
backlash than the other two assemblies, which ma7de it
better suited for certain dynamics tests. On the June 1
shutdown scram, rods 1 and 2, which were at 43 in.,
dropped, taking the reactor subcritical. Rod 3, at 35.4
in., dropped 1.4 in. and hung. The clutch was then
engaged and the rod driven in 2 in., after which it
dropped when scrammed.
During the cooldown after the fuel drain on June 1,
each of the three rod-drive assemblies was tested by
measuring scram times from starting positions ranging
from 2 to 50 in. at 2-in. intervals. The 50411. scram
times, which had been used previously as the primary
criterion for acceptable performance, were all less than
1.0 sec. Drop times at lower starting points, however,
showed abnormalities in assemblies 3 and 1. The plot
for assembly 3, shown in Fig. 1.14, shows abnormal
drag between 25 and 40 in. The plot for assembly 1
indicated a similar, though less severe, drag around 15
to 20 in. In addition to the scram times, data on
position vs time during scrams from 50 in. were
recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis (see
below).
When the drive unit (V-I) was removed from assembly 3, it appeared to be in good shape except for
slight roughening of the air tube. The flexible rod (R4)
was pulled, and although there was no external evidence
of damage, it was set aside and the spare rod (R-3)
installed in its place. Drive V-1 was reinstalled in
assembly 3 after the air tube had been polished.
During the January-May operation, the fine position
synchro transmitter and the position potentiometer on
the drive unit (V-3) in assembly 1 had become
inoperative. After the drive was removed to repair
them, test drops (without a rod) showed high drag
around 20 in. The spare drive (V4) was then installed
in its place. (Rod R-1 remained in assembly 1.)
Assembly 2, consisting of drive V-2 and rod R-I,
showed no unusual drag, but the position potentiometer was giving a noisy signal. Therefore the drive
was removed, the potentiometer replaced, and the drive
reinstalled in July.
Induced activity in the drive units was not too high
for direct maintenance after removal. Maximum radiation levels were 600 millirems/hr at contact at the base
flange of the drive housing after removal. The induced
activity in the removed rod was so high that close
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position potentiometer is amplified and transmitted by
wire to the main ORNL area, where it is passed through
a filter with a 5-Hz time constant to remove transmission noise, digitized at 2000 samples/sec, and stored
on magnetic tape. The data are then sent to the IBM
360 computer for smoothing and analysis by a program
especially developed for this purpose. This procedure is
activated during a rod drop from 50 in. to give about
1800 data points during the drop, from which velocity
and acceleration are computed. Analysis of a record of
assembly 3 before repair showed a region of near-zero
acceleration between 26 and 40 in., in good agreement
with the incremental drop test results shown in Fig.
1.14. After reinstallation, all three assemblies were
tested, and all showed reasonably constant accelerations
of 10 ft/sec2 or more.
As a result of the experience with the control rods
during this period, monthly testing was made a requirement. .During the startup in August the rod performan’ce was quite satisfactory.
1.3.4 Off-GasSystems

A. I. Krakoviak

STARTING POSITION (in.)

Pig. 1.14. Scram Times for Rod Assembly No. 3 Before and
After Maintenance.

.
e

*w

examination was postponed. (Rod R-3, which had been
removed in September 1966 after 8000 Mwhr of
operation, was still reading in July 1969 over 20 r/hr at
18 in. from a short exposed section.)
After all three assemblies were reinstalled in the
reactor, incremental rod drops were again performed.
The scram time vs starting position for each rod showed
no regions of excessive drag. Tests were performed first
with the core cold (400OF) and then hot (12OO0F),
with all rods dropping slightly faster with the system
hot. All drop times were less than 0.95 sec with the
system cold and 0.85 sec with the system at 1200°F.
The data from the hot test of assembly 3 are shown in
Rg. 1.14 for comparison with its earlier performance.
Plots for the other two assemblies were within 0.04sec
of that for No. 3.
In an effort to provide a quick testing procedure that
would not require numerous rod drops, yet would
reveal regions of abnormal drag, a procedure developed
for the EGCR was renovated. The output from the

As in the past, partial plugging at various points in the
fuel and coolant off-gas systems caused some problems
in operation. Restrictions appeared in some places
where they had not been detected before, but countermeasures proved effective, and there was no serious
interference with the experimental program of the
reactor.
Throughout much of the operation from January
through May there was a detectable restriction in the
fuel off-gas line at its exit from the pump bowl. In
January and February it was perceptible for about six
weeks before it suddently blew out while the normal
off-gas flow was being forced through it during the
routine operation of recovering salt from the overflow
tank (“burping” the overflow tank)?’ On five other
occasions in the next nine weeks the pressure drop
became noticeable, but each time it blew out when the
overflow tank was burped. On May 1 it reappeared, and
it remained detectable through the June 1 shutdown.
The restriction caused most of the pump bowl purge gas
flow to bubble through the overflow tank except when
the overflow tank was being pressurized to push
accumulated salt back to the pump bowl. Then on May
25 the off-gas line from the overflow tank became
almost completely plugged, and it became necessary to
“MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28. 1969,
ORNL4396,p. 27.
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turn off the overflow tank bubbler flow most of the
time. Thereafter all the pump purge gas was forced out
through the off-gas line from the pump bowl. This
situation caused some inconvenience during the burping
operation, but by reducing purge flow to the pump
bowl at these times, the operation could be done
without exceeding 15 psig in the pump bowl.
Five times between January 22 and May 12, a
restriction appeared in the fuel offgas line downstream
of the 4-in. holdup pipe and upstream of the line to the
auxiliary charcoal bed. Each time it was cleared by
venting the fuel pump through the drain tanks and then
pressurizing downstream of the restriction. Helium at
35 psig was used the first four times, but on the last
time this pressure was not sufficient. When 60-psig
helium was used, the restriction blew clear, and it had
not recurred at the end of the report period.
During April the inlets of the two main charcoal beds
then in service became restricted, and the two standby
beds were valved in. After the pressure drop built up in
these also, the water level around the beds was lowered,
and the installed heaters were used to heat the
steel-wool-packed inlet sections. A backblow was used
at the end of the heating cycle to clear each bed. During
the valving operations involved, the stem or stem
extension on the inlet valve to one bed (MCB-2A) broke
with the valve in the closed position. Repairs were not
attempted because of the high radiation level at the
valve and the sufficiency of the other three beds. The
inlet of the auxiliary charcoal bed showed increased
pressure drop in May, and a forward blow with helium
was not very effective in clearing the restriction.
The pressure drop through the particle trap began
increasing noticeably, and by May it reached 0.7 psi.
(When originally installed in January 1967, the pressure
drop was less than 0.1 psi.) The reserve half of the
bed:'
which had been valved out up to this time, was
put in service in parallel on May 14, lowering the
pressure drop to 0.1 psi or less. Temperatures reflecting
fission product heating indicated that nearly all the gas
was flowing through the fresh bed.
The restrictions in the fuel off-gas system affected the
fuel drain on June 1. To minimize outflow of radioactive gases when the core access flange is opened, the
fuel system is normally flooded with argon in place of
helium. Because the restrictions in the off-gas system
would limit the gas purge flow during this operation,
argon flow into the pump bowl was started before the

"MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28, 1967,
ORNL-4119, pp. 42-45.

drain so that as the salt drained, the reactor vessel
would be filled with argon. The drain rate was slowed,
particularly toward the end, by restrictions in the gas
lines which slowed flow of gas from the drain tanks to
the loop and out through the auxiliary charcoal bed.
Pressures during the drain disclosed that a restriction
had developed in the gas line entering fuel drain tank 2
(FD-2). This was cleared by heating the tank to 1250°F
and applying 60-psig helium. A similar but lesser
restriction in the gas line at the other drain tank was
partially cleared during the fuel system pressure test in
August by heating the tank to 1250°F and flowing
helium from FD-2 (at 50 psig) to FDl (at 2 psig).
During the shutdown in June, when the overflow tank
wnt line was scanned with the remote gamma spectrometer, an unusually strong source was observed at
the air-operated valve, about 33 ft downstream from
the overflow tank. Flanges were opened, and pressure
observations showed that the restriction was in the
flanged section containing both the airaperated valve
and a hand valve. This section was removed to a hot
cell, where polymerized hydrocarbons were found to be
blocking the hand valve inlet port. A replacement
section containing an air-operated valve but no hand
valve was installed.
The restriction at the fuel pump bowl exit was not
reamed out as had been done on three earlier occasions.
Instead the 2-kw heater that had been built for this
purpose' was installed remotely on the pipe as near to
the pump as possible and connected to spare power and
.thermocouple leads in the reactor cell. The pump tank
furnace heaters and the new heater were turned up to
bring the section of offgas line to near 1200°F; then
gas pressure was applied to blow the restricting material
back toward the pump bowl. The heater was turned off
but left connected so that it could be used again
without reopening the reactor cell. No evidence of the
restriction appeared during the August operation.
The set of specimens exposed in the off-gasholdup
volume since April 1968 was removed during the July
shutdown for examination. Results are described in
sect. 11.3.
Temperatures in the fuel off-gas system responded to
changes in fuel pump speed during high-power operation, indicating changes in the stripping rate of the
short-lived gaseous fission products that produce most
of the heating in the holdup volume and the particle
trap. These indications agreed with the changes in
stripping rate inferred from the * 35Xepoisoning.
The offgas sampling system was used during the
report period to remove nine concentrated samples,
using the refrigerated molecular sieve absorber and

.
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sample bombs. In addition the system was used
extensively for on-line determinations, including hydrocarbons. (See Sect. 113.)Recurring restrictions in the
inlet valves to the off-gas sampler were repeatedly
cleared by forward blowing with 60-psig helium. During
tests in July, the inlet block valves would not shut off
tightly and were replaced. During the startup in August
it was again necessary to blow out restrictions at the
inlet to the sampler.
The coolant offgas system was relatively trouble free
until the last week in May, when restrictions developed
in the pressure control valve and the back-diffusion
preventer at the discharge end of the line. During the
June shutdown the filter was replaced, the pressure
control valve and a nearby check valve were cleaned,
and the backdiffusion preventer was removed. All four
components were coated with an oily substance (presumably from the pump) which impeded the offgas
flow. The coolant offgas system operated satisfactorily
during the August startup.
1.3.5 Component Cooling System

P.H. Harley

.

No significant operating difficulties were encountered
with the component cooling pumps after the brazed
tubing system for circulating oil to the two pumps
were replaced with welded systems in August 1968.
Component cooling pump 1 had operated continuously for 4031 hr before it was shut down for
programmed maintenance in June 1969. The oil (which
was about a gallon low) was changed, the oil filter was
replaced, and the drive belt (which had apparently been
slipping) was tightened. The other pump (CCP-2) was
used when operation resumed and by the end of August
had operated 500 hr.
13.6 Containment and Ventilation

P.H. Harley
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From March through May the air inleakage into the
reactor cell (at -2 psig) gradually increased from 17 to
28 scf/day, still well below the permissible 75 scf/day.
The cause of the increase could not be determined.
After the maintenance period in June and July, the
reactor and drain-tank cells were leak tested at 20 psig
as required annually. The leak rate at first was over 300
scf/day. After leaks were located and stopped in a
10-in. valve bonnet and a 12-in. inspection port, the
rate was down to 150 scf/day (65% of maximum
permissible at 20 psig). When the cells were first pulled
down to -2 psig after the pressure test, the apparent

inleakage rate displayed its usual behavior under these
conditions: high at first, then decreasing to an acceptable value in five days, and leveling off in about
nine days at a low value. This was attributed to the
vaporization of water in one of the cells raising the
humidity until condensation produced a steady state.
Coincident with the leveling off of the apparent cell
inleakage, 0.4 gal/day of condensate began to collect at
the cooler in the cell atmosphere recirculating system,
indicating an in-cell water leak of that magnitude,
probably from one of the space coolers. After the
condensate began to appear, the measured inleakage
rate was 20 scf/day.
During the reactor shutdown all block valves and
check valves on lines entering the primary containment
(fuel salt and fuel off-gas systems) were leak tested.
Five measurable leaks were located and repaired. Two
check valves in gas purge lines to the fuel samplerenricher, which leaked 35-70 cc/min at 20 psi at first,
were leak-tight after in situ flushing with trichlorotrifluoroethane (Freon TF) solvent. Two solenoidoperated block valves on the offgas sampler inlet line
were replaced, as was a check valve on an intermittently
used purge line into the off-gas system.
The fan normally in use on the ventilation stack
required replacement of broken belts on two occasions
and a rough bearing once, all in July and August. In
each case stack flow was maintained by the standby
fan. After the cell maintenance was completed, all three
parallel banks of stack roughing filters were replaced as
a routine measure to reduce pressure drop. Dioctyl
phthalate tests of the three banks of highefficiency
particulate filters gave efficiencies of 99.995%,
99993%, and 99.985%. (ORNL standards require
99.95% or better.)
Stack activity releases continued to be quite low.
Over the six-month report period total particulate
activity released was <0.22 mc, and measurable gaseous
activity amounted to 1 2 5 mc. Of the latter, 7.0 mc was
released when a section of the fuel overflow tank vent
line was removed, and 3.0 mc was released during the
removal of specimens from the core. There was no
spread of contamination outside contamination zones
during the maintenance work except for one occasion
when a small amount was spread in the high bay around
the reactor cell during the removal of core sampling
tools. No significantexposure of personnel resulted.
1.3.7 Heaters and Electrical System

T.L.Hudson
The operation of the heaters continued with only one
failure during this report period. About a 30% drop in
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current on heater H-102-5 on the fuel line between the
heat exchanger and the reactor occurred in the early
part of August. After a resistance check indicated that
one of the three heater elements had failed, the spare
heater elements were placed in service.
In April a failure of a fuse on the primary side of the
MSRE main power transformer resulted in the loss of
voltage on one of the transformer windings. This
effectively changed the power supply from a threephase to a single-phase supply. The secondary voltage
dropped from 480 to 415 v across two windings and
increased from 480 to 830 v across the other winding.
The motor-operated equipment continued t o operate
briefly until the individual breakers were tripped by the
high current in two of the lines. All breakers did not
trip at the same time, which made it more difficult to
diagnose the trouble immediately. The reactor was
scrammed from full power, and the diesel generators
were started, but because the tripped breakers prevented starting equipment from the control room, both
the fuel and coolant systems drained before cooling air
could be restored to the freeze valves. No apparent
cause for the fuse failure was found other than possible
overheating from poor electrical contacts.
1.3.8 Oil Systems for Salt Pumps

A. I. Krakoviak
Although both the coolant and fuel circulating pumps
were off for about two months during this report
period, the oil systems for both pumps were kept in
operation. By the end of the report period, oil had been
circulating continuously in both systems for 27 months.
During this time, 32 samples from the fuel pump oil
system and 26 from the coolant pump oil system
showed no significant change in physical or chemical
properties. The collection rate of oil that had leaked
past the shaft seals was normal (between 8 and 16
cclday) while the pumps were running,and zero while
the pumps were not rotating. Inventories show that in
the 24 months through August 1969, unaccounted-for
losses from the fuel pump oil system were 5.4(:,'5,)
liters; from the coolant oil system, 5.6('_'&) liters.
Hydrocarbons at the off-gas sampler indicated approximately 1 to 2 g of oil products per day passing that
point.
At the beginning of power operation in August, a
radiation monitor at the oil reservoir on the fuel pump
oil system indicated radiation from the upper part of
the tank that increased and decreased with the reactor
power. The gamma spectrometer showed that the

activity was Ar,apparently produced by activation of
the blanket gas in the upper part of the pump. Prior to
this time only helium had been used during power
operation, and no gas activation had occurred. Radiation levels did not exceed 2 mr/hr.
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1.3.9 Radiator and Main Blowers

M. Richardson
The radiator was inspected and found to be in
satisfactory condition at the end of run 18. Several lava
terminal blocks at the heater connections were replaced, and 5 ft of the soft gasket seal at the top of the
outlet door was replaced. The lifting mechanism was
lubricated, and the clutch and brakes were adjusted.
The main blower fan hubs and blades were cleaned
and inspected by dye-penetrant methods. No faults
were revealed. The filters and brushes were replaced and
the slip rings cleaned on the blower motors.
1.4 REMOTE MAINTENANCE

M. Richardson
At the start of each shutdown when remote maintenance is to be done in the cells, approximately two
days are spent cutting the membrane and removing the
upper blocks. It then takes approximately one day to
set up shielding and. remove the lower blocks at each
location where work is to be done. In addition to this, a
good portion of the time spent accomplishing remote
maintenance is in preparation. Some approximate times
spend on various operations are indicated on the
following descriptions of the jobs done during the
shutdown.
Although the incell monitors indicated that the
radiation levels in the cells were several thousand
roentgens per hour and there were beams of more than
100 r/hr above the maintenance shield when holes were
opened for inserting tools, etc., the maximum quarterly
dose received by anyone was 720 millirems to the skin
and 680 millirems to the critical organs. (The acceptable weekly doses are 600 and 300 millirems
respectively.)
The removal of the specimen array from the core was
delayed for a couple of days due to difficulty with a
heater used to melt the salt from the reactor neck. The
actual removal of the specimens and delivery to the hot
cell took less than 8 hr. Some particulate activity was
dispersed during removal of one of the tools, and,
although this did not appreciably delay the shutdown,
several days (over 100 man-hours) were spent cleaning
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the high bay around the reactor cell. Installation of the
new specimen array assembly and checking that the
flanges were leak-tight took approximately 12 hr.
The radiation level from the control rod drives after
they were removed from the cell was low enough (<600
mrlhr) to allow working directly on them without
shielding. One rod was removed remotely and stored in
the reactor cell. It was replaced by a spare rod. A
discussion of the work done on the control rods and
drives is given in Sect. 13.3.
During work on the plugged offgas line from the
overflow tank, a line from a nitrogen cylinder was
connected to different flanges in the line to locate the
section which was plugged. This took approximately
two days. The plug was found to be in the section
containing an air-operated valve and a hand-operated
valve. An attempt was made to cut this apart in the
reactor cell so that sections could be conveniently sent
to a hot cell for examination. After about 8 hr it was
decided that this could not be done easily and that the
entire assembly would be shipped to the hot cell. The
radiation from this was 5 r/hr at 10 ft. Two days were
spent obtaining a large carrier and making preparations.

The actual removal and transfer took only a few hours.
The installation of the replacement was complete and
the flanges leak-tight in one day, but due to misalignment, two more days were used getting the air line
connected to the valve operator.
A permanent heater was installed in the main off-gas
line near the fuel pump. Although this was a difficult
job, due to interferences, it was completed in less than
two days. This was mainly due to advanced planning
and practice on a mockup. Heating the line and
applying back pressure was successful in removing the
plug that had formed during the preceding run.
A leaky air-line disconnect to an operator of one of
the equalizer valves in the drain-tank cell was repaired.
The ieak was due to a plastic seal which had deteriorated. The actual repairs took less than 2 hr, but there
was about a oneday delay preparing for the job after
finding that the disconnect had been installed backward
during the original installation.
When all maintenance was complete in the reactor
cell, approximately 20 hr was used to weld the
membrane and approximately 16 hr to replace and bolt
down the upper blocks.

2. MSRE Reactor Analysis
the reaction rate:

2.1 INTRODUCTION

B. E.Prince
Although operation of the MSRE with 235U as the
principal fissile material was terminated in March 1968,
refinements in the analysis of nuclear operations data
from this earlier run continue to be of interest. Not
only do we seek to detect and resolve any fortuitous
agreement or disagreements between experimental data
and results calculated from theoretical models, but,
more important from the standpoint of the present
operation with 233U, the analysis of current data
remains coupled to the 2 3 5 Urun through the residues
of plutonium, uranium, samarium, and certain other
fission products, and the exposure of the core graphite
produced during the earlier run. During this semiannual
report period we carried out an extensive reexamination
of the basic nuclear data and calculations for the
235U-bearing salt. A number of revisions had been
introduced into the basic library of nuclide cross
sections since the physics analysis for the 2 3 5 U loading
was first performed, and the current trend is toward the
use of the ENDF/B cross-section library (an evaluated
nuclear data file still in the process of being standardized). Thus we have repeated certain of the neutronics
calculations for the 3 5 U loading using these updated
data and have attempted to assess the consequences of
these revisions on the interpretation of MSRE experiments. The first of the following sections is intended to
provide a precise definition of the calculated cross
sections of interest in the reactor analysis. The remaining sections describe the results and discuss the consequences of calculations with the newer cross-section
data.

where

Rl(r) = total reaction rate for ith nuclide in salt
(eventslsec),
N,jr)=number density of ith nuclide in salt
(nuclei per cubic centimeter of salt),
q{E) = reaction cross section for ith nuclide
(cm21,
Nr, E, t ) = neutron flux at point r, energy E, and time
r (neutrons cm-l sec-I),
et)= volume fraction of salt at point t,
V, = all reactor volume experiencing neutron
flux (cm3).
This characteristic of uniform distribution in the salt is
basic to these circulating fuel systems and applies to all
of the important constituent nuclides in the salt. The
possibility of factoring the nuclide concentration from
the volume integration, as shown in Eq. (I), is a direct
consequence of this feature. It allows one to define a
useful microscopic reactor-average cross section which
is influenced by the salt composition only indirectly,
through changes in the neutron energy spectrum. For
our calculations,we have found it convenient to rewrite
Eq. (1) as

Ri = N&DTVs ,

2.2 DEFINITION OF AVERAGE REACTION
CROSS SECTIONS

B. E. Prince
For those nuclides which are uniformly distributed in
the fuel salt, the changes which occur in the course of
operation are governed by the following expression for

In these definitions, E, is a convenient cutoff energy
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chosen just high enough to effectively separate the
slowingdown energy range from the thermalization
range, 9, is the average thermal flux to which the salt
is exposed, and Vs is the total volume of salt in
circulation. [Notice that an equivalent definition could,
if desired, be made on the basis of the total neutron
flux at all energies, 9, simply by replacing E, by
infinity and 9
, by 9 in Eqs. (3) and (4).]
To apply the preceding definitions to reaction rate
calculations, it is necessary to approximate the exact
neutron spectrum r$(r, E). In our work with the MSRE,
we have used the GAM-I1 and THERMOS programs to
produce four broadenergy-group average nuclide cross
sections, where the averaging is with respect to an
approximate core spectrum calculated by the programs.
We then applied the latter cross sections in four-group
diffusion calculations with the EXTERMINATOR program to approximate the variation in the flux spectra in
the peripheral, salt-containing regions of the core (Le.,
the upper and lower plenums and the radial downcomer). Approximate expressions corresponding to the
defining equations (3) and (4) can readily be obtained
which describe this procedure. They are:

fmite sums, using up to 99 energy groups to span the
slowing-down range and 30 groups to span the thermal
range. The cutoff energy, E,, separating these ranges
was chosen to be 0.876 ev for MSRE calculations.

2.3 RESULTS OF REVISED
CROSSSECTION CALCULATIONS
B. E. Prince
In Table 2.1, we have listed the modified cross
sections obtained in these studies alongside the corresponding values obtained in the earlier calculations.
Both calculations were made for the reactor spectrum
corresponding to the minimum critical uranium loading
(core isothermal at 1200°F, all control rods fully
withdrawn). For reference purposes, several nuclides
were included in the current studies in addition to those
Table 2.1. RevisedAverage Reaction Cross
Sections in MSRE mermal FIUX, with 23su
Fuel at Minimum Critical Loading
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Nuclides

Pre-1965 Data

(5)

These
Calculations
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where v k and Fk are the volume and salt volume
fraction for the kth subregion over which the volume
fraction of salt is constant and a g k is the E X T E W NATOR flux in broad groupg, averaged over subregion
k (QTk is the average thermal flux in region k). The
broad-group nuclide cross sections are defined by:

Li
'OB
233U (absorption)
2 3 3 (fission)
~
23gU

2 3 s (fission)
~

270.15

'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31. 1967,
ORNL4191, pp. 50-54.

52.755

236u

'j9Np
239Pu (absorption)
2 3 9 (fission)
~

'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28.1967. ORNL4119, pp. 79-93.

a
a

138.19
340.53

23aU
238pu

where #a(@ is the approximate neutron spectrum in
the graphite-moderated core, as obtained from multigroup calculations with the GAM-I1 and THERMOS
programs. As described in earlier semiannual reports,' *'
the integrals in Eq. (7)are also calculated in terms of

461.02
1870.35

'%(absorption)

237Np

,w

Average Cross Section (barns)

240h
24
24

Pu (absorption)

'~u (fission)
242pu

a

26.318
a
a

1470.10
874.50
1267.91
a
a
a

466.42
1881.13
387.92b
344.06b
13O.4Ob
331.43'
333.88d
332.6gb
265.11'
267.88d
267.63b
51.11b
278.4 1
27.668e
218.29
103.14
1456.06
901.10
1287.64
1137.61
836.43
174.38

ONot calculated.
barrent ENDF/B data.
CCross-sectiondata Library based on ref. 3.
dORNL evaluation of 23sU data; E. H. Gift, personal
communication.
eCross-section data library based on data of G. D. Joanou and
C. A. Stevens, Neutron CrossSections for 238U, GA4087 Rev.
(NASACR-54290) (April 1965).
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considered in the earlier work. In each case, these
additional nuclides were not of significance in the 3s U
operation and, for the calculations, were assumed to be
present at infmitely dilute concentrations in the salt. In
view of the importance of 235U in determining the
neutronic characteristics of the reactor, three different
sets of cross-section data currently available for these
types of calculations were compared. We found very
little difference in the magnitude of the effective
absorption and fission cross sections calculated with
these data sets. The maximum variation in the average
capture-to-absorption ratio for the sets was about WO,
with the ratio for the ORNLevaluated set lying
approximately midway between the current ENDF/B
data and the data set based on ref. 3. However, the
capture-to-absorption ratio for the ORNL set w a s about
5% smaller than the ratio obtained from the earlier
studies (column 2 of Table 2.1). The ORNLevaluated
data were chosen as the basis of further calculations.
The other principal changes evidenced in these newer
calculations which are of significance in the interpretaU and "Pu cross
tion of MSRE data were in the
sections. The former exerts its influence not only
through the neutron poisoning effect on the critical
uranium loading but, more significantly, through the
production of 239Puduring power operation. Since the
239Pu production rate is very nearly proportional to
the 'jSU cross section, this change in nuclear data
alone would increase the 239Puby about 5% from the
earlier calculations. (Other modifications besides those
shown in Table 2.1 are also required in the calculation
of the plutonium production, however, as described
later in this section.)
The changes in the 9Pu fssion and absorption cross
sections are in the direction of increasing the reactivity
effect of the 239Puand reducing the amount of 240Pu
present for a given fuel exposure. This change has no
bearing on the interpretation of the critical experiment
at the start of the 235U operation but does enter into
the analysis of " u operations.
The average cross sections listed in column 2 of Table
2.1 will be found to differ slightly from those given in
an earlier semiannual report.' The basic cross-section
library was the same in both cases, but the average cross
sections given in this earlier report were appropriate to
a graphite-moderated homogeneous cylinder approximation of the core; that is, they did not include the
volume averaging over the peripheral salt-containing

regions of the core or the effect of the control rod
thimbles on the thermal flux. Both effects tend to
increase the relative contribution of the epithermal
component of the average neutron flux and influence
most strongly the average cross sections of nuclides
with large resonance capture components (particularly
2 3 8 2~ 3 4 and
~ ~2 3 6
v).
In this same connection, the averaged cross sections
listed in Table 2.1 should be corrected for changes
caused by increasing the uranium concentration to
reactor operating conditions, and also the insertions of
the control rod to compensate for the excess reactivity.
These changes also increase the average epithermal-tothermal flux ratio in the reactor. In Table 2.2 we have
indicated the relative increases in calculated average
cross sections of the most important nuclides, corresponding to the maximum 2 3 s U concentration and
rod poisoning experienced in the 2 3 5 U run. This
occurred at the end of the zero-power experiments and
before the fuel was drained, when the 2 3 5 Uconcentration had been increased by nearly 10% and the
regulating rod was near full insertion.Although further
uranium additions were made during the 2 3 5 Urun, at
no time during operations were these conditions exceeded. In accordance with the discussion given above,
the maximum changes in Table 2.2 are seen to be
associated with those nuclides with strong resonance
capture components.
During the actual course of reactor operation, the
uranium concentration and the rod insertion varied in
accordance with the fuel burnup and additions and with
the various reactivity changes in the core. For the
purposes of calculating the reaction rates, however, the
corresponding changes in the average cross sections can
be closely approximated by linearly interpolating the
results given in Table 2.2 on the basis of the 23sU
concentration.

3G.D. Joanou and M. K. Drake, Neutron Oms Sections fw
(Dec. 10,1964).
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Table 23. Relative Changesin Avenge Reaction
cross Sectionsfor a 1096 Increase in 23%
Concentration, with Compensating Control
Rod Insertion
Nuclide
23gU

23sU (absorption)
2 3 5 (tiision)
~

236"
238"

239Pu (absorption)
"'~u (fission)

235 U.GA-5944 (NASACR-54263)

b

Cross-section Ratio'
1.063
1.018
1.014
1.OS9
1.094
1.004
1.004

'Cross section at maximum uranium loading conditions
divided by cross section at minimum critical loading.

*
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2.4

EFFECTS ON OTHER MSRE'NEUTRONIC
CHARACTERISTICS
B. E.Prince

Integral neutronic characteristics which are directly
affected by the changes in nuclear data are the
calculated critical 2 3 5 U loading, the depletion coefficients for the various uranium isotopes, and the rate
of production of plutonium. The calculations summarized in the preceding section also have current application in interpreting the measurement of the capture-toabsorption ratio for 235U (see Sect. 6.3.1). In the case
of the calculationsfor the critical experiment, we found
that the net change in multiplication factor introduced
by the new cross-section data was -0.0053. This is
equivalent to an increase of approximately 2% in the
calculated critical concentration of
U. While this
modifies somewhat the apparent very close agreement
between calculated and observed critical loading obtained in the earlier analysis: the agreement remains
good by most standards for these types of calculations.
By use of perturbation theory computations, the net
change in the multiplication factor was decomposed
into component effects. The revisions in the
U and
'"U
data corresponded to changes of t0.00141 and
-0.00520, respectively, in multiplication. The remainder of -0.0015 corresponded to slight increases in
parasitic absorption in lithium, fluorine, and zirconium.
The revised values of the burnup coefficients for the
uranium isotopes are listed in Table 2.3, along with the
values reported earlier. The principal change is in the
238U depletion rate, which introduces an overall
increase of 4.8% in the net rate of depletion of the
uranium inventory in circulation.

The inventories of the significant plutonium isotopes
may be determined from the following theoretical
relations:
a49 - 0 2 8

A

+SOU

N40 = N O e

+p
49

.A.

A

049 4 f 4 9
-a

049

- 040

where
Nk = atomic concentration of k in circulating salt; k =
28, 49, 40 refers to "*U, 239Pu, and 240Pu,
respectively; superscript 0 refers to start of fuel
exposure ;

$ = total reaction cross section (barns); subscript f
refers to fission cross section;
u = time-integrated thermal flux (neutronslbarn).

The relation between the total number of fissions
during an operating interval and the time integral of the
thermal flux during that interval is:

4B. E. Prince et al., ZemPower Physics Experiments on the
MoltenSalt Reactor Experiment, ORNL-4233(February 1968).

Table 2.3. Revised Bumup Coefficientsfor
Uranium Isotopes in 23 U Loading

Isotope

Z3Su
23Su
23aU
.
i

238u

Net U

Rate of Production (+)
or Depletion (-) in
Circulating Salt (g/Mwd)
Ref. 1

These Calculations

-0.0052
-1.30
M.26
-0.19
-1.235

-0.0054
-1.314
M.264
-0.239
-1.294

where V, is the total volume of salt in circulation and
subscript 25 refers to 23sU. In Eq. (3), we have
assumed that any additions to the 235Uinventory are
made at the beginning of the operating interval. These
e'quations, which represent the solutions of the differential equations describing the isotopic changes in
power operation, are approximate in the sense that the
reactor-average reaction cross sections have been assumed invariant during the operation. As discussed in
the preceding section, the actual variations in these
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cross sections are quite small. In particular, for the
U operavariation in uranium inventory during the
tion, very close approximations are obtained by use of
constant average cross sections corresponding to the
mean 'jSU inventory during the entire operating
period.
Equations (I), (2), and (3) were applied to the
calculation of plutonium inventories in the
U run.
The average cross sections were interpolated from the
values given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 to correspond to ti
mean circulating inventory of 69 kg of 235U. The
resulting mass inventory of 'j9Pu and the 240Pu/
'j9Pu mass ratio are shown in Fig. 2.1 as a function of
the time-integrated fission energy. As a result of the
change in the 238Unuclear data, the total inventory of
plutonium is increased relative to the plutonium production reported earlier (ref. 1). It is interesting to
note, however, that the 240Pu/239Puratio depends
primarily on the 'j9Pu cross-section data and is
independent of the 'j8U cross section for the fuel
exposures considered. By Taylor series expansions of
the exponential terms in Eqs.(1) and (2), one finds:

ORNL-DWG 69-12620

'

that is, the determining characteristics are the average

L
*

CUMULATIVE FISSION ENERGY (Mwhr)

Fig. 2.1. Plutonium Production During MSRE Operation with

'lSu.

radiative capture cross section of 239Pu and the
time-integratedthermal flux.
Future efforts in concluding the studies initiated in
this report period will be directed toward comparing
the results of the newer calculations with experimental
data for the plutonium inventories and determining the
effects on the interpretation of reactivity trends in both
the operation with 23sU and with the current 'j3U
loading.

.
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3. Component Development
Dunlap Scott

3.1 FREEZE-FLANGE THERMACCYCLETEST

3.1.2 Inspection of the Flanges

F. E.Lynch

The flanges were disassembled for inspection after
cycle 400, and the oval ring gasket with stainless steel
insert screen was removed for inspection. The average
outer diameter of the frozen salt cake on the screen
insert was 10 in., approximately the same diameter as
all previous inspections except for cycle 103, which was
11'12 in. Higher flange operation temperatures during
that cycle series would account for the difference.
A complete inspection of the bore and faces of the
freeze flange was made with a fluorescent dye penetrant? No evidence of thermal fatigue cracking was
visible either on the flange face or in the bore of the
female flange. Also, the face and neck of the male
flange were free of cracks or porosity indications. The
fluorescent dye penetrant did indicate a change in the
crack pattern which was previously observed2 in the
bore of the male flange. Figure 3.1 shows a new dashed
cracklike pattern, the original pattern, and a porosity
band indication extending clockwise around the bore
from the upper bore thermocouple. The dashed crack' in. from the end of the
like pattern, at a position of 1&
stub, starts at the upper bore thermocouple and extends
circumferentially 120" clockwise. A previously observed pattern at the l'h-in. position and the same
origin extended around to 155" and was approximately
continuous from 15 to 135". A very dense porosity
band extended 1 in. farther into the bore and continued
around to 120" before necking down to a '&-in. width
at 155". A lighterdensity porosity indication extended
1'18 in. farther into the bore around to 120". A similar
porosity indication extended counterclockwise from
the upper bore thermocouple also around to 155", as
shown in Fig. 3.2. The continuous crack indication has
not developed on this side of the bore, although at the

The freeze-flange thermal-cycle test was continued
through cycle 400 before being shut down for another
inspection and minor repairs. A complete dye-penetrant
inspection of the inner face and bore flanges was
previously made at the end of cycles 103 (ref. l), 268
(ref. 2), and 321 (ref. 3). Visual inspection of the flange
exterior during and at the end of each cycle revealed no
thermal fatigue cracks. Downtime due to operational
problems was insignificant compared with earlier
periods. These problems and the flange inspection
results are reported below.
3.1.1 Facility Operation Problems

The accumulated downtime during this operation
period (cycles 322400) was due to burned-out test
section heaters and a building power failure. However,
there were several minor operation problems, such as
instrument trouble and plugged vent lines, that were
repaired during or at the end of the oscillation time.
A burned-out test section heater on the pipe adjacent
to the female flange resulted in approximately all the
downtime. One cycle was obtained without this heater
bank by increasing the other heaters within the box to
their upper limit. Since the higher amperage settings
would shorten the life of the remaining heaters,
operation of the loop was stopped to replace the heater.
Another cycle was not completed due to a building
power failure which occurred during the oscillation
period. The power was off 35 min, so the Ioop cooled
down too much to continue oscillation of the salt.
'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 29,1968. ORNL4254, pp. 23-28.
'MSR hogram Semiann.
Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNL-4344, pp. 33-36.
'MSR Program Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, pp. 31-32.
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4Zyg10 type ZL-22 penetrant with developer type ZP-9 was

used.
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Fig. 3.1. Photograph of Test Freeze Flange Showing Fluorescent Dye-Penetrant Indication of Crack on the Right Side of Bore.

1%-in. position a new dashed cracklike pattern extended around to 135" with porosity indications
continuing to 155". This cracklike pattern at the 1'4-in.
position is approximately in the center of the '&-in.
weld gap between the alignment stub and the flange
face. In the fabrication of the flange there was a
50°-bevel cut on the inside and outside of the stub end
that was welded to the flange face. The assembly had
then been machined to dimension, thus relocating the
starting edge of the bore weld 1 in. from the outer edge
of the stub and extending approximately '4 in. farther

into the bore. Porosity indications and cracklike patterns indicate that the heat-affected zone of the weld
extends deeper into the bore. As reported above, there
were no cracks or porosity indications in the outer weld
area where the stub was welded to the face of the
flange.
The freeze flange was reassembled after inspection
and the thermalcycle test continued. A total of 452
thermal cycles had been imposed on the freeze flange as
of August 28. Visual inspection of the exterior has
revealed no sign of thermal fatigue cracks. A complete

z
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Fig. 3.2. Photograph of Test Freeze Flange Showing Fluorescent Dye-Penetrant Indication of a Crack on the Left Side of Bore.

inspection of the inner face and bore of the flanges is
tentatively scheduled at the end of cycle 470.

3.2 PUMPS

P.G. Smith

A. G. Grindell

3.2.1 Mark 2 Fuel Pump

The Mark 2 fuel salt pump' was continued in
operation circulating the molten salt LiFBeFz -ZrF4ThF4-UF4(68.4-24.6-5.0-1.1-0.9 mole %). It has now

operated for 8400 hr at flows to 1350 gpm and
temperaturesbetween 1020 and 1300'F.
The salt level in the pump tank was raised to 534 in.
above the normal operating level to make additional
measurements of the void fraction in the circulating
salt. The measurements with the radiation densitometer
* showed no gas in the circulating salt. This result was
expected, since no gas was found when operating at the
'MSR Rogram Semiann. hog. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, p. 31.
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Fig. 3.3. MSRE Mark 2 Fuel Salt Pump Assembly.
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normal level in the pump tank previously! At the
normal operating level and above, the baffling is
evidently sufficient and effective in keeping gas bubbles
from being carried into the pump inlet.
At the high salt level in the pump tank the rate of
plugging in the pump tank off-gas decreased but is still a
nuisance. The lower end of the shroud, which surrounds
the stripper and guides the stripper flow into the pump
tank space, is submerged in the liquid salt at this level
(see Fig. 3.3), and the flow of gas through this region is
reduced practically to zero. Without the flow of gas, the
aerosols probably agglomerate and drain back into the
liquid, thus reducing the content of aerosols in the
pump tank off-gas.

3.2.2 Oil Pump Endurance Test
The oil pump endurance test6 was continued. By the
end of this report period the pump had run for 53,000
hr circulating oil at 160'F and 60 gpm

3.3 MSRE REMOTE GAMMA SPECTROMETER

R. Blumberg Frank Dyer
A. Houtzeel

r

t
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In April and May 1968, after run 16, a series of
measurements of the fission product deposition in
various components in the primary system of the MSRE
were made using techniques of gamma-ray spectroscopy? It was decided to improve the equipment and
techniques, the primary objective being improved accuracy of the final results. The revised equipment has
been used at the MSRE since late June, both during the
reactor shutdown and the start of operation in run 19.
The improvements to the equipment that were sought
were the following:
1. the ability to position and to move the detector with
respect to a given remote target with accuracy,

2. improved detector and analyzer capabilities (better
resolution of a spectrum),
3. improved data handling,
4. the ability to use the collimator in a wide range of
source strength,
5. the ability to examine reactor components during
and immediately after power operation,
6MSR Progam Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL-

4396,p. 32.
'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Aug. 31, '1968,

ORNL4344,pp. 36-40.

6. better calibration.
Items 1, 2, and 6 above lead directly to increased
accuracy. .

3.3.1 Description of the Equipment
Figure 3.4 shows the mechanical equipment set up on
the portable maintenance shield. Gamma rays from the
reactor components are highly collimated, first by the
1-in. hole in the collimator body and then by the long,
narrow hole in the collimator insert before entering the
detector. A laser is positioned above the hole in an
adjustable mount so that its beam can be directed down
through the hole along the same path as, but in the
opposite direction to, a gamma ray coming from the
component. This serves as visible evidence of the source
location and as a reproducible method of positioning
the detector. There are three interchangeablecollimator
inserts with hole diameters of '11 6 , '4, and "/16 in., so
that the radiation level at the detector can be varied by
as much as a factor of 9 as desired. The inserts have
index pins for reproducible positioning. The insert and
the laser mount are bolted together to assure alignment
when being used. The collimator body provides both
shielding and support for the other items. It is mounted
on a thrust bearing with three adjustablejackscrews for
leveling. A pair of level gages are mounted on top of the
collimator body so that the gages indicate that the axis
of the collimator (thus the path of a gamma ray) is
vertical.
The detector, a 31-cm3 Ge(Li) crystal in a right-angle
Dewar, is mounted so that it may be moved horizontally into and out of the gamma-ray beam by means of
a feed screw. Its output is fed to a 4096-channel
analyzer which has several data reduction features. For
recording the spectra either a magnetic tape unit or a
typewriter can be used.
For measurements taken during a shutdown, the
portable maintenance shield is used to support and
move the spectrometer over the chosen component. We
also have four holes which have been drilled through
the concrete shield blocks over the off-gas line (line
522), the primary heat exchanger, the drain tank, and
the sample bomb in the off-gas sample installation in
the vent house for use when the reactor shielding is in
place. The containment membrane between the blocks
remains intact as before. These holes extend the scope
of the program in that we can take measurements of
fission products while the reactor is at power and
immediately after. This will provide information on
isotopes with the shorter half-lives. These holes also give
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Fig. 3.4. Portable Maintenance Shield ShowingMechanical Equipment.

us the ability to take measurements independent of the
portable maintenance shield.
When using the maintenance shield to scan a large
area of a component, several methods of assigning a
location to a spectrum are used. With the laser shining
through the hole, one can look through the lead glass

windows into the cell and see where the laser beam
strikes the component. This can be recorded on a
sketch or a plan-view drawing. The position of the
collimator body can also be related in x-y coordinates
to the stationary frame of this maintenance shield. Both
of these are used to locate and move the spectrometer.

t
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However, a more exact location is obtained by taking
readings from two transits set up in the high bay. We
use a FOCAL program to compute plan-view coordinates from the angles which are recorded at the time
the spectrum is taken. The overall location system
works well and does not delay the data-taking process.
The fmal item worth noting is a computer code
developed by the Mathematics Division by which the
spectra, recorded on magnetic tape, can be listed in the
form of computer printout and plotted and certain
calculations can be performed. These steps would be
time consuming and expensive if done any way other
than by computer.

3.3.2 Test Program
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To achieve the best results from the remote gamma
spectrometer, a test program was initiated that had
three basic areas. The status and progress of each of
these areas is discussed below. The testing began as soon
as pieces of the overall system were delivered. Since it
was not completed before the shutdown period began,
the test program will be resumed when the necessary
equipment and areas become available.
Mechanical Features. - I t was necessary first to
assemble, inspect, and operate all the mechanical
components of the system. Although there were some
small defects that required rework, there was nothing
serious. Much work was done with the location system,
that is, the method by which we know the exact
location of the source of the gamma rays entering the
detector. While taking data with the 'I16-in.diam insert,
an alignment discrepancy of 1 in. was detected. (The
highest count rate occurred 1 in. away from where we
thought it should.) This w a s attributed to the fact that
the laser beam had a considerably smaller diameter than
the insert. We have corrected this condition by visually
inspecting the laser beam to assure that it passes
through the center of the hole at both ends of the
insert.
Properties of the Detector and Electronics. - The
detector and the electronics of the system were tested
with various radioactive sources. The overall system
resolution was found to be 1.9 kev, which compares
with 6 kev for the detector used previously. The
performance stability of the analyzer was improved by
placing it in an air-conditioned room. Some instabilities
were found which appear to be influenced by count
rate, voltage, and frequency. We will investigate these
and also the effect of changing the position of the
detector with respect to the collimator hole.

In addition there were a number of malfunctions of
various components of the system which delayed the
test program, such as the tape drive, a broken switch on
the control panel, and an assortment of shorts. However, this type of trouble appears to have been
eliminated.
Calibration. - In order to calculate the quantities of
fission products deposited, it is first necessary t o
evaluate the counting efficiency of the spectrometer.
This is done by measuring a known source with the
system set up in geometry similar to what it would be
when measuring the desired sources, which in our case
are the reactor components. In the test program a
25-curie source of 'lomAg in the shape of a heat
exchanger tube was moved to different positions in a
mockup of the heat exchanger. The source and mockup
were in the remote maintenance practice cell and the
counting equipment in the adjoining hot equipment
storage cell, positioned at a carefully located hole in the
wall between the two. The portable maintenance shield
was used to manipulate the source. Ninety-four spectra
were taken through the '4 6 -in. collimator. Because the
tape recorder was inoperative, all the output was taken
on typed listings; due to time and the amount of hand
calculation involved, we have not yet reduced the
results.
By choosing a tubular source for these measurements,
we obtain a calibration which should be applicable to
the situation in the heat exchanger but not quite so
applicable to other geometries. As a consequence of
measuring the source at various positions in the
mockup, we will also obtain an empirical value for the
effect of attenuation in the heat exchanger. The
calibration for the '116- and the '18-in. collimator
remains to be done.

3.4 NOBLE-METALMIGRATION IN THE MSRE

R. J. Ked1
In connection with the development of off-gas systems for molten-salt breeder reactors, a model based on
'conventional mass transfer concepts was developed in
an attempt to describe quantitatively the migration of
noble metals in the MSRE. The assumption was made
that noble-metal atoms are present in the fuel salt as
single unstable atoms (in a reduced state chemically)
looking for a surface to settle on. It was assumed that
they deposit with equal affinity on all exposed Hastelloy N and graphite surfaces(sticking fraction = 1.O) and
that the parameter that controls the rate of migration
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to these surfaces is the mass transfer coefficient. This
quantity can be readily estimated from standard heat
transfer correlations and the use of heat-mass transfer
analogies. In computing the mass transfer coefficient, it
was assumed that the diffusion coefficient of noble
metals in salt is 1.3 X lo” cm2/sec. The model also
takes into account noble-metal migration to circulating
bubbles and to the off-gas system via the spray ring.
The basic equation is simply a rate balance on the fuel
salt which treats the fuel loop as a well-stirred pot:

V

dC
= generation

rate from fission
dt from precursor
-decay rate
surfaces

-

+

generation

migration rate to graphite

- migration rate to Hastelloy N surfaces
- migration rate to bubbles - migration rate to
pump bowl via spray ring,
where a typical migration term is:
migration rate to graphite surfaces = hAC
and where

C = noble-metal concentration in salt (atoms/volume
of salt),
t = time (hr),
volume of salt in fuel loop (ft3),
h = mass transfer coefficient (ft/hr),
A = graphite surface area (ft’).
Note that this equation is for the unsteady-state case
and can be carried through the power history of the
reactor. That is, the fmal concentration at the end of a
period at one power level is the initial condition for
operation at another power level. Once the noble-metal
concentration in fuel salt (C) is solved for, we can
compute the migration rate to the various reactor
surfaces (e.g., the heat exchanger) and ultimately the
total amount of each noble metal on these surfaces at
any time.
The amounts of certain noble metals sticking to the
tubes and shell of the primary heat exchanger were
measured by gamma-ray spectroscopy at the end of run
14 (last run with 2 3 5 U). Measured and computed values
are compared in Table 3.1. The agreement seems to be
quite good, especially with the amounts computed
assuming no circulating bubbles.

Table 3.1. Noble Metals Deposited in Primary Heat
Exchanger After Run 14
Measured“
Metal (cdes/in.2)

95Nb
9 9 ~ 0

lo3Ru
‘32Te

1.37
3.69
1.12
2.81

calculated
Without Bubbles With Bubblesb
(curies/in?)
(curies/in?)
1.90
2.98
1.08
2.28

0.59
0.93
0.34
0.71

“Reported in CFd8-11-20 for “revised counting efficiency.”
bBubble parameters: void fraction, 0.34%; bubble diameter,
0.005 in.; mass transfer coefficient to bubbles, 3.0 ft/hr.

A large amount of data is available on the deposition
of noble metals on Hastelloy N and graphite from the
core samples. Unfortunately the fluid dynamic conditions are not sufficiently well known to compute a mass
transfer coefficient. The measured amounts are somewhat less than expected but not enough to be inconsistent with the model.
Another test of the model is. to compare the
calculated and measured amounts of noble metals
“dissolved” in fuel salt. For this comparison, only data
from freeze valve samples are used, since it is known
that ladle samples are contaminated by noble metals in
the gas phase at the pump bowl during the sampling
procedure. The calculated concentration is for the case
of no circulating bubbles. With bubbles, the calculated
concentrations would be less. Results are shown in
Table 3.2 for run 14 (last ”’U run) and runs 1? and
18 (233U). Some freeze valve samples are not included
in this table because they are known (or suspected) to
be in error and not representative of the fuel salt for
some reason. Freeze valve samples taken when the
reactor power was reduced to zero also are not included
because it is a characteristic of the model that the
calculated concentration will approach zero in a short
period of time.
Niobium-95 can either be reduced or oxidized
depending on the chemical state of the fuel. It is
included here only to illustrate the range of the ratio
that can be expected. For the other noble metals, the
measured concentration is 20 to 35 times the calculated
cpncentration (about 140 for Io6Ru). This can be
explained in several ways. First, we might speculate that
the noble-metal atoms are present as particles, either
from the coalescence of single atoms to form colloids or
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possibly from flakes of deposits that have come off the
walls, or both. There is a good deal of evidence that
noble-metal particles of some kind do exist in the fuel
salt. Second, it may be that the sticking fraction is less

than unity. Third, there is the possibility that the freeze
valve samples are still being contaminated in some way.
In the past a good deal of trouble was had with this
problem.

Table 3.2. Noble Metals Dissolved in Fuel Salt
Calculated Concentration in Fuel Salt
Measured Concentration in Fuel Salt
SampleNo.

129mTe

Run 14
FP 14-20
FP 14-30
FP 14-63
FP 14-66
Run 17
FP 17-2
FP 17-7
FP 17-10
PP 17-22
FP17-31
FP 17-32
Run 18
FP 18-2
FP 1 8 4
FP 18-12
FP 18-19
FP1844

0.017
0.011
0.051
0.021
0.075,

0.019
0.10
0.057
0.52

,

13ZTe

99M0

lOJRu

loaRu

0.25
0.16
0.74
0.22

0.14
0.36
0.96
0.64

0.076
0.22
0.42
0.32

0.006
0.023
0.046
0.006

0.067
0.006
0.057
0.072
0.039
0.41

0.099
0.018
0.004
0.16
0.12
0.48

0.062
0.028
0.053

0.0076
0.0034

0.096
'0.007

0.027
0.018

0.00076
0.00078

0.029
0.49
0.60
0.32
0.20

0.15
0.27
0.20
0.23
0.056

0.004
0.18
0.10
0.076
0.081

0.0001
0.019
0.012
0.010
0.018

0.00052

0.0015

95Nb
0.30
20.4
4.6
0.006
0.00017
0.00080

0.0010

0.0046
0.013

4. Instruments and Controls
S. J. Ditto

$

neutron fluctuations. This finding underscores the
necessity of having high-quality, properly located
sensors in future MSR's.
To verify the model used to infer void fraction,
experiments were conducted in which a train of small
sawtooth-shaped pressure perturbations was introduced
into the primary system. This was done under conditions where the void fraction (-0.6%) was independently measured by reactivity balande and pump-bowl
level techniques so that it would be possible to
determine which of two sets of mathematical boundary
conditions at the pump-loop connection3 gave the best
agreement. (The installed pressure sensor was adequate
for these tests because of the larger signal-to-noise ratio
provided by the imposed periodic pressure perturbations.) The test results indicated the superiority of one
of the sets of boundary conditions and the correctness
of the model.
In the third of the cited investigations, we attempted
to uncover the primary sources of naturally occurring
pressure noise by observing the response of the pressure
noise to (a) changes in bubbler line and other helium
supply flow rates, (b) switching off the fuel circulating
pump, and (c) variations in system conditions observed
over a period of about two months. Pressure noise
signals were obtained from five available sensors located
on the helium supply lines leading to the salt pump
bowl or to the overflow tank. None of the helium
supply flow rate changes (including disabling the
automatic pressure regulator) resulted in a significant
alteration of the pressure noise in the frequency region
for which strong neutron coupling had been demonstrated. When the fuel off-gas line was severely restricted near the pump bowl so that the off-gas was
forced to bubble through the salt in the overflow tank,
switching off the fuel pump effected a pressure noise
reduction by a factor of 3 to 5. This result indicated

4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF REACTOR

DIAGNOSIS USING NOISE ANALYSIS'
R. C.Kryter D. N.Fry
J. C. Robinson'
The major objective of this continuing program
during the report period was t o demonstrate the
applicability of neutron and pressure noise analysis for
continuous monitoring of the amount of cover gas
entrained in the circulating fuel salt. To meet this
objective, previous work was extended (1) to c o n f m
tentative conclusions that the neutron noise is proportional to the void fraction, (2) to verify the theoretical
model used to infer absolute void fraction from noise
measurements, and (3) to better understand the sources
of the fuel pump pressure fluctuations that cause a
major portion of the neutron noise through their effect
on any compressible gas volume in the core.
In regard to the first of these studies, it had been
shown previously that there .exists strong coupling
between the observed neutron noise and naturally
occurring pressure fluctuations having frequencies in
the vicinity of 1 Hz. This led us to postulate that the
absolute helium void fraction in the fuel could be
measured by cross correlating the neutron and pressure
signals to obtain a neutron-to-pressure gain factor,
which could then be related to void fraction through a
mathematical model of the system neutronics and
hydraulics. However, further studies revealed that this
method, though correct in principle, does not yield the
correct void fraction for the MSRE. This failure is
thought to be due to the location of the presently
installed primary system pressure transducers, which are
positioned on gas lines too far from the reactor core to
sense the true pressure fluctuations which produce
'For further detail, see Instrumentation and Controls Div.
Ann Bog. Rept. Sept. 1.1969,0RNL4459 (to be published).

3J. C. Robinson and D. N. Fry, DetenniMtion of the Void
Fraction in the MSRE Usmg Small Induced Pressure Perturbstions, ORNL-TM-2318 (February 1969).

2Consultant from Department of Nuclear Engineering, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
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that at least when the main off-gas line is plugged,
operation of the fuel pump is not the only source of
pressure noise. A set of data taken at 320 kw with the
fuel pump stopped and the salt circulating by natural
convection showed that the remaining pressure noise
was nearly as strongly coupled to the neutron noise in
the vicinity of 1 Hz as before. This implied the
existence of some compressible volume in the core at
the time of the experiment. In observations of the third
category, a greater degree of success was attained when
it was noted in retrospect that pressure noise in the
frequency region 0.5 to 2 Hz had consistently increased
in magnitude by a factor of -40 to 100 whenever the
flow path of off-gas from the fuel pump bowl had
become altered due to the development of restrictions.
These results suggested that the pressure noise that
exists when the main off-gas line is plugged is much
greater than usual, but the exact nature of the noise
production mechanism was not revealed.
The relationships between off-gas line plugging and
pressure noise level and between void fraction and
neutron noise level which were disclosed in the series of
experiments and system modelings described above
were judged to be sufficiently convincing to form the
basis for continuously indicating monitors to be used
routinely by reactor operating personnel. Accordingly,
early in May two analog noise monitors were installed
in the MSRE control room to provide continuous
strip-chart indication of the rms neutron and pressure
noise levels in the frequency range 0.5 to 2 Hz. The
potential usefulness to the reactor operator was demonstrated when the neutron noise monitor was observed
to respond in the expected manner to changes in the
void fraction produced by fuel pump speed changes and
when the pressure monitor began to show changes
indicative of a restriction in the off-gas system about
one day before a restriction in the overflow tank vent
line became detectable by conventional instrumentation.
4.2 MSRE OPERATING EXPERIENCE

J. L. Redford

s

.
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The 15 relays in the rod-scram coincidence matrix
were tested once a day during operation, following the
practice established in 1968 after several failures had
occurred? There have been no failures since this
practice was begun.

Water leakage into nuclear instruments necessitated
replacement of two chambers. The cause of noise in a
fission chamber turned out to be a leak in a Tygon
cable sheath, a not unusual occurrence. One of the
compensated ion chambers, which had been in place
since May 1965, also suffered a water leak. When it was
examined, numerous leaks were found along the seam
weld in the 321 stainless steel bellows sheathing the
cable, and the aluminum can at the outer support ring
was honeycombed by corrosion. (The water in the
instrument shaft contains lithium nitrite buffered with
boric acid for inhibition of corrosion.)
Additional ionization chambers were installed for
monitoring radiation levels around the distillation experiment. At the end of the experiment, all instrumentation and control panels were removed.
One of the transmitters for measuring the coolant
pump bowl level was replaced because of leakage
resistance between the torque motor and ground. The
differential pressure transmitter that measures the
pressure drop across the main charcoal beds suffered a
gross change in range whose cause is as yet unexplained.
Two other transmitters in this location previously
experienced similar changes.
4.3

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
P.G. Herndon

Only a few minor modifications were made to the
instrumentation and controls systems in areas where
operating experience revealed the desirability of improved performance. Seventeen requests for changes in
the reactor system were reviewed. Of these, two
resulted in minor changes in instrumentation and
controls, six required only changes in process switch
operating set points, seven did not require changes in
process instruments or controls, and on the remaining
two, design revisions were pending at the end of the
report period. The two design change requests pending
at the end of the previous report period' were canceled.
Improvements in performance are of interest in the
following areas:
Fuel Pump. - To obtain a more accurate measurement of pump speed during the experiments with
reduced fuel salt flow, a digital device that counts the
pulses transmitted by the reluctance-type speed pickup
was added to the system.

~~

4MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNLA344. p. 43.

'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28.1969, ORNG
4396, p. 33.

38
Coohnt Salt Flow. - To correct a small error in the
measurement of coolant salt flow, adjustments were
made to the calibration of the indicating system. A
recent calculation (Sect. 1.2.7) shows that 572 in. H20
rather than 605 in. H20 is the correct value of
differential pressure produced by the venturi element
for a flow rate of lo00 gpm of salt at a temperature of
1100'F. The new value, which also includes a correction for fluid density based on the latest temperature-

density relationship, represents an increase in indicated
flow of 2.9%.
Sampler-Enricher. - Several of the weld-sealed
solenoid valves used on the samplerenricher and off-gas
sampler were successfully reconditioned. These valves,
which meet rigid performance and leak specifications,
were purchased from a commercial vendor, and additional spares are not readily available.
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MSBR Design and Development

e
R. B. Briggs

The purpose of the MSBR design and development
activities is to prepare a reference design for a 1000-Mw
(electrical) one-fluid MSBR plant; to design a moltensalt breeder experiment (MSBE), operation of which
will provide the data and experience necessary to build
large MSBR's; and to develop the components and
systems for the MSBE.
Work on the reference design for the one-fluid MSBR
was begun in October 1967 and has taken most of the
effort. Prior progress is reported in our semiannual
reports for the periods ending in February and August
1968 and August 1969. The studies have converged on
a design, and some of the more important details have
been investigated. Much of the design is described in
this report and in previous reports. Writing has begun
on a topical report that will describe the plant and the
results of the studies in considerable detail.
With the general design of the reference MSBR
reasonably well established, we have begun to look at
the MSBE. Calculations indicate that a reactor with a
power level of 100 to 200 Mw (thermal) can satisfy the
requirements that have been proposed to date. A small

effort is being spent on preliminary studies of reactor
designs and on nuclear calculations.
The development program is small, and the experimental work is limited to some of the most important
problems. Work is being done on methods of dispersing
bubbles of gas in and separating them from circulating
liquids. Preparations continue on experiments to measure the coefficients for transfer of dissolved gas to
bubbles in circulating liquids. These experiments are in
support of the gaseous fission product removal system.
Better values are being obtained for the thermal
conductivities of salts for use in heat transfer calculations. Experiments are in progtess to confirm or
improve on the relationships used to calculate heat
transfer coefficients for molten fluoride salts. The
sodium fluoroborate-sodium fluoride eutectic salt has,
because of its low melting point and low cost, been
proposed for use in the intermetallic coolant systems of
large molten-salt reactors. Since this is a new salt to the
MSR program, a forced convection loop is being
operated in engineering tests with the salt.

5 . . Design
E. S. Bettis
5.1 GENERAL

E. S. Bettis

*
*

*w

Roy C. Robertson

The conceptual design study of a single-fluid
1000-Mw (electrical) MSBR power station is now
essentially complete. Preparation of a comprehensive
report covering the study has begun, with completion
of the first draft planned for early 1970. The characteristics of the plant are summarized in Table 5.1.

All aspects of the design of the reactor and turbine
plants were carried to the point where satisfactory and
feasible arrangements could be proposed. The systems,
equipment, and structures were not optimized, however, so the design cannot be represented as having
presented the best solution in all cases.
During the past report period no significant changes
were made in the conceptual design of major equipment
for the plant, such as the reactor, heat exchangers, etc.,

5
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Table 5.1. Principal Design Data for 1000Mw (Electrical) MSBR Power Station
General
Thermal capacity of reactor, Mw (thermal)
Gross electricalgeneration, Mw (electrical)
Net electrical output of plant, Mw (electrical)
Net overall thermal efficiency, %

2250
1035
1000
44.4

Structures
Reactor cell, ft
Confinement buildinp, ft

72 dim X 42 high
134 diam X 189 high

Reactor
Reactor vessel inside diameter, ft
Vessel height at center, f P
Vessel wall thickness, in.
Vessel head thickness, in.
Vessel design pressure, psi
Core height, ft
Number of core elements
Length of zone I portion of core elements, ft
Overall length of core elements, approximate, ft
Distance across flats,zone I, ft
Outside diameter of undermoderated region, zone 11, ft
Overall height, zone I plus zone 11, ft
Radial distance between reflector and core zone 11, in.
Radial thickness of reflector, in.
Average axial thickness of reflector, in.
Volume fraction salt in zone I
Volume fraction salt in zone I1
Average core power density, kwhter
sec-'
~ a x i m u mthermal neutron flux, neutrons
Maximum graphite damage flux (>SO kev), neutrons cm? sec-'
Graphite temperature at maximum neutron flux region, F
Graphite temperature at maximum graphite damage region, OF
Estimated useful life of graphite, years
Total weight of graphite in reactor, Ib
Weight of removable core assembly, Ib
Maximum flow velocity in core, fps
Pressure drop due to salt flow in core psi
Total salt volume, primary system, ft4
Fissile fuel inventory, reactor plant and fuel processing plant, kg
Thorium inventory, kg
Breeding ratio
Yield, %/year
Doubling time, compounded continuously, years
Rimary heat exchangers (for each of four units)
Thermal capacity, Mw (thermal)
Tube-side conditions:
Fluid
Tube size, OD, in.
Approximate length, ft
Number of tubes
Inlet-outlet temperatures, 9:
Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Volume of fuel salt in tubes, ft3
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Total heat transfer surface, ft2
Shell-side conditions:
Fluid
Shell ID, ft
Central tube diameter, ft
Baffle spacing, ft

,

L.

.
f

22
20
2
3
75
13
1412
13
15

14
15
18
2
30
"22
0.13

0.37
22.2
7.9 x 1014
3.2 x 1014
1284
1307
4
650,000
480,000
8.5
18
1720
1470
68,000
1.06
3.3
21

.

565
Fuel salt
343

22
5920
1300-1050
23.7 X lo6
64
129
12,554
Coolant salt

5.4
1.7
1.1

*
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Table 5.1. (continued)
Baffle cut, %
Inlet-outlet temperatures, OF
Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Approximate overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu hr-' ft-2 OF-'

40
850-1150
17.8 X lo6
74
950

Fuel-salt circulating pumps (each of four units)
Pump capacity, gpm
Rated head, ft
Speed, rpm
Specific speed
Net positive suction head, ft
Impeller input power hp
d
Design temperature, F

16,000
150
890
2625
18
2200
1300

Coolant-salt circulating pumps (each of four units)
Pump capacity, gpm
Rated head, ft
Speed, rpm
Specific speed
Net positive suction head, ft
Impeller input power, hp
Design temperature, "F

20,000
300
1190
2330
30
3100
1300

salt drain tank
Outside diameter, ft
Overall height, ft
Outside wall thickness, in.
Bottom head thickness, in.
Storage capacity, ft3
Design pressure, psig
Design temperature, "F
Number of coolant U-tubes
Size of tubes, OD, in.
Number of separate coolant circuits
Coolant fluid
Composition, mole %
Volume of coolant inventory, ft3
Under normal steadystate conditions:
Maximum heat load, Mw (thermal)b
Coolant circulation rate, gpm
Coolant temperatures, inlout, "F
Maximum tank wall temperature, "F
Maximum transient heat load, Mw (thermal)

primary

r

L

.

'

*

Steam generatorsuperheaters (for each of 16 units)
Thermal capacity, Mw (thermal)
Tube-side conditions:
Fluid
Tube size, OD, in.
Approximate length, ft
Number of tubes
Idet-outlet temperatures, "F
Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Total heat transfer surface, ft2
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Shell-side conditions:
Fluid
Shell ID, ft
Baffle spacing, ft
Inlet-outlet temperatures, "F

14
22

40
1300
1500

34

40
'LiF-BeF2

67-33
420
18
830
900- 1050
-1 260

53

120.7
Steam at 3600-3800 psia

%

73
384
700-1000
630,000
3628
150
$

'

.

1

Coolantsalt

1.5
4
1150-850

a
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Table 5.1. (continued)

f

Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Approximate overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu hr-' ft*
Steam reheaters (for each of eight units)
Thermal capacity, Mw (thermal)
Tube-side conditions:
Fluid
Tube size, OD, in.
Approximate length, ft
Number of tubes
Inlet-outlet temperatures, "F
Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Total heat transfer surface, ft2
Shell-side conditions:
Fluid
Shell ID, in.
Baffle spacing, in.
Inlet-outlet temperatures, "F
Mass flow rate, lb/hr
Pressure drop due to flow, psi
Approximate overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu hr-' ft"
Turbinesenerator plant
Number of turbinegenerator units
Turbine throttle conditions, pia/%
Turbine throttle mass flow rate, lb/hr
Reheat steam to intermediatepressure turbine, psia/%
Reheat steam mass flow rate, lb/hr
Condensing pressure, in. Hg abs.
Number of stages, regenerative feedwater heating
Feedwater temperature leaving last regenerative heater, "F
Feedwater temperature entering steam generator, "F
Boiler feed pump work, each of two, hp
Booster feed pump work, each of two, hp
Gross electrical generation, Mw (electrical)
Net electrical output of plant, Mw (electrical)
Net plant heat rate, Btu/kwhr
Net overall plant thermal efficiency, %
Fuel processing system
Total inventory, fuel salt in primary system, ft3
Processing rate, gpm
Cycle time for salt inventory, days
Heat generation in salt to chemical plant, kw/ft3

"F-'

3.85 X 10'
60
515 to 5 9 w

I

36.6

Steam at 550 psia

Y

21.5
580
650-1000
642,000
30
2035

coolant salt

"F-'

22.4
6.6
1150-850
1.2 x 10'
60
355

1
3500/1000
7.15 X 10'
540/1000
5.13 X 10'
1.5
8
551
700
19,700
6.200
1035
1000
7687
44.4
1720
2.98
3
56

Design properties of materials
Fuel salt:
Components
Composition, mole %
Molecular weight, approximate
Liquidus temperature, %
Density, Ib/ft3 at 1175%
Viscosity, Ib ft-' hr-' at 1175%
Thermal conductivity, Btu hr-' ft-' OF-'
Heat capacity, Btu Ib-' OF-'
Vapor pressure, mm Hg at 1150%
Coolant salt:
Components
Composition, mole %
Molecular weight

x

'LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UFa
71.7-16-12-0.3
64
930
208
23
0.75
0.32
<o. 1

NaBFs-NaF
92-8
104

*

.
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Table 5.1. (continued)
Liquidus temperature, %
Density, lb/ft3 at 1000%
Viscosity, Ib ft-' hr" at 1000°F
Thermal conductivity, Btu hr-' ft-' OF-'
Heat capacity, Btu Ib-' %-'
Vapor pressure, mm Hg at 1150%
Graphite:
Density, lb/ft3 at 70%
Bending strength, psi
Young's modulus of elasticity, psi
Poisson's ratio
Thermal expansion per "F
Thermal conductivity, Btu hr-' ft-' OF-'
Electrical resistivity, ohm-cm X lo4
Specific heat, Btu Ib-' %-' at 600%
at 1200%
Hastelloy N:
Composition, wt %
Nickel
Molybdenum
Chromium
Iron
Manganese
Silicon
Boron
Titanium
Hafnium or niobium
cu, co, P,s,c, w,AI
Density, lb/ft3
Thermal conductivity, Btu hr-' ft-' OF-'
Specific heat, Btu Ib-' OF-'
Thermal expansion, per OF
Modulus of elasticity, psi
Electrical resistance, pohm-cm
Tensile strength, psi, approximate
Maximum allowable design stress, psi
Maximum allowable design stress, bolts, psi
Melting temperature, approximate, %

.

725
117
3.4
0.27
0.36
252
115
4000-6000
1.7 X lo6
0.27
2.3 X 10"
35-42
8.9-9.9
0.33
0.42
Balance

12
7
0-4
0.2-0.5
0.1 max
0.001 max
0.5-1.0
0-2
0.35
At 80°F
-557
6.0
0.098
5.7 x 10"
31 X lo6
120.5
115.000
25,000
10.000

At 1300OF
-54 1
12.6
0.136
9.5 x 10"
25 X lo6
126.0
75,000
3,500
3,500

2,500

2,500

=Doesnot include upper extension cylinder.
bDue to decay of gases and noble metals only.
Que to varying heat transfer regimes, terminal temperatures are not an indication of average
driving force.

although some refmements were made to the heat
transfer calculations for the exchangers. This equipment
has been previously described.' Major revisions were
made, however, to the reactor building layout, to the
afterheat removal system for the primary drain tanks,
and to the off-gas system. These changes were incorporated into a revised flowsheet for the plant (Fig. 5.1).
*

,w

'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1969,

ORNL4396.

5.2 PLANTLAYOUT

E.S. Bettis
C.W.Collins

H.M. Poly
H. L.Watts

The general layout of the revised building arrangement is shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. The turbine-plant
portion is assumed to be conventional and makes use of
typical layouts available for this type of equipment.
The reactor-plant layout was studied in some detail,
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Fig. 5.1. Flow Diagram for MSBR Plant.

however. Major modifications were made to accommodate revised containment and shielding requirements,
particularly during maintenance operations, to provide
greater protection against earthquake and tornado
disturbances, and to provide a storage pit for radioactive wastes.
On the basis of present knowledge, the graphite core
of a molten-salt reactor will require replacement during
the life of the power station. During this replacement
operation the portion of the reactor building above the
reactor containment cell may become temporarily

contaminated with fission products even though careful
precautions are taken to minimize the escape of these
gases and particulates. In view of this, we decided to
design the entire reactor building crane bay as a sealed
structure that would meet the leak-test requirements
for a containment system. As shown in Fig. 5.4, this
was accomplished by enclosing the reactor plant in a
steel membrane that would surround every portion
which could contain fuel salt, fssion products, or other
radioactive material. The volume therefore includes the
reactor cell, the primary drain tank cell, spent reactor

f
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Fig. 53. Overall Plan View of MSBR Plant.
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Fig.5.3. Overall Sectional Elevation of MSBR Plant.
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Fig. 5.4. Sectional Elevation Through Reactor Plant Building.

storage cell, waste storage cells, used component storage
cells, and the associated hot cells provided with
manipulators for disassembly and repair of this equipment. The chemical processing cells for the salts are also
contained within the membrane along with the hot cells
used in conjunction with the treatment plant.
The containment for the fuel salt now consists of the
walls of the circulating system components, the reactor
cell double-walled primary containment structure (with
the space between the walls maintained at a higher
pressure than the reactor cell), and, finally, the sealed
reactor plant building described above. A dome has now
been provided over the removable roof plugs of the
reactor cell as shown in Fig. 5.4. This dome is an
extension of the outer wall of the reactor cell. (The
roof plugs are normally sealed and are, in effect, an

extension of the inner wall of the reactor cell. The
dome and sealed plugs combine to provide double
containment over the roof plug area.) The primary
function of the dome, however, is during reactor core
maintenance when a portion of the roof plugs are set
aside. For the maintenance operation, the closure lid of
the dome is removed, and a short cylindrical transition
piece on the shielded core transport cask is lowered to
mate with the flanged opening on the dome. A good
seal between the cask and the cell can thus be made,
although absolute leak-tightnessis not required because
the cell pressure will be maintained below the building
pressure during the core removal operation.
It may be noted in Fig. 5.2 that the reactor building is
now of a cylindrical shape rather than the rectangular
configuration previously reported. One factor arguing

7
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for the cylindrical layout was the relative ease of
decontamination of a volume having no corners. A
second factor was the straightforward design of the
hemispherical top to withstand the differential pressure
due to tornado and other disturbances.
The steel sealing membrane for the reactor building is
covered on the outside with a minimum thickness of 3
ft of concrete over the entire structure. The biological
shielding provided by the concrete permits the weight
of the shielding on the transport cask to be correspondingly reduced. The present requirement is only 2 in. of
steel on the cask to reduce the radiation level on

outside contact with the building to 100 mr/hr? The
concrete also provides ample missile protection for the
reactor containment system.
A polar crane is used to service the equipment within
the cylindrical reactor building. The polar bridge spans
the building and can be rotated to cover essentially all
areas. Two separate cranes are mounted on the bridge,
one of which is a conventional hoist of 150 tons
2When a spent reactor core is raised from the reactor cell, it is
estimated that the radiation level on contact will be about
500,000 r/hr.
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capacity. The other is unique in that the 20-ft-diam by
40-ft-high transport cask is an integral part of the crane.
The cask is faed as to vertical position but can move
laterally from above the reactor cell to positions over
the spent core storage cell and the replacement core
pickup point. New equipment is brought in through an
air lock on the side of the containment vessel. The
hoisting mechanism for lifting the spent reactor core
into the transport cask is located on top of the cask, as
shown in Fig. 5.4. Four individual, but synchronized,
roller chain drives lift the 480,000-lb core assemblies
into the cask. By placing the drive mechanism outside
the cask, with the lifting chains passing through the
seals at the top, the decontamination of the cask after
each use is greatly facilitated.

Excavation for the reactor building will be to the
depth required to provide firm bearing support for the
monolithic concrete pad upon which the reactor building rests. Finished grade level would thus depend upon
the particular site conditions but would preferably be
with about two-thirds of the building showing above
ground. The new arrangement for the reactor plant
made it possible to provide a large waste storage space
at the lowest level to be used for discarded radioactive
equipment and wastes from the plant, including the
graphite taken from the reactor core. The reactor cell is
located directly above the waste storage cell, as shown
in Fig. 5.4. It may also be noted in this elevation view
that the drain tank cell is now an integral part of the
reactor plant building rather than an extension of it.

I
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This arrangement will give more stability to the
connecting salt piping in event of an earthquake
disturbance, as discussed below. Figures 5.5-5.7 show
plan views of the reactor plant building at the waste
storage cell level, at the reactor cell, and at the crane
bay elevation respectively. Figure 5.8 is an elevation of
the drain tank cell.

5.3 SEISMIC REVIEW OF MSBR PLANT
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
C. W.Collins
The arrangement of buildings and equipment for the
MSBR conceptual plant was undertaken with recognition of the problems associated with earthquake
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damage to nuclear plants. A comprehensive analysis of
the design in this respect has not been possible, so to
substantiate our preliminary assessment of the plant
reliability a consultant’ was retained to evaluate the
basic features and to make suggestions
for improve_ments, particularly with regard to equipment and piping
supports. Available funds did not permit a detailed
study, but an overall evaluation was made based on the
consultant’s judgment and extensive experience in the
field of seismic engineering.
A summary report from the consultant outlined the
design criteria used in reactor plants currently under
construction and suggested several areas in which the
MSBR design might be improved.
The report stated that current design criteria for
western states near known faults (Diablo Canyon) have
used a maximum horizontal acceleration of 0.25 g for
the operating basis earthquake. Eastern sites typically
use 0.12 g horizontally. The vertical accelerations are
assumed to be about one-half of these values. Values for
the design basis earthquake are usually twice those for
the operating basis earthquake. Most designers have
used the El Centro earthquake data with modifications
to the acceleration spectrum to account for the specific
soil conditions at the site.
The report pointed out that it is usually not difficult
to design buildings to meet the seismic criteria, because
most structures are inherently rigid and usually coupled
through the foundation to soil that does not amplify
the seismic shaking. The main concern in building
design is to obtain a symmetrical layout and a floor
grade without steps in order to avoid the discontinuities
where failures are Likely to occur. The most difficult
design problems are usually associated with the mechanical equipment, because of the amplification of the
seismic accelerations that can occur in the support
structure, vessels and internds, piping, etc. Similar
periods of vibration in the equipment can result in
accelerations many times the acceleration received by
the building itself.
As previously presented’ all buildings of the MSBR
plant were located on a common concrete pad. Our
reasoning was that this arrangement would eliminate
breakage of connecting piping between buildings should
there be a fault slippage. This resulted, however, in a
very large pad, and it was not certain what stresses
might develop when seismic loads were applied to the
various structures having different geometries and
masses. A suggested improvement in the design was to

*
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construct the reactor building, stack, and steam generator cells on one foundation pad and the turbine
generator building on another. In this approach all of
the piping containing radioactive material is mounted
on one pad where it would be unaffected by fault
slippage. In the very unlikely event of serious displacements between the two pads, damage to the steam
piping would be without risk to the public. These
changes have been made in the MSBR conceptual design
presented here. The MSBR primary and secondary salt
circulating loop piping was designed to be sufficiently
flexible to absorb the large thermal expansions due to
the relatively high operating temperatures. This flexibility must be controlled during an earthquake to
prevent whipping and excessive displacements. Lightwater reactors use spring supports with hydraulic
dashpots on piping and equipment which allow the
relatively slow movements due to thermal expansions
but damp the rapid shaking encountered in earthquakes. Identical equipment is generally not applicable
to the MSBR because of the high ambient temperatures
in the equipment cells. However, we can probably
design satisfactory dashpots using other fluids, such as
molten salts or gases. We are contacting several pipe
support manufacturers to determine if suitable hightemperature damping equipment is now commercially
available.
5.4. COOLING REQUIREMENTS FOR

WASTE STORAGE PIT
H. A. McLain
The modified MSBR reactor plant layout now provides a waste pit located directly below the reactor cell
for storage of radioactive spent equipment, graphite,
chemical wastes, etc. The storage capacity is sufficient
for the total accumulation of discarded equipment and
material for at least the 30-year plant life. It has been
estimated that the maximum heat generation in the
waste storage pit at any point during this time would be
less than 600 kw.
A brief summary of the items contributing to the heat
generation rate in the storage pit is given in Table 5.2.
Many gross assumptions were made in estimating the
values, but they are believed to be conservative. Most of
the heat release is due to material and spent equipment
from the chemical processing plant, since these items
not only are replaced more frequently but will tend to
have a greater accumulation of fission products. The
item having the greatest heat release at time of discard
is the discharge from the chemical processing plant
waste tank. This 500-ft’ tank would probably require
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Table 5.2. Summaxy of Heat Sources in MSBR Waste Storage Pit at End of 30-YearPlant OperatingTime
Assumed Decay Time
Before EnteringWaste
Storage Pit
'
(weeks)
Spent reactor components. including core graphite, heat exchangers, etc.
Chemical processingplant components
Components to be discarded after one year or less of service, at time of discard
Components to be discarded after an average of two years of service, at time of discard
Components to be discarded after four or more years of service, at time of discard
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30

2
2
2

54
18
234
57

Combined components that have been stored for one year or longer in waste pit
Chemical processing plant waste storage tank contents, at time of discard
Total, approximately

2l/t to 3 years to fill with waste; when filled, it would
be stored about 2'A years in the processing cell before
the contents were transferred to the waste storage pit.
At this time the heat generation rate would be about
190 kw.
The waste storage pit would be maintained at slightly
less than atmospheric pressure and at a nominal
temperature of 150°F or less. The inert atmosphere
would prevent a fire hazard, and ordinary concrete
could be used for the cell wall construction because of
the low ambient temperature? Heat would be removed
from the pit by cooling the cell atmosphere in a watercooled finned-tube-type heat exchanger located inside
the storage area. In one heat exchanger design, about
280 gpm of 85°F water would be required to reduce
the outlet nitrogen temperature to about 100°F. In the
unlikely event of rupture of this heat exchanger, it is
estimated that less than 200 gal of water would drain
from the coils before the cQoling water valves could
close, assuming a rather pessimistic 10 sec for closure. A
depression in the floor of the storage pit beneath the
heat exchanger would catch and store any such leakage
until it could be removed. Duplicate equipment will be
installed in the cell to provide adequate cooling in event
of failure of one unit.
5.5 PRIMARY SALT DRAIN TANK

E.S. Bettis
W.K.Furlong

H. M.Poly
H.L. Watts

Since last described: we have redesigned the primary
salt drain tank to provide added reliability for the
cooling system, to allow the drain tank to take overflow
from the primary circulating pump bowls, to serve as a
holdup volume for off-gases from the primary system,

Heat
Generation
Rate
(kw)

130

190
-

600

and to provide a takeoff and return point for the side
stream of fuel salt undergoing chemical processing.
These multiple functions do not &pair operation of the
tank but actually increase its reliability in that, by being
an active part of the primary system, any abnormalities
would quickly become evident and could be corrected
before an unscheduled need for the tank arose.
The new conceptual design of the drain tank is shown
in Figs. 5.9 and 5.10. As before, it is about 14 ft in
diameter by 22 ft high and is fabricated entirely of
Hastelloy N. A double wall provides a '/t-in.-wide
annular space which is normally fdled with flowing salt
from the circulating pump bowl overflow lines. The salt
flow cools the wall and internal shield to prevent
overheating due to absorption of gamma radiation from
the decaying gases and noble-metal fssion products
stored in the tank. The maximum steady-state wall
temperature is estimated to be 1261"F, occurring at the
bottom. This method of cooling the wall was chosen
over an external cooling arrangement so that in-service
inspection of the tank would still be feasible. There is
no structural connection between the tank and the
shield; therefore the status of the tank as an ASME
Sect. 111 class A vessel is not impaired by this approach.
The drain tank is cooled by natural circulation of a
salt through tubes immersed in the fuel salt. The
coolant salt selected is 'LiF-BeF2 (67-33 mole %),
which is essentially the same composition as the fuel
salt. This coolant was chosen over sodium fluoroborate,
4D. L. Birkimer et aL, Heat Resistant Concrete for Prestressed-Concrete Pressure Vessel (PCP V) Reactors, BMI-1855
(Jan. 1, 1969).
'MSR Program Serniann Prop. Rept. Feb. 29. 1968,

ORNL4254.
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Fig. 5.9. Top View of Primary Drain Tank.

water, or Hitec6 principally because no reactor shutdown and extensive chemical processing would be
8

.w

6Commercial product manufactured by Du Pant consisting of
KNo3-NaNo2-N~o3(4449-7 mole %) with Liquidus temperature of about 288 F (see p. 122, ref. 1).

necessary in the event of a tube leak in the drain tank.
However, to prevent the possibility of freezing the
high-melting-point (856°F) LiF-BeF2 salt, it is necessary to use an intermediate salt-to-waterheat exchanger
rather than a direct salt-to-air exchanger for dumping
the heat to the atmosphere.
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Fig. 5.10. Sectional Elevation of Primary Drain Tank.
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The drain tank cooling surface consists of 1500
U-tubes, '4 in. OD by 0.042 in. wall thickness,
manifolded into 40 separate circuits. Headering for the
individual circuits is done inside the tank, with all welds
located above the salt level. This results in only 40
concentric pipe penetrations of the tank head. Each
circuit is completely independent and autonomous with
its own piping and heat exchanger for transfer of heat
to the cooling water. The multiplicity of circuits
provides a much greater degree of reliability than the
previous design, which contained only two separate
circuits. The total capacity of the cooling system is
about 120% of design load so that, in effect, 7 of the 40
circuits could be inoperative without having the
capacity fall below the design requirement.
A '5-ft-diam well is provided in the lower head of the
drain tank, as shown in Fig. 5.10, for four jet pumps
which continuously return the overflow salt from the
pump bowls to the primary loops during normal
operation.

5.6 PRIMARYSALT-DRAIN-TANKOPERATION
AND AFTERHEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM

W.K. Furlong
The main function of the primary salt drain tank is
the safe storage of the fuel salt. It will primarily be used
during maintenance operations on the reactor or primary heat exchangers. The drain tank must meet all the
integrity requirements of the primary system and, in
addition, must contain a reliable cooling system for
removal of afterheat generated by. the fission products
in the salt. Although conditions can be postulated when
it would be desirable to rapidly drain the fuel salt into
the tank, and this indeed renders the reactor subcritical,
quick drainage is not considered to be one of the
emergency shutdown measures for the MSBR. In fact,
for most postulated abnormal conditions it is desirable
that the fuel salt remain in the primary circulating loop.
A schematic flow diagram of the present concept for
the primary drain tank and afterheat removal system is
shown in Fig. 5.11.
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Normal operation of the drain tank system can best
be described with the aid of the identifying letters
shown on Fig. 5.1 1. Gases from the separator mix with
the 150 gpm of overflow from the pump bowl in the
tee indicated by A. The gases flow through a cooled
line, B, to the drain line C, and thence into the top of
the tank. Upon entering the tank, the gas and salt have
been cooled to 1213°F by a counterflow of cold-leg
salt, 0, flowing in an annulus around the overflow line.
This salt also cools the mixing tee and the pump bowl.
The 1213°F salt is then directed through a y-in.
annulus between the drain tank wall and the internal
gamma shield, effectively cooling the wall and the
shield. Four jet pumps, E, located in the bottom of the
drain tank, one in parallel across each primary salt
pump, return the overflow to the hot legs of the
primary loops.
The cooling system for the drain tank is also shown
schematically in Fig. 5.11. The internal U-tubes are
divided into 40 separate circuits, as previously described
in Sect. 5.5, each containing a salt-to-water heat
exchanger, I. located in a hot, contained cell in the base
of the natural draft stack, J. Transfer of heat from the
'LiFBeF2 coolant salt to the water is by radiation
from salt tubes to plate coils or tubes in which
lowquality steam is generated. There is thus no direct
contact between the surfaces that would permit water
to enter the drain tank cell via the coolant salt system.
After passing through steam separators, the water vapor
is directed to one of several air-cooled condensers, K,in
the stack, and the condensate is recirculated. The
MSRE drain-tank cooling system, which is based on this
same principle but uses reentrant-type tubes, has
performed satisfactorily. The salt-to-water exchangers
are located about 60 ft above the midplane of the drain
tank to provide the necessary thermal driving head for
natural circulation of the coolant salt. The water-steam
circuit also flows by thermal convection.
Preliminary calculations for the natural-draft stack,
based on performance data for a commercial fm-tubetype heat exchanger, indicate a stack height of about
400 ft if the water circuits are pressurized to about 100
psia. Use of elliptical tubes and an increase in longitudinal pitch would reduce the head loss and possibly
allow the stack height to be reduced to about 300 ft.
No mechanical control of air flow is presently considered necessary. In the case of very cold ambient air
conditions, however, some means of air preheating may
be required to prevent freezing of water in the
condensers. In any event, our analysis indicates that the
use of the intermediate heat exchangers in conjunction
with the continuous off-gas heat load in the drain tank

will assure molten operation of the 7LiF-BeF2 coolant
salt.
As mentioned above, one of the functions of the
drain tank now is to serve as the holdup volume for
decay of off-gases from the primary system preliminary
to their treatment and disposal in the off-gas system.
The short-lived radioactive gases will decay for approximately 2.5 hr in the tank, with the U-tube surfaces
acting as sites for noble-metal deposition. The off-gas
passes through charcoal traps and filters before disposal,
as shown in Fig. 5.1.
Another new function of the drain tank is to provide
exit and entrance points for the fuel salt flow for the
chemical processing system. The centrifugal pump F,in
conjunction with the jet pump C, is used for transferring the salt to chemical processing. Also, by thawing
valve H, salt can be transferred to the primary system
by the pumps. This permits a thinner-walled tank than
the gas-pressure transfer system that was previously
proposed.
We are presently developing a code for the transient
analysis of the drain tank and cooling system under
conditions of a rapid salt drain. In this context it should
be noted that a major advantage of using the drain tank
as the off-gas holdup tank is that a heat load is normally
present to keep the natural circulation loops flowing.
This load varied from about 9 Mw soon after startup
(full power) to about 18 Mw with equilibrium noble
metals. With the 18-Mw load, the 'LiFBeF2 flow rate
is slightly over half that required for the maximum
emergency load in the drain tank of about 66 Mw.
5.7 GAMMA HEATING IN MSBR
HEAT EXCHANGERS

J. R.Tallackson
The noble-metal fission products which plate out on
metal surfaces in the primary salt circuit are the
principal source of afterheat in empty MSBR heat
exchangers. The problem of afterheat removal will be
most acute if, for any reason, a heat exchanger is
emptied after accumulating equilibrium concentrations
of the noble metals. In this situation, virtually all the
afterheat must be removed by radiative transfer from
tube to tube and from the shells in the exchanger to the
outer surface of the heat exchanger.
For accurate calculation of afterheat temperatures,
the distribution, in space, of afterheat generation within
the exchanger must be known. From 60 to 80% of the
total noble-metal afterheat is by gamma emission,'
7MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28. 1969,

ORNL4396.
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which is considered to be the principal source of
nonuniform heat distribution; therefore the heat deposition by all the tellurium gammas has been calculated
for five sizes of heat exchangers at times from zero to
three years after draining. Tellurium was chosen since
the energy spectrum of the tellurium gammas appears
to be typical of the noble-metal gammas. These detailed
calculations were made with the assistance of the
Neutron Physics Division using the ANISN program,
which takes into account the energy spectra. Infinite

cylindrical geometry and uniform distribution of fission
product plating (4% of all noble metals) in the tube
annuli of all the heat exchangers were assumed. Figure
5.12 shows the gamma heat generation at shutdown
produced by the tellurium fission products in an empty
563-Mw (thermal) Mark 2 heat exchanger, the largest
size being considered for the MSBR. By referring to
Table 5.6 in ref. 7, these data may be extrapolated to
give the total gamma heating distribution from all the
different noble-metal fission products that deposit in
ORNL- DWG 69- f 2 6 0 4
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Fig. 5.12. Distribution of Gamma Heat Generation by Tellurium Fission Productsin a 563-MwMSBR Heat Exchanger. Forty percent of all tellurium fission products are assumed to deposit uniformly on the surface of the tubes.
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the heat exchangers. Forty per cent (ref. 7,p. 64) of
these noble metals is assumed to deposit on the heat
exchanger surfaces.
The fractional distribution of gamma heating based
on Fig. 5.12 is:
1. innermost shell, 10%;

2. tube annulus, 60%;
3. intermediate shell, 25%;
4. outer shell,'-0%;
5. losses, 5%.

These figures do not change appreciably with elapsed
time after draining.
From these calculations it was concluded that, for
typical MSBR heat exchanger designs,
1. at least 90% of the gamma energy originating in the
tube annulus is deposited within the heat exchangers;

2. reducing the size of the heat exchangers does not
significantly affect this 90%fraction until exchanger
capacity is reduced to the 100-Mw region.
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6. Reactor Physics
A. M.Perry

6.1

PHYSICS ANALYSIS OF MSBR

Table 6.1. Comparison of ROD and CITATION Calculations
of the OneFluid 1OOO-Mw (Electrical)
MSBR Reference Design

6.1.1 One-Fluid MSBR Reference Design:
Two-Dimensional Calculation

H. F. Bauman

CITATION

ROD

Difference

Breeding ratio (excluding
processing loss)

1.0661

1.0647

-0.0014

Peak damage flux, 1014
neutrons cm-2 sec-'
(E 50 kev)

3.42

3.20

-0.22

Peak power density, w/cm3

69.1

65.2

-3.9

0.9904
0.0017
0.9248
0.08 11
0.0752
0.0085
0.0059
0.007 1
0.0160
0.0023
0.0206
0.0517
0.0196
0.0032
0.0234

0.9889
0.0017
0.9248
0.0809
0.0752
0.0085
0.0059
0.007 1
0.0160
0.0023
0.0206
0.0522
0.0196
0.0032
0.0244

-0.0015

2.2315

2.2316

+0.0001

Identification: CC58

W. R. Cobb

The nuclear data for the one-fluid 1000-Mw
(electrical) MSBR reference design, as reported in the
last MSR Program semiannual report (ORNL4396),
were obtained from a two-dimensional synthesis calculation performed by the ROD'code.' The synthesis
calculation is obtained by intermeshing two onedimensional calculations (the axial and the radial in
cylindrical geometry) and is therefore limited in the
amount of geometric detail that'can be represented
compared with a true two-dimensional calculation. For
this reason, ROD calculations have been supplemented
by two-dimensional calculations at important stages ip
the development of the MSBR designs.
The current MSBR reference design was recalculated
by the two-dimensional code CITATION: and the
results are compared with the original ROD calculation
in Table 6.1. The CITATION calculations, like those of
ROD, were performed with nine neutron energy groups,
that is, five slowingdown groups in the range above
1.86 ev and four coupled thermal groups below 1.86 ev.
Considerably more geometric detail could be included
in the CITATION calculation, such as the curvature of
the vessel heads and axial reflectors and the structural
details of the salt inlet and outlet regions. However, the
equilibrium concentrations of the nuclides were taken
directly from the ROD calculation.

>

Neutron balance, absorptions
232Th
233~a
233u
234u
23SU

236u
237

NP
9Be
7 ~ i
Li
F
Graphite
Fission products
Delayed neutrons lost
Leakage
Sum (94

,

-0.0002

+0.0005
+0.0010

The breeding ratios and neutron balances from the
two calculations are in remarkably good agreement. A
slightly higher peak flux and peak power were obtained
from the CITATION calculation; the difference is no
more than would be expected considering the difference in the method of calculation. We assume that the
peak values obtained from the twodimensional calculation CITATION are the more accurate.

'H. F. Bauman,MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,
1969,0RNL4396, p. 77.
2T. B. Fowler and D. R. Vondy, Nuclear Reactor Core
Analysis Code: C1TAZ7ON, ORNL-TM-2496 (July 1969).
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6.1.2 MSBR Nuclear Design Studies

H. F. Bauman
The performance of a single-fluid MSBR is strongly
influenced by the power rating of the plant. Neutron
leakage is an important function of core size in the
one-fluid reactor, and the measures used to control
leakage, mainly the provision of the blanket-like undermoderated core zone 2, strongly affect the breeding
gain and the fissile inventory. We therefore studied the
effect of scaling the 1OOO-Mw (electrical) reference
design to smaller and larger plant sizes.
A series of three cases was run, for power levels of
500, 2000, and 4000 Mw (electrical). The reactors were
scaled from the 1000-Mw (electrical) reference design
by holding constant the ratio of the core 1 volume to
the reactor power. The thicknesses of the regions other
than core zone 1 were held fixed. The salt fraction in
core 1 was allowed to reoptimize, but did not change
significantly. The results are shown as the dashed curves
in Fig. 6.1. The curves for all measures of the
performance increase steeply with plant size in the
region of the reference design and in fact have
appreciable slopes even at the 4OOO-Mw (electrical)
power level.
[The conservation coefficient3 shown in Fig. 6.1 is
proportional to the quotient of the annual fuel yield
divided by the specific fuel inventory. Intended as an
approximate index of the cumulative natural uranium
requirement for a growing nuclear power industry, it
assigns a somewhat greater weight to the fuel inventory
than is contained in the annual fuel yield alone.
Computed as the breeding gain times the square of the
specific power, it has the dimensions (thermal
power/fissile inventory)2 X C.]
A considerable variation in core life resulted from the
above method of scaling; both the average power
density in the core and the power peaking factor
increased with increase in reactor power. Therefore a
second series of cases was run in which the volume of
core 1 was adjusted to give the same peak power
density in each case. All other parameters were held
fixed. The results are shown as the solid curves in Fig.
6.1. As expected, the core life came out reasonably
constant in this series. The performance curves are
somewhat flatter, but the same strong trend of increase
in performance with increase in reactor power is
evident.
3MSR hogram Semiann. Ron. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, p. 76.
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Fig. 6.1. Effect of Plant Size on MSBR Performance. G =
breeding gain, %; CC = conservation coefficient, [Mw (thermal)/
kg]'; y = annual fuel yield, %/year;L = core life, years; Z =
specific fuel inventory,' kg/Mw (electrical). (See text for
explanation of conservation coefficient.)

One may conclude from these results that the
optimum power density (core life not considered)
increases as the size of the reactor is increased. Note
that of the two 500-Mw (electrical) cases, the one with
the lower power density (higher core life) has the best
performance, while above lo00 Mw (electrical) the
cases with the higher power density have the better
performance. This suggests that the trend of develop
ment of one-fluid MSBR's should be toward larger size
and higher power density.
The effects of changing the power density of a
single-fluid MSBR are shown in Fig. 6.2. The points
given are from three cases: the reference design (22
w/cm3) and cases with roughly half and double the
power density. These cases were obtained by doubling
and halving the volumes of core zone 1. The thicknesses
of other regions were held fixed, and the core salt
fraction was allowed to reoptimize, although it did not
vary much from 13%. The fissile inventory, core life,
and breeding gain all drop sharply as the power density
is increased. The reactor performance as measured by
the yield and conservation coefficient indicates a broad
optimum at 20 to 30 w/cm3. Note that the reference
design lies at the low-powerde.nsity end of the optimum region, to take advantage of the longer core life at
lower power density.
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Fq. 6.2. Single-Fluid MSBR Performance vs Average Power
Density in Core Regions 1 and 2. (For explanation of symbols,
see Fig. 6.1.)

6.1.3 Alternate MSBR Design Studies

H.F.Bauman
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W. R. Cobb

0. L.Smith

The single-fluid MSBR with zoned core, as described
in Chap. 5 of this and the preceding semiannual
progress report, has been adopted as the principal guide
to project development efforts because it seems to us to
combine good development potential with reasonably
good breeding performance. We have recognized, however, that some sacrifice both in breeding ratio and in
specific power was involved in forgoing the use of a
fertile-salt blanket, and we have therefore continued to
inquire whether some modifications of the present
reference design might show improved performance and
at the same time seem acceptable from the points of
view of construction, operation, and maintenance.
In this context, we have considered once more the
rather old idea of a single-fluid core (containing both
uranium and thorium), surrounded by a fertile blanket
kept essentially free of fissile material, the two regions
being separated by a bamer which might be made, for
example, of Hastelloy N or graphite,
This concept differs from the two-fluid reactor design
described in O m - 3 9 9 6 (ref. 4) and in earlier progress
4P. R. Kasten, E. S. Bettis, and R. C. Robertson, Design
Studies of lOO@Mw(e) Molten Salt Breeder Reactm, ORNL3996 (August 1966).

reports’ mainly in that the separation between fuel and
blanket salts occurs at the core boundary, rather than in
every lattice cell throughout the core, and therefore the
fuel salt must contain thorium as well as fissile uranium.
The fuel salt is essentially that of the reference
single-fluid reactor; the blanket salt may be the same as
in earlier two-fluid MSBR designs (e.g., LiF-BeF2-ThF4
= 71-2-27 mole %), or it might be the same as the fuel
salt except for the absence of the uranium.
Several exploratory calculations were performed to
show the influence of such variables as barrier material,
barrier thickness, average core power density, blanket
composition, and thorium concentration in the fuel
salt.
Some of these calculations were done in a onedimensional spherical approximation with the ROD
code, which includes an equilibrium fuelcycle calculation (and, if desired, automatic optimization of
specified variables). Other calculations were done with
the CITATION neutrondiffusion code in explicit twodimensional geometry. Since CITATION does not
include a fuelcycle calculation, fission product and
other nuclide concentrations were taken from the
results of ROD calculations, with minor adjustments of
fissile uranium concentration to achieve criticality. In
other respects the calculations are very similar, making
use of the same neutron group structure, the same cross
sections, and the same diffusion-theory approximations.
As shown in Sect. 6.1.1, they do in fact give very
similar results when applied to the same problem.
Results of the ROD calculations are shown in Table
6.2. Bamers considered in this series were a ‘h-in.
Hastelloy N layer and a 6-in. graphite layer. Blankets
were considered with 100% salt by volume and with
50% sdt-50% graphite. Blanket salt composition was
varied as indicated in the table (LiF-BeF2-ThF4=
71-2-27 mole % or 74-16-10 mole %). Core size and salt
volume fraction were subject to optimization by ROD,
while all other variables (except uranium concentration)
were specified. The blanket thickness was chosen large
enough to reduce neutron leakage to a negligible level
and could presumably be reduced somewhat in a
subsequent, more detailed design. The figure of merit
for the optimization is the fuel “conservation coefficient,” which was discussed at length in the previous
progress report?
Results of the CITATION calculations are shown in
Table 6.3. In this series the Hastelloy N wall was
assumed to be ‘4 in. thick, and, as in the ROD cases,
the blanket thickness was chosen to be effectively
’MSR Rogram Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug 31. 1967,
ORNL-4191, p. 63.
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Table 6.2. Performance of Blanketed MSBR Designs. ROD Calculations for Spherical Geometry
Fixed parameters:
Blanket thickness, ft
Power, Mw (electrical)
Power, Mw (thermal)
Plant factor

3.0
1000
2250
0.8

2

3

4

5

6

ROD identification

TF2-38

TF3-32

TF4-23

TF5-13

TF6-13

Description
Wall
Thorium in fuel salt, mole %
Thorium in blanket, mole %
Core radius: ft
Core salt fraction“
Blanket salt fraction

%-in. Hastelloy N
12
10
27
27
9.12
9.10
0.134
0.152
1.0
1.0

10
27
8.371,
0.134
1.o

6-in. graphite
10
27
8.37L
0.135
0.5

10
10
8.37L
0.137
0.5

36.8
1.071
5.5
989
2.28

38.3
1.068
5.4
946
2.38

61.7
1.081
7.5
813
2.77

60.7
1.080
7.4
814
2.76

56.7
1.076
7.0
823
2.73

3.73
0.0318

3.76
0.0316

4.16
0.27

4.05
0.29

3.94
0.31

Useful life, y e a d
core
Wall

3.2
12.5

3.2
12.5

2.9
44

2.9
41

3.0
38

Fuel salt volume, ft3
Internal
Total

424
1074

481
1131

330
9 80

332
982

340
990

Power density, w/cm3
Average in core
Peak
Ratio

25.0
76.4
3.05

25.1
76.8
3.06

32.4
84.7
2.61

32.4
82.4
2.54

32.4
80.3
2.48

“Optimized L means limit of the permitted range of the variable.
bDamage flux: graphite, E >SO kev; Hastelloy N, E >0.8 MeV.
=Allowable fluence: graphite, 3 X 10” neutrons/cm’; Hastelloy N, 1 X 10’

’ neutrons/cm’.

CaSe

Performance
Conservation coefficient, [Mw (thermal)/kg]
Breeding ratio
Yield, %/year
Fissile inventory, kg
Specific power, Mw (thermal)/kg
Peak damage flux! neutrons an”
sC-’
(X 1 0 ’ ~ )
core
Wall

’

*
i

“infinite,” that is, to permit very small neutron leakage.
Comparison of these cases with each other and with
the reference single-fluid reactor suggests a number of
conclusions: (1) The cannedcore designs, as expected,
have a significantly smaller inventory of fissile uranium
than the reference MSBR (800-1000 kg vs 1500 kg).
(2) Notwithstanding the presence of a neutronabsorbing barrier between the core and the blanket,
breeding ratios are significantly higher (1.07-1.08 vs
1.064). (3) Annual fuel yields are therefore better
(5-7%/year vs 33%/year), and conservation coeffi-

cients are very much higher (40-60 ys 15). (4) If a
Hastelloy N barrier can be made as thin as ‘4 in., the
neutron losses are less than the leakage losses in the
reference single-fluid MSBR (0.7% vs 1% of all neutrons
produced), since absence of fissile material in the
blanket leads to a quite different optimum blanket
configuration. ( 5 ) ROD case 5 shows that the performance is little affected if the blanket is made with 50%
graphite rather than all salt. It seems likely that
practical blanket designs will contain considerable
graphite as a construction material. A criticality calcula-

r
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Table 6.3. Performance of Blanketed MSBR Designs.
CITATION Calculations for Cylinatlcd Geometry
Fixed parameters:
Core height, ft
Blanket thickness, ft
Blanket salt fraction
Blanket salt composition
Hastelloy N wall thickness, in.
Power, Mw (thermal)
Plant factor
Case
Description
Core radius, ft
Salt fraction
Performance
Conservation coefficient,
[Mw (thermal)/kg]
Breeding ratio
Annual fuel yield, %/year
Fissile inventory, kg
Specific power, Mw (thermal)/kg
Peak damage flux:
neutrons cm-2 sec-l x 1 0 - l ~
core
Wall
Useful life, years
Core graphite
Hastelloy N barrier
Power density, w/cm3
Average in core
Peak
Ratio
Fuel salt volume, ft3
Internal
Total

*

16
4
1.0
LiF-BeF2-ThF4 =
73-0-27mole %

2250
0.8

wall and are higher yet for the graphite wall, though the
comparison is somewhat obscured by differences in
geometry used in the ROD and CITATION calculations.
When allowance is made for differences in average
power density, there still appears to be approximately a
factor of 2 difference in the flux above 0.8 MeV for the
two metal wall thicknesses. So far as we now know, we
could not depend upon the Hastelloy N to withstand a
fast-neutron fluence greater than about 1 X 10''
neutrons/cm2 (of neutrons with energies greater than
800 kev). Thus replacement of the wall might be
necessary at intervals which are listed in the tables. It
appears, pending confirmation of the assumed allowable
fluences, that the metal wall might require replacement
every 6 to 12 years, whereas a graphite wall would
probably be good for the life of the plant, barring
failure from other causes.
It remains to be shown that reactor configurations
based on these general conclusions can satisfy other
engineering and economic criteria for acceptability. If
satisfactory designs can be developed along these lines,
it may be that the cannedcore concept will provide an
avenue for further long-term improvement of MSBR
breeding performance.

1

2

6
0.2

7
0.2

7
0.15

59

41

60

1.081
7.4
835
2.69

1.082
6.8
920
2.45

1.082
7.3
848
2.65

6.5
0.11

4.8
0.07

5.0
0.07

1.8
3.6

2.5
5.7

2.4
5.7

6.1.4 Gamma and Neutron Heating in MSBR

43.9
136
3.10

32.3
101
3.13

32.3
102
3.16

362
992

493
1123

370
1000

Spatial distributions of gamma and neutron heating in
a 1000-Mw (electrical) single-fluid MSBR were described in detail in the previous progress report! Those
distributions, however, were calculated for an MSBR
design slightly different from the current reference
design. Heat deposition calculations have therefore been
repeated for the reference design, and the results are
shown in Figs. 6.3 through 6.8. The calculations were
performed in the manner described in the previous
report: that is, essentially with the ANISN transport
code and with allowance for the effect of fuel circulation on gamma-ray source distributions. Results are
shown for a radial traverse in the core midplane, a radial
traverse two-thirds of the distance (132 cm) from the
midplane to the top of the core, and an axial traverse
essentially on the reactor center line. The neutron
heating curves include only energy deposition by elastic
neutron scattering events. The gamma heating curves
include energy deposition by prompt fission gammas,
delayed fission product gammas, and gammas resulting
from neutron capture.

3

"Damage flux: graphite, > S O kev; Hastelloy N. 2.8 MeV.

tion for case 5 with no salt in the blanket region gave a
keff value of 1.008. This indicates that the reactivity of
the reactor would increase if the blanket were drained,
but the increase is not great enough to create a serious
safety problem. (6) ROD case 6 shows that a reactor in
which barren fuel salt is used as the blanket material
can also have very good performance. In this concept, it
is assumed that the fuel from the processing plant,
stripped of uranium and fission products, is used to
supply the blanket. This concept has the advantage that
an absolute barrier is not required between the core and
blanket regions, since some small flow of salt (up to the
capacity of the processing plant) could be permitted
from blanket to core. (7) Fast flux levels appear to be
higher in the 'h-in. Hastelloy N wall than in the '&-in.

J. H. Carswell, Jr.

0. L. Smith

-

'MYR Program Semiann. Bogr. Rept. Eeb. 28,1969, ORNL4396,p. 83.
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6.1.5

MSBR Dynamics and Control
0. L. Smith

Digital simulator calculations have been initiated to
investigate the sensitivity of MSBR dynamics to fuel
and graphite reactivity coefficients. Emphasis here is
upon relatively severe reactivity insertions which evidently will require prompt control or safety action to
l h i t temperatures to acceptable levels. The calculations
are based upon a digital computer model which
approximates the current 2250 Mw (thermal) one-fluid
design.
The model represents the core by a typical fuel cell
within which the temperature distribution in the fuel
and graphite is computed in two-dimensional detail,
thereby allowing accurate determination of salt and
graphite feedback reactivities. Also, sixgroup delayed
neutron precursor distributions are calculated in detail
around the loop to account for delayed neutron losses.
"he four heat exchangers are each represented by four
primary salt lumps, four. secondary salt lumps, and two
structural lumps. The boiler is represented by a single

lump, and power is removed from the steam side at the
constant rate of 2250 Mw (thermal). The initial fuel
inlet temperature at the bottom of the core is 530°C,
and the primary and secondary salt loop times are each
10 sec. The primary salt spends half its time outside the
core.
In each of the calculations reported here the reactor
was perturbed from steady state by inserting a reactivity step of p = 0.002, which is approximately 1%
times the worth of delayed neutrons in the core. The
inserted reactivity drives the reactor above prompt
critical, as may be seen in the figures.
The first two cases in Fig. 6.9 show the inherent
response of the system without control action of any
kind, for two different sets of assumed reactivity
Coefficients. For case 1, the fuel and graphite isothermal coefficients are -2.0 X
6k/k per degree C
and t1.9 X
6k/k per degree Cy giving a core
isothermal coefficient of -0.1 X lo-' 6k/k per degree
C. For case 2, the fuel, graphite, and core coefficients
are, respectively, -4.4 X lo-' ,+1.9 X lo-' ,and -2.5
X lo-' 6k/k per degree C. Resent estimates of the
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actual MSBR coefficients are -2.4 X
t1.9 X
6k/k per degree C for fuel,
and -0.5 X
graphite, and core. Thus cases 1 and 2 use the present
MSBR graphite coefficient and bracket the present
MSBR fuel and core isothermal coefficients. For simplicity in these initial calculations, the temperature
coefficients were assumed independent of position in
the core. The curves for cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 6.9 show
the input reactivity, the total reactivity, the average
and
core power density, and the maximum salt (sm,,)
graphite <a,)
temperatures in the average fuel cell.
The maximum temperatures occur at the center of the
fuel cell at the core outlet. (During the early parts of
the transients there are some internal temperatures a
little higher than the outlet temperatures.) The curves
show that the initial few seconds of a transient (the
power spike portion) are dominated by the prompt
negative salt coefficient, which turns the power down in
less than a second. But after about 2 sec, the positive
graphite coefficient combines with the salt coefficient,
and then the very small core coefficient dominates the

TIME

ec)

Fig. 6.9. MSBR Response Without Control Action.

long-term response, yielding a long “tail” on both the
power and total reactivity and hence producing a long
slow upward drift in temperatures. Ultimately the
power will return to its initial value, since these are
constant power removal cases, and the temperatures
will level off at somewhat higher values. It is clear that
the larger salt coefficient, and hence larger core
coefficient, of case 2 is an asset both in minimizing the
salt and graphite temperatures and in lengthening the
time during which appropriate control action may
safely be taken.
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In order to study the response of the reactor system
to the same reactivity perturbation (6p = 0.002) but
with some compensating control-rod action, some
simple control algorithms were incorporated in the
code. It is recognized that the algorithms selected do
not well represent the control system that will be
adopted for an MSBR, but they were chosen for
simplicity, to illustrate the role of external feedback in
the transients being studied and as a step in the further
development of the digital simulation code.
The first feedback algorithm is, in effect, simply a
power coefficient of reactivity, chosen so that the
control rods respond to an error signal of fractional
change in power
p = -0.001-,

e

P-Po

PO

where Po is the initial steadystate power. The control
rods are constrained further by the requirement that
they move at a fixed velocity such that they insert p =
53.0005 per second when in motion. Response of the
system with this algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.10. l h i s
case (case 3) is the same as case 1, except for the
external feedback. During the initial part of the
excursion the control reactivity is rate limited as may
be seen in Fig. 6.10, but after about 1.5 sec the rods
follow the required reactivity. The result of using (PPo)/Po as the error signal is to make case 1 behave
essentially like the more tractable case 2 so far as power
level and temperatures are concerned. Clearly, using (P
- Po)/Po as the only error signal is not suitable for
actual control purposes since temperatures must also be
restored to steady-state (or some other desired) levels.
Cases 4 and 5 incorporate an additional error signal
proportional to the fuel-salt mean outlet temperature
from the core. So the total error signal is
p = -0.001

CASE5

P-Po
T-To
- u -,
PO

TO

where To is the steady-state mean outlet temperature; a
= 0.015 for case 4, u = 0.045 for case 5. Again the
control rods are constrained to move at a fixed velocity
such that they insert p = M.0005 per second when in
motion. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.10. Case 5
shows that in response to a step p =+0.002, the system
exhibits strongly damped oscillations of power and
temperature with a maximum salt temperature variation
of -llO°C and a maximum graphite temperature
variation of -70°C and with temperatures and power

Fig. 6.10. MSBR Response With Partial Contrd Action.

restored to within -5% of steadystate conditions in 10
sec.
While the magnitude of salt and graphite temperature
excursions is markedly reduced by use of these simple
feedback algorithms, it should be noted that the initial
rapid power rise still reaches levels several times the
initial power. We would expect that in such a case the
safety system would have to scram the reactor, not
waiting to ascertain that the temperature changes would
be acceptable.
The frequency response of the reactor system, which
is a useful indication of system stability, may be
obtained by Fourier analysis of the input and output
signals from a transient calculation such as those shown
in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10. This has been done, and the
frequency response for cases 1 and 2 is shown in Figs.
6.11 and 6.12. The dashed portions of the magnitude
ratio curves are estimated extrapolations. The lowfrequency peak in magnitude ratio is determined by the
core (salt plus graphite) isothermal reactivity coefficient, whereas the high-frequency peak is attributable
to the salt coefficient alone. mere is a small bump on
the side of the high-frequency peak associated with the
primary salt circulation rate. The broad maxima in
magnitude ratio of cases I and 2 are an indication that
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they are both stable cases, although case 1 with the
smaller core coefficient shows greater sensitivity to
low-frequency reactivity perturbations.
6.2 PHYSICS ANALYSIS OF MSBE
6.2.1 MSBE Design Studies

0. L.Smith
t

reported.' The results of the calculations are summarized in Table 6.4. Since a spherical reactor vessel of
given diameter can be made thinner and cheaper than a
cylindrical vessel of the same diameter, the purpose of
cases 37-41 is to investigate the nuclear performance
of reactors enclosed in a nearly spherical vessel rather
than in a cylindrical vessel such as was used in the
previous 36 cases. The cores in cases 37-41 are right
cylinders; the vessels are spherical. Radial blanket
thicknesses in Table 6.4 are given at the core midplane;
axial blanket and plena thicknesses are given on the
core axis.
The previous case 30, with a breeding ratio of 1.05 1,
core power fraction of 0.57, and peak damage flux of
5.0 X
neutrons cm-2 sec-' at 169 Mw (thermal)
was suggested as one of the most attractive of the
cylindrical vessel cases.
The core of case 37 in Table 6.4 is identical to case
30. The midplane radial blanket thickness of case 37 is
2 ft, the same as the uniform radial blanket thickness of
case 30. As would be expected the leakage is higher in
case 37,and hence the breeding ratio is lower. Cases 38
and 39 show, however, that by increasing the spherical
blanket midplane thickness to slightly more than 2.5 ft
(a vessel diameter of -9 ft), the spherical vessel
configuration gives virtually the same nuclear performance as the cylindrical vessel configuration of case 30.
Although the breeding performance of case 30 and
the equivalent spherical case is high, such reactors have
the disadvantage of a large blanket volume and consequently high fissile salt inventory of -475 kg of 33U
withii the vessel. Assuming that a breeding ratio as low
as 0.95 is in fact satisfactory in achieving MSBE
objectives, then case 40 with 275 kg of 233Ushows
that by thinning the blanket and slightly reducing core
dimensions the fissile inventory can be markedly
reduced without sacrificing other nuclear characteristics.
Case 41 is the same as case 40 except for a core salt
fraction of 0.15, which is more nearly that of the
MSBR's present 0.13 salt fraction.
For purposes of achieving MSBE objectives, case 41
appears to be the most suitable configuration so far
studied. It has a breeding ratio of 0.96, a core power
fraction of 0.53, a peak damage flux of 5 X IO"
neutrons cm-' sec-' at 153 Mw (thermal), and a 'j3U
inventory of 258 kg inside the vessel.

J. H. Carswell, Jr.

Additional calculations were performed in the series
of conceptual MSBE reactor configurations previously

'MSR Program Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28.Z969. ORNL4396, p. 84.
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Table 6.4. Nuclear Characteristics of Several Conceptual MSBE Reactor Configurations
with Spherical Reactor Vessels
37

38

39

40

41

core
Diameter, ft
Height, f t
Salt fiaction

4 .O
5 .o
0.2

4.0
5 .o
0.2

4.0
5.0
0.2

3.75
4.75
0.2

3.75
4.75
0.15

Axial blanket
Thickness at core axis, ft
Salt fraction

1.07
0.7

1.07
0.7

1.07
0.7

1.0
0.7

1.0
0.7

Axial plena thicknest9 at
core axis, ft

0.357

0.357

0.930

0.375

0.375

Radial blanket thickness
at midplane, f t
Reactor vessel inner
d i e t e r , ft
Mole fraction of ThF4
Mole fraction of UF4

2.0

2.5

3.0

1.875

1.875

8

9

10

7.5

7.5

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.420

0.418

0.413

0.457

0.436

Case

Breeding ratiob

0.994

1.039

1.075

0.966

0.960

Peak damage flux: neutrons
sec-' (E>SO kev), X 1014

3.11

2.97

2.8 1

3.49

3.27

Peak power density: w per cubic
centimeter of core volume
Fraction of power in core

70.1

67.1

63.4

79.6

74.2

0.59

0.57

0.56

0.57

0.53

Required power!

Mw (thermal)

Total 233Uinventory, kg

161

168

178

143

153

450

611

806

424

403

Contains 6%INOR.
bAt start of life with 100%233U fuel; no absorptions in "'Xe or 233Pa.
CAtreactor power of 100 Mw (thermal).
dReactor power required to achieve a peak damage flux of 5 X 1014 neutrons cm" sec-'
MSBE.

6.3 MSR EXPERIMENTALPHYSICS
6.3.1 "
'
U

Captureto-AbsorptionRatio

in the Fuel of the MSRE
C. L. Ragan

Additional measurements and a more comprehensive
analysis have improved and extended the preliminary
Rsults reported' six months ago. As explained more
fully in an earlier report: we measure y5, the 2 3 5
capture-toabsorption ratio, by comparing the isotopic
composition of two samples of MSRE fuel salt differing
significantly (say, about 1%) in 235U depletion.
~~

'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, I%9, ORNL4396, p. 87.
'MSR Program Semiann. Rogr. Rept. Feb. 29,1968. ORNG
4254, p. 72.

~
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t

,a tentative goal for the

Essentially, y5 is the increase in 2 3 6 concentration
~
divided by the decrease in 235Uconcentration. The
precision of the measurements is enhanced by measuring all concentrations relative to that of 23'U, which
suffers only a slight depletion - for which a correction
is applied. These measurements were made by L. A.
Smith and co-workers at the Oak Ridge Gaseous
Diffusion Plant, using a dualaperture mass spectrometer with a UF6 electron bombardment ~0urce.l~
A set of three 50%samples of circulating fuel salt was
taken early in run 14, and another set near the middle
of the run. A third set scheduled for late in the run had
to be taken, because of sampler trouble, from the fuel
storage tank after the run ended. The measured isotopic

*
s

"Clint Sulfridge and Aubrey Langdon, Mass Spectrometer
with Dual-Aperture Collection of Uranium Isotopes, K-1880,
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant (to be published).
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composition of this latter set was adjusted for contamination of the final circulating fuel, during transfer, by
old fuel from the two drain tanks. The results based on
these adjusted measurements were consistent with those
based on the two earlier sets alone, but the uncertainties inherent in the adjustments made the adjusted results unsuitable for the determination of
precise parameters.
Solution of the accurate equations for the time
variation of isotopic concentrations in a "U + 23 6~ +
u system yields

'

'

where

'

c

Xi = the concentration of 3iU relative to
Ri = X i (final sample)& (initial sample),
Si = qa/Ff, and
s=(ss

c

'

U,

dividual values were weighted by the number of
determinations of the most critical spectrometric ratio
to give the weighted averages shown. Blanks indicate
that needed ratios were not determined for that sample
pair.
The second portion of Table 6.5 gives the parameters
determined by a statistical analysis of all data after each
ratio Ri was adjusted to a reference operating interval
(12,900 Mwhr). The statistically estimated reliability
(standard deviation) for each parameter is also given.
The derived parameters (Y = 7/(1 - 7 ) and I) =v(l- 7 )
are added in Table 6.6.Also given are calculated values
based on recent fourgroup neutronics calculations by
B. E. Prince and ratios of experimental to calculated
values. The calculations, described in detail in Sect. 23
of this report, are based on the following cross section
sets: for 2 3 sU, a recent evaluation by E. H.Gift which
is essentially the same as the current ENDF/B set; for
234Uand 236U,ENDF/B; for 238U,a 1965 evaluation
Table 6.5. ExperimentalValues ofSome Parameters
for Run 14 of MSRE

-s8)/(1 -s8).

Samples
The first part of Table 6.5 itemizes values of
Compareda
Logged Mwhr
parameters determined by measurements on individual
YS
s4
Initial
Final
pairs of samples. rS was calculated by Eq. (l), with a
slight correction to RS for the small 234Ucontent of
By Individual Comparisons
the fuel. The fraction of 235U atoms undergoing
12,579
0.2001
6
35
absorption was directly determined from Rs, with a
0.2015
6
36
12,712
depletion. The
slight adjustment via S8 for '"U
0.2007
5
35
12,767
fractional depletion of 234U was similarly determined
Weighted average of above
0.2008
from measurements of R4; comparison with 23sU
depletion yields S4. (While S4 is not required for the
By Statistical Analysis of Combined Data
(Adjusted to 12,900 Mwhr)
determination of rS,it will be needed in analysis of the
subsequent measurements of 73, with 3U fuel, which
12,900
0.2006
0.3731
(Combined)
f0.0024
W.0157
are presently in progress. The comparison of measured
and calculated values of S4 in the
U experiment is
aFor example, read first line as FP14-6 vs FP14-35,etc.
thus a useful prelude to the 233U experiment.) In-

'

'

Table 6.6. Comparison of Experimentaland Calculated Values of Parameters

rs

Q

.

.w

r)Sa

s4

Experimental

0.2006 f 0.0024

0.2509 f 0.0038

1.9425 f 0.0076

0.3731 f 0.0157

Calculatedb

0.2000

0.2500

1.9440

0.4026

( Experimenta1)e

1.0030 f 0.0120

1.0036 f 0.0152

0.9992 f 0.0039

0.9267 f 0.0390

Calculated

= u(l - y) with Y = 2.430,the ENDF/B value; quoted uncertainty in r ) includes an assigned error of 0.25% in u.
bCalculatedvalues based on recent calculations by B. E. Prince (personal communication, August 1969).
'Uncertainties are experimental standard deviations, with no allowance for uncertainty of calculated values.
Or)
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by NASA. The effect of cross-section data source is
significant. For example, the quoted calculated values
differ from earlier (January 1969) values, based on
different crossection sources, by the following.factors:
7s , 0.956; s4, 0.962; s6, 0.988; sa, 1.072. Further
calculations are in progress to determine the effect of
other calculational parameters, for example, the number of neutron energy groups.
The agreement between experimental and calculated
values for r s (and for the derived 05 and v s )is quite
satisfactory. This agreement inspires confidence in both
the method of measurement and the 2 3 5 U cross
sections used, although fortuitous cancellation of errors
in both is not ruled out. The agreement for S4 is less
satisfactory, but since S4 is based on only ten measurements of R4,both the value and the estimate of
standard deviation may be questioned. It may be noted
that uncertainty in S4 is expected to be the principal
source of uncertainty in the measurement of r3and
that an error of 10% in S4 will give rise to an error of
about 2.5% in r3.Additional measurements of S4 are
planned (see Sect. 6.3.3).

6.3.2 233UCapture-to-Absorption Ratio
in the Fuel of the MSRE

G.L.Ragan
The experimental techniques developed and tested
with 2 3 5 U(Sect. 6.3.1) are now being applied to 233U.

As pointed out in an earlier report: the comparison
of experimental and calculated values will test the
precision of our calculations of q ( 2 3 3 ~
a quantity
,
closely related to the breeding potential of proposed
MSBR system.
Three sets of fuel samples were taken (in February,
April, and May of 1969) of the circulating fuel of
UTRE during operation with 3U fuel. These samples
are now being fluorinated to remove the uranium from
the salt (as UF6). Subsequently, the isotopic compositions of the uranium from different sets will be
compared in the same way as was done with the
samples of
U fuel.

L.

.

6.3.3 233UCapture-to-AbsorptionRatio in
Encapsulated Samples in the MSRE

G.L.Ragan
The measurements on circulating fuel samples are
being supplemented by measurements on four encapsulated fuel samples. The uranium isotopic compositions
of the two types of encapsulated fuel are chosen so as
to (1) permit measurement of S4 and Sa in one type
and (2) favor precise measurement of y(233U) in the
other.
The four capsules are contained in the surveillance
sample array inserted in the MSRE in July 1969. lhey
will be remowd late in 1969.
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7. Systems and Components Development
Dunlap Scott

was the surfactant. With the bubble generator operating
at 20 gpm water flow and about 1 scfh air flow, the
bubbles coalesced to a diameter of about 0.1 in. or
more 12 ft downstream of the generator. When normal
butyl alcohol was added to form a concentration of
about 0.00003 M,there was no coalescence whatsoever,
and the bubbles maintained their initial diameter of
about 0.010 in. What this means to the MSBR is
uncertain, but one can speculate that some of the
fission products, particularly the noble metals, might
act as a surfactant and prevent bubble coalescence.

7.1 BUBBLE GENERATOR

R.J. Kedl
Pressure-drop measurements were made and correlated for the inverted-venturi bubble generator with all
four of the teardrop shapes described previously.'
Contraction coefficients and expansion coefficients are
defined respectively as follows:

7.2 MOLTENSALT STEAM GENERATOR
R. E. Helms
where

Present concepts of a single-fluid molten-salt breeder
reactor (MSBR) use primary salt with a liquidus
temperature of about 930'F and secondary salt with a
liquidus temperature of about 725°F. These salts
transfer the heat produced in the reactor to a steam
generator to produce high-pressure, high-temperature
steam. The salts have good heat transport properties
and low vapor pressure. 'However, the high melting
point of the primary and secondary salt results in
startup and operating plant procedures different from
those used for fossil or sodium-cooled reactor power
plant designs. A steam-generator development program
is'being formulated to develop the technology required
to produce and successfully operate a molterr-saltheated steam' generator, including materials and fabrication aspects, startup and stability considerations, and
supporting research on heat transfer. The steamgenerator industrial program and the SteamGenerator
Tube Test Stand (STTS)? which have been briefly

Kc = contraction coefficient,
Ke = expansion coefficient,
AP = pressure drop in region of consideration (ft of
liquid).
Contraction coefficients were measured for the nose
section of the teardrops and ranged from 1.2 to 1.3.
Expansion coefficients were measured for the tail
section of the teardrops and ranged from 0 to 0.2 with
no air flow and from 0 to 0.5 with air flow.
It was reported' that bubble coalescence could
potentially be a problem in the MSBR. A test was
performed with water to demonstrate the effect of
surfactants on bubble coalescence. Normal butyl alcohol
'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969, ORNLc

t

4396. p. 95.
'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL-

3Previously called the molten-salt steam generator test stand.

4396, p. 96.
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described previouslyPsS are the major parts of this
program plan. A discussion of these two programs
follows.

7.2.1 Steam-Generator Industrial Program
Successful operation of a molten-salt breeder reactor
(MSBR) nuclear power plant requires the development
of economical, reliable components. One of the more
important components is the molten-salt-heated steam
generator. The intent of the steam-generator industrial
program is to obtain nuclear-grade molten-salt steam
generators for the MoltenSalt Breeder Experiment
(MSBE) from industry and to begin to develop the
additional capability needed to produce steam generators for future generations of MSBR power plants.
The steam-generator industrial program consists of
four phases that will result in the design, development,
and fabrication of a unit with full-size tubes for testing
in the STTS; an MSBE unit for testing in the Engineering Test Unit (ETU); and the steam generators for
the MSBE. In phase I the industrial contractor will
produce a conceptual design of a steam generator for
use with the ORNL reference design of the 1OOO-Mw
(electrical) MSBR. The salt flow and salt temperature to
and from the steam generator as a function of load will
be specified by OWL. The feedwater/steam inlet and
outlet temperatures and pressures will be 700'F at
3800 psi and lO00'F at 3600 psi, respectively, for
full-load operation as specified in the ORNL reference
design of the MSBR steam cycle. However, the industrial firm may also propose an alternative steamgenerator design. In this case the industrial firm will
select the steam cycling (including inlet feedwater
conditions) and outlet steam conditions to the turbine,
but salt flow and salt temperature conditions as a
function of load will remain as specified by ORNL.
Both of these designs will be evaluated by ORNL, one
will be selected, and a conceptual design will be made
of a prototype for use in the MSBE. Phase I1 will
comprise the detailed design of the MSBE unit and the
detailed design and fabrication of a 3 . 0 . M ~(thermal),
full-size-tube unit that will be tested in the STTS at
ORNL. Phase I11 will provide for fabrication of the first
complete MSBE unit for the ETU, while phase IV
results in the fabrication of the unit(s) that will actually

be used on the MSBE. The vendor participates in the
test programs for both units.
One or more manufacturers will participate in the
program on the basis of competitive proposals. Each
manufacturer may complete all four phases.

.

7.2.2 Steam-Generator Tube Test Stand
R. E. Helms

E. J. Breeding

The request for directive, Preliminary Proposal
Number 450, has been deferred pending completion of
the conceptual system design description (CSDD)for
the STTS and availability of funds. Layouts of concepts
for vertical and horizontal steam-generator tube test
units are being made to ensure that the test stand will
accommodate both and to define the requirements of
the test stand for the conceptual system design descriptions.

7.3 SODIUM FLUOROBORATE CIRCULATING

TEST LOOP
R. B. Gallaher

A. N. Smith

Operation of the 800-gpm isothermal loop was
continued through the report period for the investigation of corrosion-product deposition and off-gas
system restrictions. Cumulative circulation time as of
the end of August 1969 was 8200 hr, of which 7200 hr
have been with the clean batch of salt. The loop was
shut down for 18 days in March 1969 for installation of
a hot mist trap, and again for 13 days in May 1969 for
inspection and modifications of the hot mist trap.
Except for very brief shutdowns, circulation was
continuous for the remainder of the period.

7.3.1 Corrosion-Product Deposition
Studies were continued into the nature and kinetics
of formation of deposits on a cold finger inserted into
the salt in the pump bowl? Seven tests were run with
the cold fmger with conditions as noted in Table 7.1.
All deposits had a bright green color, and the amount
varied from very thin isolated spots to a uniform
'/,,-in.-thick
coating over the 2% in? of surface.
Chemical analyses were made of the deposits from three
of these tests, and the relative atomic abundances were
calculated with iron considered as unity. An inspection
of the analytical data, which are presented in Table 7.2,

4MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31. 1968,
ORNL-4344, pp. 84-86.
'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, pp. 98-99.

L.

6MSR Program Semiann. Frogr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969.
ORNL-4396, p. 102.
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Table 7.1. Summary of Cold Finger Tests
e

Test
4

No.

Test
Date

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

4-23-69
4-29-69
5-7-69
5-9-69
6-13-69
6-2069
6-2069

Wall
Temperature

(9)

Test
Duration
(hr)

Deposit

*

750
850
950
890
860
944
929

6
6
6
6
6
2
2

Yes
Yes
Yes, 2 small areas
Yes, thin
Yes, heavy

No

Table 7.2. Analyses of Deposits from
Cold Finger Tests
Wall
Test Temperature
No.
(OF\

I

.

B

F

Fe

Cr

Ni

Weight Percent
1
2
4

No

750
850
890

25.4
24.4
24.0

5.07
4.28
6.26

59.0 1.54 2.76 0.031
57.3 1.61 4.18 0.009
46.5 1.52 8.38 0.090

Relative Atomic Abundance
1
2
4

*

Na

40
36
38

17
17
18

113
124
71

1
1
1

2
3
6

indicates that as the temperature was increased, the
quantity of chromium increased relative to the other
constituents. A rough atomic balance can be achieved
by assuming that the deposits consist of a small amount
relatively cool portion of the drain line. Such a deposit,
of NaaCrF6 mixed with large amounts of N&F4 and
if rich in chromium, might serve to explain the decrease
NaF.
in chromium content of about 120 ppm between March
In conjunction with the corrosion product deposition
25 and May 12. The equivalent quantity of NajCrF6
studies, a plot (Fig. 7.1) was made of the impurities in
would be about 115 g, a quantity which might have
all the salt samples taken during circulation of the clean
been sufficient to restrict the '4 -in. (iron pipe size) drain
batch of salt. An examination of these data leads to the
line. Note, however, that a corresponding change was
following observations: (a) For a steady-state operation
not noted in the iron content, and an increase in
at 1025"F, the concentration of both iron and chrochromium content was not seen after the subsequent
mium is about 500 ppm Nickel is much lower,
startup on May 25, when some effect might have been
averaging about 20 ppm The concentration of iron
expected from mixing of the inventory in the drain
increased significantly during the period of highertank.
temperature operation in August 1968, then decreased
when the temperature was reduced, indicating that
7.3.2 Gas System Studies
500-550 ppm is the solubility limit for iron at 1025'F.
(b) During the period of steady-state uninterrupted
We continued to work on methods of coping with
operation from March 25, 1969, to May 12, 1969, the emissions of salt and vapors from the pump bowl so as
average water concentration increased from 400 to to minimize the possibility of forming restrictions in
1400 ppm The total quantity of salt in circulation is the off-gas system.' In March 1969 the test section at
about 0.25 X IO6 g, so that an increase of 1000 ppm
the pump bowl outlet was revised to include a salt mist
would require an addition to the loop of about 250 g of trap. Downstream of this unit were placed a porous
water. We have found no reasonable mechanism by metal filter and a 32°F cold trap.
which this quantity of water could have been admitted
The salt mist trap was a l-in.-ID by 13-in.-long pipe
to the system For example, the equivalent volume of mounted vertically above the pump so that trapped
atmospheric air at 30,000 ppm water would be 375 ft3 , liquid would be free to drain back into the pump bowl.
or about 250 pump bowl volumes; if the moisture The lower half of the trap was equipped with heaters
content of the supply helium were 10 ppm, about four and insulation so that the temperature could be
years would be required to introduce 250 g of water. maintained at any desired point up to about 130O0F.
(c) A rather large spread is noted frequently between The l/Z-in.-OD tube connecting the trap to the pump
oxygen analyses on duplicate samples; a similar, but not bowl was also equipped for temperature control and
as pronounced, situation is noted in the case of water was routinely maintained above the melting point of
analyses. (d) Draining of the loop on May 12,1969, was the salt. The upper half of the trap was unheated and
hindered by a plug which was eventually cleared by uninsulated so as to provide for rapid cooling of the gas
increasing the temperature of the upper portion of the
drain line to above 1000'F. This difficulty may have
'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, pp. 102 ff.
been caused by deposition of corrosion products in a
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Fig. 7.1. Analyses of Impuritiesin NaBP4 Salt Samples,NaBF4 Circulation Test, PKP Loop, Building 9201-3.

and any residual salt or vapor. During the test period,
the temperature of the lower part of the trap was
maintained at about 1000°F, and various internal
arrangements were tested for effectiveness in retaining
salt mist. The first arrangement was a baffle array
containing nine plates with 'h-in. spacing and '&-in.
offset holes for gas flow. The second arrangement used
a 2-in.-deep section of wire mesh packed to a density of
about 0.15 dcc. Third, all hardware was removed,
making the unit a simple settling tank. Of the three
arrangements tested, the first two were effective in
removing about 50% of the estimated input rate of 0.03
g/hr of salt mist. However, the '&-in. holes in the baffle
array were too small to permit the trapped salt to drain

back into the pump bowl. Essentially none of the salt
was removed by the settling tank.
Frozen salt particles that escaped from the mist trap
were carried into a filter. The results of various
weighings and visual inspections indicated that all the
filter elements tested were effective in stopping the
incoming solids. Preliminary observations indicate that
the capacity of the filters is significantly lower during
periods when the emission rate of the acid vapor is high.
Acid vapors which were emitted from the pump bowl
or which might have formed from wet air contamination in the test section are believed to have been
effectively removed from the off-gas by the 32°F cold
trap. This belief is based on the fact that the down-
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stream control valve showed no evidence of fouling.
The results of a series of cold trap weighing indicated
that the rate of emission of acid did not, as had been
predicted, go to zero, but it appeared to level off at
about 1.5 g/week. The possible cause of the continuing
emission was believed to be moisture in the incoming
helium or BF3 or contamination with wet air. A cold
trap test indicated that the BF3 was not responsible,
and steps were taken to ensure that the H20content of
the incoming helium was less than 1 ppm. An examination of subsequent data indicates that the continued
accumulation of acid is due to routine operational and
maintenance activitieswhich result in brief exposures of
the system to the atmosphere. This is shown in Fig. 7.2.

7.4 MSBEPUMPS

A. G. Grindell
P. G. Smith
C. K.McGlothlan L. V.Wilson
H. C. Young
7.4.1 MSBE Salt Pump Procurement

The specification' for the primary salt pump was
completed after revision to reflect comments by the
pump manufacturers, the USAEC-DRDT, MSBE project
personnel, the Metals and Ceramics Division, the Inspect

*w

'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL4396,p. 108.

35

40

45

50

Cold Trap, NaBF4 Circulation Test.

tion Engineering Department, ORNL Reactor Standards
Office, ORNL Quality Assurance Office, and the
UCC-ND Purchasing Division.
A brief specification for the secondary salt pump was
also prepared. It is based on the primary salt pump
specification and lists those changes that are appropriate for the secondary salt pump. The material and
the quality assurance requirements are identical to
those for the primary salt pump.
The preparation of a request for proposal package
(RFP) was completed. The technical portion of the
package includes the specifications for the primary and
the secondary salt pumps, the proposed scope of work,
information required in the proposal, and copies of all
the RDT standards referenced in the specifications.
The procurement program as outlined in the RFP
includes three phases: phase I is a conceptual design
study; phase I1 consists of detail design and production
of a prototype salt pump; phase III provides for the
construction of the salt pumps required for the ETU
and the MSBE.
The principal objectives in the phase I design concept
study are: (1) to obtain the manufacturer's best design
concept for the primary salt pump, (2) to obtain
assurance that his pump concept can be scaled up
satisfactorily to the flow capacities required by MSBR
salt pumps, (3) to establish mutual understanding of the
salt pump specifications, (4) to establish mutual understanding of the requirements of the quality assurance
program, ( 5 ) to determine the personnel and the
organization that the manufacturer proposes to use to
perform phases I1 and 111 of the program, (6) to obtain
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schedule and cost estimate information for phase 11,
and (7)to revise the pump specification to incorporate
results of the conceptual study.
While the pump specifications require additional
information that will be developed during design and
analytical studies of the MSBE, we consider them
sufficiently complete to be used by the pump manufacturers to prepare a proposal and to complete the
phase I study.
The RFP package was reviewed and released by
DRDT. It is being transmitted to the following pump
manufacturers selected by the evaluation team: (1)
Bingham Pump Company of Portland, Oregon, (2)
Byron Jackson Pump Company of Los Angeles, California, and (3) the Westinghouse Electro Mechanical
Division of Cheswick, Pennsylvania.

made utilizing a concentric pipe configuration with the
cooling air flowing in the annulus. The study indicated
that for an 8-in. pipe (sched 40),an air pressure drop of
3 psi, and a total air flow of 10,OOO cfm, two heat
exchangers each 14 ft long will provide adequate heat
removal for 900 hp at 1000°F salt temperature. Two
centrifugal multistage blowers presently installed in the
EGCR are being considered for circulating the cooling
air.
The preliminary design is scheduled for completion
by November 1969. After its review by the AEC, we
will initiate immediately the orders for the long-leadtime items: Ni-MoCr alloy materials and the salt
pressure measuring devices. We plan to complete the
final design by June 1970.

7.4.3 ALPHAPump
7.4.2

MSBE Salt Pump Test Stand

Programmatic approval was received from the AEC to
proceed with the salt pump test stand (SPTS). The
conceptual system design description9 was completed
and released for distribution.
Preliminary design of the stand has been started, and
the concept' that is being developed is similar to that
described previously. The salt loop and its components
are being designed specifically for the presently envisioned MSBE primary salt pump, which requires
approximately 900 bhp. All the components external to
the salt loop - that is, the cooling air system with its
blowers, ducting, and stack and the electrical supply
system for the pump drive motor - are being designed
to provide capability for testing pumps requiring 1500
bhp.
Layout drawings have been made of the throttling
valve, heat exchangers, salt loop, and support stand.
The throttling valve, which will be sized to fit an 8-in.
pipe, is based on a 4-in.-pipe-size valve that was
designed at ORNL during the A" program and
subsequently used for several thousand hours in liquid
metal and molten salt applications. A study of an air
cooling system to remove pump power as heat was

9A. G. Grindell and C. K. McClothlan, Conceptual System
Design Description of the Salt Pump Test Stand for the
Molten-Salt Breeder Experiment, ORNL-TM-2643, p. 53
(August 1969).
'OMSR Program Semiam Progr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNL-4344, pp. 81-83.

The design work on the ALPHA pump" was
completed, and the detail drawings were released for
the fabrication of all components required to provide a
water test pump. The molten-salt or liquid-metal
version of the pump, shown in Fig. 7.3, will operate at
speeds up to 6000 rpm to provide flows to 30 gpm and
heads to 300 ft at temperatures up to 1400"F.These
characteristics will provide a pump for test stand
requirements that fall between those of the LFB and
the DANA pump models.
For the water test the pump tank and auxiliary tank
will be fabricated of Plexiglas to observe the behavior of
the gas-liquid interface, gas entrainment in liquid, and
mist generation and to evaluate the effectiveness of the
means employed for their control. The water test
program will include investigation of: (1) head-flowspeed characteristics, (2) cavitation characteristics, (3)
effect of axial impeller clearances on pump performance, (4) radial hydraulic thrust on the impeller.
The detail drawings of the high-temperature pump
components will be completed based on the feedback
information obtained in the water test program.
The water test stand is being prepared for the pump.
It consists of piping, two flowmeters installed in
parallel, two throttling valves, a water-to-water heat
exchanger, and necessary instrumentation to determine
pump performance.

"MSR Program Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL4396, p. 109.
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were required to achieve acceptable root pass welding
without the use of weld inserts. These requirements
were the most difficult to meet with the orbital
equipment, and root pass welding gave the most
trouble. Filler passes were made easily and were of good
quality.
During the tests, weld defects could often be detected
as they occurred by noting the pips on recorder chart
traces of the welding variables. A Sanborn 150 recorder
was coupled to the programmer to obtain simultaneous
printouts of data from the interrelated weld functions.
Defects in the weld showed up as irregularities in the
charted weld current, travel speed, wire feed rate, arc
voltage, and arc voltage control. The system with the
Sanborn recorder attached is shown in Fig. 7.4.

A 7-min color movie was prepared to show the
performance of remote maintenance Operations with
the orbital equipment. We also completed a report,
Feasibiliw Study of Remote Chtting and Welding for
Nuclear Plant Mahtenance, to be issued as OWLTM-2712.
Simple long-handled sockets and right-angle-drive
tools were used for the remote operations to clamp
equipment to the pipe and to adjust the cutter blade or
torch position in horizontal and vertical planes. In
actual remote operations, a hoist would be used to
lower the orbital equipment into position on the pipes
from overhead access locations.
Cutter performance tests included saw tracking and
runout determinations and machining studies on stain-

LJ
*
0

c

Fig. 7.4. ORNL. Orbital Equipment Test Station.
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less steel and Inconel piping. We tested slitting saw
blades of high-speed steel and alloy and single- and
double-bevel cutters of high-speed steel. We varied the
cutter speed, cutter feed, and carriage travel rate to
determine the combinations for optimum tool performance and surface finish. Dry machining is specified
for nuclear system maintenance because coolants might
contaminate the nuclear system. However, dry
machining requires that the rates of tool travel, cutting
speed, and tool feed be considerably lower than is
standard shop practice. Best tool performance was
obtained with cutter teeth ground to precision specifications and generously relieved to provide ample
clearance for chip fallout. Table 7.3 shows the number
of inches of cut a blade can be expected to make before
it must be resharpened. The table also shows how deep
the blade would cut in traveling the indicated number
of inches around a 6-in.-diam pipe, taking a 30-mil or a
12-mil cut, as indicated. A short cutter life experienced
in test operations means that blades will have to be
replaced frequently. We plan to test carbide cutter
blades in hopes that they will last longer.
A machining technique has been developed for
remotely preparing J-bevel pipe ends for welding. The
procedure tends to compensate for the variations in
pipe wall thickness which, under the ASME code, can
be as much as 12l/2%.
1. Make a light cut around the pipe with a thick slitting
saw, and inspect for true tool tracking. Continue
slitting to the predetermined depth which will leave
a land surface for the root weld.

2. On the cutter shaft, mount a hardened steel thrust
washer and a single-angle milling cutter so that the
washer will ride in the slit made by the saw and will
guide the bevel cutter.
3. After making the bevel cut, insert a thin slitting saw
blade, and cut through the wall.
4. Make a wax impression of the cut joint. Make an
uncontaminated replica of plaster of paris.
5. Machine to a constant land wall thickness at the

joint by cutting metal from segments of the land
surface where measurements of the replica indicate
it is too thick.
6. Make a second replka of the joint for use in

.
I

out-of-cell machining on the stub end of a replacement component to make it fit the pipe inside the
cell.

7. Use information from the replica to set programmer
weld current curves so that they will compensate for

variations in the arc gap caused by out of roundness
or by the machining to give constant land thickness.
TIC welding with the orbital equipment has been
done mostly without weld insert rings, but this method
requires precise weld joint machining to obtain
matching pipe inside surfaces and pipe wall thicknesses,
as well as near-perfect alignment of the two joint
members. Failure to meet these requirements results in
root welds that are undercut, that lack full penetration,
or that have too much penetration with a resultant
convex bead inside the pipe. Fill-pass welding is less
difficult, though we noted that the quality of successive
welds depends on prior weld passes. It is quite simple to
lay good fillers over good root welds, or over good prior
filler welds; however, it is difficult to repair a poor weld
by welding over it without first machining out the
defect. These observationsare based upon test welds on
extra-heavy 6-in.-diam 347 stainless steel pipe prepared
with V- or J-bevel joints and always fitted up without
joint gap and without weld inserts. Remote work on
nuclear systems cannot use gap joints because of
purging difficulties, or the commercial weld insert rings
without modification.
Because it is time consuming and difficult to do
precision machining by remote control, we plan to
experiment with joints in which one applies weld wire
fdler metal to one of the two joint ends prior to placing
the pipe inside the cell. This type of joint preparation
permits plain fusion root pass welding and requires no
other filler wire additions. It should also greatly reduce
the requirements for precision joint matching and
alignment. Several successful root pass welds have
already been performed by a similar method in which
the pipe ends were machined to include an integral flat
washer on one of the two mating J-joint sections. This
washer permitted the root pass weld to be a single
fusion weld which, in the tests, exhibited excellent bead
shape and full weld penetration.
Satisfactory weld fill passes do not appear to present
great problems. The first two or three fill passes after
the root weld require special care with heat control to
properly add filler wire and obtain weld buildup
without melting the root pass sufficiently to cause
dropthrough. These and subsequent passes require only
enough heat input to ensure fusion to the previous pass
and to the joint sidewalls. The control of the arc voltage
on the basis of wire feed rate has been found to
maintain a relatively uniform bead buildup. Pulsing of
the welding current was found to be useful in maintaining a stable weld puddle.
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We were also able to repair some weld defects. Poorly
fused areas, or pinholes in the head, were repaired by
fusion welding without filler wire addition or oscillation. A procedure was developed to fill local areas
which had to be milled out to remove weld defects. It
consists in placing the carriage about 'I2in. in front of

the area to be filled, setting a short arc gap of '132 in.,
and initiating a weld cycle. The automatic arc-voltagecontrolled wire feed will start to add wire as soon as the
arc gap increases upon entering the recessed area. The
wire feeder motor will shut off on the far side of the
depressed area to permit manual downsloping.

L.

Table 7.3. Expected Life of Cutter Blades
Blade Lifetime

Descriotion

In Stainless Steel
(Saw Tooth Speed, 70 to 80 ftlmin;
Carriage Speed, 3% in./min;
Feed Der Tooth. 0.001 in.)
Inches of
Cut, Average
Depth 30 mils

Total Depth
of Cut, 6-in.
Pipe Wall

(in.)

g6-in.-thick slitting saw.
3 in. diam. 32 teeth,
highspeed steel

530

'/6-in.-thick slitting saw,
3 in. diam, 32 teeth,
circoloy

800

3/J~-in.-thickslitting saw,
3 in. diam, 32 teeth,
high-speed steel

430

3/J~-in.-thickslitting saw,
3 in. diam, 32 teeth,
Circdoy

650

%

70' included double angle mill.
2Y4in. diam, 20 teeth,
'4 in. wide, high-speed steel

470

'1'1

'4

1

In Inconel
(Saw Tooth Speed, 50 ft/min;
Carriage Speed, 1in./&;
Feed per Tooth, 0.0005 in.)
Inches of
Cut, Average
Depth 12 mils

730

Total Depth
of Cut, 6-in.
Pipe Wall
(in.)

%6
c

600

'

420

'4

y32

"

6

uTrade name for Circular Tool Co. (Providence, R.I.) special high-speed, steel-alloyed blades of high carbon, medium chrome, Kgh
vanadium, high tungsten, and medium cobalt composition.
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8. MSBR Instrumentation and Controls
determine whether the resulting plant temperature and
flow profiles are maintained within design limits under
all part-load conditions. The design limits are maximum
and minimum temperatures and flow rates imposed by
the freezing points of the salts, pump capabilities, etc.
The possible benefits and problems associated with
valving off some of the steam generators in discrete
steps for partial-load operation are being studied.

8.1 CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS

W. H.Sides, Jr. J. L.Anderson
S. J. Ditto

.

J

The results of the simulation of the 1000 Mw
(electrical) MSBR for the investigation of the overall
plant control problems, previously reported,' *2 revealed the need for continuing studies to develop a
satisfactory scheme of control. This was expected
because of the rudimentary nature of the control
schemes tried and the limitations of the analog model.
Work is proceeding on refinement of the model so that
it will better represent the system. In particular the
model of the reactor kinetics and the steam generators
is being expanded with more nodes and provisions for
variable primary salt flow rate. The heat transfer
coefficients, transport lags associated with piping
lengths, and other similar parameters are being corrected and updated according to the latest design
information available from the project. In some cases it
was necessary to recalculate the coefficients to make
them applicable to the multizone models now being
used. The revised model is now ready and is being
patched on the machine. The model provides considerable latitude for trying different control schemes, and
the improvements made in the model should permit its
use over a wider range of power levels. It is expected
that parameter studies will be made to determine the
effect of various reactivity coefficients.
The partial-load operating conditions for the plant
have not been well defmed, and the results of the
previous transient studies have prompted a more
thorough study of the steady-state part-load plant
conditions. Methods of changing plant load by varying
flow rates, temperatures, etc., are being evaluated to

8.2 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF MSBR

STEAM GENERATOR
F. H. Clark

0. W.Burke

The subcontracted work on supercritical steam generators carried on at the University of Illinois has reached
a reasonable interruption point. As has been indicated
in previous reports, the University of Illinois model has
not been expanded to the full detail contemplated:
notably lacking are parallel channel effects. On the
other hand, some features not originally contemplated
have been factored into the model: in particular, a
simple but explicit representation of the remainder of
the thermal loop is incorporated instead of treating the
unit as an open loop with boundary conditions. The
control scheme is incomplete in that salt temperatures
are not yet held fast and drift away from their
operational levels (but not by a great deal). This is due
to incompleteness rather than inherent deficiency of
the control scheme.
We have in hand a preliminary report on the earlier
part of this work from the University of Illinois and
expect a further report on the work subsequently
performed. In view of the lack of funds to support this
work further on subcontract and in view of the fact
that we shall have an operating hybrid facility within a
few months, it is our intention to translate the steam
generator program to our system in order to be in a
position to expand the detail in the treatment and to
compIete the control studies.

W. H. Sides, Jr., MSR Program Semiann Rogr. Rept. Feb.
28,1969.ORNL4396, pp. 113-18.
W. H. Sides, Sr., MSBR Control Studies. ORNL-TM-2489.
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this subcontract:

3. The nonlinearity of the hybrid model has permitted
observation of the system under large changes.

1. A satisfactory hybrid computing program of a

4. A fairly extensive, though still incomplete, control

The following are some of the substantive results of

Y

limited model of the system has been set up.
2. Instabilities observed in the water leg of the system
on the analog studies, which were thought to be
computational rather than physical in nature, have
been shown to be just that.

system has been mapped out and gives good indication of being satisfactory.

*

t
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9. Heat and Mass Transfer and Thermophysical Properties
These figures include the laminar, transition, and
turbulent flow ranges: N R e = 597,4277, and 28,104
respectively. While the temperature profile in the
transition region (Fig. 9.2) exhibits an unexplained
peak in wall temperature near the test section inlet
which was also seen in the earlier studies with the
MSBR fuel salt and with Hitec salt, the profile over the
remainder of the tube length is generally regular and
parallel to the liquid temperature profile. This is in
agreement with the results obtained using Hitec, but in
marked contrast with the earlier results obtained with
the MSBR fuel salt, in which no region of regular wall
temperature, parallel to the liquid temperature, was
observed? No significant irregularitiesin wall temperature beyond a very short entrance region are seen in
Fig. 9.3 for turbulent flow, again in marked contrast to
the earlier MSBR fuel salt results.
In determining the heat transfer coefficients reported
in Table 9.1 from the temperature data, the limiting,
constant temperature difference, wall to liquid, was
used in the transition and turbulent flow ranges. These
results are believed to be much more reliable than those
reported earlier, which were based on the variable
temperature difference near the test section outlet.' * 2
Integrated values of the local heat transfer coefficient
over the entire tube length, coupled with the tube
diameter-to-length ratio, D/L, were used in developing
the laminar flow heat transfer correlations.
In the upper-laminar and lower-transitionflow ranges,
1000 < NRe < 3500, irregular temperature profiles
were observed over most of the length of the test
section. This same effect could be produced up to N R e
= 5000 at higher wall heat fluxes. Figures 9.4 and 9.5
illustrate the apparent effect of heat flux on entrance
region length. At NRe= 3762 and a wall heat flux of
2.55 X lo5 Btu hr-' ft-l (Fig. 9.4), there is no region
of constant heat transfer coefficient, h. In contrast,
temperature profiles at NRe= 3565 and a lower wall
heat flux of 0.74 X lo5 Btu hr-' ft-l (Fig. 9.5)
indicate that a significant region of constant h is
achieved. Since the fluid being studied has a viscosity
that decreases with increasing temperature, heat transfer from the tube wall might have a stabilizingeffect on

9.1. HEAT TRANSFER

B. Cox
In previous semiannual reports' 92 the experimental
apparatus and procedures for determining the heat
transfer coefficients of molten salts flowing in metal
tubes were described. These reports also discussed the
irregular axial tube temperature profiles that were
observed with the initial test section; it was speculated
that the irregularities could have been caused by flow
disturbances attributable to a weld penetration at the
point of repair of a hole in the tube wall.
A new test section, identical in geometry with the
original, was installed, and experiments were conducted
with Hitec (KN03-NaN02-NaN03 ;4449-7mole %), a
salt whose heat transfer properties are well known. No
significant irregularities in axial temperature profile
were observed with Hitec beyond a short entrance
region, and the results agreed well with the standard
heat transfer correlations. The salt was removed, and
the system was thoroughly flushed with water and dried
prior to filling with a proposed MSBR fuel salt
24.5 mole %) which
(LiF-E3eF2-ThF4-UF4; 67.5-20-1
was used in the earlier experiments? No alterations
were made in the apparatus. Heat transfer coefficients
were determined for 51 runs covering the range of
Reynolds moduli 400 to 30,600.Table 9.1 is a summary
of operating conditions and results for experiments
with the fuel salt in the second test kction. Figures
9.1-9.3 show typical measured outside tube wall
temperatures and the mean fluid temperatures. A
straight line has been drawn between the measured
values of mean inlet and mean outlet fluid temperatures
since, assuming uniform heat transfer at the inner tube
wall and constant physical properties for the salt, the
mean salt temperature varies linearly with tube length.

*

'MSR Program Semiann Rogr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNL-4344, pp. 96-108.
2MSR Rogram Semiann. Rogr. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, pp. 119-28.
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Table 9.1. Summary of OperatingConditions and Results for Heat Transfer Studies
with an LiF-BeF2-ThFq-UF4 (67.5-20.1245Mde 96) Mixture F l h g
in a Long Small-Diameter Hastelloy N Tube

n
Run
No.

Liquid Temperature (OF)
Tin

Tout

AT

1388.3
1362.7
1383.7
1379.1
1418.0
1456.2
1488.2
1097.9
1082.7
1081.5
1089.8
1090.6
1029.6
1036.3
1062.8
1075.4
1048.2
1064.0
1076.9
1093.5
1460.4
1460.6
1469.4
1477.0
1486.7
1496.1
1466.3
1475.0
1479.7
1466.3
1466.7
1471.3
1472.4
1463.7
1470.0
1480.0
1486.9
1501.6
1513.9
1064.6
1066.3
1069.8
1049.0
1061.6
1062.0
1064.6
1235.2
1247.0
1255.8
1273.2
1279.6

1436.0
1415.8
1438.4
1436.6
1474.4
1507.9
1537.8
1156.4
1163.3
1177.1
1159.9
1160.2
1118.7
1134.8
11 17.7
1135.7
1103.4
11 15.9
1131.0
1148.3
1482.9
1489.5
1488.4
1501.8
1513.4
1523.3
1484.7
1488.2
1502.7
1483.8
1492.6
1492.2
1494.4
1522.0
1527.5
1535.8
1539.2
1546.2
1561.7
1080.1
1082.2
1084.0
1081.2
1076.2
1078.5
1080.3
1262.7
1270.6
1296.0
1294.4
1303.7

47.7
53.1
54.7
57.5
56.4
51.7
49.6
58.5
80.6
95.6
70.1
69.6
89.1
98.5
54.9
60.3
55.2
51.9
54.1
54.8
22.5
28.9
19.0
24.8
26.7
27.2
18.4
13.2
23.0
17.5
25.9
20.9
22.0
58.3
57.5
55.8
52.3
44.6
47.8
15.5
15.9
14.2
32.2
14.6
16.5
15.7
27.5
23.7
40.2
21.2
24.1

W
(lb,/hr)

QfA
( B t u h - * ff2>

Heat
Balancea

(mean)

N?r
(mean)

1.05
1.12
1.01
1.05
1.04
1.04
1.00
1.05
1.01
1.00
1.02
0.97
0.93
0.93
1.04
1.04
1.04
1.04
1.04
1.03
0.94
1.03
1.01
1.00
1.09
1.04
1.02
0.99
1.07
0.89
0.99
0.93
0.99
1.04
1.05
1.07
1.02
1.06
1.02
0.97
1.01
1.05
0.96
0.94
0.94
0.99
1.01
1.04
1.04
1.09
1.07

17,161
8,954
12,253
8,042
16,006
23,227
26,953
5,370
792
900
722
815
597
435
5,301
5,926
5,691
6,466
7,053
8,137
9,006
13,155
16,398
19,636
22,785
25,450
24,908
25,603
28,104
9,962
10,913
11,918
12,718
10,155
11,679
12,629
17,701
24,155
30,579
4,854
6,371
7,446
529
4,277
3,565
3,959
5,076
10,945
14,693
16,035
i7,262

5.4
5.7
5.4
5.4
5.0
4.7
4.4
11.2
11.6
11.4
11.6
11.5
13.6
13.1
12.4
11.8
12.9
12.5
12.0
11.3
4.8
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.8
4.4
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
4.5
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.3
4.2
13.6
13.5
13.4
14.0
13.7
13.6
13.5
8.0
7.8
7.5
7.4
7.2

NRe

(Btuolu-' ft4
u"

.

F-'1

x io5
107
115
117
119
121
122
123
127
129
130
131
132
133
134
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
170
171
172
173
186
191
192
193
195
198
199
200

2532.0
1387.2
1807.2
1185.0
2191.2
2968.2
3206.4
1636.8
250.8
279.6
227.4
256.2
221.4
155.4
1785.0
1900.8
2007.6
2199.6
2307.6
2506.8
1166.4
1700.4
2093.4
2458.2
2784.6
3057.0
3205.2
3262.2
3505.8
1282.2
1401.6
1512.0
1615.2
1254.6
1425.6
1513.8
2105.4
2803.2
3471.0
1797.0
2346.0
2722.8
202.2
1597.8
1318.2
1460.4
1106.4
2333.4
3001.8
3219.6
3392.4

4.07
2.48
3.33
2.30
4.16
5.17
5.36
3.23
0.68
0.90
0.54
0.60
0.66
0.52
3.30
3.87
3.73
3.85
4.20
4.63
0.89
1.66
1.34
2.05
2.5 1
2.80
1.99
1.45
2.72
0.76
1.22
1.06
1.20
2.46
2.76
2.85
3.71
4.21
5.60
0.94
1.26
1.31
0.22
0.79
0.74
0.77
1.03
1.86
4.07
2.30
2.76

=Heat balance = (sensible heat gained by fluid + heat loss)/(electrical heat input).

97.6
56.6
72.3
46.0
91.8
123.8
129.2
38.7
7.9
8.5
8.1
7.6
7.1
7.2
38.8
44.0
42.6
50.3
54.5
61.4
44.6
68.7
79.5
91.5
108.5
114.8
111.0
104.6
132.6
44.7
54.2
54.8
60.7
53.5
61.4
66.7
87.7
117.0
137.8
34.7
46.8
58.1
6.4
28.9
20.8
26.7
31.8
71.2
92.9
95.0
101.0

4882
2831
3617
2302
4590
6192
6462
1936
396
427
407
381
357
358
1940
2200
2129
2513
2727
3068
2230
3434
3977
4573
5426
5740
5551
5229
6627
2236
2708
2741
3033
2675
3071
3334
4385
5852
6892
1737
2340
2905
320
1445
1041
1337
1591
3560
4645
4752
5050

5
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the laminar boundary layer, thereby delaying transition,
based on an analysis presented in ref. 3.
The heat transfer data have been put into dimensionless form for comparison with correlations available
3H. Schlichting, Boundary Layer Theory, 4th ed., McCrawHill, New York, 1960.

in the general literature. In Fig. 9.6 the dimensionless
(where
heat transfer function NNu &/p)O-l 4/$;33
NPr is the bulk Prandtl modulus, NNuis the bulk
Nusselt modulus, and p s / p the ratio of fluid absolute
viscosity evaluated at the tube surface temperature to
that evaluated at the bulk liquid temperature) is plotted
against the Reynolds modulus. "he empirical correlations of Sieder and Tate4 for laminar and turbulent
flow and Hausen' for transitional flow are also shown.
4E. N. Sieder and G. E. Tate, "Heat Transfer and Pressure
Drop of Liquids in Tubes," Ind Eng. Chem 28(12), 1429-35
(1936).
'H. W. Hoffman and S . 1. Cohen, FusedSalt Heat Tmnsfer Part III: Forced-Convection Heat Transfer in Cimtlar Tubes
Containing the Salt Mixture NUI?o2-NUI?o3-m03, ORNL2433 (March 1960).
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correlations, attributed to McAdams7 and Colburn?
are depicted in Figs. 9.8 and 9.9 respectively. The
experimental data for NRe > 12,000 agree best with
the Colburn relation wherein viscosities are evaluated at
an average temperature between the mean bulk liquid

As can be seen, the experimental points follow the same
general trend but are slightly below these relations.
Further comparison of the laminar data can be seen in
Fig. 9.7, where the experimental data are displayed
along with the theoretical equation of Martinelli and
BoelterP h this plot the experimental points are seen
to be higher than those predicted by the equation. Two
of the more widely accepted turbulent heat-transfer

6E. R. G. Eckert, A. J. Dioquila, and A. N. C m n ,
Experiments on Mixed-Freemd-Forced-ConvectiveHeat Transfer Connected with Turbulent How Through a Short Tube,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, NACA-TN-2974
(July 1953).
7W. M. Rohsenow and H. Y. Choi, Heat, Mass, and
Momentum 'hnsfer. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
1961.

'A. P.Colbum, Trans. A.I.ClrE. 29,174 (1933).
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and mean inside tube wall temperatures. The data
average about 10% below the Colburn relation.
Figures 9.6-9.9 suggest that the experimental data in
laminar and turbulent flow may be fitted to an
equation of the form:
ordinate = KNRt,

(1)

where K and n are constants having different values for
laminar and turbulent flows and "ordinate" is the
ordinate used in Figs. 9.6-9.9. Leastsquares fitting of
the data to the form of Eq. (1) was carried out
assuming the accepted values for the Prandtl modulus
exponent. The fits were tried with and without a
viscosity ratio correction term; it was found that when
t h i s term was included the values for the Reynolds
modulus exponent, n, came closest to the commonly
accepted values of approximately
for laminar flow
and approximately 0.8 for turbulent flow. The resulting
equations fitting the experimental data are:

c

with an average absolute deviation of 5.7%,for N,,
1000 and

<

I

NNu = 0 . 0 2 1 7 N o , . N ~ ~ 3 ~ / ~ s,) 0 ~ 1 4

(3)

with an average absolute deviation of 4.976, for NRe>
12,000.
Because the data in the transition region did not
follow the form of Eq. (l), the equation for the
experimental data in this range of NRe was found by
adjusting the coefficient in the Hausen equation,
resulting in the following relation:

NN,,=O.O89(N2,1,3 - 125)N~!3(jt/fis)0*14
, , (4)
with an average absolute deviation of 4.5%,for 3500<

NRe< 12,000.

Future experiments will be conducted with the test
section vertical to investigate possible effects of natural
convection. Plans are also being studied which involve
modifying the system to permit evaluation of the
effects of gas entrainment on heat transfer.
9.2 THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES

salts has been described in previous progress reports.' *2
In these reports certain problems relating to the
accuracy of the apparatus were also discussed, and it
was pointed out that the experimental results for the
conductivity of several calibration fluids were higher
than published literature values (-1% higher for
mercury, -15% for water and Hitec salt). Furthermore,
the thermal resistance of +the conductivity cell as a
function of specimen thickness was found to be
nonlinear. A study has been made of these two
problems.
Three effects were investigated which could, convincingly, cause the experimental results to be high and
the thermal resistance to be nonlinear: natural convection and thermal radiation of heat through the specimen and shunting of heat around the specimen. Both
from a theoretical consideration of the critical Rayleigh
modulus and from the experimental results for a similar
cell obtained by another investigator' we have concluded that natural convection cannot be initiated in
our conductivity cell under normal operating conditions. Furthermore, assuming a temperature level of
800°C and cell surface emissivities of 0.2, thermal
radiation would contribute less than 4% to the heat
transfer across the cell, even for a transparent fluid. The
remaining effect is thus heat shunting.
The apparatus now in use was designed to minimize
the shunting error with fluids having conductivities in
the range 0.05 to 0.10 w cm-' OC-'. That is, the guard
heating was designed to make the amount of heat
shunted around the specimen negligible for salts having
conductivities in this range. Unfortunately, the conductivities of the salts actually measured (including
those of interest to the MSRE and MSBR) are about an
order of magnitude lower than those for which the
apparatus was designed, and corrections for the
shunting of heat are required.
As can be seen from Fig. 9.10, the possible heat
transfer paths and modes within the conductivity cell
are complex, and the temperature distribution along the
cell wall is not known. Thus it was necessary to assume
the simplified model shown also in Fig. 9.10. By
assuming a uniform heat flux and a uniform sink and
wall temperature equal to O°C,an easy solution for the
center line heat flux could be obtained from the
generalized heat conduction equation. The radial heat
transfer coefficient, U,,could then be decreased to
account for the guard heating that was used.

J. W.Cooke

,W

The absolute, variablegap apparatus which is being
used to measure the thermal conductivity of molten

9H.Poltz, Intern. J. Heat Mass Transfer 8, 609-20 (August
1968).
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where K is the conductivity (w cm-' "C") of the
cylindrical solid within the region, L is the thickness of
the solid (cm), R is the radius (cm), Cis a constant, and
Vi and U2 are the axial and radial overall heat transfer
coefficients respectively.
The solution of Eq. ( 5 ) for the ratio of the axial
center line heat fluxes entering and leaving region I,
using the above boundary conditions, is

s.
.
.
*

MAIN HEATER

FLUID SPECIMEN
APPARATUS

i

HEAT SINK
X = THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS

Dn

Q,

Ni j sinh (a,L/R) + a, cosh (a,L/R)
=I

N I cosh (a,L/R) + a, sinh (a&/R) '

(10)
*

are the roots of

MODEL

a

Fig. 9.10. Schematic of the Variable-Cap Thermal Conductivity cell and the Model Used for Calculating the Amount
of Heat Shunted Around the Specimen.

(5)

where t is the temperature ("C) and r and z are the
radial and axial coordinates (cm)measured as shown in
Fig. 9.10. Dividing the model into two regions, the
boundary conditions for either region can be written:

There is a similar equation for FII.
The heat trans€er coefficients, U1 and U 2 , were
calculated assuming series and parallel paths of all three
heat transfer modes (convection, conduction, and radiation). The ratio, F,of the heat flux entering region I to
the heat flux leaving region II was calculated as

F=FIF1,.

(12)

A plot of the percentage of heat shunted around the
specimen, 1 - F, vs the specimen thickness, M, for
various specimen conductivities as determined by a
computer solution of Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 9.11.
From this plot, for the case with no guard heating, it
can be seen that the amount of heat shunted around the
specimen can approach 100% for large AX and very
small specimen conductivities. Fortunately, in the
actual conductivity measurements, some guard heating
was used, and the specimen thickness was less than 0.1
cm.
The effect of the shunted heat on the conductivity
measurement can be calculated from the reciprocal of

t

I)

u.
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Fig. 9.11. Percentage of Heat Shunted Around the Specimen of a Variable-Gap Thennal Conductivity Cell as a Function of the
Specimen Thickness for Various Specimen Conductivities.
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where k is the specimen conductivity, AX is a specimen
thickness (<0.1 cm) chosen to represent the data for
small AX, and AT/(Q/A) is the total thermal resistance
across the gap ("c cm2 w-I) including specimen, wall,
surface deposits, etc., with heat loss by shunting
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the slope of the total thermal resistance vs specimen
thickness curve as estimated from the following equation (see Fig. 9.12):

0.I
0.2
AX, SPECIMEN THICKNESS ( c m )

0.3

[Q/AI actual =F[Q/AI measured
'Ihe fractional error

Fig. 9.12. Total Thermal Resistance (including Specimen,
Metal Walls, Deposits, etc.) as a Function of Specimen
Thickness Showing the Difference Between the Actual and
Measured SpecimenConductivities.

-

(14)
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where km is the measured value and kA the actual value
of conductivity, is determined by combining Eqs. (13)
and (14) to give

where subscript 1 refers to values corresponding to AX
= AX1,subscript 0 refers to values corresponding to AX
= 0, and

is the fmed thermal resistance of the wall, deposits, etc.
As can be seen from Eq.(16),the presence of a fixed
resistance w will increase the error in the conductivity
measurement if heat shunting occurs. Thus,in designing
a variable-gap apparatus, the fixed resistance should be
kept as small as possible.

Using the procedure just described, correction for
heat shunting was applied t o the measured conductivities of the three calibration fluids. The corrected
values are: for mercury at 6o°C, 0.092 w cm-' Oc"
(S%);for water at 47"C, 0.0068 w cm-' "C-' (+lo%);
and for Hitec salt at 306OC, 0.0041 w cm" "C-'
(+15%). These results compare favorably with published
values of 0.093,' 0.0064,' and 0.0043'2 w cm-'
OC-' respectively.

L.
a

,

'

'OR. W. Powell and R. P. Tye, "The Thermal and Electrical
Conductivity of Liquid Mercury,'' pp. 836-62 inlnternational
Developments in Heat lhznsfer, Part IV, The American Society
of Mechanical Engineers,New York, 1961.
J. E. S. Venart, "The Thermal Conductivity of Water/
Steam," pp. 237-45 in Advances in Thermophysical Properties
at Extreme Temperatures and Pressures, The American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, New York, 1965.
"A. C. Tumbill,Austrelian J. Appl. Sci. 12: 30-41 (January

''
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Fig. 9.13. Corrected Results for the Thermal Conductivity of Several Salt Mixtures of Interest to the MSRE and MSBR
Programs.
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The corrections described above for heat shunted
around the specimen have 'been applied to the preliminary results for the MSRE and MSBR fuel and coolant
salts? The corrected results for these salts are presented
in Fig. 9.13. Conductivitiesvaried from 6%lower at the
highest value and lowest temperature (0.025 w cm-'
"C-' and 300°C) to 16% lower at 0.004 w cm-' O C - '
and 700°C. A detailed error analysis has shown the
maximum uncertainty in these results to be *15%.
Conductivity measurements will be continued using
an improved conductivity apparatus to study binary salt
mixtures (probably IdF-BeF2) over a wide range of
composition. It is the purpose of this work to develop
correlations for estimating conductivities of other salt
mixtures.

9.3 MASSTRANSFER
TO CIRCULATING BUBBLES

T. S. Kress
:

J

.
?

.W

The experimental facility for investigating mass transfer between a liquid and gas bubbles in cocurrent
turbulent flow has been completed, as shown in Fig.
9.14 with the safety shielding removed for clarity. The
system is described in detail in ref. 1. In this final
design, provision has been made to perform experiments with the test section either vertical or horizontal.
In Fig. 9.14, the test section is in the vertical
orientation. The bubble generator selected has a vanable-area nozzle wit@the gas injected into the throat, as
described in ref. 13. The bubble separator combines the
features of, centripetal separation, gravitational separation, and a conically shaped screen that acts as a wetted
barrier. Both components performed well in corollary
tests at flow rates lower than anticipated in the
experiments. Fdl-scale tests have not been made.
Initial shakedown of the facility revealed certain
problems which have required alterations to the pump
to lessen undesirable side thrust and installation of a
redesigned heat exchanger. These alterations are in
progress and must be completed before shakedown tests
can be performed t o delineate the limits of operation of
the system and to check performance of the various
components at full-flow conditions. In the meantime,
theoretical work is continuing.
A simple theoretical description of the problem is
possible if it is assumed that a bubble moves at the local
flow field near the
velocity of the liquid and that

I3MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,
ORNL-4344, p ~ 74-75.
.

bubble-liquid interface is primarily the turbulence
fluctuations. If it is also ass;med that this local flow
field is homogeneous and isotropic, then a mass balance
in a spherical coordinate system that moves at the speed
of the bubble gives:

-I

ae
-=+

a28+2ae
a 9 r ar

at

+--[t2ure].
1 a
9 ar

(1 7)

Making the ''ReYnOlh assumptions"

e =iT+e'
and

u,=u',
substituting into Eq. (17), collecting terms, and time
averaging over a period that is short enough to still
permit slow variation in the "steady" component, 3,
yields:

E
-=

D

[TJ :E]
-+

--

+

-.
1 5 IPu'e']
far

(1 8)

In these equations:

D = binary molecular diffusion coefficient,
r = radial coordinate,
t = time coordinate,
of radially directed
velocity,

0
-

scalar concentration,

'

8 =steady component of scala

= fluctuating cowponent of

u'e' = timeaveraged product of fluctuating comts of dlocity and s
tion (18) may be consid
equation describing the mass transfer between the
bubbles and the liquid. Even With sufficient boundary
values, it is mSolvaEeunl!?s some relatiomhip is
established between de' and e. Finding such a relationship has been the central problem in turbulent fluid
mechanics for some decades, and the problem is not
likely to be solved without recourse to some exceedingly complex and cumbersome "turbulence theory"

-..94

Fig. 9.14. photograph of Mass Transfer Experimental Facility.
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such as that proposed by Krai~hnan.’~
An alternative is
to resort to classical concepts involving an “eddy
diffusivity” or a “mixing length.” Although mechanistically unsatisfactory, these concepts have certainly
led to satisfactory empirical descriptions in many
instances in the past and might prove to be a judicious
path to follow for t h i s case. It is believed, moreover,
that the “eddy viscosity” concept has been considerably advanced by such recent works as that of
Phillips.’ A similar theory is being developed in this

study for the “eddy diffusivity” to relate it to the mean
flow and the concentration gradient. If, in addition, a
theory can be developed to determine the effects of
various interfacial conditions on the “eddy diffusivity,”
then a satisfactory description of the mass transfer
process may result.
~

“R. H. Kraichnan, Phys. Fluids 8(4), 575-78 (April 1965).
‘ $ 0 .M.Phillips,J. FluidMech. 27(1), 131-44 (1967).
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Chemistry
W.R Grimes

The chemical research and development efforts described below provide extensive support to the MoltenSalt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) and to the development of advanced molten-salt reactor systems.
A substantial fraction of these efforts is devoted to
investigating the chemistry of the MSRE fuel salt and
offgas streams and the transport, distribution, and
i
s
p products in these streams. Investichemistry of f
gation of the red tion of redox potential, density, and
surface tension to gas bubble entrainment in the MSRE
fuel salt and di&ribution of fission products within the
fuel containment system has continued. Studies of
fission product behavior have been continued with
specimens removed from the MSRE fuel circuit, with
the MSRE offgas sampler-analyzer, with “synthetic”
fuel mixtures, and by investigation of the chemistry of
molybdenum, niobium, and ruthenium in molten fluoride mixtures.
A program for characterizing the physicochemical
properties of the alkali fluoroborates was extended to
develop a broad base of information for evaluation of
fluoroborates as MSBR coolant salts.
Research in solution thermodynamics, electrochemistry, spectroscopy, and transport processes in
molten fluorides continues to supply the basic data for
reactor and chemical process design.
The effort to develop chemical separations processes
for application to singlefluid molten-salt breeder re-

actors continues to emphasize methods which employ
selective reduction and extraction into molten bismuth
containing either lithium or thorium as the reducing
agent. Reductive extraction development efforts were
expanded to include examination of various metal
additives to bismuth and tin for possible process
application. The distributions of cerium between the
reference fuel solvent and pure tin were measured at
various thorium concentrations in the metal phase. A
small pumped loop was operated to investigate the
electrolytic reduction of thorium from a simulated
MSBR fuel solvent into molten lead and its simultaneous back extraction into a recovery salt:Examination of alternative methods included synthesis of and
tests with sparingly soluble compounds containing the
rare earths which could act as selective ion exchangers
for such fission products.
Analytical chemical development has placed its principal emphasis on methods for application in semiautomated controls for moltenmalt breeder reactors.
These include electrochemical and spectrophotometric
means for determination of the concentration of U3+in
fuels, improved methods for the determination of traces
of bismuth in molten-salt breeder reactor fuels, and
adaptation of small on-line computers to electroanalytical methods.

‘

10. Chemistry of the MSRE
10.1

COMPOSITION OF’THE MSRE FUEL SALT
R. E. ‘Ihoha

January 1969 the net weight of the fuel salt was 4746
- 4708 kg of carrier salt containing 38 kg of

t

kg

c

A material balance reported previously’ indicated
that at the beginning of power operations with
U in

‘ M ~ Rh f l a m SeMann. fiw. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, p. 129.
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uranium. This value was based on a number of
assumptions, the most tenuous of which was that the
mass of the carrier salt reserved for a distillation
experiment’ was -1 13 kg or 186 ft3.
The MSRE was operated at various power levels from
January 26 to June 1,1969,with a nominal maximum
power output of 8.0 Mw. The accumulated power
during this period is estimated to be slightly in excess of
20,000 Mwhr. At a nominal uranium consumption rate
of 1.010 g/Mwd the concentration of uranium in the
fuel salt (based on the previous material balance’)
should be given by the lower concentration line in Fig.
10.1. Samples of fuel salt were removed from the
MSRE pump bowl and analyzed regularly by coulometric methods which had been applied previously and
which are .checked against standards on a routine basis.
Their precision and accuracy is regarded to be -0.5%.
The results of these analyses, shown as the data points
in Fig. 10.1. are, on the average, greater than the
nominal values by 0.008 wt %, -1% of the nominal
value, and indicate (disregarding precision limits for
purposes of this calculation) that the net weight of the
carrier salt during this period was 4639 kg rather than
4708 kg, or that an additional mass of 69.0 kg (1.13
ft3) of salt, that is, a total of 2.99 ft3 of the original
carrier salt, was not returned to the reactor to constitute the 2 3 3 Ufuel charge. In an attempt to support the
conclusion that some 3.0 ft3 of carrier salt was left in
the fuel storage tank, an isotopic dilution experiment
was performed in April 1969,in which two samples of
6LiF were added to this tank. Retried of samples from
the tank using a windlass and 10% sample ladles was
subsequently successful in removing small amounts of
salt (which incidentally were found to be encrusted

with metal residues) only through repeated attempts.
The total weight of 6LiF added was 66.28 g (15.8 g of
6Li). Prior to 6LiF addition the carrier salt was found
by analysis to have an average ‘Li/ZLi concentration of
99.9905 f 0.0015 wt %. The samples recovered after
the addition had a concentration of 99.914 fO.024 wt
%: which would indicate that the volume of the salt is
3.0 f 0.84 ft3. However, samples of the carrier salt
delivered to the still-pot section of the distillation
apparatus were found to have concentrations of
‘Li/CLi = 1.59 and 2.85 wt %,indicating that the ‘LiF
was not dispersed homogeneously in the storage tank
but instead had dissolved preferentially in the salt
fraction delivered to the still pot. Homogeneous dispersal would have resulted in a higher average 6 L i
concentration in the sample recovered from the fuel
storage tank, and a lesser volume of salt would have
been computed from the results of the isotopic dilution
analysis experiment. Thus, although its lower limit
cannot be deduced unequivocally from the isotopic
data, the volume of salt retained in the storage tank
cannot have been as high as 3.84 ft3.
The efforts to obtain samples from the storage tank
provide additional information that allows a separate
estimate of the salt volume. Sometimes small quantities
of salt were obtained, sometimes none. If this is
interpreted to mean that the salt level was at the point
in the dished head directly below the samples, the pool
contained r3.0 €t3 of salt. Assuming that the storage
tank contained 3.0 ft3 of salt rather than 1.13 ft3 used
before, we correct the earlier result 4708 - 182.6 (3.0
ft3) kg t 113.0 (1.13 ft3) kg and conclude that the
drain tank contained 4638 kg of carrier salt at the
beginning of 233U power operations. Thus the net
weight of the fuel charge at the beginning of ‘j3U
power operations was 4638 kg + 38.3 kg = 4676 kg, and
the uranium concentration was 0.819 wt 5%. Assuming
fission rates for 233U=4.11X lo-’ g/M~hrand’~’U=
9.76 X
g/Mwhr and the capture rate in 238U =
2.9 X lo4 glMwhr, 805 g of uranium should have
been consumed during runs 17 and 18.At termination
of run 18 the concentration of uranium in the fuel
circuit should then have been 0.800 wt %, and including
the heels in the drain tanks its average concentration in
the fuel should have been 0.802 wt %. As noted in Fig.
10.1, the nominal values based on the preceding
calculations are in , excellent. agreement with the
analytical chemical results. The overall composition of

‘J. R. Hightower, H. D. Cochran, Jr., B. A. Hannaford, and L.
E. McNeese, chap. 24, this report.

’Analyses performed by J. R. Sites, Analytical Chemistry
Division.
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Table 10.1. Comparison of Computed and Analytical Values for
Isotopic Composition of Uranium in the MSRE Fuel Salt

At beginning of 233U power
operations, January 1969
U/ZU, wt % (calculated)
u / z u , wt % (analytical)
Kilograms u (analytical)
AU at 3500 Mwhr

zlgu

U/ZU, wt % (average)
U/ZU, wt % (fuel circuit)
AU at 11,500Mwhr
ZkgU
U/zU, wt % (average)
U/ZU, wt 4% (fuel circuit)

2 3 3 ~

234u

235u

236u

23Su

84.60
84.61
32.40
-0.14
32.26
84.56
84.54
-0.47
31.93
84.45
84.44

6.93
6.96
2.66

2.44
2.48
0.95
-0.003
0.95
2.49
2.49
-0.0112
0.94
2.49
2.51

0.15
0.08
0.03

5.87
5.87
2.25
-0.001
2.25
5.89
5.90
-0.003
2.25
5-94
5.91

84.43
84.27
-0.78
31.62
84.34

7.07
7.18

0.08
0.09

2.66
7.11

2.51
2.51
-0.019
0.93
2.49

84.36

7.12

2.52

0.03
0.08
0.08

84.05

7.25

2.54

0.10

2.66
6.98
6.99
2.66
7.05
7.06

0.03
0.08
0.08
0.03
0.08
0.08

FP18-10,at 14,813 Mwhr
U/ZU, wt % (fuel circuit)
u/zu.wt % (analytical)
AU at 19.000 Mwhr
ZlgU
U/I;U, wt % (average)
U/cU, wt % (fuel circuit)

5.91
5.96
-0.006
2.
5.98

4

5.92

FP18-43,at 19,688 Mwhr
U/ZU, wt % (analytical)

the MSRE fuel salt on termination of run 18 should
t h e r e f o r e have been 7LiF-BeF2-ZrF4-UF4
(64.52-30.18-5.16-0.137 mole %).
The fuel drain-flush-fill cycle has appeared previously
to result in the transfer of approximately l8kg of fuel
salt to the flush salt and subsequent dilution of the fuel
salt by -16 kg of flush hlt. Corresponding effects
might then be expected to cause the MSRE fuel salt in
circulation at the beginning of run 19 to be 7JiF-BeF2
ZrF4-UF4 (64.49-30.23-5.144.137 mole %).
Operation of the MSRE at a maximum power level of
8.0 Mw should have resulted in changes in the isotopic
composition as described in Table 10.1. The few
analytical data which are currently available (see Table
10.1) suggest that 233Uhas been consumed at a slightly
faster rate than anticipated for 8.0-Mw operation.

-

10.2 A MATERIAL BALANCE FOR PLUTONIUM
IN THE MSRE FUEL SALT

R. E. Thoma
Current plans for resumption of operations with the

MSRE include consideration of plutonium as a constituent of the fuel. During the final period of operation

*

6.08

with
"U fuel, a sufficient amount of plutonium
was generated for its detection in salt samples to be
tractable by standard analytical methods. Until consideration was given to the possibility that additional
plutonium would be added to the fuel in extended
operation with the MSRE, the precision of plutonium
analyses was not regarded to be of significant consequence. Now, however, it is advantageous to appraise
the quality of previous analytical data in order that
future operations of the reactor can be evaluated
satisfactorily.
Approximately 600 g of plutonium was generated
in the MSRE fuel as it was operated with 'U fuel by
neutron absorptions in 238U, enough to afford a
comparison of the analytical data with anticipated
values. The results of that comparison, reported here,
are expressed as a material balance for plutonium. They
show that the analytical chemical methods which were
previously satisfactory for determination of the concentration of plutonium in the fuel salt are of questionable utility for use with the present l J 3 U fuel charge
and that isotopic dilution methods, using mass spectrometric analyses, appear to offer the most satisfactory
means of analysis. They indicate, in addition, that at
the maximum concentrations in which plutonium has
p2

.
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occurred in the MSRE fuel salt, it has existed as a stable
chemical entity and, by inference, that h2O3 is not
precipitated in the presence of low concentrations (50
to 60 ppm) of oxide ion.
The net production rates for plutonium generated in
the 2 3 s 92 U fuel salt have been estimated4 to be

The concentration of plutonium in a salt specimen is
calculated from the relation:

X 1.470+239NX5.402X
+

i

where

Gk= mass of k in circulation (g) (k = 238, 239, 240
refers to 'j8U, "'Pu,
and 240Pu respectively),
T = time-integrated power (Mwhr).
*

At termination of the 2 3 5 U experiment, 589 g of
plutonium should have been generated in the fuel salt
with the reactor operating at a maximum power of 8.0
Mw. For a fuel charge of 4900 kg, this corresponds to
120 ppm The average concentration of plutonium in
the fuel salt as determined from the results of analyses
of 18 fuel salt samples obtained during the latter period
of power operations with 2 3 5 s238Ufuel was 118 ppm.
The analytical data do not show a significant trend and
are probably not sufficiently precise to use as a basis to
infer that a real difference exists between calculated
and analytical values. On completion of these power
operations uranium was removed from the fuel salt by
fluorination? It was anticipated that the plutonium
would remain in the carrier salt. Five sarhples of the
carrier salt were removed from the fuel drain after
fluorination and found to have an average concentration of 120 ppm of plutonium, representing a total of
562 g, as compared with an expected value of 125 ppm;
that is, 27 g of plutonium is not accounted for by the
results of these analyses.

4B. E.Rince, personal communication.
'R. B. Lindauer, Processing of the MSRE Hush and Fuel
SUI& ORNL-TM-2578 (July 1969).

(' 8N

Conc. Pu (ppm) = dpm/g X 3.97 X

2

4

1

4.10X
~ ~

+ 2 4 0 N X 2.00X 10"

io4 + 2

4

2

3.5
~

x~ io4),

where N is the atom fraction of plutonium as the
isotope designated.
The concentration of plutonium in each of the 10-g
samples of fuel salt taken since the beginning of 233U
operations was determined using conversion factors
which assumed that the plutonium in the MSRZ
consisted entirely of 239Pu and 240Pu. The average
concentration of plutonium after full loading of the
reactor was achieved was found to be 147 ppm This
value indicates the presence of a total of 689 g of
plutonium; thus the enriching salt might then have been
expected to contain 100 g of plutonium. In an attempt
to substantiate this conclusion, a sample of the
7LiF-233uF4 enriching salt was obtained from a
section of transfer line at the TURF and submitted for
chemical and mass spectrometric analysis. The salt
residue which was contained in the line was considered
to be typical of that delivered for use in the MSRE.The
results of mass spectrometric analysis showed that this
salt contained plutonium, 1.64 wt % of which was
238Pu. Revised conversion factors were therefore required for calculation of the total plutonium concenU fuel salt because of
tration of the TURF salt and
the high specific activity, 6.46 X lo5 dis sec-' pg-',
for 238Pu.The plutonium concentration of the TURF
salt appears now to be 249 ppm using the revised factor
and corresponds to the addition of 16.37 g of plutonium along with the 7LiF-233UF4eutectic. Current
estimates of the nominal concentration of plutonium
are now based on the assumption that this amount of
plutonium was added to the fuel salt and therefore that
the MSRE contained -605 g of plutonium at the
U power operations.
beginning of
A plutonium inventory of the MSRE fuel has been
computed, both before and after loading with 2 3 3 U
fuel, based on Prince's estimates of the production and
fission rates for plutonium and on the assumption that
16.4 g of pfutonium was contained in the enriching salt.
A comparison of the calculated values and analytical
results is given in Tables 10.2 and 10.3 and in Fig. 10.2.
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Table 10.2. Summary of MSRE Fuel Salt Analyses: Plutonium

I

Ii
~

Sample
No.

Mwhr

FP1441
FP1442
FP1443
FP14-44
FP14-46
FP14-47
FP1448
FP1449
FP14-50
FP14-5 1
FP14-52
FP14-54
FP14-56
FP14-58
FP14-59
FP14-64
FP14-65
FP14-68
FP14-Final
FPl5-6
FP15-9
FP15-10
FP15-12
FP15-18
FP15-33
FP15-38
FP15-42
FP1560
FP1563
FP15-65
FPl5-68
FP17-1
FP17-4
FP17-9
FP17-12
FP17-18
FP17-19
FP17-20
FP17-23
FP17-24
FP17-27
FP17-28
FP17-30
FP18-1
FP18-5
FP18-10
FP18-13
FP18-22
FP18-27
FP1843
FP18-Final

67,767
62,305
62,705
63,251
63,537
63,671
64,211
64,232
64,234
64,367
64,994
65,397
65,809
, 66,351
66,982
68,720
69,481
69,838
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
72,454
73,127
73.830
75,434
76,183
76,791
78,026
79,154
79,814
80,828
81,610
82,771
84,741
86,454
87,267
88,265
89,886
90,898
92,142
92,985

Net Weight of Pu in
Fuel Salt (g)
2 3 9 ~ ~s4OpU

487
492
495
498
500
501
505
505
505
507
510
513
517
521
525
537
543
546
563
571
573
575
575
575
575
576
576
576
576
576
576
576
575
572
569
564
563
560
557
555
552
550
547
542
538
536
533
529
527
524
524

I

'Based on total fuel charge.

~

.

18.6
18.8
19.0
19.3
19.5
19.6
19.8
19.8
19.8
20.0
20.3
20.5
20.8
21.2
21.5
22.7
23.3
23.5
25.6
27.1
27.5
27.9
27.9
27.9
27.9
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
28.0
29.4
30.4
31.9
32.5
32.7
34.8
35.5
36.4
37.2
38.3
40.1
41.8
42.5
43.5
44.8
45.7
46.9
47.3

2.

506
511
514
517
520
521
525
525
525
527
530
534
538
542
547
560
566
570
589
599
602
604
604
604
604
605
605
605
605
605
605
605
605
602
598
597
596
594
593
592
589
588
586
583
581
580
578
575
574
570
570

Weight % Pu/zPu
Calculated
Analytical
239pu
240pu
239pu
240pu
96.32

95.94

3.68

4.06

96.46

96.05

3.31

3.67

95.85

3.99

95.43

4.12

92.63

7.20

91.81

7.33

92.30

7.53

91.38

7.70

Concentration of
Pu(PPW . ,
m&M'
Analytical

94
95
95
96
96
97
97
97
97
97
98
99
100
101
102
104
114
115
120
128
128
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
129
128
128
127
127
127
127
126
126
125
125
124
124
124
123
122
122
122
122

'

*
*

95
120
125
128
127
122
126
125
123
119
111
98
119
118
120
145
97
102
120
113
112
96
112
100
134
143
135
129
14 1
159
157
130
134
148
138
149
147
141
130
142
140
134
149
160
162
145
154
164
144
171

4

*

.

5
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Table 10.3. Isotopic Composition of Plutonium in MSRE Fuel Salt
Sample No.
FP1441

FP14-64

FP15-68

Description
Z g (calculated)
% calculated
% analytical
c g (calculated)
% calculated
% analyticalb

gadded with 7LiF-233UF4
zg
% calculated
%analytical

FP1843

24Qh

18.6
3.68
3.32

a

a

0.01 1

487
96.32
96.45

0.22

0.002

a.015

537
95.94
96.05

22.7
4.06
3.67

0.28

0.005

563
12.9
575.90
95.20
95.43
478.90
92.03
91.81

25.6
2.44
28.04
4.64
4.12

0.37
0.37
0.06
0.34

0.33
0.33
0.06
0.13

42.69
7.81
7.33

0.37

0.33

0.73

0.13

473.29
91.76
91.38

45.95
8.22
7.70

0.37

0.33

0.79

0.13

c g generated in MSRE (calculated)
Z

FP18-22

239Pu

23LIPu

I:g (calculated)
% calculated
% analytical
I:g (calculated)
% calculated
% analvtical

0.27
0.27
0.04
G0.08
0.27
0.08
0.27
a.06

241h

< 1.8 g.

a241Pu and 242Pu not included; B. E. Prince estimates C g 241 9242Pu
bAnalyses performed by R. E. Eby.

2

ORNL-DWG 69-7564

.

Mwhr

Fig. 10.2. Comparison of N o d ~and
l Analytical Values for the Concentration of Plutonium in the MSRE Fuel Salt.
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10.3 SOME FACTOW IN GAS BEHAVIOR
IN THE MSRE FUEL SYSTEM

Table 10.4. Maximum Dissolved Helium $oncentrations
in MSRE Fuel System at 650 C

J. H. Shaffer
Fuel Region

Beginning early in the operation of the MSRE on
233U,the amount of gas entrained in the pump and
circulating fuel was much higher than that experienced
during operation with the original 235 U fuelmixture.6
This condition has been related to a rather dramatic
effect detected upon insertion of beryllium or zirconium metal into the fuel mixture at the pump bowl
and has resulted in much lower apparent densities of
the salt in the pump bowl, in increased salt overflow
rates, and in minor instabilitiesof reactor performance.
Ensuing investigations have related the apparent density
gradient in the salt and the appearance of voids in the
circulating fuel to the speed of the fuel pump? These
results imply that gas entrainment by the salt jets (used
for xenon stripping in the pump bowl) varies with the
speed of the fuel pump and is sufficient, at higher pump
speeds, to induce gas entrainment at the pump suction.
However, a better description of void formation characteristics in the fuel circuit and of their anomalous
relation to the introduction of beryllium or zirconium
into the pump bowl salt reservoir is needed. A
reasonable explanation of these remaining problems can
be derived from gas solubility behavior.
The MSRE fuel system design provides a free salt
surface in the pump bowl which is swept at a nominal
rate with an inert gas, helium or argon. Also, a side
stream from the pump discharge is returned to the
pump bowl as a salt jet spray. Although this salt spray
functions as a stripper for removing gaseous fission
products from the reactor fuel mixture, it should also
be an excellent saturator for dissolving the helium or
argon cover gas into the salt.
According to gas solubility behavior as defined by
Henry's law, the fuel mixture during normal reactor
operation should contain dissolved helium at a concentration corresponding to its saturation limit at the
pressure of the pump bowl. Since this is the lowpressure point in the circuit, there should be neither a
net gain or loss of dissolved helium in the system nor
the formation of voids at any location in the fuel
circuit. Thus, for gas solubility to be a factor in
abnormal reactor performance, a mechanism is needed
'MSR Program Semiam. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, p. 1.
'MSR Program Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL4396, p. 11.

Pressure
(atm)

Helium Concentration
(moles of helium/liter of salt)

x lo4
Pump bowl
Heat exchanger
Reactor core
Core discharge

1.34
3.13
2.59
2.24

u
U

-

1.61
3.76
3.11
2.59

for increasing the dissolved gas content of the fuel
beyond that corresponding to the pressure in the pump
bowl.
As inferred from earlier investigations? excessive
quantities of gas may be introduced into the MSRE fuel
system by entrainment at the pump suction. Entrainment rates which would lead to significant effects on
reactor performance can be quite low, well within
pump design specifications' and below limits of detection in the MSRE? Considering an isothermal fuel
temperature of 650°C and estimated system pressures,
the maximum concentrations of helium that could be
dissolved in each fuel region are shown in Table 10.4
according to solubility estimates by G. M. Watson."
The release of all gas from the fuel at these dilute
concentrations would be equivalent to a void fraction
of 0.9 vol % in the fuel system Relatively small fuel
temperature changes in the MSRE will alter gas solubility but should not have a pronounced effect on the
system
If the appearance of voids in the fuel system is
considered as gas in excess of its solubility, then void
fractions in the fuel loop can be related to gas
entrainment at the pump suction. These effects are
shown in Fig. 10.3 for the introduction of helium in
excess of its solubility at the pump suction and at
steady state. Thus a gas bubble entrainment rate of
about 0.6 vol % at the pump suction could be tolerated
without the appearance of voids in the fuel system.
Entrainment rates in excess of about 0.85 vol % would
produce voids in the reactor core.
Since gas addition and depletion from the MSRE fuel
system occurs in the pump bowl, the rates at which gas
'A. G. Grindell, Reactor Division, personal communication,
July 7,1969.
'J. R. Engel, Reactor Division, personal communication, June
27,1969.
OS. Cantor, Physical Properties of Molten-SaItReactor Fuel,
C o o h t and Flush SaIts, ORNL-TM-2316 (August 1968), p.
38.
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Fig. 10.3. Effect of Gas Entrainment at the Pump Suction on
Void Fraction in the Circulating Fuel of MSRE.
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concentrations in the fuel increase are limited by the
volume of the system V, the bypass salt flow rate F,
and the helium input concentration A at the pump
suction. The rate at which the helium concentration in
the fuel system, N,varies with time t can be estimated
from the equation

SURFACE TENSION OF SALT (dynes/cm)

Fig. 10.4. Effect of Surface Tension on the Solubility of
Helium in MSRE Fuel at 65OoC.

actual surface tension of the MSRE fuel salt now or at
any period during its history is unknown, the contribution of this parameter can only be deduced from
considerations of the reactor performance record. However, any change in the surface tension of the salt can
be reflected through gas solubility behavior to the
increase or decrease in the void fraction of the fuel.
Solution of this equation by integration between limits
Although gas solubility behavior can be employed to
corresponding to gas saturation of the salt in the pump
explain operational irregularities in the MSRE,further
bowl (N = 1.61 X IO4 mole of He/liter of salt; t = 0)
experimentation may be required to verify these conto its solubility limit at a specified location in the fuel
clusions and to better evaluate its effect on MSRE and
system (N;t ) at arbitrary gas input concentrations A
MSBR operation. The relative rates at which the inert
yields values for time required to produce voids in the
gases dissolve in molten salts would have a direct
fuel system. According to this approximation, steadybearing on this argument. Since surface tensions are
state void fractions as low as 0.05 vol % in the reactor
estimated to only +30 to -10% accuracy, additional
core can be established in less than 30 min.
measurements would be required to improve these
One may now realize that the formation of voids in . values and to determine ranges over which salt surface
the MSRE fuel system can be attributed to small, and
tensions can realistically be varied. Although noble-gas
otherwise innocuous, changes in operatiodal behavior of
solubilities in several fluoride mixtures have been
the pump bowl. The formation of voids at lower pump
estimated values for the MSRE and
speeds (lower gas entrainment rates) during the use of
MSBR fluoride mixtures are known only to within a
argon as the pump bowl cover gas can 'now be
factor of 10. Accordingly, more direct measurements as
rationalized on the basis of its lower solubility in the
functions of salt surface tensions may be desired.
salt. The dramatic effects observed at the reactor upon
introduction of beryllium or zirconium can also be
"M. Blander et al., J, Phys. Chem. 63,1164 (1959).
assigned to changes in the solubility of gas via changes
"W. R. Grimes, N. V. Smith, and G. M. Watson, J. Phys.
Chem 62,862 (1958).
in the surface tension of the salt.' The magnitude of
these changes according to estimates, again by G. M.
"G. M. Watson et al., J. Chem Eng. Data 7 , 285 (April
1967).
Watson," are demonstrated in Fig. 10.4. Since the

ll. Fission Product Behavior
11.1 EXAMINATION OF THE FOURTH SET
OF SURVEILLANCE SPECIMENS

FROM THE MSRE

F. F.Blankenship

E. L.Compere

S.S.Kirslis

A fourth set of graphite and Hastelloy N surveillance
samples was removed from the MSRE core after the
June 1, 1969, shutdown. The set was received at the
hot cell for disassembly on June 6, and sampling was
completed by June 16.

11.1.1 Examinationof Graphite
In all there were 11 pieces of graphite for chemical
examination. Three pieces of ordinary CGB graphite,
designated NL-7, X-10, and ML-3, were exposed for
76POO Mwhr (2.6 years at tkmperature) at the top,
middle, and bottom,of the core respectively. Similarly,
M-1, X-23, and N-1 were ordinary CGB graphite
exposed for 20,000 Mwhr (0.8 year) at the top, middle,
and bottom of the core respectively. A third stringer
was also exposed for 20,000 Mwhr (0.8 year), which
From this
was the duration of operation with '"U.
stringer came V47, an impregnated CGB, from the top
of the core; P-129, an ordinary CGB from near the top
of the core; K-3, a piece of impregnated Poco graphite
from near the middle of the core; YY-22, ordinary CGB
with one surface polished, from the middle of the core;
then V-43, imprkgnated CGB, from the bottom of the
core. The 76,OOO-Mwhr exposure corresponded to a
thermal fluence (E < 0.876 ev) of 1.5 X Id'
neutrons/cm' and a fast fluence (E > 50 kev) of 1.1 X
10' ;the 20,000-Mwhr exposure gave thermal and fast
fluences of 5.1 X 10" and 2.8 X 10" neutrons/cm'
respectively.
An important difference between this set of samples
and earlier ones is that no'flush salt was used after the
reactor fuel was drained. Visually, however, the pieces
drained quite well. When examined under the binocular
microscope at 30X power, salt was found mainly at the
joints between two pieces of graphite.

%

Except for pieces that were chipped while removing
pins on disassembly, the graphite bars were Geighed. No
attempt was made to clean the bars before weighing,
since this could have removed fssion products from the
surface. The weight gains ranged from 5 to 20 mg,
corresponding to 0.001 to OD06 wt %. This was mostly
from salt on the surface and did not represent an
appreciable penetration.
Visually, the graphite appeared unaltered by the
exposure. Fdms that were visible under unusual lighting
during dismantling of the sample assembly were not
visible under the binocular microscope, although several
lighting arrangements were tried. Lengths were measured, and in several cases the graphite had apparently
grown. This is extremely unlikely, and we believe the
measurements are spurious.

11.1.2 Radiochemical Analyses of the Graphite
Results were obtained on 21 faces of graphite (11
pieces). Material from a single SO-mildeep cut on V 4 7
was lost. Profiles of fission product penetration to a
depth of 50 mils were obtained for eight faces by
milling successive samples of the following thickness:
y , y ,1,2 , 3 , 5 , 8 , 10, 10, 10 mils. Total depositions
per square centimeter were obtained on the other 11
faces by means of single 50-mildeep cuts.
Radiochemical analyses were requested for '9Sr,
90Sr, 91Y, 95Zr, "Nb, 9 9 M ~ lo3Ru,
,
"'Ru ?Ag,
l25sb 1 2 9 1~ 3~ 2 1311
~ ~ 144&, 1 4 0 136CSyand
~ ~ ~
Y

,

Y

Y

13'Cs. Results were available at the end of the
reporting period only for the short-lived isotopes that
had to be caught early. These were 9 9 M ~ ,"'Te,
Ag, and l 3 I, and because of their short half-lives
the amounts of these isotopes present pertain only to
the recent history of the reactor (see Table 11.1).
In terms of deposition per square centimeter, the
amount of 99M0 was about 0.09 times the amount
calculated to be present per gram of salt if it escaped
from the fuel only by decay. This calculated amount
will be referred to as the inventory per gram of fuel salt.

'
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Table 11.1. Deposition of Short-LivedFission Products on Graphite in the MSRE Core

Graphite
Sample No.
and Face

Distance

Exposure

Typea

(Mwhr)

from bottom
of coreb (in.)

V-47 wide

CGBI

20,000

57%

1.20

9.6

P-129 wide
P-129narrow

CGB

20,000

54%

1.82
0.746

5014

Dis min-'

Ag
Percent of
InventoryC

1311

Percent of
InventoryC

Dis min-'
cm-2

0.903

7.8

4.75

71.2

3.82

0.470

14.6
6.0

1.01
0.947

8.7
8.2

6.04
5.54

90.5
83.0

6.38
5.16

0.787
0.636

0.186
1.72

1.4
13.7

0.703
1.57

6.1
13.6

1.19
16.2

17.7
242.1

2.26
8.22

0.291
1.014

Dis fin-'
cm-2

x

K-3 wide
K-3 narrow

111

'j2Te

9 9 ~ 0

Graphite

Percent of
Invento+

cm-2

x

1o'O

x lo8

1o'O

Dis min-'
cm-2

Percent of
InventoryC

x lo8

YY-22narrow
W-22 wide

CGB

20.000

32%

1.29
1.27

10.3
10.2

1.02
0.779

8.8
6.7

9.58
6.79

83.5
101.7

1.94
5.65

0.239
0.697

V-43 wide
V-43 narrow

CGBI

20,000

4%

0.769
0.894

6.1
7.1

0.557
0.565

4.8
4.9

7.99
6.46

119.7
96.8

2.28
2.64

0.281
0.325

M-1 wide
M-l narrow

CGB

20,000

57%

8.36
1.74

6.7
13.9

1.07
1.56

9.2
13.5

6.41
8.31

96.0
124.4

5.82
4.55

0.717
0.561

X-23 wide
X-23 narrow

CGB

20,000

32%

1.57
1.19

12.6
9.5

9.10
1.18

7.9
10.2

9.51
1.25

142.4
187.7

3.70
5.73

0.456
0.706

N-1 wide
N-1 narrow

CGB

20,000

414

9.89

7.9

1.19

177.6

2.64

0.326

NL-7 wide
NL-7 narrow

CGB

76,000

5714

0.632
0.936

5.0
7.5

1.45
2.00

12.5
17.3

6.06
7.05

90.8
105.6

2.28
7.86

0.281
0.969

X-10 wide
X-10 narrow

CGB

76,000

32'4

2.06
2.03

16.5
16.3

2.60
3.04

22.5
26.3

9.82
1.04

147.1
155.9

11.3
11.1

1.398
1.365

ML-3 wide
ML-3 narrow

CGB

76,000

414

6.52
5.68

5.2
4.5

1.42
2.18

12.3
18.9

8.81
13.2

131.9
197.7

1.73
12.1

0.213
1.49 1

Average for 76,000-Mwhr samples
Average for all samples
Average for 20,000-Mwhr samples
Previous average (Survey 3)

8.71
2.98
2.82
2.76
4.11

6.9
9.17
9.17
9.10

11.7
18.3
11.64
8.72

1.17
7.66
6.40
5.89

175.0
148.7
133.1
120.6

5.10
7.73
5.35
4.37
2.42

0.628
0.95
0.66
0.536

Control CGB

2.07

1.36
2.11
1.34
1.59
1.64
3.35

.

x 10'

x loa

3.7

x io5

6.91

x io5

FGBI is impregnated CGB; Poco1 is impregnated POCO.
bDistance from bottom of core to the bottom of the sample.
=On a per gram basis, that is, the amount found per square centimeter of surface as a percentage of the amount calculated to be present in 1 g of fuel if the isotope left only
by decay.
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The amount of 99Modeposited was lower by a factor
of 3 or 4 than found on the last previous surveillance
samples.' why this should be is not known.
For I3'Te the amount per square centimeter was
about 20% less than that previously found and corresponded to about 0.12 times the inventory per gram of
salt. The 132Te in the six faces that received a long
exposure averaged over twice the average for 14 faces
that had short exposure. This may have been a
coincidence; it has not occurred previously and is
difficult to explain.
With respect to propensity to deposit on graphite,
"'Ag is in a class with 9sNb and thus differs from
"Mo or I3'Te. This is borne out by the fact that the
Ag deposited per square centimeter is 133% of the
inventory per gram of salt.
This time more than twice as much I was found in
the graphite as previously. This probably reflects the
fact that flush salt was not used and should be expected
for all the salt-seeking fission product ions. Preliminary
results, however, indicated that this prediction did not
hold. Instead, for example, the 95Zr, I3'Cs, and '44Ce
were present on metal to the same extent as when flush
salt was used.
,
"'Ag, and I 3 ' I
Typical profiles for 9 9 M ~I3'Te,
are shown in Fig. 1 1 .l As usual, the curves looked as
though they could be resolved into two processes: a
slow highcapacity diffusion process that accounts for
the steep part of the curve, and a faster lowcapacity
process that accounts for the tail. The tails are believed
to be real because they have been substantiated by
grinding samples from the inside out to the surface?
Control samples were lower by a factor of 1000 or
more than the samples from-the MSRE specimens.
There was no significant difference with respect to
polished or unpolished surfaces, impregnated or unimpregnated CGB, or impregnated Poco, and with the
Te, as noted above, there was
possible exception of
no significant difference with exposure time. The
stationary liquid layer at the interface between flowing
fuei and graphite appeared to be rate controlling.

t

"'

''

.
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11.1.3 Penetration of the Graphite by Uranium

There was much more scatter in the results for the
penetration of uranium into graphite than heretofore
encountered. Apparently there was scattered contami'S. S. Kirslis and F. F. Blankenship, MSR hogmm Semiann.
Rogr. Rept. Aug. 31,1968.0RNL4344,p. 127.
'D. R. Cuneo and H. E. Robertson, MSR Rogram Semhnn.
&or. Rept. Aug. 31,1968,ORNL-4344, p. 141.

'
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Fig. 11.1. Concentration Profhs for Short-Lived Fission
Products Deposited in MSRE CQre Graphite.

nation in a random fashion which gave occasional high
values that distorted the deposition pattern. Generally,
these high numbers were not for the surface samples
and were also encountered among the control samples
which had not been exposed to either salt or irradiation. Fortunately, the amount of uranium in the
graphite remained negligibly small even when the high
numbers were used. in the worst case, a piece of
unimpregnated CGB that was exposed only during the
233Uoperation contained 3.17 pdcm' on one surface
and 3.26 Irglcm' on another. This is slightly over twice
as high as ever previously encountered and about four
times higher than the average previously encountered.
'Ihis may have been a result of cracks in the sample.
However, a higher amount of uranium on the graphite
might be expected, because flush salt was not used.
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Table 1 1 3 . Isotopic Composition of Uranium
in MSRE Graphite
U Isotope

25.75%

60.27%

234

2.01

5.00

235

12.70

3.91

238

59.54

30.82

2 3 j U + 23Su

e

*
c

.kd

Sample B

233

Total U
in sample

4

SampleA

1.45 jig or
9.06 Pdg

233u

1.18 PdP
0.166 &an2

23Su

0.082 pg/cm2

Hastelloy N were taken at equally spaced intervals from
top to bottom of the core. The results of radiochemical
analyses are shown in Table 1 1.3. The sample sequence
runs from H1 at the bottom to H7 at the top. The
99M0 found on the metal was 25%less than previously
determined, which is reasonably good agreement.
About 28%more ”Te was found than last time; this
was again fair agreement. Iodine was another story; the
amount of 13’ I found was larger than last time by a
factor of 3.5. This is attributed to the fact that flush
salt was not used. Iodine as iodide ion is soluble in flush
salt and would be expected to be lower when flush salt
is used, and as noted earlier, the iodine on graphite was
also higher this time than before.
In spite of not having used flush salt, the uranium on
the metal was below the limit of detection, which is 19
pglcm’.
In the previously reported material balance3 for
fission products in the MSRE, the percentage of
inventory deposited on metal was based on an estimate4 of 1.2 X lo6 cm2 for the area of metal wetted
by the circulating fuel. A more recent estimate’
indicates the area wetted by fuel is 0.79 X lo6 cm2.
Thus previously reported values for percent deposition
on metal should be corrected by the factor 0.79/1.2 or
0.66. The latest values for the distribution of short-lived
fission products in the MSRE are shown in Table 11.4.
These numbers are based on the assumption that the
average value for the samples examined applies to the 2
X lo6 cm2 of graphite and the 7.9 X 10’ cm2 of metal
in the reactor.

’

24.9 fig or
9.85 d g
6.30 rcdg
1.26 fig/cm2
0.084 rg/cm2

There was a distressing lack of correlation between
the exposure time and the amount of uranium found.
This may have arisen from the fact that progressively
poorer graphite, as far as cracks were concerned, was
available for later insertions.
All of the samples were analyzed for uranium by
delayed neutrons. The uranium was assumed to be
2 3 3 in
~ these cases since this gave the upper limit,
although some 6 of the 21 surfaces examined had been
exposed to both 3s U and ”3U.
The potential for determining uranium content by
U was also
isotopic analyses of samples spiked with
explored. A sample A that had been exposed to ” U
for 56,000 Mwhr and to 233U for 20,000 Mwhr was
compared with a sample B that had been exposed to
only 33 U for 20,000 Mwhr. The results are shown in
Table 11.2. By delayed neutron counting 0.82 and 5.93
pg/g was found for the
U + 3s U in samplesA and
B respectively. In principle isotopic analyses could be
used to determine the “geological history” of the
uranium deposition in the graphite and at the same time
to obtain an independent check on the results from
delayed neutron counting. However, because of the
expense ($60 per determination), the scatter, and most
importantly the small amount of uranium found, we do
not plan to pursue this “history.”

’

11.1-4 RadiochemicalAnalyses of Deposition
of Fission Products on Hastelloy N
from the Core of the MSRE

Hastelloy N tubing (‘4 in.) that had contained a
dosimeter wire was used to provide metal samples from
the surveillance assembly. Seven 3-in. sections of

11.2 SAMPLES FROM MSRE PUMP BOWL

E.G. Bohlmann

E. L.Compere

This section was not completed in time for inclusion
in this report. The subject will be covered in a report to
be issued separately as ORNL-TM-2753, Fission
Product Behavior in the MSRE During 233Uranium
Operation, by E. L.Compere and E. C. Bohlmann.

3MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug 31. 1968,
ORNL.4344, p. 136.
4W. H. Cook and A. Taboada, Oxygen Contamination in the
MSRE from Graphite and INOR-8, MSR-62-38 (May 10,1962),

p. 3.
’J. A. Watts and J. R. Engel, Hastelloy N Surface Areas in
MSRE, MSR-69-32 (April 16,1969).

.

Table 11.3. Deposition of Short-Lived Fission Products on Hasteltoy N from the MSRE Core

-

.

Sample

Metal
Position.
- -.
..
.
.
Distance from
Bottom (in.)

132Te

9 9 ~ 0

fin-'

cm-2

Percent of
InventoryO

x 10"
H1

1.5

H2

11.33
21.17
30.0
39.0
53.1
60.5

H3
H4

H5
H6
HI
Average
Previous
average

'?'Ag

1311

~

'

Dis

cm-2

x

0.896

69.8

1.83
2.38
2.01
1.85
1.23
0.922
1.59
2.13

147.4
191.1
161.3
148.8
98.5
74.1
127.3

Percent of
Inventorya

8.06
8.57
8.96
8.49
6.56
9.20
9.36
7.29

cm-2

Percent of
Inventorya

x lo8

1o'O

15.7

Dis min-l

136.4
70.0
74.4
77.8
13.7

. 57.0
79.9
79.6

7.18
5.09
6.18
4.17
2.12
3.84
1.04
4.23

Dis min-i m-2

Percent of
Inventorya

x io9
107.5
76.2
02.5
62.4
31.7
57.5
15.5
63.3

%e amount on 1 cm2 expressed as percent of the calculated amount that would be in 1 g of fuel if it escaped only by decay.'

~

8.30
4.07
6.08
5.85
5.04
5.33
3.65
5.43
1.56

10.23
5.02
7.50
7.21
6.22
6.57
4.50
6.75

0'

a0
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Table 11.4. Distribution of Short-LivedIrision
Products in the MSRE
Isotope

Percent on
Metal

Percent on
Graphite

Percent in
Fuela

Percent to
Gasb

~

9 9 ~ 0

23

5

0.2

72

132Te

14

5

0.5

79

1llAg

11
1.2

1311

29

60
0.3

60

=Based on an inventory of 4.366 X lo6 g of fuel.
BY difference.

11.3 EXAMINATION OF MATERIALS FROM MSRE
OFF-GASLINES

E. G.Bohlmann

E. L. Compere

This section was not completed in time for inclusion
in this report. The subject will be covered in a report to
be issued separately as ORNL-TM-2753, Fission
& d u c t Behavior in the MSRE During 233Uranium
Operation, by E. L. Compere and E. G.Bohlmann.

1 1.4 THE SURFACE TENSION OF THE MSRE
FUEL AND FLUSH SALTS
S. S. Kirslis

To help explain some puzzling observations of
foaming or high bubble fraction in the fuel melt during
recent MSRE operation, some surface tension measurements on the salt in the MSRE pump bowl were
undertaken. Since changes in bubble fraction were
noted most particularly during the periodic reductions
of the fuel salt with metallic beryllium, it was planned
to measure the -surface tension before and just after a
reduction treatment. After some laboratory testing of
several simple experimental methods for determining
surface tension, the measurement of the capillary
depression of fuel salt in drilled holes in a graphite
cylinder was selected as the most satisfactory method
for application in the MSRE pump bowl. The measurements of depression were made after the frozen salt had
cooled to room temperature and presumably corresponded to the surface tension of the salt as it began to
crystallize at about 430°C. It was assumed that the
volume changes accompanying freezing and further
cooling would not significantly affect the differences in
salt levels in the holes of different diameters.

The surface tension tests in the MSRE pump bowl
were carried out using capsules of the types shown in
Fig. 1 1.2. The graphite cylinder inside each capsule was
drilled longitudinally to provide three '4 -in.diam holes,
three '/1 6-in.diam holes, and three
-in.diam holes.
A slot 5/1 6 in. wide admitted molten salt to the bottom
of the capsule and served to indicate roughly the zero
depression salt level. The capsule for a test after
treatment of the fuel with metallic beryllium was
fabricated by welding a cage containing metallic beryllium rods to the bottom of a standard surface-tension
capsule.
A typical procedure was as follows. The assembled
capsule was evacuated overnight at 650°C in a quartz
container t o remove water and oxygen from the
graphite cylinder. The degassed capsule was transferred
without exposure t o air into the samplerenricher
cubicle above the MSRE. From there the capsule was
lowered into the pump bowl gas space, allowed to warm
up, then slowly lowered into the fuel salt, allowing the
capsule to fill with salt from the bottom, but leaving a
bubble of gas above the graphite cylinder. The capsule
was then raised above the salt level, causing the salt to
drain out to the level of the bottom of the window. The
salt levels in the drilled holes were allowed to equilibrate for 30 min. In slow steps, the capsule was raised 2
ft above the pump bowl and the fuel salt allowed to
freeze. The capsule was then rapidly raised up to the
sampling cubicle and shipped to an analytical hot cell.
Here the top of the capsule was cut off with a tubing
cutter just above the top of the graphite cylinder. The
levels of salt in the ten holes were measured using a pair
of Fcalipers modified so that the bottom 3 in. of the
depth gauge strip was replaced with a straight piano
wire 0.025 in. in diameter. The measurement of salt
level in a given hole w a s usually reproducible to W.01
cm.
The procedure was slightly modified for the capsules
with an attached cage of beryllium rods. The capsule
was first lowered to a depth calculated to submerge the
beryllium rods but not allow salt to enter the upper
capsule. The capsule was to be lowered further and a
sample of salt admitted to the surface-tension capsule
when salt density or reactivity readings indicated an
increase in foaming. However, in the two runs of this
type to date, there was no change in readings for 2.5 hr.
The capsule was lowered 2 in. further for 2 hr more,
and still there was no change in density or reactivity
readings. To be sure the capsule was submerged, it was
lowered as far as possible and allowed to remain
submerged for 30 min. The capsule was then drained,
equilibrated, cooled, and withdrawn in the usual way.
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Fig. 11.3. Surface Tension of MSRE Fuel and Flush Salt.

Six surface-tension tests have been carried out in this
report period. The results are shown in Fig. 11.3 as a
plot of capillary depression vs the reciprocal of the
radius of the drilled hole. It is seen that most of the
data points fall between the calculated lines for surface
tensions of 150 and 200 dyneslcm. Each point represents the average of observations in three holes of a
given radius. The lines were calculated from the

equation

where

h =the capillary depression, cm,

35
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r = the hole radius, cm,
d = the density of the salt, glcm3,
g = the gravitational acceleration, 980 cm/secZ

7 = the surface tension, dyneslcm, and

0 = the contact angle (taken as 140' for pure fuel salt
or flush salt on clean dry graphite, as observed in
previous work).
It is believed that the surface tensions of MSRE fuel
salt and flush salt are in actuality about'220 dyneslcm
at 600°C,and even higher at 430'C. The lower values
obtained in this work are considered to be due to the
uncertainties of the experimental method, in particular
the kffect of freezing on the splt levels in the drilled
holes.
The most meaningful result of the present work is the
defrnite decrease in capillary depression during the
addition of metallic beryllium to the fuel salt. The
lower capillary depression corresponds to a lower
surface tension, which in turn indicates a higher
solubility of helium in the fuel salt. Under these
conditions, the bubble fraction of the fuel at a given gas
entrainment rate would be reduced?
Some laboratory tests are under way which should
provide a quantitative calibration of the capillary
depression method for measuring surface tension and
should confirm the effect of adding metallic beryllium
to the molten salt.
11.5 NIOBIUM REDUCTION POTENTIALS

H. W.Kohn
In order to explain the peculiar behavior of niobium
in the reactor: it was deemed desirable to examine the
solution of niobium metal in molten fluoride mixtures
as a function of oxidation potential. The nickel-nickel
oxide electrode* provided a convenient method of
monitoring oxidation potential. Accordingly, the following experiment was performed:
A niobium rod tagged with 9 s Nb was prepared by the
method of Senderoff and Mellors? The rod was then
immersed in 2 kg of a reduced melt of 2LiFBeFz + 0.3
mole % UF4, the uranium having been previously
______~

6J. H. Shaffer, Sect. 10.3.
'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, p. 139.

reduced with beryllium metal. The reduction potential
was gradually lowered by additions of NiF2. Changes in
niobium concentration were measured by monitoring
the "Nb activity in salt samples which were removed
periodically from the melt. At 882 mv, corresponding
to U3'/XU = 0.09, the Uw/ZU was analyzed spectrophotometrically by J. P. Young and shown to correspond reasonably well to the reduction potential then
being read. When the potential had dropped to 375 mv,
corresponding to a W/ZUof -io4, very little (-10
ppm) of the niobium had appeared in the melt. The
melt was then treated with dilute (5.4meq/liter) HF for
15 min. The voltage dropped to 260 mv, and the
niobium activity then appeared in the melt. Sweeping
with hydrogen raised the voltage to 556 mv and caused
a gradual decrease of the niobium from 105 to 1 1 ppm.
Spectrographic analyses of selected samples showed
poor agreement with the assay by radioactivity.
We attempted to repeat this experiment on salt having
the composition of the MSRE fuel but met with less
success because of erratic behavior of the electrode in
the salt containing ZrF4, particularly below 400 mv.
Also, the fuel salt contained more oxidizing species
than we had anticipated at the beginning of the
experiment as well as niobium. By adding lithium metal
we gradually raised the reduction potential to 600 mv
(U3+/ZU = 2 X loe3), at which point the niobium
disappeared from the melt. Lowering the reduction
potential with NiF2 again failed to make niobium
appear until the melt had been treated with HF. In this
experiment spectrographic analyses checked the radiochemical quite well, and a spectrophotometric analysis
when the melt was oxidizing showed no U3' (<0.1%).
The small amount (-10 ppm) of niobiim which
consistently is present in our reduced samples can either
be particulate niobium which passes the fdter stick or a
slightly soluble low-valence form of niobium. In view of
the high solubility of Nb' in Flinak," we deem this
second possibility less likely than the first. Finally the
apparent "hysteresis" observed in removing niobium
from solution in going from the oxidized to the reduced
state we attribute to the slowness of coagulation of the
precipitated niobium or a slow rate of formation due to
the great dilution. We find no evidence for stable
soluble low-valence forms of niobium fluoride.
These data are summarized in Fig. 11.4. The numbers next to the data points indicate the order in
which the experimentswere done.

i
1

f

'MSR h o p a m Semiunn Prop. Rept. Feb. 28,1969, ORNL4396, p. 178.
'G. N. Mellors and S. Senderoff, J. EZectrochem Soc. 112,
266 (1965).

*
'OS. Senderoff and G. W. Mellors, J. Electrochem SOC. 113,

66 (1966).
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11.6 NOBLE-METAL FISSION PRODUCT

11.6.1 Synthesis and Stability of Molybdenum

CHEMISTRY

Fluorides

C. F. Weaver

C. F. Weaver

The unpredictable behavior of noble-metal fission
products (Nb,Mo, Tc, Ru, and Te) in the MSRE caused
us to initiate studies of their high-temperature chemistry some time ago. Our preceding investigations have
been confined to the chemistry of the molybdenum
fluorides, principally because the combination of fission
yield and cross section for the molybdenum isotopes
poses a potential problem in neutron economy and
hence in the breeding efficiency of an MSBR. The
results of these investigations have been described
extensively.' - 2 2 The program of investigation has
necessarily included a variety of efforts, such as
synthesis studies, investigation of the properties of the
several fluorides representative of each stable oxidation
state, their solution behavior, and efforts to identify the
associated species occurring in the gaseous state. The
following subjects were discussed in earlier reports:
*2 *2
synthesis of molybdenum fluorides,'
reactions of molybdenum fluorides with molten
22
spectrometry of
2LiF-BeF2,' 1 ~ 1 4 * 1 6 ~ 1 9 * 2 1 ~ mass
712
potentiometric
molybdenum fluorides,'
study of molybdenum in LiF-BeF2 (67-33 mole %),13
lithium fluoromolybdates(III),'
and absorption
spectroscopy of M o F ~ MoF3 9 2 0 and MoF6 ?O
The infrared absorption spectrum of MoF5 was investigated recently and is described below.
As our understanding of fission product transport in
the MSRE has developed, chemical differences among
the noble-metal fission products are seen to be relevant
and to suggest the need for additional kinds of
information. One example is the recent evidence that
niobium metal may be oxidized and enter fuel salt
when U3+/v+ ratios are quite low and might thus
provide a means of monitoring the redox potential of
such a system. In this connection investigation of the
equilibrium Nb + xHF(g) + (x/2)HZ(g) t NbF,(d) in
molten 2LiF-BeF2 was initiated within the last month
and will be reported in subsequent semiannual reports.
The experimental approach to this problem was developed by C. M. BloodZ3 in his investigation of the
solubility and stability of structural-metal difluorides in
molten fluoride mixtures.

'

'*' *'

9'

'

*' *' '
*'
,''
,'

lZ2

"C. F. Weaver and H. A. Friedman, MSR Program Semiann
Progr. Rept. Aug. 31,1967,ORNL-4191, pp. 142-44.
2R. A. Strehlow and J. D. Redman, MSR Program Semiann.
h g r . Rept. Aug. 31,1967,ORNL-4191, pp. 144-46.

'

H. A. Friedman

Studies of the synthesis and decomposition of the
molybdenum fluorides have been continued, with recent emphasis devoted to MoF4. As with other fluorides of molybdenum, its behavior was very sensitive to
experimental conditions, especially refluxing and overpressure. MoF4 was evaporated from a Knudsen cell (no
refluxing) and the vapors were analyzed using a TOF
mass spectrometer; this procedure has been reported
previouslyZ2and is discussed below. Evaporation and
disproportionation occurred simultaneously in the
temperature range 500-700°C. At lower temperatures
(265 and 352°C) and under nonrefluxing conditions
evaporation predominated. However, at 350°C with
refluxing conditions and an MoF6 overpressure of a few
millimeters, disproportionation predominated, and the
MoF4 was converted to solid MoF3 and a complex
vapor which contained MoF6 and M o F ~At
. 250°C and

"N. J. Meyer, C. F. Baes, Jr., and K. A. Rombeger, Reactor
Chem Div. Ann. Progr. Rept. Dec. 31, 1967, ORNL4229, p.
32-33.
14C. F. Weaver, H. A. Friedman, and D. N. Hess, Reactor
Chem Div. Ann. Progr. Rept. Dec. 31, 1967, ORNL-4229, pp.
33-37.
"J. D. Redman and R. A. Strehlow, Reactor Chem Div.
Ann. Progr. Rept. Dec. 31,1967, ORNL-4229, pp. 37-39.
16C. F. Weaver, H. A. Friedman, and D. N. Hess, MSR
Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 29, 1968,ORNL-4254, pp.
129-34.
7R. A. Strehlow and J. D. Redman, MSR Program Semiann.
h o p . Rept. Feb. 29,1968. ORNL4254,pp. 134-36.
18L. M. Toth, J. P. Young, and G. P. Smith, MSR Program
Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 29,1968, ORNL4254, p. 136.
"C. F. Weaver, H. A. Friedman, and D. N. Hess, MSR
Program Sem'ann. Progr. Rept. Aug 31, 1968, ORNL4344,
pp. 153-55.
'OL. M. Toth, J. P. Young, and G. P. Smith, MSR Program
Semiann. Pmgr. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968, ORNL4344, pp.
168-71.
"C. F. Weaver, H. A. Friedman, J. W. Gooch, Jr., D. N. Hess,
and J. D. Redman, Reactor Chem Div. Ann Progr. Rept. Dec.
31,1968,ORNL-4400, in preparation.
22C. F. Weaver, H. A. Friedman, J. W. Gooch, Jr.,and J. D.
Redman, MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969.
ORNL-4396, pp. 157162.
'jC. M. Blood, F. F. Blankenship, G. M. Watson, and W. R.
Grimes, "Thermodynamic Behavior of Structural-Metal Corrosion Products In Fluoride Melts," Reactor Chem Div. Ann
fiogr. Rept. Jan. 31,1960, ORNL-2931, pp. 39-43.

'
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Fig. 11A. Solubility of Niobium Metal in Molten Li2BeF4 and Fuel Salt as a Function of Reductive Potential.

I

pressure in the micron range, MoF4 disproportionated
to form solid MoFj. The reaction was MoF4(s) +
MoF3(s) + MoFS t without refluxing and 3MoF4 +
2MoF3 + MoF6 t with refluxing. The decomposition at
350°C required a copper container, while that at 250°C
was accomplished satisfactorily in quartz.
The work described above essentially completes our
synthesis studies of the molybdenum fluorides. Our
procedures may now be summarized as follows: Excess
molybdenum hexafluoride is refluxed over molybdenum metal in the temperature range 25 to 75°C until
the metal is entirely consumed. The result is a yellow
solution of MoFS dissolved in the excess MoF6. The
excess MoF6 is pumped off at 75°C reaching pressures
in the low micron range and leaving pure liquid MoFs.

The MoFS (melting point, 67°C) must not be frozen at

this stage because extreme expansion occurs on remelting and will rupture the container. The temperature
of the system is slowly increased to 200°C while
maintaining pressures in the micron range. The slow
increase in temperature is necessary to maintain the low
pressures' and to reflux the evaporating MoFs . During
this step the reaction MoFs + MoF4 4 + M0F6 t
occurs. The product is pure M0F4, which is a solid at
200°C and is stable for sewral weeks under these
conditions. The temperature is again slowly increased to
250°C and the pressure maintained in the micron range.
During this step the reaction 3MoF4 +2MoF3 + MoF6 t
occurs. These reactions may be carried out in quartz
apparatus provided it is meticulously dried and the

e
-

0

l+isi,
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Table 115. Reactivity of MoF3 and RuF3

Compound

Container

Reaction

MoF3 (a)'

Ni

Yes

MoF3 (a)
M O F ~(s)b

cu
Ni

No
No

MoF3 (s)

cu

No

RuF3 (a)

cu

Yes

Rfi3

cu

No

(8)

'(a) = several mole % dissolved in
molten 2LiF-BeF2 at 500-700°C.
b ( ~=) pure solid in a sealed capsule at
500-700°C.

MoF6 carefully freed of HF. The MoF3 is a stable solid
to approximately 400°C, above which it decomposes
forming the metal and higher fluorides. No fluorides of
molybdenum with valence less than 3' have been
produced in these studies or reported in the literature.
The disproportionation reactions are as simple as
written above only if refluxing is maintained with the
removal of the most volatile species, that is, MoF6.
Without refluxing, the vapor phase always contains
MoFd and MoFs and frequently MoF4 as well. The
synthesis studies will now be directed toward the
fluorides of niobium and, to a lesser extent, those of
ruthenium.
Attempts to dissolve RuF3 in molten 2LiF43eF2
using a copper container resulted in the reaction 2RuF3
+ 3Cu -* 3CuF2 + 2Ru; the products were identified
using x-ray diffraction. Previously reported experiments
in which RuF3 was heated and disproportionated in a
copper container did not result in fluorination of the
copper?' Apparently in the absence of liquid a
protective layer forms on the copper. Analogous solutions of MoF3 in molten 2LiFBeF2 do not react
significantly with copper but do react with nickel.
These results are summarized in Table 11.5.
11.6.2 Kinetics of MoF3 Disproportionation
in Molten 2LiFBeF2

C.F.Weaver

H. A. Friedman

F. A. Grimm24

Studies of the rate of removal of Mo* from molten
2LiF.BeF2 have continued. It was previously reported22 that at 50O0 the Mo3+ was removed from the

solution by a half-order process and that neither the
flow rate of helium nor hydrogen firing the copper
container strongly affected either the order or the rate
constant. The half-order rate constants, defined as K =
t-'(Co ' I 2 - @ I 2 ) , associated with a helium flow of 12
liters/hr and with static helium were 8.1 X
and
7.3 X
ppm'12 hr-' respectively. Recently the
effect of the surface area of the copper container was
investigated. By adding copper mesh to the melt, the
surface area was increased from approximately 180 to
1800 cm2 per liter of melt. The first addition of MoF3
to this melt resulted in such wide scatter of the data
that neither the order nor the rate constant could be
determined. However, it was observed that the concentration of Mo3+dropped from about 400 ppm to 3 ppm
in 2800 hr, a period only slightly longer than required
in the two cases without the copper mesh described
above. The second addition of MoFJ to the same
system produced the much smoother results shown in
Fig. 11.5. The results of these experiments were
subjected to a leastsquares analysis, and the results are
shown in Table 11.6. The large error associated with the
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Table 11.6. Rate Constants from LeastSquares
Analysis

Constant (ppm-lI2 hr-')
Previously
Reported;
Graphical

Least squares;
Error at 99%
Confidence Level
~

x 10-3
,

8.1
7.3

I

Conditions

Helium
Flow
(liters/hr)

Surface
Area
(cm')

12
0
12

180
180
1800

~~

x
7.98 f 0.26
7.44 f0.31
6.32 2 0.63

third case results from fewer data points, since the
experiment is not complete. The errors listed in Table
11.6 represent precision within a given experiment. It is
our experience that the agreement from one experiment
to another is far poorer and that the differences
between the constants shown in Table 11.6 are not
significant. Our present interpretation of these results is
that the Mo3+ leaves the 2LiFBeF2 solvent by a
half-order process which is not significantly affected by
the flow rate of helium, the surface area of the copper
container, or the quantity of molybdenum metal
produced by the disproportionation. It was also reported previously" that the presence of 1-2 mole %
UF4 in the 2LiFReF2 had no appreciable effect on the
behavior of the Mo3+. These observations lead to the
conclusion that the disproportionation of MoF3 in
molten LiF-BeF2 or LiFBeF2-UF4 is a homogeneous
event.

I 1.6.3 Mass Spectrometric Studies
C. F. Weaver

J. D. Redman

Studies of the vapors associated with the evaporation
or decomposition of the fluorides of niobium, molybdenum, and ruthenium from ambient to temperatures
slightly in excess of the MSRE fuel have continued.
In previous reports of our mass spectrometric studies,
estimated pressures were given which were reliable to an
order of magnitude. We have recently attempted to
refine the pressure calibration so that equilibrium
constants and the associated thermodynamic d u e s can
be obtained.
Two materials were used as standards. These were
singlecrystal 7LiF with a purity X9.999% and silver
with a purity of 99.997%. The data were interpreted as
described by R. T. Grimley?' The vapor pressure
d u e s of M. EsenstadtZ6 et uL were used for LiF and
those of M. B. PanishZ7 were used for Ag. A single

standard is sufficient in principle, but the use of two
allowed a convenient internal cross check of our
procedure. The agreement between the standards was
satisfactory. These results have improved the reliability
of our pressure estimates from an order of magnitude to
within a factor of 2. The most severe problem with
respect to further improvement in accuracy is that the
corrosive noble-metal fluorides cause a deterioration in
machine sensitivity during an experiment. The use of an
inert gas standard which may be added and monitored
during a fluoride run seems to be the most promising
approach and will be our next step in calibration
development.
A sample of freshly prepared M o F ~was completely
sublimed in a copper Knudsen cell over the temperature
range 225 to 750°C. The composition of the effusing
gas may be seen in Figs. 11.6 and 11.7. In the region
below approximately 220°C the MoF~neither evaporated nor decomposed. The region between 220 and
300°C corresponds to the disproportionations:

Li
*

2M0F4(s) +MoF~(s)+ MoFs (g)
and
3MoF4(&)'

-*

~ M o F ~ (+
s )MoFs(g).

The discontinuity at 300°C in the pressure (Fig. 11.6) is
not seen in the composition curves of Fig. 11.7. We
interpret this break to be caused by melting of MoF4,
converting the highsurfacearea solid mixture of MoF4
and M o F ~ to a low-surfacearea viscous mixture of
liquid MoF4 and solid MoF3. The drop in vapor
pressure as the temperature increases may then be
ascribed to activated' rather than equilibrium evaporation. Other experimental methods, for example,
direct visual-thermal measurement of melting temperature and DTA, will be employed subsequently in an
effort to confirm the melting point of pure MoF~.The
vapor pressure of M o F ~reaches the limit of detection
near 550°C just as it has previously" in the reaction of
Mo + MoF6 and in the decomposition of MoF3, both
"R. T. Grimley, chap. 8 of The chmacterization of
High-Temperahue Vapors, ed. by J. L. Margrave, Wiley, New

York, 1967.
"M. Eisenstadt, C. M. Rothberg, and P. K. Kusch, J. Chem
Phys. 29,797 (1958).
27M. B. Panish,J Chem Eng. Data 6,592 (1961).
'*R. C. Paule and J. L. Margrave, chap. 6 of The chmacterization of High-Temperature Vapors, ed. by J. L. Margrave,
Wiley, New York, 1967.
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Fig. 11.7. Percent Composition of the Vapor Over MoF4 and
MoF3.
Table 11.7. Appearance Potentials for Ion
Fragments(evy

40-7

MOF6

at

18°C

Fig. 11.6. Pressure of Vapor Species Over Thermally Decomposing MoF4.

pure and dissolved in molten 2LiF-FkF2. Above this
temperature the following events are occurring simultaneously: MoF4(l) evaporation, 3MoF4(2) -+ 2MoF3 t
MoF6 t, and 2MoF3 + Mo + MoF6. In addition, the
MoF6 t MoF4 is
gas-phase equilibrium 2MoF5
established; the high concentration of MoF4 suppressed
the concentration of MoFd to a considerably lower
pressure than seen in the decomposition of MoF3 (ref.
22 and dashed lines in Fig. 11.7). The above equations
indicate that the MoF3 cannot disappear until the
MoF4 has been completely decomposed. This implies
that the vapor composition curves for the decomposition of M o F ~ (solid lines, Fig. 11.7) must
approach those for the decomposition of MoF3 (dashed
lines, Fig. 11.7). This can be seen to occur near 775°C.
Above 775°C the decomposition of MoF3 is complete,
leaving a residue of molybdenum metal, identified by
x-ray diffraction. This description of the evaporation of

*

MozF!9+

M°F5 from

Pure MoF5
at80°C

Ma::r2
15.0

15.5

16.5

18

MOF;

16

MOF;

19.5

MOF;

23.5

MOF;

29.5

31

MOF+

35.5

36

Mo+

41.0

39.5

19
23

aArgon referencegas: Ar+ at 15.75 ev.

M o F ~is entirely consistent with our synthesis experience, taking into account the lack of refluxing and
shorter time span in the Knudsen effusion experiment.
The behavior of the more volatile MoF5 is being
studied by both mass and absorption spectroscopy. We
have found that the trimer, Mo3F15 , exists as well as
the previously reported dimer:’
Moz Flo. The appearance potentials for the fragments of MoFd and MoF5
may be found in Table 11.7 and the ionization
efficiency curves in Figs. 11.8 and 11.9.
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Fig. 11.10. Ionization Efficiency Curves for NbFs Effusing Through a 10-mil Orifice at 7OoC.

L

Our results, subject to refinement with improved
Table 11.8. Appearance Potentials for Niobium
calibration, indicate that the pressure over liquid MoFs
Fluoride Fragments (ev)"
ranges from
to lo-' torr, considerably lower than
PUE NbFs
the equilibrium pressures reported by previous inNb+ F2
7SoC,
7OoC,
3500c
7oooc
vestigator~~
and
~ lower than observed in our own
20mils 10MlS
spectrophotometric cells. In addition, we find a greater
temperature dependence than indicated by the reported
NbF2
14.5
15.
14.5
15.
heat of evaporation?' These facts indicate activated
NbF3'
21.0
24.
25.5
25
rather than equilibrium evaporation. The vapor in the
NbF;
28.5
30.5
32
observed pressure range consists of approximately 80%
NbF+
36.
40.5
38.5
monomer (MoFS), 20% dimer (Mo2Flo), and 4%
Nb+
42.5
44.5
45.5
trimer ( M o ~F1 s), and the standard enthalpy changes
WF;
16.0
17.0
17.5
associated with the reactions Mo2F1 f 2MoFS and
Nb3F12
18.5
M o F1
~ f 3MoFS are 28 and 34 kcal respectively.
The results of the mass spectrometric studies reported
"Argon reference gas; Ar+ at 15.75 ev.
here show that all of the molybdenum fluorides except
MoFj are volatile in the range of MSR operating
temperatures both as pure compounds and when
A difficulty associated with the above experiment was
dissolved in molten 2LiF13eF2. At no time has the
the rapid evaporation of the NbFs. An attempt was
species MoF3 been found in the gas phase, although the
made to reduce the evaporation rate by using a
volatile decomposition products of solid MoF3 and
Knudsen cell with one-half of the previous orifice
MoF3 dissolved in molten 2LiF-BeF2 are detected
diameter, 10 mils in this case. A reduction in effusion
routinely and with high sensitivity.
rate was achieved, but the increase in the ratio of
The behavior of NbFS has been described earlierF2
background to molecular beam intensity essentially
The cracking pattern, appearance potentials, and ionizadestroyed the usefulness of this approach, which for the
tion efficiency curves were given for the fragments
present has been abandoned. The ionization efficiency
associated with NbFS and its polymers. This informacurves obtained in this experiment may be seen in Fig.
tion'was obtained by effusing NbFS from a Knudsen
11.lo and the appearance potentials in Table 11.8.
cell with a 20-mildiam orifice.
A second difficulty occurring with both of the above
experiments is that the NbFS is so volatile that samples
are completely evaporated well below the temperature
29G. H. Cady and G. B. Hargreaves,J. Chem Soc., p. 1568
range of an MSR. To obtain samples of NbFS vapor in
(1961).
~~
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Fig.11.11. Ionization Efficiency Curves for the Effusing Products of Nb + F2.

the region ambient to 900°C, fluorine was added to a
Knudsen cell containing metallic niobium. Niobium
pentafluoride was produced, and at least one lower
fluoride, possibly the trifluoride, was present. The
ionization efficiency curves obtained in this experiment
are shown in Fig. 11.1 1 and the appearance potentials
in Table 11.8.
Examination of the several ionization efficiency
curves and tables of appearance potentials for both the
molybdenum and niobium fluorides reveals small but
real variations. This is almost certainly caused by
fragments having multiple parents. For example, NbF4'
may be produced from the dissociative ionization of
NbFs, Nb2F1o, and Nb3F1s. The relative amounts of
these precursors will of course depend on the tempem
ture and pressures in a given experiment. The interpretation of such results will be aided considerably by
the calibration efforts mentioned above.
Previously' the decomposition reaction, ionization
efficiency curves, and appearance potentials for the
disproportionation of RuF3 in a copper container were
reported. An attempt was made to study the corresponding events in a solution of Ru3+ in molten
2LiF-3eF2. As indicated in Sect. 11.4.1, the Ru3+was
reduced producing Cu". Consequently the mixture
studied was CuF2 in molten 2LiF.BeF2 at temperatures
up to 85OoC. In addition to fragments typical of
2LiFBeF2, the ions CuF2+, C u p , and Cu+ were
observed with relative abundance of 57, 100, and 33
respectively. The partial pressure of CuF2 ranged from

'

6 X 1O-j torr after 3 hr of effusion to 9 X lo4 after
40 hr of effusion. In addition, significant mass transfer
of copper occurred. The reaction 2CuF + CuF2 + Cu
provided the likely mechanism which will allow mass
transfer through either a temperature or a pressure
gradient or both.
Recently F. F. Blankenship suggested3 that since the
noble-metal fission products form volatile fluorides, the
possibility existed of removing these elements from the
Hastelloy and graphite surfaces of an MSR with gentle
fluorinating agents. Thermodynamic calculations are of
little use in evaluating potential fluorinating agents
because the reaction products are usually unknown and
because the thermodynamic properties of most of the
known products are unreported. Consequently, a survey
of pertinent reactions was initiated using a hightemperature Knudsen effusion cell, a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer, and a gas pressure of approximately lo-'
torr. Nbo and NbC were exposed to gaseous CF4 from
room temperature to 800OC. Volatile reaction products
if present were at pressures below the sensitivity limit
of the mass spectrometer, about lo-' torr. X-ray
diffraction studies of the solid residues indicated ihat
the starting materials had not changed. Graphite was
exposed to NbFs from room temperature to 100°C.
Again no volatile or solid products were observed.

'OF. F. Blankenship to C. F. Weaver, personal communication, 1969.
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Although the three experiments listed above gave
negative results, it is still possible that higher pressures
and, in the C + NbF5 case, higher temperatures may
cause reactions to occur. Moo was exposed to MoFs
from room temperature to 850°C. The volatile products
MoF6, MoFS, and MoF4 were observed, and no
nonvolatile product was formed. Nbo was exposed to
F2 from ambient to 900°C. The volatile compound
NbF5 was formed. While F2 is not a mild fluorinating
agent, the absence in this experiment of nonvolatile
fluorides is pertinent to the survey.
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11.6.4 Infrared Spectroscopy

F. A. Grimm

C. F. Weaver

Investigations have been started on the infrared
absorption spectrum of gaseous MoF5. G. M. Begun and
A. C. Rutenburg, Chemistry Division, haw obtained
Raman spectra of solid and liquid MoF5 and initiated
some studies on the infrared spectrum. Interpretation
of these spectra can lead to a better understanding of
the vapor phase and may also provide thermochemical
data.
The major difficulty is obtaining pure MoFS (free of
any oxyfluoride species). The oxyfluorides of molybdenum are more volatile than the pentafluoride, so that
a small amount of impurity in the solid becomes a
major impurity in the gas phase. Even though a pure
spectrum has not been obtained, it has been possible to
attribute some of the observed bands in the spectrum to
MoFs (see Fig. 11.12). The major impurity is believed
to be MoOF4, and if this is the case it should be
possible to subtract the spectrum of MoOF4 in order to
obtain the bands due only to MoF5. Work is now
proceeding toward refining the required information.
The bands attributed to MoFS at this point in the
investigation are located at 510, 770, and approximately 700 cm-', the exact location being obscured by
a band due to oxyfluoride at 720 cm-' .

*
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Fig. 11.12. Absorption Spectrum of MoF5 with MoOF4
Impurity.

According to mass spectrometric studies of MoFS
(Sect. 11A.3) there is a significant percentage of the
dimer Mo2Flo in the vapor phase, so that one might
expect to observe the infrared spectrum of the dimer
along with the monomer. Further work on the lowerfrequency bands and interpretation of the infrared
spectrum is required before one will be in a position to
confirm this prediction. With respect to interpretation,
force field calculations based on the literature of
fluorides and chlorides with structures similar to MoF5
are being made.

12. Properties of the Alkali Fluoroborates
12.1 MELTING POINTS AND SOLID
TRANSITION TEMPERATURES OF
ALKALI FLUOROBORATES

Stanley Cantor

Table 12.1. Melting Points and Sdid
TransitionTemperatures of
Alkali Flumoborates

L. 0.Gilpatrick

This investigation is part of a study which seeks to
systematically evaluate alkali fluoroborates as major
components of coolants for molten-salt breeder reactors.
Thermal transition temperature data were obtained
by using previously reported' DTA techniques. Nickel
capsules were used as sample containers. The results,
which are believed to be accurate to +1"C, are listed in
Table 12.1; the melting point of LiBF4 could be several
degrees higher, since samples of t h i s salt were used as
received (from Foote Mineral Company) and may
contain impurities which depress the melting point. The
purity of the four other alkali fluoroborates is known
by chemical analyses to be excellent. The data for
NaBF4 and KBF4 were previously obtained by Barton
and Gilpatrick? *'
Solid-state transition temperatures for RbBF4 and
CsBF4 have not been previously reported. Melting
points of 590°C for RbBF4 and 550°C for CsBF4 were
observed by DeBoer and Van Liempt! No previous
reports on the melting temperature of LiBF4 were
found.
L. 0. Gilpatrick, S. Cantor, and C. J. Barton, in Proc. Second
Intern Conf. on Thermal Analysis, Worcester. Mass., August
1968, ed. by R. F. Schwenker, Jr., and P. D. Gam, vol. 1, p. 85.
Academic, New York, 1969.
2C. J. Barton, L. 0.Gilpatrick, et aL, MSR Program Semiann
Pmg. Rept. Aug. 31, 1967,ORNL4191, p. 18.
'C. J. Barton, L. 0. Gilpatrick, and H. Insley. MSR Program
Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 29,1968,ORNL4254, p. 166.
'J. H. DeBoer and J. A. M. Van Liempt, Rec. nav.Chim 46,
124 (1927).

Temperature of
Solid Transition

Salt
LiBF4
NaBF4
KBF4
RbBF4
CSBF~

12.2

None observed
243
283
245
169.5

Melting Point

("0
304
408

570
582
555

DENSITIES AND MOLAR VOLUMES OF
MOLTEN FLUOROBORATES
Stanley Cantor

Densities were measured in nickel vessels by means of
a dilatometric method, the details of which have been
published?
For all five alkali fluoroborates the observed densities
were linear with temperature. In each density run,
individual data points were obtained at approximately
equal temperature intervals. Table 12.2 summarizes the
data and includes a computer-fitted least-squares equation for each melt. For all salts except LiBF4 the
density measurements are believed to be accurate to
within 0.3%, the major sources of error being uncertainties in the initial calibration of the dilatometric
vessel (*.l%)
and in the irreversible expansion
(-0.2%) of the vessel as determined by recalibration.
The uncertainties for LiBF4 are believed to be greater
(-2%) because of possible impurities in the samples
measured and because of the rather high decomposition
pressure of BF3 over the melt.
Molar volumes and expansivities, derived from the
density-temperature equations of the five molten flu-

's. Cantor,Rev. Sei. Instr. 40,967 (1969).
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Table 12.2. Density Data for Molten Alkali Fluoroborates

,.

Salt

Temperature Range
Measured ("C)

Number of

Points

muation. P tg/cm3).
t ("0

Standard
Deviation in p

LiBF4
NaBF4
KBF4
RbBF4
CsBF4

309.8-402.7
415.3-554.1
615.1-719.5
590.5-724.8
559.9-716.6

13
12
9
16
18

p-2.008 -4.58 X 104 t
p = 2.263 - 7.51 X 104t
p = 2.228 - 8.15 X 104t
p = 2.795 - 10.4 X 104t
p = 3.152 - 11.9 X 104t

2.3 x IO-3
8.1 x lo4
5.8 x io4
5.7 x lo4
6.1 x io4

oroborates, were calculated at two corresponding temperatures; these are given in Table 12.3. The molar
volumes increase in the expected order; that is, the
larger the cation, the larger the molar volume. The
expansivities follow the same order, although the
expansivity of CsBF4 is only slightly greater than that
of RbBF4. Table 12,3 also compares the iodides with
the fluoroborates at equal corresponding temperatures.
In molar volume, fluoroborate is always slightly larger
than the iodide. However, the expansivities of the
fluoroborates are, except for LiBF4, considerably
greater; for example, the expansivity of CsBF4 is about
30% greater than that of CsI. It is quite possible that
the internal vibrations of the (BF4)- ion account for
the divergence of expansivities between fluoroborates
and iodides.
Table 12.3. Comparative Molar Volumes and
Expvlsivitiesof Molten Fluoroborates
and Molten Iodide#

t

=1.0b

Ate=salt

T melting
Volume
(cm3)

Expansivity

(--'I

''

melting

Volume
(m3)

Expansivity
(OK-')

x

x io4
LiBF4
LiI
NaBF4
NaI
KBF4
KI
RbBF4

RBI
cSBF4
CSI

50.2
42.80
56.09
54.72
71.40
67.93
78.67
73.09
88.19
81.63

2.45
2.93
3.84
3.46
4.62
3.91
4.75
3.94
4.78
3.72

1.26

A t e =-=

51.6
44.69
59.18
58.51
77.42
73.44
85.63
78.75
95.7s
87.44

'

104

2.52
3.06
4.05
3.70
5.01
4.23
5.17
4.24
5.19
3.98

1

*

*W

=Data for the alkaline iodides derived from C. J. J a m et d,
Molten Salts: VoL 1. Electrim1 Conductance Densiiy and
YiScoSity Data, NSRDS-NBS 15 (October 1968).
%emperatures are in degrees Kelvin.

12.3 PREDICTED VOLUME CHANGES IN
CRYSTALLINE ALKALI FLUOROBORATES

Stanley Cantor
The four heavier alkali fluoroborates, NaBF4, KBF4,
RbBF4, and CsBF4, exhibit a first-order phase transition in the solid state. Only for the case of KBF4 has
high-temperature x-ray diffraction investigation'
elucidated the transition; in KBF4, the low-temperature
orthorhombic form changes to the high-temperature
(283°C) cubic form. Above this transition temperature
the volume of KBF4 is 15% greater than that at room
temperature. KClO4, isomorphous to KBF4, undergoes
the same transition, also with a 15% increase in volume.
The analogies in structure between KBF4 and KC104,
and the assumption of similar structural changes for
NaBF4, RbBF4, and CsBF4, lead to the following
conjectures: (a) the four heavier alkali fluoroborates all
have the same crystallographic transition, that is, a
change from tetramolecular orthorhombic to tetramolecular cubic unit cells at the transition temperature,
and (b) the volume change of this crystallographic
transition parallels the known volume change of the
corresponding alkali perchlorates. Thus in obtaining the
estimated values in the fourth column of Table 12.4 we
multiply the, room-temperature molar volumes of
NaBF4, RbBF4, and CsBF4 by the ratio of cell volumes
for the Wo forms of NaC104, RbC104, and CsC104
(obtaining the ratios from Wyckoff s compilation').
The predicted volume changes at the solid transition
are all quite large - an 18% increase for NaBF4, 11%
for RbBF4, and 10% for CsBF4. Although these volume
changes are to be considered as speculative estimates, it
is noteworthy that there are no reports of the growth
from the pure melt of large orthorhombic or cubic
crystals of these salts. The difficulty in growing large
crystals this way is probably associated with the large
'R. W. G . Wyckoff, Crystal Structures, 2d ed., vol. 3, p. 56,
Interscience, New York. 1965.
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Table 12.4. Molar Volumes of Crystalline A

W Fluoroborates

~

Molar Volume at Room

Temperature of Solid
Transition

Temperature
(from X-Ray Data)
(an3)

Salt

NaBF4
KBF4
RbBF4
CSBF~

("0

43.90"
50.23'?
55.3d
65.46d

Molar Volume of High
Temperature Polymorph at
Solid Transition Temperature
(an3)

243
283
245
169.5

(5 1.SIb

57.7d
(61.4)
(72.0)

%. D. Brunton, Acta Ctyst. B24,1703 (1968).
bValues in parentheses are estimates; see text.
%.D. Brunton, Acta Ctyst., in press (1969).
dR. W. G. Wyckoff, CrystaZStruchues. 2d ed., vol. 3. pp. 47,50,56.

volume contraction occumng at or below the transition
temperature. During the large contraction a relatively
large crystal formed from the melt would be expected
to fracture into much smaller crystals.

Table 125. Indices of Refraction of the
Alkali Fluoroborates
Salt

NatX-5893A

NatX=ma

LiBF4

Na = 1.334 f 0.001
Nr = 1.332 f 0.001

1.328 f 0.002

NaBF4

1.304 f 0.001
1.302 f 0.001

1.299 f 0.002

KBF4

1.325 f 0.001
1.325 fO.OOlb

1.320 f 0.002

RbBF4

1,334 f 0.001
1.333 f 0.001

1.323 f 0.002

CsBF4

1.354 f 0.001
1.352 f 0.001

1.348 f 0.002

12.4 REFRACTIVE INDICES AND ELECTRONIC

POLARIZABILITIES IN CRYSTALLINE
ALKALI FLUOROBORATES
Stanley Cantor
The electronic polarizability is a valuable property for
understanding the interactions of relatively large and
complicated ions such as BF4 The refractive indices
of the alkali fluoroborates were therefore measured to
quantitatively determine the polarizabiiity of BF4 ion.
~ ~ dofi refraction
c ~ ~ were measured at room temperature by the oil immersion method. By fdtering (fdters
manufactured by Bausch and Lomb, Inc., Rochester,
New York) the white-light source of the microscope,
indices of refraction were measured at three wavelengths, 4500, 5893, and 6500 A. The indices of the
fluoroborates are given in Table 12.5. The values at A =
5893 A were measured directly. For the indices at A =
00, the Cauchy equation, N = A + B/A1, was extrapolated to A = 00, using the observed indices at the three
wavelengths. As can be noted in Table 12.5 the optical
anisotropy for each salt is rather small. In the case of
KBF4 the indices of refraction (at constant A) differ by
less than 0.001. For NaJ3F4 and KBF4 the measured
indices agreed with those in the literature;' for CsBF,

-.

-

'A. N. Winchell and H. Winchell, Elements of Optkal
Mineralogy, Part 11,4th ed., p. 36, Wiley, New York, 1951.

'Obtained by Using averas Values of the indica at known
wavelengths.
bSee text.

our observations verified a previous assertion' that the
average index of refraction is slightly higher than 1.35.
From the observed indices of refraction, the molecular polarizabilities were calculated by the Lorentz
relationship:

where V, is the molecular volume (the crystallographic
cell volume divided by 4, the number of molecules per
'J. H. DeBoer and J. A. M. Van Liempt, Rec. nau.Chim 46,
124 (1927).
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Table 12.6. Molecular Volume Vm, Average Index of Refraction
Nav,and Molecular, Cation, and Fluomborate Electronic
Polarizabilities%, a,, CY- (for the Sodium D Line)
N,

V,,,(A3)

%(A3)

a+(A3Iu % ( A 3 )

f

LiBF4
NaBF4
KBF4
RbBF4
CSBF~

1.333
1.303
1.325
1.333
1.353

71.6'
72.8SC
83.3gd
91.8'
108.7'

3.52

3.282
4.005
4.508
5.627

0.029
0.408
1.334
1.979
3.335

3.49
2.874
2.671
2.529
2.292

approximately constant with varying cations. These
trends in the polarizability of nonspherical anions
probably reflect the decreasing order of covalency in
cation-anion bonds; for example, Li+ distorts (or
polarizes) the electronic charge of BF4- in the direction
of the Li-F bond axis more than does Na+ in the Na-F
bond axis.
12.5 DECOMPOSITION PRESSURES AND
$98

%lues obtained from J. R. Tessman et al., Phys. Rev. 92,

891 (1953).

%. D. Brunton and S. Cantor, sect. 12.6,in this report.
=G. D. Brunton,AcraOyst. 324,1703 (1968).
D. Brunton, Acta Cryst., in press (1969).
eR.W. C . Wyckoff, ClystalStructures. 2d ed., vol. 111, pp. 47,
50, Interscience, New York, 1965.

unit cell) andN is the index of refraction. The values of
% are listed in Table 12.6. Also in Table 12.6, in the
last two columns, are the electronic polarizabilities of
the cations (a+) and fluoroborate anion (a-). These
were obtained from the simple additivity relationship,
am =ar,ta-.
The molecular polarizabilities of the alkali fluoroborates are approximately the same as those of the
corresponding alkali chlorides? Since molar volumes of
alkali fluoroborates are similar to those of alkali
iodides, one might have expected molecular polarizabilities to exhibit the same similarity. It seems quite
probable that the polarizability of BF4- is less than
that of iodide because of the extensive localization of
electrons in B-F bonds.
A noteworthy feature of a _ ,the electronic polarizability of BF4-, is that it does not remain constant
among the alkali fluoroborates; instead, a- decreases
with the'increasing size of the cation. Stated somewhat
differently, the higher the polarization of the cation the
lower the polarization of the fluoroborate ions. Similar
trends can be observed for alkali sulfates, nitrates, and
cyanides (see Table V of ref. 9). Evidently anions whose
electron-charge distributions are nonspherical (e.g.,
tetrahedral BF4- and SO4'-, trigonal NO3? possess
polarizabilities that change with the cation. By contrast,
spherical halide ions exhibit polarizabilities that remain

8

,W

9J. R. Tessman, A. H. Kahn, and W. Shockley,Phys. Rev. 92,
890 (1953).

of LiBF4

Stanley Cantor
The published information on the decomposition
reaction LiBF4(c) = LiF(c) t BF3Cp) contains two
widely different values for the enthalpy of reaction: (a)
Aff = 3.8 kcal/mole derived from a plot of log P v s
l/T,'O and (b) &298
= 21.4 kcal obtained from
reaction calorimetry." Although the latter is almost
certainly the correct enthalpy, we measured the decomposition pressures to confirm that Aff was indeed
about 21.4 kcallmole; more importantly, we wished to
use the vapor pressure data to obtain g98 for
LiBF4(c). Using the previous study on decomposition
pressure, Greenwood and MartinI2 calculated that
G9,,for LiBF4(s) is 62.9 cal deg-' mole-', a value
which they thought was "surprisingly high."
Decomposition pressures were determined in a nickel
vessel which was connected to one arm of a manometer.
Pressure readings were corrected for altitude, latitude,
and the thermal expansion of mercury. Prior to the
vapor pressure measurements, the apparatus (including
the sample) was evacuated for at least 15 hr at -100°C.
Temperatures were measured with an NBS-calibrated
Pt-Rh thermocouple positioned in a nickel thermowell
which extended into the sample; the thermowell was
welded into the nickel vessel.
Two types of samples were measured. One was pure
LiBF4 ;the second was a 1:1 mixture of LiBF4 and LiF
which had been kept for several hours in a closed vessel
at -350°C (304°C is the melting point of LiBF4'j).
The purpose of the second sample was to determine

'OL. J. Klinkenberg, doctoral thesis, Leiden, 1937. Cited in
H. S. Booth and D. R. Martin, Boron Trijkoride and Its
Derivatives, p. 98,Wiley, New York, 1949.
"P. Gross, C. Hayman, and H. A. Joel, Trans. Farauky Soc.
317 (1968).
"N. N. Greenwood and R. L. Martin, Quart. Rev. (London)
8,l (1954).
13S.Cantor and L. 0.Gilpatrick, this report, sect. 12.1.
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from the vapor pressure measurements if LiF dissolves
in solid LiBF4. The sources of the chemicals were:
LiBF4 - Foote Mineral Company, Exton, Pennsylvania;
LiF ("Baker Analyzed" reagent) - J. T. Baker Chemical
Company, Phillipsburg, New Jersey.
The vapor pressure data are given in the first two
columns of Table 12.7. A computer-fitted least-squares
equation for these data is:

-R lnqatm) = 19,34O/T('K)

- 30.77.

(1)

The standard error in R In P is 0.0549 cal deg-'
mole
The log P vs 1/T plot of the data (Fig. 12.1) shows
that samples of LiBF4 and of LiBF4 + LiF fit on the
same line. Therefore there is no perceptible solid
solubility of LiF in LiBF4.
The third-law analysis of the data yielded H 2 9 8 =
22.95 f 0.2 kcal/mole. The probable reason for this
value being higher than the calorimetric value (21.40 f
0.09) is that the estimated free energy function for
LiBF4 is too high. For instance at 496.4S°K,(Gk l$98)/T of LiBF4 was estimated as -34.23 cal deg-'
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(mm)

-A(G; - &)/T
(cal deg-' mole")

223.3
235.5
235.9
248.1
259.5
261.7
27 1.6
272.3
284.2
295.8
296.3
301.1
301.6
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20.2
19.9
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45.2
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153.0
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37.60
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37.53
37.50
37.49
37.44
37.43
37.37
37.33
37.30
37.28
37.27

Temperature

Mi98

(kcal/mole)
22.71
22.79
22.83
22.90
22.96
22.95
22.99
22.99
23.02
23.04
23.05
23.04
23.09

80
60

E

c

2
3

40
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Table 12.7. Decompositionplessures and Third-LawMi98
of the Reaction LiBF&) = LiF(c) + BF&)

20

10

~

1.75

f.80

1.85

1.95

1.90

2.00

Fig. 12.1. Decomposition Pressures of BF3 from the Reaction LiBFs(c) = LiF(c) + BF&).

mole'' ;a value of -36.88 would have led to &298 =
21.4 kcallmole.
The second-law analysis of the data yielded &9 8 =
21.1 kcal/mole, in excellent agreement with the caloriwe
metric value. To calculate the second-law & 9 8 ,
used
= 19.34 kcal/mole (535'K is the midpoint
of the experimental temperature range) together with
the heat capacities given at the bottom of Table 12.7.'
As stated earlier, one of the purposes of this
investigation was to derive $98 for LiBF4(c). The data
of this investigation, the calorimetrically derived
9 8 , and other thermochemical data were combined
to yield $9 8 of LiBF4(c) using the equation:

T

a3s

$98

[LBF4(c)I

=$98

- R In P B F 3

--

[L*(c)l

T

+

[BF3k)]

+$98

ST

298.15

-1
T

Average = 22.95 f 0.2
Sources of (GOT - H(298)/Tand heat capacities:
LiF: JANAF Thermochemical Tables
BF3: J t N A F Thermochemical Tables (addendum)
LiBF4: S298 = 31.10 (estimated from unpublished data on
NaBF4 and KBF4)
Cp = 14 + 0.04 T [empirically estimated from NaBF4
and KBF4 (A. S. Dworkin, MSR Program Semkznn
Progr. Repr. Aug. 31.1968.ORNL4344, p. 157)]

id

ACpdInT

298.1 5

ACp dT ,

G98=

21.40 kcal/mole and ACp is
Equation
was solved (13 times) for each pressure-temperature
pair listed in Table 12.7. To calculate the uncertainty in
$98 [LiBF4(c)] ,only the uncertainties in the first four
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) were considered;
that is, it was assumed that the uncertainties in the last
where

C [LiF(c)]

(5

+ Cp [BF3(g)] - Cp [LiBFd(c)].

*

.
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two terms (containing ACp) would cancel each other.
By Eq. (2) the result obtained was:

Gg8[LiBF4(c)] = 34.0 f 0.4 cal deg-'

where the f0.4 is the square root of the sum of the
squares of the uncertainties in the first four terms of
Eq. (2) (respectively 0.04,14 0.3,14 0.055, 0.18" cal
deg mole )

-' .

12.6 X-RAY CRYSTAL PARAMETERS OF LiBF4

G.D. Brunton

COOLANT SALTS
D. M. Moulton

mole-' ,

e

-'

12.7 MIXING REACTIONS OF MSBR FUEL AND

S. Cantor

To obtain a reasonably reliable value for the density
of crystalline LiBF4, the powder diffraction pattern
was measured with the salt enclosed in a glass capillary.
Cell parameters were derived by assigning Miller indices
to the observed lines from the comparable reflections of
the LE104 structure.' LiBF4 is orthorhombic, with a
tetramolecular unit cell of dimensions:
a = 8.65 f 0.08 A,

b = 6.84 f 0.07 A,
c = 4.84 f 0.03 A.

The density of LiBF4 is, therefore, 2.17 f 0.06
g/cm3.
The above results should be considered as a preliminary measurement since there are some uncertainties
about the purity and crystal size of the sample.
"K. K. Kelley and E. G. King, U.S. Bureau of Mines Bulletin
592, pp. 103, 109 (1961).
l S R . E. Gluyas, Dissertution Abstr. 17,2800 (1959).

J. H. Shaffer

It has been known for some time that there is a wide
range of liquid-liquid immiscibility in the system of
LiFBeF2-ThF4 and NaBF4 and that the fluorides of
uranium and the trivalent lanthanides are insoluble in
the latter salt.I6 There seemed to be a possibility,
however, that divalent rare earths would distribute to
some extent into the fluoroborate phase, since it is a
good acceptor of ions of low charge density, and that
this might find use in a reprocessing scheme.
To test this, 0.98 kg of LiFBeF2-ThF4 (68-20-12
mole %) with 0.75 g of EuF3 and 7 g of UF4 was mixed
with 1.61 kg of NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %) at 538°C.
An Ar-3% BF3 sparge gas was used to establish a BF3
pressure. Three additions of thorium metal were made
to reduce the europium to the divalent state. There was
no way to see the phase separation directly, but the
analyses of the dipper samples of the two salts showed
very different compositions. Data for this experiment
are shown in Table 12.8. As expected, the extraction of
both uranium and europium increased on reduction,
but neither got high enough to be very useful in
processing. The increased thorium distribution is hard
to explain. The very large amount of beryllium moving
to the fluoroborate despite its high charge density
suggests a bona fide BeF42- ion in that salt.
16C. E. Bamberger et al., MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept.
Feb. 29.1968,ORNL4254. p. 171.

Table 12.8. Mixing Reactions of MSBR Fuel and Codant Salts
Mole fractions are calculated on the basis of taking the components as
LiF-BeFz-ThFe-NaF-BF3 :coolant is NaF-BF3 (5248 mole W )
"aF

Th Added

DEU

Sum

0.0185
0.428

0.0044

0.002
-0.008

1.1
0.08

0.082
0.414

0.0080

0.051
0.001

2.3

0.092
0.009

1.o
0.15

0.090
0.371

0.036

-0.049
0.033

7.3

0.085
0.009

1.0
0.17

0.097
0.379

0.034

0.010
0.015

12.3

NLiF

NBeF2

NThF4

NUF4

1
2-3

0.498
0.094

0.1 17
0.045

0.257
0.430

0.1 10
0.003

1.3
0.08

4-5
6 -7

0.486
0.099

0.104
0.050

0.242
0.434

0.085
0.004

8-9
10-11

0.428
0.131

0.119
0.058

0.270
0.430

12-13
14-15

0.438
0.125

0.108
0.059

0.272
0.428

x

NBF~

@)

10-3

0
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The most interesting observation in the experiment is
not the extraction but rather the mixing behavior of the
two salts. As soon as the salts were mixed, the total
pressure rose to 12 psig, presumably by BF3 evolution.
The pressure was reduced periodically during the
experiment by bleed-off but rose regularly to at least
2-3 psig when the system was closed. There appears to
be a very substantial destabilization of the BF4- ion
when Li, Be, or Th ions enter the fluoroborate phase,
caused, for example, by such reactions as
BeF2 + 2BF4- + BeF42- t 2BF3 ,
although there is no way to distinguish the individual
effects of the three cations. Probably all of them have a
destabilizing effect, and for lithium and thorium, at
least, it is questionable whether the effect is caused by
the formation of a specific complex species.
Bamberger found in thorium-free systems that the
equality
/

NLiF

"aF

=NBF3

since BF3 is not very soluble in the MSBR fuel salt.
The degree of contamination of the fuel salt by heat
exchanger leakage is hard to assess. NaF will dissolve
readily. BF3 will be quite volatile and should strip out,
but whether it gets to a high enough rate to affect
nuclear performance must be a function of the leak and
stripping rates, of which the latter cannot yet be
calculated. Copious amounts of BF3 could emerge in
the gas stream. Gross contamination would require
reprocessing of the salt streams, possibly by increasing
the BF3 pressure and lowering the temperature to give
maximum phase separation. Of the fission products,
one would expect Rb and Cs, and possibly some of the
Sr and Ba, to go to the fluoroborate phase, while rare
earths, actinides, Zr, and other highly charged species
would remain in the fuel salt. Most of the uranium
should be recoverable in this way. Further studies of
the fluoride-fluoroborate system are in progress.
12.8

2NBeF2

PHASE RELATIONS IN THE
SYSTEM NaF-KF-BF3

held reasonably well and suggested that the system
might be regarded as a reciprocal mixture of Na', Li+,
3F4-, and BeFz2-. In our case the relationship works
Only if the term ~ . S ( N T +~N
Fu
~ F ~is) added to the
right-hand side. We have shown the quantity NLiF t
"aF
- NBF3 - m B e F 2 - 4.5(NThFq 'NUF4) as
"Sum" in the table. The coefficient 4.5, which works
better than either 4 or 5, implies that the average
coordination number for thorium is 8.5. The data from
this experiment do not allow distinguishing between a
"physical" (Coulombic) and a "chemical" (complexing)
mechanism for BF3 displacement, and in any case the
greatest difference between these may be semantic.
Development of a leak in the MSBR heat exchanger
and subsequent mixing of fuel and coolant salt would
result in an increase in the partial pressure of BF3 over
the salt mixture. Smith and Smith17 found that
unexpectedly high pressures were required to suppress
cavitation in operation of a fluoroborate test loop that
had previously contained LiFBeF2 ThF4 -W4.Contamination of the fluoroborate salt by small amounts of
residual LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 undoubtedly accounted
for the unexpectedly high vapor pressure above the salt.
On replacing the salt with a clean charge the pressure
returned to normal. Any leakage of coolant into the
fuel salt would cause similar behavior at the fuel pump,

-

17A. N. Smith and P. G. Smith, MSR Program Semiann.
Prop. Rept. Aug. 31,1968,ORNL4344, p. 75.

C. J. Barton

L. 0.Gilpatrick

H.Insley

We reported earlier" that we had been unable to find
the minimum-melting composition in the system
NaFKF-BF3 that theoretically should exist on the
boundary between the NaF and the NaBF4-KBF4 solid
solution fields. At this composition the liquidus and
solidus temperatures should coincide as they do at the
minimum melting composition in the NaBF4-KBF4
quasi-binary system. We continued this search, concentrating our effort on compositionsnear the NaF-NaBF4
binary eutectic and the NaBF4-KBF4 minimum. The
DTA data in this part of the system, including some
information previously reported,' are displayed in
Table 12.9.
These data show that there is a small region defined
by the limits (in mole %) 48.5 f 1.0 NaF, 3.5 f 0.5 KF,
and 48.0 f 0.5 BF3, where the liquidus and solidus
temperatures are essentially constant with an average
spread of 5' between the two values. It should be noted
that quenching data for several compositionsin or near
this composition range show liquid persisting below
372OC, but the amount is believed to be small and may
be attributed to the presence of a small amount of
oxygen in the system. This effect may also help to
account for our failure to find a composition with a

c

f

18MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, p. 170.
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Table 12.9 DTA Data for the
System NaF-KF-BP3
Composition
(mole %I
NaF KF BFs

obtained since the publication of an earlier version'
shown in Fig. 12.2.

Temperature ("C)
Liquidus

Solidus

382
388
378
377
379
379
384
379
382
383
386

376
383
373
373
374
373
375
372
372
371
373

12.9 PREPARATION OF PURE NaBF4

C. J. Barton
505
49.5
50.0
50.0
49.0
48.5
48.0
47.5
46.5
45.5
44.5

1.5
1.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0

48.0
49.0
47.0
47.0
48.0
485
49.0
48.5
48.5
48.5
48.5

smaller spread between liquidus and solidus temperatures. We have observed that the purest NaBF4 that we
have been able to produce melted over a range of 10°C
when heated in the DTA apparatus under the same
conditions used to obtain the data in Table 12.9,and
t h i s compound makes up a large fraction of all these
preparations. We believe that further study of this
system is not likely to reveal a composition melting at a
temperature significantly lower than that of the
NaF-NaBF4 eutectic composition (384OC). A phase
diagram for t h i s system that incorporates information

L.0. Gilpatrick

Part of our fluoroborate study has been devoted to
preparation of pure NaBF4 because we need pure
material for phase studies and preparation of an
oxygen-free product has not been easily achieved. The
technique that gave the highest-melting compound yet
prepared, passing a mixture of BF3, HF, and helium
through molten NaBF4, was used to prepare another
batch of this compound. This time the entire BF3-HF
treatment was carried out at 425"C, whereas in the
earlier trial the treatment was performed first at 500°C
and then at 425OC. The resulting product melted at
406OC, as compared with 408OC for the earlier preparation. It appears that a higher temperature or more
prolonged treatment at the lower temperature may be
required for complete oxygen removal. The product
was stored in a glass bottle after grinding to pass an
80-mesh sieve. After several months the bottle was

19MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Repr. Feb. 29, 1968,
ORNL4254,p. 166.
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observed to be etched, and the powder had caked quite
badly. We believe that HF or free BF3 remaining in the
product after cooling to room temperature was responsible for both phenomena.
We found earlier that recrystallization of NaBF4 from
0.5 or 1 M HF solution gave a fairly pure product. In an
effort to produce oxygen-free NaBF4 we dissolved
NaBF4 recrystallized from dilute HF in concentrated
(48%) HF. Chemical analysis of the first crop of crystals
that separated from the cold concentrated HF solution
showed it to be a mixture of NaBF4 and NaF-HF.
One portion of a subsequent crop of crystals, after
heating under a vacuum at about ISO'C, gave an
analysis that corresponded closely to the theoretical
values for NaBF4. The oxygen content of this material
was 200 ppm, as low as any NaBF4 prepared to date,
but it was reported to contain 500 ppm H2O. The other
portion of this crop contained 340 ppm oxygen and
300 ppm H 2 0 after 24 hr in a vacuum desiccator at
room temperature. This technique may warrant further
investigation for the laboratory-scale preparation of
pure NaBF4.

12.10 ATFEMPTED SYNTHESIS OF NaBF30H
.

L.0. Gilpatrick

C. J. Barton

Hydroxyfluoroborates are of interest because they are
hydrolysis products of the tetrafluoroborates and they
will undoubtedly increase the corrosiveness of fluoroborate coolant materials. The successful synthesis of
KBFjOH by the reaction

was reported earlier?'
We attempted to make
NaBF30H by a similar technique, but the product
contained two phases in approximately equal amounts.
One was NaBF4 and the other had a higher refractive
index and was assumed to be the desired product,
NaBF30H. We attempted to separate the two products
by dissolving the NaBF4 in hot acetone or a mixture of
acetone and water, but the separation was not complete. We then found that addition of an organic amine
to hot acetone resulted in complete solution of the
NaBF4, but a small amount of NaF was present in the
residue. This was removed by dissolving the product in
a small amount of water, filtering off the slightly
soluble NaF, and recrystallizing the product by slowly
evaporating the water. The resulting product appeared
to be single-phase material when examined under the
microscope. It had a refractive index of about 1.355, as
compared to 1.305 for NaBF4. Its chemical analysis
corresponded very closely to the empirical formula
NaBF20. When heated for the first time in a sealed
nickel capsule in the DTA apparatus, a large thermal
effect was observed at about 408OC, near the melting
point of NaBF4, but subsequent thermal cycling revealed no significant thermal effects. When the capsule
was opened at room temperature and examined under
the microscope, the material was found to consist of
NaF embedded in a glassy, water-soluble phase. Efforts
to use infrared absorption to identify the NaBFzO
compound, a formulation that does not appear to exist
in the literature, have not as yet produced useful
results. We plan to try other methods of making
NaBF30H, and we will also try to characterize the
product we made, since it has apparently not been
previously reported.
~

2KHF2 t H3B03 *KBF30H

t KF t 2H20

~

~~~

'OC. J. Barton, L. 0. Cilpatrick, and H.Insley, MSR Progrum

Semann. b o g . Rept. Aug. 31.1968.ORNL4344,p. 156.
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13. Physical Chemistry of Molten Salts
13.1 PHASE RELATIONS IN THE SYSTEM
LiF-BeF2CeF3
C. J. Barton

-

8

L. 0. Gilpatrick

H. Insley

As part of a long-range study of phase relations in the
system LiF-BeF2-ThF4CeF3, which will allow prediction of the behavior of PuF3 in LiF-BeF2-ThF4
mixtures, we prepared nine mixtures in the system
LiFBeFz CeF3. Our immediate objective was to establish the temperature and composition of the BeF2CeF3
eutectic, but the viscosity of BeF2-rich compositions at
temperatures below the melting point of BeF2
(555°C) is believed to be too high to permit ready
attainment of equilibrium. Thoma et al.' made small
additions of NaF to BeF2-ThF4 mixtures to lower the
viscosity and to speed the attainment of equilibrium in
the determination of the BeF2-ThF4 eutectic temperature and composition, but we chose to add LiF rather
than NaF because of the need to establish phase
relations in the ternary system LiFBeF2 CeF3. The
CeF3 solubility work of Ward et al.' established
liquidus temperatures for compositions in this system
containing 28.5 to 48.4 mole % BeF2.
The mixtures were prepared by weighing the required
amounts of ground, distilled BeF2, LiF, and CeF3 into
graphite crucibles, adding NH4F-HF, and heating to

In search of an alternative method for removal of
rareearth fission products from MSBR fuels, we have
begun a series of experiments to synthesize sparingly

about 800°C in a flowing helium atmosphere. Some of

soluble compounds containing rare earths which could

the BeF2 distilled out of the crucibles during this
process, and all the fused mixtures were weighed after
cooling to room temperature in order to measure the
loss in weight before grinding. Since LiF and CeF3 have
low vapor pressures at 800°C, the weight loss was
assumed to be due entirely to evaporation of BeF2.
Analyses of two compositions now available do not
agree with the values calculated on this assumption.
Portions of the ground mixtures were sealed in
gradient quench tubes and heated for 21 days before
quenching. The results of this preliminary investigation
can be summarized as follows:

act as selective ion exchangers for such fission products.
The initial tests have involved as starting materials
various oxides which our experience and/or available
thermochemical data3 suggest might be stable or nearly

Tests now under way will show whether equilibrium
in BeF2-rich BeF2CeF3 compositions can be achieved
by a long equilibration period.

13.2 HETEROGENEOUS EQUILIBRIA BETWEEN
CERIUMCONTAININGMOLTEN FLUORIDES AND
OXIDE PHASES
C. E. Bamberger

C. F. Baes, Jr.

'R. E. Thoma etal., J. Phys. Chem 64,865 (1960).
W. T. Ward et al., Solubility Relations Among Rare-Earth
Fluorides in Selected Molten FIuoride Solvents, OWL-2749,
(Oct. 13,1959).
3(a) C. F. Baes, Jr., 'The Chemistry and Thermodynamics of
Molten Salt Reactor Fuels," pp. 617-44 in Nuclear Metallurgy,
vol. 15, CONF.690801 (1969); (b)O. Kubaschewski, E. LL.
Evans, and C. B. Alwck, Metallueal Thermochem'stry, 4th
ed., Pergamon, 1967; (c) J. F. Elliott and M. Gleiser, Thermochemistry fw Steel Making, American Iron and Steel Institute,
Addison-Wesley F'ubl. Co., Reading, Mass., 1960; ( d ) JANAF
Thermochemical Tables, Clearing House for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, August
1965.

1. BeF2 was observed as the primary phase(at'547"C)
in only one mixture, LiFBeF2 GeF3 (0.6-97.9-1.5
mole %by analysis).

-W

field increase rapidly with increasing CeF3 content,
as might be expected from the very high melting
point (146OOC) of CeF3.
3. The temperature of appearance of two crystalline
phases (CeF3 and BeF2) in equilibrium with liquid
was surprisingly reproducible, falling in the range
, 538 i: 3°C for seven mixtures. This is probably near
the BeF2CeF3 eutectic temperature.
4. Evidence of liquid immiscibility (two glasses) was
noted in two compositions, that listed under item 1
above and LiFBeF2CeF3 (0.5-86.1-9.5 mole % by
analysis), in the approximate temperature range 570
to 540°C.

2. Liquidus temperatures in the CeF3 primary phase
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stable in molten fluorides and which might react with
rareearth ions in the molten fluoride phase to form a
rareearth-containing oxide phase. Any such rareearth
compound so formed would, per se, be compatible with
the molten fluoride phase and might well serve as a
rareearth ion exchanger,
The formation of a double oxide in the presence of an
LiFBeF2-ThF4 melt may be considered in terms of the
following reactions:

Table 13.1. Redicted Extent of Reaction of

Various Oxides (M0z/2)with Molten
LiFBeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12
Mole k)Saturated with NiO and
Tho2and Contained in
Nickel at 600°C

MOZpJc)

+ ‘L
Ni(c)
Y+-Th*
Y

1

nMOz/2 + FLn203 * LnMn0(nz+3)/2

(2)

can provide the needed negative free energy [Le., AC(2)

more negative than -15 to -35 kcal] then the double
oxide should form by reaction of MOZ/,, Tho2, and
dissolved LnF3,
3

LnFj(d) + ~zMO,/~(C)+ qThOz(c)

z

.

Reaction
Product

CalculatedConcentrationu
Mole Fraction

PPm

NiO

.Ni*

6 X 10“

cr203

cr*
cr*

4 X 10”

60
0.03

5 X 10”

0.04

Fe304

Fern

0.002

v205

F€?*
V*

A12°3

Vsc

2 x lod
-10 -1 3
-10-1 1

AI*

Extensive reaction

1800

2
-10-lOd

%timated from the sources of free energy values listed in ref.

qThF4(d)

z

MZ++ qThOZ(c) ,

(4)

or oxidation reaction, for example, of nickel,

MOZ/2(c) +=Ni(c)
2

Oxide

4

3.

3

The high stability required of the double oxide suggests
that it should appear in the M0z/2-Ln203 binary
system as a congruently melting phase. It is also evident
that the oxide MOZ12 must be stable - or nearly so in the presence of the molten LiFBeF2-ThF4 phase;
that is, there should be no extensive metathesis reaction
to precipitate large amounts of Tho2,

MOZ12 + ,Th’+

*v

Y
+-0 -Y)NiO(c) +--ThOz(c)
2

(The presence of Tho2 as an equilibrium oxide phase
should provide the maximum concentration of dissolved oxide.) Availaljle thermochemical data3 suggest
that AG( 1) for this reaction is -35 kcal for cerium
and -15 kcal for samarium or europium. It is evident
that if the reaction

4

2

+LTh’+ ==iW‘+
4

.

+ z 2 N i O ( c ) +yThO~(c) ( 5 )
2
4
Oxides of chromium, iron, and vanadium were chosen
for testing because their oxidation reactions with nickel
were predicted not to be extensive (Table 13.1) and
because the binary systems Cr203-Ln203, FezO3-

LnZO3 , and VsO, -Ln2034 all contain congruently
melting intermediate compounds. The possible reactions which might produce rareearth-containing oxides
are listed in Table 13.2, reactions 1-3. Note that in
the case of Fe304, since oxidation is necessary to
produce LnFe03, the reaction is favored by an oxidant,
for example, NiO.
Silicates were also included in these tests since rare
earths often are found associated with the mineral
thorite (ThSiO,). The compounds ThSi04 and Si02 are
expected t o be stable phases in the presence of
LiFBeF2 -ThF4 melts at low partial pressures of SiF4 ?
Solid solutions of U02-Th02‘ were also tested. In
these two instances possible extraction reactions, if any,
4E. M. Levin, C. R. Robbins, and H. F. McMurdie, Phase
DicSgtams for Ceramists, Am. Ceram. SOC., 1964 and 1969
Supplement.
’C. E. Bamberger and C. F. Baes, Jr., ‘’The Chemistry of
Silica in Molten Fluorides: The Reactions of Be2Si04 with
LizBeF4,” Reactor Chem Div. Ann hog. Rept. for 1968,
ORNL-4400, in preparation.
‘C. E. Bamberger, C. F. Baes, Jr., and A. L. Johnson, Reactor
Chem Diu. Ann Prop. Rept. for 1968, ORNL-4400, in
preparation.
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Table 132. Possiile Reactionsfor Extraction of Rnre-Earth Cations from
Molten LiF-BeF2-ThF4
1
3
3
1. -~r203(c) + -TIIO~(C) + Ln*+-n*
+ ~ncr03(c)

1

2.

2

4

1

3

-3 FesOs(c) + -4Tho2

4

1

+ - NiO(c) + Ln*
6

3
1
+-'I
+-%
M(c) +&
LnFeO,(c)
4
6

'"SiO4" denotes an ion in a ThSiO4 lattice.
b''O" denotes an ion in a UO2-ThO2 solid solution.

e

.

t

,bd

might occur by replacement of a Th* cation in the
silicate or oxide lattice with two Ce* plus two F- ions
(Table 13.2, reaction 4). I n the case of the UOZ-ThOZ
solid solution, Ln3+cations might also enter the oxide
lattice by releasing one U* cation and oxidizing one
lattice cation to U5' (Table 13.2, reaction 5).
A1203 is of interest and was included in these initial
tests not only because it forms congruently melting
compounds with rare-earth oxides but also because it,
along with Si02, is a principal component of zeolitemolecular sieve materials which could act as ion
exchangers.
The experimental technique consisted in stirring 0.1
mole or more of the oxide starting material with -500
g of fluoride melt of a composition near LiF-BeF2ThF, (72-16-12 mole %) in a leak-tight stirred vessel6
under argon or a mixture of argon4% hydrogen.
Cerium fluoride, usually 0.05 mole, was added as the
representative rare earth because of the convenience of
the tracer 144Ce which was incorporated into the
fluoride mixture together with inert CeF3. The concentration of cerium in fdtered samples was determined
radiometrically with a precision of +3%.Occasionally,
samples of the solid phase were taken, and the stable
solid compounds present were determined by x-ray and
petrographic methods. Tho2 was generally added t o
supply oxide ions.
The various tests are summarized in Table 13.3:

2. A U02 -Tho2 solid solution dilute in U02 seemed to
produce a slight removal of cerium from a fluoride
phase containing a low concentration of cerium
(XCeF3-3 X lo4). A U02-Th02 solid solution
rich in U02 caused the removal of much more
cerium, but after cooling none was found associated
with the oxide phase. Similarly, in a subsequent
experiment at a higher concentration of cerium in
the fluoride melt (XCeF3
-7 X
no cerium
removal was detected, and no cerium activity was
found in the separated oxide phase, even when NiO
was added to favor reaction 5 in Table 13.2. At
present we have no explanation for the removal of
cerium observed in the earlier test.
3. Cr203 with or without Thoz did not show any
cerium extraction (Table 13.2, reaction 1). This oxide was found to be stable, as expected. Indeed, it is
probable that the amount of chromium dissolved in
the melt (Table 13.3) was much lower than the
analytical value because of incomplete removal of
Cr2O3 from the fdtered samples. On the chance that
the concentration of chromium in the melt at
equilibrium was low enough to cause slow kinetics,
CrF3 was added to precipitate CeCr03 from the
melt:

1. The equilibration of a melt containing CeF3 with
Si02 + M i 0 4 with ThSi04 + Thoz at 700°C did
not produce a detectable cerium removal. The
ThSi04 was synthesized from Tho2 and Si02
during these equilibrations, confirming the expected
stability of this phase.

+iThF.(d). (6)

v'

3
CrF3(d) + CeF3(d) +yTh02(c)

-+

CeCr03(c)

No detectable amount of cerium was removed.
4. Magnetite, Fe304, produced no detectable extrac-

tion with or without Tho2 present. The addition of
NiF2 as an oxidant to promote reaction 2 in Table
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Table 13.3. Tests of RnreEarth Extraction from Molten LiF-BeF2=rfiF4
02-16-12 Mole %Iby Vplious Oxides
Reagent Added to

Oxide Phases Present
After Contact with Melt

Temperature
’

(OC)

Tho2
ThSiO4 + Si02
ThSiO4 + Tho2

700-800
700
700

14 (0.28 U02,0.72 Tho21

0.28 U02 ’ 72 Tho2

700

26 Tho2

+ 34 Si02

+ 28 Tho2 + CeF3

Cerium .
Remaining
in Melt (%)

Solute Concentration in MelF
(mole %)

100
100
100

Ce* = 0.067
Ce* = 0.067
Ce* = 0.88

96

Ce* = 0.043,

Ce*

fl=0.018
= 0.03, fl = 0.33

38 (0.88 U02,0.12 Th02)

0.88 U 0 2 ’ 12 Tho2

700

78

38 (0.93 U02,0.07 Tho21
18 0 2 0 3
+u)ckFj+4oTho2

0.86 U02 ’ 14 Tho2

100

rtH= 0.15

0203
0 2 0 3 + Tho2

725
700
700

100
100

Cr” = 0.12, Ni” = 0.021

10 Fe304
+ 22 Tho2
+ 6 NiF2

Fe304
Fe304 + Tho2
Fe304 + Tho2 + [NiOl

600
550

100
100
94
97

14 V2O5
+8Ni0
+ 20 Tho2 + 67 V2O5
67 M 2 0 3

ThOz

Cr” = 0.075, Ni” = 0.005

650
600
600
740

100
98
93

Fe” = 0.042, Ni” = 0.024
Fe* = 0.042, Ni*= 0.017
Fe”= 0.11, Nip= 0.019
Fe” = 0.34, Ni* = 0.029
V” = 0.013, Ni* = 0.020
V* = 0.006, Ni* = 0.010
V* = 0.04, NilC = 0.020

700

100

L.f=68,Be*=

550

17,Th9=4,A1*=

.

11

=Numbersindicate millimoles of oxide added per mole (63.2 9) of LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %).
bPhases in brackets are presumed to be present but were not identifed.
%ere not specified the Ce* concentrationwas 0.67 mole I.

c

C

13.2 produced a small amount of cerium removal,
though again the precipitated phase was not established. With both NiO and Tho2 present, the
amount of Fe2+ found in solution was in excellent
agreement with the predicted value (Table 13.1).
5. The equilibration of V2Os with a cerium-containing
melt together with NiO and Tho2 (reaction 3, Table
13.2) showed some cerium removal, and then more

removal when the amount of V2O5 was increased
and the temperature was raised above the melting
point of V2O5 (-670OC). After termination of this
run, extensive corrosion of the nickel thermocouple
well was found. We attribute t h i s to mass transfer of
nickel caused by the formation ‘of an NiOW205
liquid phase. In a future test, the addition of NiO
will be omitted. The low vanadium concentrations
found in samples of the fluoride melt tend to
confirm the predicted stability of V2O5. Again,
these values are thought to be high because of
incomplete separation of the V2Os phase from the
fdtered sample.

6. A124 was found to react completely with the
fluoride melt to produce solid Th02. Analysis of

fdtered samples showed large amounts of dissolved
AIF3 and, below 700°C, composition changes which
indicated the separation of a fluoride phase rich in
LiF, ThF4, and A F 3 ,and containing some cerium.
The instability of A1203 plus the fact that the
A1203Si02 phase diagram shows no high-melting
intermediate phase suggests that zeolite (A1203Si02) ion exchangers would also be unstable in the
presence of molten fluorides.
While thus far these tests have revealed no oxide
material which could act as an effective agent for
rareearth removal from molten LiFBeF2-ThF4 fluorides, V205 shows enough promise to warrant further
study. Another important result is that we have
confirmed the expected stability of these oxides in the
presence of molten fluorides. Cr203,even though of no
apparent use as an extractant for rare earths, may prove
useful as a container or insulator material for MSBR
fluorides. We have not exhausted the list of oxide
materials which form double oxides with rare earths
and which might be stable or nearly stable in molten
fluorides. Among the oxides soon to be tested, in
addition to further tests of V205, are Ti02, Z a 2 ,

.
*
.

I
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Nb20S,TazOS, and Moo2. In these tests rare earths
heavier than cerium (whose tracer ‘44Ce we have used
as an analytical convenience) will be present, since these
should have a greater tendency to form the desired
double-oxide phases.
13.3 LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURESIN THE SYSTEM

LiF-BeF2-ThF4
C. J. Barton L. 0. Gilpatrick
H. Insley
During the course of fractional crystallization studies
of LiFBeF2-ThF4GeF3 mixtures described in the
previous report: it was observed that the liquidus
temperature of the mixture having the composition
LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (60-28-12 mole %, average of four
analyses; calculated composition 58-30-12 mole %) was
at least 50°C higher than predicted by the published
phase diagram.8 It seemed worth while, therefore, to
redetermine liquidus temperatures of several compositions in this system that have been, or may be, of
interest for use in breeder reactors. The measurements
were made by use of the gradient quenching and DTA
techniques. The results are recorded in Table 13.4. The
liquidus values for the 72 and 68 mole % LiF mixtures,
in the composition range presently favored for MSBR
use, are in fair agreement with literature values.
However, the new values for the 64 and 58 mole % LiF
compositions show that they are not suitable for
reactor use and that the range of LiF-BeF2 solvent
compositions for such use is not as wide as the
published phase diagram indicates.
The phases observed in the quenched samples agreed,
in general, with the predictions of the published
diagram, but some thermal effects were observed in the
DTA curves that could not be explained by the
quenching data. This is probably due to the fact that
the quenching technique gives equilibrium data, whereas DTA is a dynamic process.

Table 13.4. Liquidus Temperatures in the
System LIF-BeF2-ThF4
Composition (mole %)

.
.W

LiF

72
68
64
58

ThF4

Literature

Quenching

DTA

16

12
12
12
12

500
480

503
502
>559
602

512
500
576
618

24
30

THORIUM TETRAFLUORIDE
A. S.Dworkin M.A. Bredig
Thermal analysis measurements were made to determine the eutectic temperature in the Th-ThF4
system, and through combination with the entropy of
fusion of ThF4, the solubility of Th in ThF4. The
eutectic temperature was found to be only 1 to 2”
lower than the melting point (1110°C) of ThF4,
indicating a solubility of about 0.1 to 0.2 mole % Th in
T U 4 . This is of the same low order of magnitude as the
solubility in 3LiF-ThF4 and as the solubilities of La,
Ce, and Nd in their respective trifluorides, which we
had measured earlier.
The low solubility of Th in ThF4 indicates that the
formation of a stable trivalent thorium fluoride in any
appreciable concentration is unlikely.

13.5 POTENTIOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF

THE U4*/LJ3*RATIO IN MOLTEN
FLUORIDES
B. F. Hitch

C. F. Baes, Jr.

The v4*/LJ* couple has been compared as previously
described’ with the Ni, NiO, Be0 reference electrode in
the following cell:

I I/

Pt(c) UF4 ,UF3, LiF(0.67),
LiF,BeF2 BeF2(0.33),
NiF2(-10-”)

1

NiO(c),BeO(d, Ni(c)

(1)
The Ni, NiO, B e 0 reference electrode was compart-

mented by using a silica liner inserted in a nickel tube.
The silica and nickel tubes contained frits of -10 p
pore size. Experiments so far have been carried out in
the two fluoride mixtures LiFBeF2-UF4 (66-33-1 mole
%) and LiF-BeF2-ZrF4-UF4 (64-32-3-1). The time
required for the reference electrode to reach a stable
potential, once the reference electrode assembly is
immersed in the melt, is 1 to 4 hr. Although the silica
compartments are slowly attacked by the fluoride
melts, they usually last from two to four weeks.

Liquidus Temperature (“C)

BeF2

20

13.4 THE SOLUBILITY OF THORIUM IN

500
“5 25

‘C. J. Barton, MSR Program Semiann. h o g . Rept. Feb. 28,
1969.ORNL-4396, p. 168.
‘R. E.Thoma etal., J. Phys. Chem 64,865 (1960).
9B. F. Hitch and C. F. Baes, Jr., MSR h g r a m Sedann.
h g r . Rept. Feb. 28,1969.ORNL-4396,p. 178.
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Measurements were made at 610' by reducing p
to U* with either beryllium or zirconium metal, then
oxidizing with weighed increments of anhydrousNiF2.
As indicated by the cell potential, a period of about 30
min was required for complete reaction of a typical
40-mg addition of NiFz. In earlier experimentswe tried
to reduce the P to U* incrementally by the addition
of weighed amounts of beryllium or zirconium metal to
the melt; however, beryllium additions gave erratic
results, and while zirconium gave more reproducible
results, the time required for complete reaction of
zirconium with the melt was often several hours. It is
possible that in these early experiments some of our
difficulties may have been caused by beryllium or
zirconium metal alloying with the nickel container
vessel. Hence, for the initial reduction of melts in the
present measurements, we have followed a procedure of
carefully exposing the beryllium or zirconium metal to
the melt without touching the container walls and then
removing it when the desired potential was reached.
Results of several oxidation runs are shown as plots of
log (XuF /.XuF4) vs the cell potential EI in Fig. 13.1.
The initid value of the ratioXUF3/XuF4 in each series
of measurements was adjusted so that subsequent,
lower ratios derived from the amounts of NiF2 oxidant
added produced plots which were, as nearly as possible,
linear and of the theoretical slope expected from the
simple Nernst expression

*
¶

o LiF-BeFz-UF4
66- 33
1 mole %

-

LiF-BeF2-ZrF4-UF4
64- 32
1 mole %

- -

0.001

0.01

0.1

X UF
3
Fq

and hence the following expression for E,:

EI=q

RT X ~ RT
~ 4~ U F
-p---ln
TUFs

.-.1
This procedure was based on the assumption that the
NiF2 added had oxidized only U F 3 and was consumed
by no other reducing agent. With the precautions cited
above regarding the use of beryllium and zirconium
metal in the initial reductions, this appeared to be a
valid assumption since a suitable adjustment of the
initial XuF3/XuF4
ratio did indeed produce linear
plots of the expected slope. The plots for all runs at
both melt compositions were essentially the same,
giving

(ILiF

1

+ UF3(d) + LiF(d) +TBeFz(d,R)

-1

-* e Ni(c)

aLiF(R)
9

'&!&2

(2)

(R)

6,

(3)

at 61OoC.
If in this cell we assume, as previously: that all the
current is carried across the liquid junction by the Li'
ions, we may write the following reaction:
1

~

where R designates solutes in the reference compartment. Since in the present measurements the
reference solution closely approximated the composition 2LiFBeF2, the standard state which we have
adopted for LiF(d) and BeF2(d), then aLiF(R) and
aBeF2(R)are unity. Thus we obtain the following
the cell
expression for the observed value of
potential corresponding to a unit ratio p / U * :

E; = 1.067 v

-NiO(c)
2

in

Fig. 13.1. Potential of Cell I vs the ratio of U* to
IiF-BeFz Melts.

1

+ ,-BeO(c) + UF4(4 + LiF(d,R) , (I)

Since the ratio 7 U F 4 / 7 U F 3 I o and the activity of

LiF" are expected to change in opposite directions as
the composition of the solution

- and therefore the

loG.Long and F. F. Blankenship, Reactor Chem. Div. Ann
Prop. Rept. April 1965.OFWG3789, p. 65.
"B. F. Hitch and C. F. Baes, Jr., J. fnm.Chem 8(2), 201
(1969).
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free fluoride ion concentration - is changed, we would
expect E; to show an appreciable difference at the two
melt compositions studied. Indeed, on estimating the
changes expected in 7UF4/7uF3 from the measurements by Long'' of the reaction

m4(d)+

1

5 H2k)

UF3(d) 4-

HFk)

(11)

and the changes in aLiF expected from our measurements of the cell reaction'

'

2HF(g) + Be@) + BeF2(d)+ H2(g) ,

(111)

we would expect E; for the two melts to differ by -38
mv.The absence of a detectable difference in for the
two melts suggests that they both have about the same
free fluoride ion activity, which is quite surprising since
the presence of 3 mole % ZrF4 in one melt is expected
to appreciably lower the concentration of free fluoride
ion. The effect, or lack of effect, of melt composition
on E; will be examined further.
Another surprising result is that the observed value of
E; differs some 85 mv (Fig. 13.1) from the values of E,"
which may be derived by combining the measurements
for reactions 11, 111, and the following previously
reported' cell reaction:

4

Be@) + NiO(c) + BeO(c) + Ni(c)
Thus

.

(Iv)

< should be given by

E"; =E&

-qII-qI= 1.291 -O.157T/1O3

,

(4)

and at 610°C
should be 1.147 v. Since one of the
present melt compositions is quite close to 2LiF-BeF2,
by definition, the difference
wherein E; must equal
between the observed value of E; and the predicted
value of
cannot be attributed to medium effects
alone. This discrepancy prompted us to recheck our
previous potentiometric measurements of cell I V ~

<

q

Beo LiFBeF2 lLiF,BeF2 lNiO(c) BeO(c)bJio

. (V)

The results over a temperature range of 500 to 700°C
confirmed our earlier data. Thus we have no explanation for the inconsistency but plan to investigate it
further.
Measurements of cell I so far indicate that the Ni,
NiO, Be0 electrode should be a satisfactory reference
electrode for the potentiometric determination of the
p / U * ratio in LiF-BeF2 melts. The reproducibility
thus far obtained (Fig. 13.1) suggests that accuracy of

the order of i5% can be attained in the determination
of this ratio once the value ofE' has been established
accurately from known p / U * ratios in the melt
composition of interest.

13.6 REFINEMENT OF THE U F 3 SPECTRUM

L. M.Toth
Successful development of diamond-windowed spectrophotometric cells12 has enabled us to maintain stable
molten salt solutions of UF3 and thereby to initiate a
study of the absorption spectra in LiF-BeF2-UF3melts.
The spectrum of UF3 in LiFBeF, (66-34 mole %) was
investigated with the concentration of UF3 E 0.3 mole
%. The spectrum of UF3 from 650 to 2500 mp was
found to agree well with the set of values reported
previously.' The measured absorption coefficient' at
42
890 mp was 40 liters mole-' an-' (cf. g 9 0
previoudy' 3).
The region from 250 to 650 mp, however, does not
agree with the previous UF3 spectrum. The peak
positions are identical, but their intensities are greater
6
by approximately a factor of 2. In particular ~ 3 was
found to be 860 liters mole-' cm-' (cf. €360 Z 440
liters mole-' cm-' ).'
This new value of €360 = 860 liters mole-' cm-' is
consistent with what is expected by comparing spectra
of U* in nonfluoride systems.13 This refinement of e
at 360 mp was achieved by comparing relative absorbances at 360 and 890 mp in the same spectrum. Thus,
using Beer's law,
A360 - € 3 6 0 4 .
--Ai?9 0 €8 9 O
N'

A360/As90 was measured, and egg0 was calculated
from concentrated UF3 solutions. With these values
e360was calculated from the above equation.
The importance of measuring relative absorbances of
the two peaks should be stressed. A spectrum that
checks in this manner is referred to here as internally
consistent. The details of the method used as well as the
corrected UF3 spectrum will be reported later.
"MSR

Rogram Semhnn. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31. 1968.

ORNL4344,p. 168.
13J. P.Young, Inorg. chem 6,1486 (1967).
''From Beer's law A = e l , where A is the measured
absorbance(peak height), e is the absorption coefficient in liters
mole-' cm-' ,c is the concentration in moleslliter, and I is the
path length of the cell in cm.

~
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Table 135. U@r) Concentration as Percent of Total U

.

SDectroDhotomet i c

Peaks useda
inDetermination

Old
Value

firreCtd

<0.2
1.5
3.5
12.0

<O.l
0.75
1.75
12.0

Potentiometric Voltammetric

(mN)

360
360
360
890

a

b
C

d
"&ate

0.01
0.7-1.0
1.1-15
10.0

communication with J. P. Young.

This correction is of particular MSR interest because
of its effect .on UF3/UF4 ratios measured spectrophotometrically. Applying the correction to UF3/UF4
determinations where the 360-mp peak w a s used would
reduce the previous values to approximately '4 their
value. For example, Table 15.1 of Sect. 15.2 (this
report) would be corrected as shown in Table 13.5.
In every case where the 360-mp peak was used (values
a, b, and c), better agreement is achieved by applying
the correction. Although the value for n was below the
detection limits of the instrument,'5 the correction is
still legitimate. Furthermore it demonstrates that the
sensitivity limit of the spectrophotometric method is at
least one-half that which would be anticipated from the
old value in the table. No correction was applied to d
because the 890-mlr peak was used. The net result of
the 360-mp absorption coefficient correction is better
agreement of the spectrophotometric method with the
other two methods.
Base-line uncertainty and light scatter can account for
approximately 10% error in e360 = 860. Further
refmement within this 10% uncertainty is foreseen and
will be reported as these sources of error are examined.

13.7 EMF MEASUREMENTS WITH
CONCENTRATION CELLS WITH TRANSFERENCE
IN MOLTEN MIXTURES OF LiF AND BeF,

K. A. Romberger

0.06
0.9-1.1
1.7-1.8
9.7

J. Braunstein

As part of a general investigation orientated toward
characterizing ionic mobilities in fused salts, emf
measurements are being made in the LiFBeF, system
which employ the concentration cell with transference

The initial results from these measurements were
reported in the last report of this series.' Therein emf
data (E,) were reported for 500 and 610°C which were
obtained with an all-silica cell. The results over a limited
range suggested that the transference number of lithium
ion relative to fluoride ion was unity.
Measurements have now been extended over wider
ranges of composition and temperature employing both
silica and recently developed all-metal cells. The sensitivity, stability, and ruggedness of the latter have been
demonstrated during several lengthy experiments. New
results include:
1. Isothermal measurements with silica apparatus at
700°C for compositions between 0.90 and 0.30
mole fraction BeFz

.

2. Two different sets of isothermal measurements at
610°C utilizing an all-metal (nickel, molybdenum)
cell which covered compositions between 0.70 and
the LiF liquidus at 0.267 mole fraction BeF, .
3. Measurements along the LiF liquidus between 610
and 800°C using the metal cell.
4. Isothermal measurements at 500°C and constant-

composition measurements at temperatures between
500°C and the liquidus temperatures for BeFz and
Li2BeF4 for compositions between 0.60 and 0.33
mole fraction BeF2. The latter experiment also
utilized the metal cell and is still in progress.
We have noted previously' that the emf data (E,,,)
obtained by Hitch and Baes' for the cell

.

"~rivate communicationwith J. P. Young.

A. Romberger and J. Braunstein, MSR Rogram Semiann. h o g . Rept. Feb. 27,1969.0RNL-4396,p. 180.
I7B. F. Hitch and C. F. Baes, Jr., Inorg. Chon. 8(2), 201
(1969).
16K.

(1)
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Table 136. EMF'S of Cells With Transference (Et), EMF'S of Cells
Without Transference (Ew),and Lithium Ion TransferenceNumbers
(tLi)for the System LiF-BeF2

*

500°C

-

BeF2 Composition
Silica
Metal
1- x
Range
1 +x
(mole fraction)
u t u w " tLi u
t M w tLi
(mv) (mv)
(mv) (mv)
0.30 +0.33
0.33+0.40
0.40+0.50
0.50 +0.60
0.60 +0.70

0.5209
0.4662
03813
0.2950
0.2152
~

6 10°C

Silica

-

85
93

45.8
29.4

Mt

uw"

(mv) (mv)

39.9
0.86 95.4 45.8 0.97 93.4
1.21 90.8 29.4 1.18 93.8
41.9 14.9 0.83 49.2
23.3

21.6
47.4
32.5
16.5
2.9

Metal

tLi

700°C

u t

uw"

(mv)

(mv)

0.96 40.6
0.92 92.0
1.09 96.8
0.88 54.5
1.7 (20)=

21.6
47.4
32.5
16.5
2.9

Silica

tLi

u
t

(mv)
0.98
0.90
1.13
0.97
"1.5

3gb
96
95.9
61.3
31.9

uw"

tLi

(mv)
24.7 0.83
48.7 0.92
35.0 1.04
18.1 1.00
3.9 1.7

~~

S r o m B. F. Hitch and C. F. Baes,Znorg. Chem 8,201 (1969).
bEmf decreased with time at higher LiF concentrations, possibly from attack on the silica. Error could be *5 mv.
%mf was erratic near 0.70 mole fraction BeF2. Error could be 23 mv.

L

.

BeF2 because the relative error in AEW is too large to
give meaningful results. The Et values obtained recently
at 610 and 500°C with metal cells reproduce closely the
data
obtained earlier at the same temperatures with
could be combined with our emf values (Et) at any one
silica
cells. The conclusion is that the materials of
composition to determine the transport numbers of
construction
of the cells did not influence the values of
lithium and beryllium ions (fLi. tBe) relative to a
Et.
This
is
remarkable
in that the nickel compartments
fluoride ion reference through relations such as:
(which were electrically isolated from the rest of the
dEt = tLi 1-)dEw,
tx
cell) always had potentials which were positive (noble)
1 -x
relative to the beryllium electrodes from 0.4 to 1.2 v.
The smallest potential difference which has been seen
between a beryllium electrode and the separating
(metal) compartment is over 300 mv. Silica frits were of
much larger pore size ("150 p diameter) than the nickel
frits (-10 p and -40 p), showing that for this range of
or for a composition interval between a and b,
pore diameters, Et w a s also independent of pore
diameter.
E; -E;
Metal cells have a decided advantage over silica cells at
(4)
tLi=jt[(l+x)/(l -x)] dE,'
higher LiF compositions (xBeF2less than 0.3) since
Here x is the mole fraction of beryllium fluoride. Our they are stable to the fluoride salts while silica is not.
equaled 1.00 f. Moreover, the metal cells can be frozen without
previous measurements showed that iLi
0.05 for compositions between 0.3 and 0.5 mole concentration change or damage, whereas the silica cells
fraction BeF2 at both temperatures. This result has break upon freezing. Using metal cells we have made
been confirmed by our subsequent measurements, not measurements along the LiF liquidus up to 800"C, the
only for 500 and 610°C but for 700°C as well.
upper temperature limit of the furnace. We plan to
The results are shown in more detail in Table 13.6, make more measurements in this high-LiF region in the
where the values of rLi for discrete composition future, and the data which are presently available will
intervals have been calculated at various temperatures. be presented at that time.
between 0.3 and 0.5 mole
The uncertainty in iLI
Metal cells have also yielded more precise emf values
fraction BeF2 is about *5%, while the uncertainty
than have silica cells for values of xBeF2below -0.55.
between 0.5 and 0.7 mole fraction BeF2 is about *20%. This precision is illustrated in Fig. 13.2, wherein data
Values are not tabulated for tLiabove 0.7 mole fraction are shown which were obtained between 365 and

(
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Fig. 13.2. E , vs Temperature for the LiF-BeF2 System Near the Li2BeF4 Liquidus. Reference composition: 0,0.5278 mole
fraction BeF2. Total bulk comgositions:V,0.5133; A, 0.5017; m, 0;4755; 0.4475; and 0.4267 mole fraction BeF2. The points, 0,
are LiF addition points at 500 C.

*,

500°C for compositions near the euteztic of the
LiFBeF2 system. The reference composition (11) is the
= 0,5278. The labeled lines in
Same throughout, xBeF2
the homogeneous region identify the composition in
the bulk (I); the numerous points which form the
boundary (liquidus) curve where Li2BeF4 begins to
precipitate have been derived from the various total
bulk compositions, and there is considerable overlap.
Since this boundary curve represents an invariant
composition point at any one temperature, it forms an
internal composition reference. If there is diffusion or
flow from the bulk into the reference compartment,
any unknown "aging" effects which affect the potential, or an inability of the stirrer to maintain thermal
equilibrium in the presence of the precipitated solid,
the observed emf will deviate from the line. These
measurements were made over a period of two weeks,
with the entire system frozen six times in between. No
deviation was observed until the 0.5278-0.4267 composition couple was followed down to 392°C. Here the
deviation is -1.1 mv or 0.8"C. At this point, it is
calculated that 40% of the total LiF and 27% of the
total BeF2 in the bulk compartment were present as
precipitated Li2BeF4. For the same concentration set
the deviation at 382°C was about 1.1"C or 1.0 mv.
Here, 4% of the total LiF and 33% of the total BeF2
were present as a solid precipitate. The temperature at
which the emf-temperature plot for any one composi-

.

tion set intersects the invariant boundary curve is the
liquidus temperature at that composition. These intersection points are obtainable with great precision,
usually about k0.2"C. The values for these liquidus data
are now being determined. They will be presented in
the next volume of this series.
Although the general purpose of these emf studies is
to aid in characterizing ionic transport properties, the
excellent reproducibility and long-term stability of the
all-metal cells indicate that they should have general
applicability to several types of problems. These include:

1. Very precise determination of liquidus curves in
binary, and possibly ternary, systems. We are pursuing this application as is demonstrated by Fig. 13.2.
2. Routine analytical monitoring of compositions of
binary salts. For example, with the LiF-BeF2 system
between about xBeF2= 0.40 and the LiF liquidus,
E, changes approximately 14 mv per mole percent
composition change. If a reference solution was
saturated with LiF (i.e., its composition would be
fured) at any one temperature, then an emf uncertainty even as large as i1.4 mv would yield
compositions precise to iO.001 mole fraction.
3. Reproducible and stable reference electrodes. Beryllium rod electrodes, immersed in melts of the same
composition, in all-metal cells invariably show emf

6

-

I
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differences of less than 0.3 mv. Usually the emf
differences are no more than 0.05 mv.

Table 13.7. Specific Conductance of
LiF-BeF2 (66-34 Mole 46)
K (Ohm"

468.0
476.3
480.5
499.3
530.1
562.0
588.0
619.4
647.2

13.8 IMPROVED DETERMINATION OF
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE OF
LiF-BeF2 (66-34 MOLE %)
C . D. Robbins

J. Braunstein

The first determination of specific conductance in the
current program of investigating electrical conductivities in systems of interest to the MSRP was that
of the MSRE coolant salt, LiFBeF2 (66-34 mole %).'
Using a silica cell of refmed design and an ac seriescomponent Wheatstone-type bridge (both previously
described' 9 ) , a more accurate determination of specific
conductance over an extended temperature range has
been obtained. These measurements extend the temperature range investigated to 470445°C.
Starting material?' which had been previously treated
with H2/HF was remelted and filtered" under a
helium atmosphere. The frozen salt was subsequently
loaded into the silica conductance cell in a dry box and
melted under dried helium. The sample melted completely clear, remained transparent for more than 13 hr,
appeared somewhat milky after 22 hr, and was cloudy
after two days. The open circle data shown in Fig. 13.3
were taken in random order during this period and
demonstrate the absence of effects from oxide formed
during the experiment.
Employing a silica cell of cell constant 150.42 cm-'
and a peak-to-peak applied voltage of 25 mv across the
cell, measured resistance was independent of measuring
frequency over the range 5 to 50 kHz within the
accuracy limits of the bridge (i0.2%). This was the first
fluoride melt to show no frequency dispersion, probably indicative of its high purity.
Specific conductance data are given in Table 13.7.
The variation of specific conductance with temperature
appears linear over the temperature interval investi-

m-')

1.342
1.390
1.424
1.540
1.753
1.95,
2.132
2.330
2.513

gated, 470 to 645OC. The line shown in Fig. 13.3
represents the computer-fitted least-squares equation,
K = -1.729

+ 6.557 X

10-3t(k!)

(u = 0.004, N.O. = 9) ,

where u is the standard error of fit and N.O. is the number of observations. Also shown in Fig. 13.3' are the previously determined results' for this system. Considering that in the previous measurements resistance varied
ORNL-DWG

69-6444

2.6
2.5
2.4
2.3
2.2

-

-

c

2.4
2.0

IC
Y

4.9
4.8

1.7

1.6
4.5

"MSR Program Semiam Prop. Rept. Feb. 29, 1968,
ORNL-4254, pp. 144-46.
19G. D. Robbins and J. Braunstein, in Molten Salts: Characterization and Analysis, ed. by G . Mamantov, Marcel Dekker,
New York, 1969.
200btained from J. H. Shaffer.
21Preparedby K. A. Romberger.
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Fig. 13.3. Specific Conductance of LiF-BeF2 (66-34 mole 96)
vs Temperature.
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.
markedly with both frequency and time, the agreement
with the present results is exceedingly - perhaps fortuitously - good. We believe the results reported here to
have an accuracy of +OS%.

13.9 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTMTIES OF
LOWNELTINC NaF-BeF2 MIXTURES
G. D.Robbins

J. Braunstein

The Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher(VTF) equation as applied to equivalent conductance, A, in the form
1
ln'h=A--1nT-2

k
T - To

has been successfully employed in binary nitrate melts
to correlate the composition and temperature dependence of electrical conductivity?
In this relation T is the absolute temperature, while A, k, and TO
are adjustable parameters. In the molten KNOBCa(N03)2 system Ar1gell'~9~' was able to determine
To, the zero-mobility temperature, for three glassforming compositions by analyzing the curvature in
plots of In A vs 1/T at temperatures below 2T0.
Employing the observed linear relationship between TO
and mole fraction for these three compositions, To was
extrapolated to other compositions. The VTF equation
was then found t o adequately represent the data
employing a single value of k,independent of composition. The extent to which t h i s behavior obtains in other
systems is important in the correlation of electrical
conductance with composition. To test the applicability
of the VTF equation in correlating conductivities in
molten fluorides, an attempt has been made to determine To for three low-melting mixtures in the molten
NaFBeFz system.
The previously described ac Wheatstone-type bridge,
incorporating a series-component balancing arm, and
the type of silica conductance cells used in studies of
the LiF-BeF2 system' were employed in these experiments. In the LiF-BeF, system it was possible to use
silica cells with the molten fluoride, due in part to the
slight solubility of Be0 and low equilibrium partial

'-'

"C. A. Angell,J. Phys. Chem 68,218 (1964).
"C. A. Angel1,J. Phyg &em 68,1917 (1964).
24C. A. Angell and C. T. Moynihan, in Mdten Salts: Characterization and Analysis, ed. by G. Mamantov, Marcel Dekker,
New York, 1969.

"G. D. Robbins and J. Braunstein, in Molten Salts: Characterization and Analysis, ed. by G . Mamantov, Marcel Dekker,
New York, 1969.

pressure of SiF4 formed via the corrosion reaction'

LJ

2BeF2 + s * ? B e O + S i F 4 t .
ii

A similar procedure has been followed with the
NaF-BeF' system. The cell constant was determined to
be 92.96 cm-' (*0.15% precision) relative to molten
potassium nitrate as a reference (accuracy = +OS%)?
In all measurements the peak-to-peak voltage applied
across the conductance cell was maintained at 25 mv,
and the measured resistance was independent of the
measuring frequency over the range 5 to 50 kHz, within
the accuracy limits of the bridge (*0.2%).
Hand-picked, glass-clear crystals of recrystallized NaF
and sublimed BeF2 were melted under an inert atmosphere in the conductance cell. Semiquantitative spectrographic analysis of the starting materials showed the
major impurities to be (in ppm by weight) for BeF2: 50
Li, 100Na and for NaF: 2 Mg, 2 Fe, and 3 Ca.
for the system NaF-BeFZ
The phase
shows two low-melting eutectics (340 and 365OC) at 43
and 55 mole 5% beryllium fluoride, with the compound
Na13eF3 congruently melting at 376°C. Specific conductances have been determined as functions of temperature for these three compositions and are shown in
Fig, 13.4. Data are given in Table 13.8. The data were
taken in random order over several days, at each
composition, thus demonstrating the absence of time or
corrosion effects on the results. The curves shown were
calculated from computer-fitted least-squares equations
similar to the VTF equation. The upper portion of
Table 13.9 lists the parameter values, together with the
standard parameter errors and the standard errors of fit.
Density data from ref. 30 were converted to molar
volumes and computer fitted by linear expressions in
mole fraction at constant temperature. Discarding the
disparate data at 50 mole % BeF2, the linear leastsquares equations of molar volume as a function of
composition at various temperatures were employed to
interpolate to the desired compositions. Densities were
obtained by linear interpolation for the three compositions of interest (the temperature variation of the

' k .E. Bamberger, C. F. Baes, and J. P. Young, J. Znorg.
NucL Chem 30,1979 (1968).
Z7G. D. Robbins and J. Braunstein,J. Electrochem SOC. 116,
1218 (1969).
"D. M. Roy, R. Roy, and E. F. Osborn, J. Am. Ceram Soc
36,185 (1953).
29R. E. Thoma, ed., Phase D&ms of Nuclear Reactor
Materiizk, ORNL-2548, p. 34 (1959).
30B. C . Blanke e t & MLM-1076 (1956).
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Table 13.9. Parameter Values for Computer-Fitted Equations
"
L
lnK=B-ylnT-T-D

0.7

-'5ro-*

Mole %
BeF9

0.6

0.5

43.0
50.0
55.0

0.4

B

D

C

0.0058
5.824 (9.071) 1270 ( S 2 ) 336.6 (%'.4)
5.993 (i0.097) 1563 (f81) 316.2 (k10.7) 0.0037
5.840 (9.051) 1590 (fAl) 321.4 ( S . 9 ) 0.0033

0.3

k
-

I~A=A-%I~TT - To

0.2
0.1

350

o(fit)

Mole %
BeFZ
390

430

470

540

550

I CC)

Fig. 13.4. Specific Conductance vs Temperature ("C) for
NaF-BeFz Mixtures.

43.0
50.0
55.0

A

TO

k

o(fit)

8.661 (9.073) 1379 (f56) 326.5 (fl.5) 0.0057
8.825 (i0.107) 1702 ( 3 2 ) 304.1 (k11.5) 0.0039
8.637 (9.056) 1719 (fA6) 310.8 (f5.3) 0.0034
I~A=A'-

k'

T ~n
TIT;

Mole %
BeF2

Table 138. Specific Conductance of
NaF-BeFZ Mixtures
Mole % BeFz
43.0

50.0

55 .o

t c"c>

K

(ohm

-'

cm 1

350.8
358.1
373.6
383.3
404.1
405.1
436.4
465.0
494.1
524.9
555.5
390.8
404.7
4 19.7
429.7
440.6
449.8
483.3
514.0
548.9

0.1646
0.1789
0.2203
0.2492
0.3 109
0.3 167
0.4222
05276
0.6393
0.7632
0.8879
0.1733
0.2046
0.2413
0.2657
0.2942
0.3200
0.4178
0.5144
0.6389

364.6
369.9
384.3
403.8
429.9
454.6
480.0
504.2
529.5
560.1

0.0897
0.0964
0.1180
0.1517
0.2019
0.2548
0.3 14 1
0.3776
0.4454
0.5346

43.0
50.0
55.0

A'

k'

6

o(fit)

4.533 (a.056) 1575 (338) 316.7 (S.0) 0.0057
4.601 (fo.084) 2095 (170) 286.5 (k14.3) 0.0039
4.405 (9.045) 2101 (f82) 294.0 (lt6.6) 0.0035

Table 13.10. Density Equations
Mole %
BeFz
43.0
50.0
55.0

Density Equation @/an3)
p = 2.4267 - 5.367 X lO+t("C)
p = 2.4222 - 5.399 X 104t("C)
p = 2.4190 - 5.422 X 104t("C)

a(fit)=

0.0021
0.0029
0.0034

=The number of points was 5 in each case.

densities appearing more nearly linear than molar
volumes in this temperature interval). The equations
employed in the interpolation are given in Table 13.10.
The densities were combined with the specific conductance data to calculate equivalent conductances,
equivalent weight
A=Kdensity
Equivalent weights were calculated as

+ NNaFMNaF ,
equivalent weight = 0.5NBeF2MBeF2
where N and M with subscripts refer to equivalent
fraction and formula weight respectively.
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3.0

Table 13.11. TOEstimates Based on
Lower-TemperatureData

2.6
2.2
4 1.8

C

1.4

Mole 46
BeFs

TO

o(fit)

43
50
55

258 (f165)
381 (S2)
299 (f43)

0.0096
0.0016
0.004 1

.

1.o
0.6
0.2
i.20

1.28

1.44

1.36

1.52

1.60

Fig. 135. Logarithm Equivalent Conductance vs Reciprocal
Temperature (%) for NaF-BeF2 Mixtures.

Plots of In A vs reciprocal temperature CK) are
presented in Fig. 13.5. Results of least-squares fit of the
VTF equation are shown in the center section of Table
13.9. The curves in Fig. 13.5 are from these equations.
Comparison of To with the parameter D in the VTF
analog of the specific conductance equation for the
three compositions reveals the effect of incorporating
density data in the analysis.
The Adam-Gibbs probability expression, W(T), for
cooperative rearrangement: *24

'

W(T) =A' -

k'
T In T / G '

differs from the VTF equation by the additive term
-'& In T (which has little effect) and the approximation
Tln T / G 2: T - To
as T approaches To. To determine the effect of these
differences in the temperature range encompassed by
the data, expressions of the form
In A = A' -

of To (ro)
are similar in magnitude to To obtained in
an LiF-BeF2 mixture?' Although the three NaF-BeF,
can be fitted by a line through the
values of To
error limits when plotted vs composition, there are as
yet insufficient data to define the relation between To
and composition accurately. While A' and k' differ
are comparable
significantly from A and k, To and
in magnitude, and the variation of To and rowith
composition is somewhat similar.
Based on values of TO given in Table 13.9, the ratios
of melting temperatures to To (in degrees K) are 1.88,
2.13, and 2.05 for 43, 50, and 55 mole % BeFz
respectively. Since it did not prove possible to supercool these mixtures, probably due to the presence of
beryllium oxide, none of the data for 50 or 55 mole %
BeF, fall in the temperature range less than 2T0, while
only 3 of the 11 data at 43 mole % are below 2T0.
It might be assumed that the lower portions of the
temperature ranges covered should give a more accurate
- though less precise - estimate of To. However, as
Table 13.11 demonstrates, estimates of To based on the
lowest five data for each composition resulted in values
of considerable uncertainty. Hence, one must consider
the data in Table 13.9 the best estimates available for
this system. That k for two of the three compositionsis
similar is encouraging. However, the results demonstrate
the necessity of further measurements in cells not
subject to fluoride attack. In addition, experiments are
currently in progress to determine the experimental
glass transition temperatures of these mixtures by
differential thermal analysis.

(G)

r

k'
T ~n
TIG

were also fitted. These results are shown in the lower
portion of Table 13.9. Both the VTF and Adam-Gibbs
expressions fit the data equally well. In both the VTF
equation and the Adam-Gibbs probability expression A
(A') is relatively constant, k (k') exhibits similar values
for the two compositions richer in BeF2, and the values
31G. Adam and J. H. Gibbs, J. C7lm Phys 43, 139 (1965).

13.10 VISCOSITY OF MOLTEN SALTS

Stanley Cantor
In support of requirements for physical property
information, the viscosity of fwe salts has been determined, using the oscillating-cup method.32 The
"L. J. Wittenberg, D. Ofte, and C. F. Curtiss, J. chem. Phys.
48,3253 (1968).

c
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Table 13.12. Viicosity of Molten Salts
O
W

c

Salt Composition

(mole %)

9

Viscosity-Temperature Temperature Range
Equation
Measured
( p in centipoises, in OK)
ec>
4 090

72.7 LiF, 15.7 BeFz, 11.6 ThF4

q = 0.109 exp

70.1 LiF,23.9 BeF2,6.0 ThF4

q = 0.660 exp-

92.0 NaBF4,S.O NaF

p = 0.0877 exp

T
4 380

T
2’240
T

Comments and Comparisons

553-673

Equation for LiF-BeFz-UF4 (70-18-12 mole %)
is q = 0.0897 exp (42801w

526 -633

Equation for LiF-BeFz-UF4 (70-24-6 mole %)
is q = 0.0804 exp (435O/na

408-537

Viscosities are approximately 10%less than
those of pure NaBF4
8 E ‘/‘melting

salt
NaBF4

KBF4

q = 0.0832 exp

r)

= 0.0946 exp

2,360
T

-

L.LOV

T

.
I

419 -5 13

584-681

= 1.0

Q=

1.1

NaBF4
NaIb

2.66 centipoises
1.52 centipoises

1.95 centipoises
1.16 centipoises

Salt

e = 1.0

e = 1.1

KBF4
KIb

1.41 centipoises
1.63 centipoises

1.11 centipoises
1.25 centipoises

‘B. C . Blanke et al., Density and Viscosiw of Fused Mixtures of Lithium, Beryllium, and Uranium Fluorides, MLM-1086, pp. 56,
63 (December 1956).
bG. J. Janz et al., Molten Salts: Yol. I , Electrical Conductance,Density. and Viscosity Data, NSRDS-NBS 15, p. 76 (October 1968).

actual measurements of amplitudes and of oscillation
periods and the initial treatment of the data were
performed at Mound Laboratory, Miamisburg,Ohio, by
L. J. Wittenberg and R.Dewitt. Preparation of samples,
fabrication of capsules, and supplementary interpretation were done at O W L .
The data, summarized in Table 13.12, were usually
collected over about a 100°C temperature interval. The
two salts composed of LiFBeFz-ThF4 exhibit viscosities rather close to salts where UF4 is substituted
for ThF4. The results for alkali fluoroborates are similar
to those of alkali iodides at the same corresponding
temperatures.
The equation given in Table 13.12 for NaBF4
represents a redetermination of viscosity data; these
newer data are approximately 5% higher than preliminary data for NaBF4 given in an earlier report?j The
newer data (Le., those given in Table 13.12) are believed to be more accurate, primarily because they
agree with the viscosity data of 92-8 mole % NaBF4NaF.

13.11 DENSITY OF MOLTEN FLUORIDES OF
REACTOR INTEREST

Stanley Cantor
The densities of several fluoride mixtures were measured dilat~metrically:~ continuing the work reported
previou~ly?~The results are summarized in Table
13.13; the last three salt mixtures listed were also in the
last semiannual report.”
An interesting result, derived from the study of the
three ThF4 -containing mixtures, was that expansivity
(which is the fractional change of volume with temperature) showed little change with the concentrations of
F3eFs and of ThF4. The results are given in Table 13.14.
Assuming that the concentration of LiF in the fuel melt
of an MSBR will be approximately 70 mole %, then
these results suggest that the MSBR fuel mixture will
have an expansivity very close to 2.5 X IO4/%

&

j4S. Cantor, Rev. Sci. Instr. 40,967 (1969).

*
j3S. Cantor, MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Aug. 31,

.bd

1968,ORNL4344, pp. 159-60.

35S. Cantor, MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,

1969.ORNL4396, pp. 174-75.
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Table 13.13. Density of Melts of MoltenSalt Reactor Interest
Salt Composition
(mole %)

Least-Squares
Density-Temperature p t i o n
@ i n g / m 3 , t i n c)

Standard Error

Temperature Fange
Measured ( C)

No. of Data

555.1-707.4

12

p

= 3.112 - 6.71 X

533.2 -74 1.2

14

p

= 3.824 - 8.06 X 104t

0.0014

543.4 -749.5

13

p

= 4.181 - 9 5 2 X 104t

0.0013

452.0 -703 9

17

p

= 2.539 - 5.77 X 104t

0.00097

524.3 -76 1.1

9

p

= 2.533

5 14.5 -820.3

11

p

= 2.280 - 4.88 X 104t

70.11 LiF
23.88 BeF2
6.01 ThF4
70.06 LiF
17.96 BeF2
11.98 ThF4
69.98 LiF
14.99 BeF2
15.03 ThF4
64.7 LiF
30.1 BeF2
5.2 ZrF4
64.79 LiF
29.96 BeF2
4.99 ZrF4

Points

lo*

f

- 5.62 X 104t

inP

0.0013

0.0017

0.26 UF4

66.0 LiF
34.0 BeF2
92.0 NaBFA

0.00046
c

399.5-590.8

10

Expansivity,
(Y =

0.0018

'

with distilled water. The results were:

Table 13.14. Expdvities of Melts of
LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (7O.X-Y Mole %)

Salt Composition
(mole %)

= 2.252 - 7.11 x 104t

L(k),
at 600°C
aT

P

[units are ("c)-'1

x io4
70.11 LiF, 23.88 BeF2,6.01 ThF4

2.48

70.06 LiF, 17.96 BeF2, 11.98ThF4

2.4 1

69.98 LiF, 14.99 BeF2, 15.03 ThF4

2-64

13.12 ROOM-TEMPERATUREDENSITIES AND
ESTIMATED DENSITY CHANGE, UPON MELTING,
OF MSBR FUEL AND COOLANT SALTS

Stanley Cantor
The densities of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %)
and of NaBF4 were determined pycnometrically, at
room temperature, in a 25-ml Kimax "specific gravity
bottle." Cottonseed oil was used as the displacement
liquid; the precise volume of the bottle was determined

LiFBeF2-ThF4(72-16-12 mole %): 3.788, g/cm3

,

NaBF4 : 2.4356 g/cm3 (3% less than the x-ray
density of 2.507536) .
Both salts had been previously fused.
A density-temperature curve (Fig. 13.6) for MSBR
fuel salt was generated on the basis of the following
assumptions: (a) the pycnometrically determined
density (3.79 g/cm3 at room temperature) would occur
in actual practice (i.e., in the MSBR fuel dump tank or
in freeze flanges); (b) the expansivity of the solid salt is
5 X lO-'/"C, a crude estimate based on analogy with
other salts; (c) the density above the liquidus is reliably
predicted from additive molar volumes; ordinarily
densities of these melts, predicted this way, have
uncertainties of about &YO.
Given the tenuous nature of assumption a and the
uncertainties in b and c , the predicted 8%decrease in
density, upon melting, should be considered as a rough
estimate. A fact that should not be overlooked is that
"G. D. Brunton, Acta Oyst. B24,1703 (1968).

.
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the molten salt would freeze over a temperature range
of about 60°C;at -5OO"C, the first crystals precipitate;
only at -444°C is the salt entirely frozen.
Two curves depicting the density-temperature behavior of MSBR coolant (92-8 mole % NaBF4-NaF) are
given in Fig. 13.7. The solid lines refer to "theoretical''
(or x-ray) densities; the dashed lines refer to more
probable densities. At 243°C and at 385"C,the dashed
and solid lines coincide over much of the density
ranges. Three assumptions were used in drawing these
curves:

1. At 243°C (the solid transition temperature of
NaBF4) the partial density change, that is, that due
to NaBF4 alone, is 17./03' or 15.6% for the density
change of the coolant salt composition (the portion
of the coolant that is NaF does not undergo an
expansion).

2. The expansivity of the solid is -5 X lO-'pC [same
as assumption b above]

.

L,
h

3. In practice, the density of the coolant would be 3%
less than the x-ray density as was observed pycnometrically for pure NaBF4.
On the basis of these three assumptions and experimental data for the liquid, a density decrease of 7.4%
on melting is possible; however, a density decrease of
about 4% is more likely. It should be noted that the
coolant undergoes a rather large density change in the
solid at 243°C;the predicted extent of this change is
based on the analogy between NaBF4 and NaC104 and
the validity of high-temperature x-ray diffraction data
of NaC104?' Thus a major uncertainty in predicting
the change of*density on melting is the uncertainty in
predicting the change in density at the solid transition.

37S.Cantor, this report, Sect. 123.

.
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14. Chemistry of Molten-Salt Reactor Fuel
Reprocessing Technology
14.1 REDUCTIVE EXTRACTION OF
PROTACTINIUM AT HIGH CONCENTRATIONS
(2000 ppm LEVEL) FROM MSBR FUEL
SOLVENT SALT (LiF-BeF2 -ThF4,
72-16-12 MOLE %) INTO MOLTEN BISMUTH

R. G.Ross

i

.

C. E.Bamberger

C. F. Baes, Jr.

Previous studies' in this system of the reductive
extraction of protactinium have shown the equilibrium
quotient for the extraction reaction
Pa4+(F) + Tho(Bi)

* Pao(Bi) + Th4'( F) ,

(1)

to be independent of protactinium concentration when
up to 100 ppm protactinium was present. However, in
the protactinium isolation column described by
Whatley and McNeese? the concentrations of protactinium, uranium, and thorium vary over wide ranges
in both the salt and bismuth phases. In particular the
con.centration of protactinium reaches the 2000-ppm
level in both phases. It seemed desirable, therefore, to
carry out laboratory studies of the distribution behavior
and the phase stability of protactinium under conditions simulating those of this proposed reductive
extraction process. This has been the purpose of our
current reductive extraction studies.
An experiment was designed, using previously described procedures,' in which both protactinium and
uranium extraction could be studied at the various
concentrations which would exist in the proposed
isolation column. In this experiment PaF4 dissolved in a
'R. G. Ross, C. E. Bamberger, and C. F. Baes, Jr., MSR
Rogram Semiann. Prop. Rept. Aug. 31, 1969,ORNL4396,p.
189.
I

.

'M. E. Whatley and L. E. McNeese, MSR Program Semiann.
Rop. Rept. Aug. 31.1969,ORNL4396,p. 270.

carrier salt was to be added incrementally to a vessel
containing 250 g of fuel solvent (LiF-BeF2-ThF4,
72-16-12mole %) and 250 g of bismuth with 2000 ppm
of dissolved thorium metal at 625°C. Protactinium
additions were to be continued until the protactinium
concentration in the bismuth phase as a result of
reaction (1) was -2OOO ppm. At this point UF3 would
be added incrementally to effect the reaction

4U3+(F)+ 3Pao(Bi)

4V(Bi)

+ 3Pah(F) ,

(2)

oxidizing the protactinium into the salt phase. Thorium
metal would then be added incrementally and would
extract, by reaction (l), the protactinium into the
bismuth phase in the presence of uranium. An experiment conducted in this manner would yield both
protactinium and uranium distribution data over a wide
range of concentrations of thorium, uranium, and
protactinium.
It was estimated that the first step (2000 ppm
protactinium in the bismuth) of the above experiment
could be completed by four 5g additions of PaF4
mole %,
carrier salt (20 g of LiF-BeF2-ThF4, 72-16-12
containing 35,000 ppm '"Pa).
However, after the
second addition the reductant material balance became
unsatisfactory, and we were able to obtain only one
reliable value for Dpa. The loss of reductant was
attributed to the presence of an oxidant, probably
OH-, in the protactinium carrier salt. Although this
carrier salt had been extensively purified under the
same conditions as have been established for LiF-BeF2
melts, the equilibria for oxidehydroxide removal from
a salt containing high protactinium and thorium concentrations, such as this, presently are not well known.
Due to the unsatisfactory reductant material balance,
it was decided to change the course of the experiment.
All of the protactinium was oxidized into the salt phase
by hydrofluorination in situ. Incremental additions of
thorium metal allowed us to determine the equilibrium
quotient for protactinium extraction with the concentration of protactinium in the bismuth reaching -2OOO

j t
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Fig. 14.1. Variations of Rotactinium Distribution Coefficient with Mole Fraction of Thorium in the Bismuth Phase.

ppm. These data, along with the one reliable d u e
mentioned above, are shown in Fig. 14.1.D,, is plotted
as a function of XTh(Bi), which has been determined
by two different methods - material balance calculation (0) and neutron activation analysis3 (0).The
accuracy of this last method is estimated to be *20%.
The colorimetric method normally used for thorium
analysis has apparently suffered some sort of interference from the high concentration of protactinium
present; hence it is being revised by Analytical Chemistry Division personnel. These data will be reported
when they are available.
The small amount of thorium metal which did not
react with protactinium, XTh(Bi) = 1 x lo4, would
indicate that hydrofluorination in situ was effective in
removing the abovementioned oxidant.
3Performed by J. Emery,Analytical Chemical Division.

Equilibrium quotients at 625OC calculated for this
experiment are:

Q!: = 1480 (XThby material balance),

Q!: = 2100 (&, by neutron activation).
In view of the large uncertainty (20%) associated with
the neutron activation analyses, these values are in
satisfactory agreement with
= 1450 reported for
protactinium concentrations of <lo0 ppm at the same
temperature,' thus indicating the absence of any
apparent effect caused by protactinium concentration
up to 2000 ppm.
Preparations have begun for an experiment as originally designed. With a more vigorous hydrofluorination
we expect to avoid the presence of OH', which was
assumed to be the oxidant in the carrier salt used in our

QF;

c

, -

b.
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first experiment. According to Mathews4 we should be
able to confirm the absence of OH- by monitoring the
HF evolution rate while sparging with hydrogen.

SALT

14.2 THE SEPARATION OF ZIRCONIUM FROM

URANIUM IN BISMUTH SOLmIONS BY

STAINLESS S
FILTER DISK

PLATIMDE PRECIPITATION

D.M. Moulton

J. H. Shaffer

STEEL TUBE

In the reductive extraction process for removing
uranium from molten-salt reactor fuels, the separation
of fnsion product zirconium from uranium will be
rather low. A good separation can be made by
fluorinating a side stream, but there is another possibility now under investigation which will avoid fluorination and might reduce the uranium inventory in the
processing plant.
It is known that zirconium and platinum form the
wry strong intermetallic compound ZrPt3, with a heat
of formation of some -80 kcal.' The activity coefficient of zirconium in bismuth is not too low, so one
would expect the compound ZrR3 to be rather
insoluble. A rough calculation gives K s p = X,, X;t
lo-'' at 700". The strength of the compound UPt3 is
not known but is probably less than that of ZrPt3,
while, on the other hand, uranium is more stable in
bismuth than zirconium. Therefore ZrPt3 should be
formed more easily.
If conditions can be found under which ZrPt3 will
precipitate and upt3 will dissolve, then one can take a
salt stream containing these two and equilibrate it with
a Bi-Pt alloy. Proper control of the reduction potential
should let ZrPt3 precipitate and UF3 stay in the salt.
The bismuth would need t o be hydrofluorinated from
time to time to strip it of zirconium.
We have begun a series of experiments to explore this
possibility. For the first, a special vessel was made, as
shown in Fig. 14.2. About 63 g Bi, 0.25 g U, and 0.86 g
Pt were put into the upper section, and the vessel was
heated to about 600" using the arrangement shown in A
so that the filter was cold and did not pass the liquid
metal. Next, 22.1 g of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (68-20-12 mole
%) with 62 mg of labeled ZrF4 was introduced through
a filter stick which then served as a sparge tube. After 2
hr the tube was raised out of the liquid, and the whole
vessel was heated as in B. Finally the system was

-

t

.

3/-in. STAINLESS

W. R. Grimes

4A. L. Mathews and C. F. Baes, Jr., Inorg. Chem 7, 373
(1968).
'L. Brewer,Science 161,115 (1968).

Y4-in. STAINLESS

STEEL TUBE
U

B

A

Ill

E

COLD AIR
BLOWING

Fig. 14.2. MdtenSalt-Metal Filtration Apparatus.

evacuated and repressurized to force the liquids into the
lower chamber while catching any precipitate on the
filter.
The system was cooled and cut up for analysis. The
95Zr peak was counted on a Ge-Li diode and showed
40% of the Zr in the salt, less than 0.1% in the metal,
and 10%in the filter section, which was counted whole.
About 0.18 g of material was then shaken off the filter.
The powder xqay pattern of this material showed
bismuth and salt (mostly Li3ThF,) with no evidence of
ZrPtB. This was confirmed by spectrochemical analysis
giving about 20 wt % Bi and 8, 5, and 23 wt % LiF,
BeF2, and ThF4 (converting the reported metal values
to fluorides). Only 1.4 mg of platinum was in the
precipitate, while 0.38 g of platinum was in the metal
and practically none was in the salt. The uranium
behavior was similar to the zirconium: 26%in the salt,
10% in the precipitate, and 6% in the metal. In the
bismuth the lithium mole fraction was 0.0029 and that
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Table 14.1. Extractionof Cerium and Thorium by Bismuth-Magnesium Mixtures
Sample
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-24

Mg Added
(&
20 g M a 2
15
45
75
75

105

DLi

DTh

0.0049
0.0080
0.024
0.094
0.194
0.213

0.33
0.40
1.35
545
843
1610

'

of thorium was 0.0006,which are not as close together
as previous experience would predict.
The conclusions to be drawn from this experiment are
clouded by the fact that not enough reductant metal
was added, as can be seen from the high concentration
in the salt of both uranium and zirconium. Although no
appreciable amount of ZrPt3 was detected, some may
have formed in the filter pores and not have been
shaken loose. The fairly high concentration of both Pt
and U in the metal phase is encouraging; if these are in
equilibrium with solid UPt3, then Ksp for this is about
lo-''. The measured Ksp for ZrPt3 is 10'' 3, which is
larger than expected, but there could be substantial
errors if even a little of the ZrR3 was formed below the
filter or passed through it. It looks as though UPt3 is
indeed less stable than apt3
,and this has encouraged
us to look at the system further.

14.3 BISMUTH-MAGNESIUM MIXTURES
ASRARE-EARTHEXTRACTANTS

D. M. Moulton

J. H.Shaffer

The extraction of rareearth fssion products from
thorium-containing fuel salt mixtures into bismuth is
rather sharply limited by the precipitation of thorium
bismuthide. If the solubility of this material could be
increased, it would be possible to extract rare earths
with a smaller volume of liquid metal. One of our
objectives has been to look for additives to the bismuth
which will have this effect.
Magnesium is a good solvent for thorium, and its
binary diagram with bismuth makes it look as though
the ternary system will contain more dissolved thorium
than bismuth alone. Magnesium is a strong reductant,
but there was a chance that its activity would be
reduced enough in bismuth to keep it from being
oxidized too much. A pot of 2.21 kg of LiF-BeF2-ThF4
(67-30-3 mole %) with a little CeF3 and 3 kg of

DMg

<0.02
0.26
0.094
0.33
0.14
0.22

DCe

Percent
Th Lost

Percent
Ce Lost

16
34

3
8
29
57
"61
58

0.48
0.69
1.71
308
'"300
1790

75
94
94
88

.
*WW
0 0066
0.0070
0.0076
0.0079
0.0078
0.015

bismuth, which had already been used in an extraction,
became available for the experiment. At 70O0 we added
first 20 g of MgF2 and then 15, 30, 30,and 30 g of
magnesium metal. Some of the data are shown in Table
14.1.
After the second metal addition both the thorium and
the cerium began to disappear from the salt; by the
third they were just about gone. Most of the thorium
was precipitated, presumably as the bismuthide ThBi2,
and something over half of the cerium was lost as well,
very likely as a coprecipitate. Almost all of the
magnesium went to the salt phase. Its mole fraction in
the metal did not exceed 0.02, which apparently was
not enough to increase the thorium solubility very
much (perhaps by a factor of 2 in the last sample). On
the basis of this experiment it looks as if magnesium
will not be a useful additive to bismuth for the primary
extraction step.

.

I

c

1

14.4 REDUCTIVE EXTRACHON OF RARE
EARTHS FROM MOLTEN LiF-BeFz -ThF4
(72-16-12 MOLE %) INTO TIN AND
ALUMINUM-TIN MIXTURES AT 600°C

J. H.Shaffer

D. M. Moulton

An experimental program has been initiated to
examine the application of tin as the primary metal
phase constituent for the reductive extraction of rare
earths from the MSBR fuel solvent. This program will
seek a comparative evaluation of pertinent distribution
coefficients and separation factors available in these
systems with those determined for the salt-bismuth
system. Some experimental fmdings with the salt-tin
and salt-tinaluminum systems are presented.
The equipment and procedure used for these experiments were very similar to those used in the investigation of the salt-bismuth system. The extraction vessel
was constructed from a 14in. length of 4-in. iron pipe

.
*
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size stainless steel 304L pipe with welded end closures
of 'h-in. steel plate. The vessel was equipped with a
graphite liner for primary containment of the two
liquid phases. An internal pipe of graphite provided
direct access to the metal phase for sampling purposes;
the stainless steel thermowell was also sheathed with
graphite. Each experiment contained 2.6 kg of tin and
2.5 to 3.0 kg of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %)
with approximately 4.8 X lo-' mole fraction of cerium
(-100 wt ppm) and 5 millicuries of '44Ce gamma
activity. Samples of the two liquid phases were withdrawn for analysis after incremental additions of
thorium and/or aluminum to the extraction systems.
The reported solubility of thorium in tin at 600°C is
G.025 atom % (<489 wt ppm)! However, the results
of these experiments have yielded good material balances for thorium up to an indicated solubility of 2700
to 2900 ppm by weight. The behavior of cerium during
these experiments also corresponded very nearly to
solution behavior. In this respect, tin is comparable
with bismuth as the metal phase for the reductive
extraction process.
As in previous studies, the extraction of cerium from
the salt phase into molten tin was examined according
to the reaction

-.

THORIUM IN METAL PHASE (mole fraction x 4 0 4 )

Fig. 14.3. Comparative Separation of Cerium from Thorium
by Reductive Extraction from LiF-BeFz-ThFs (72-16-12 mole
%) into Bismuth and into Tin at 600OC.

was calculated to be 0.054 with limits by standard

These investigations will examine metal additives to tin
for possible lowering of the thermodynamic activity of
rare earths relative to that of thorium in the metal
phase. By a preliminary examination, aluminum was
found to be too strong as a reducing agent for the
extraction process. In this experiment sufficient aluminum to yield a 5 wt % mixture in 2.6 kg of tin also
sufficed for reducing approximately a third of the
thorium and about a fourth of the cerium from the salt
phase. The resultant salt mixture had a composition
corresponding to 4.7-5.5 mole % Al, 8.1 mole % Th,
68.8-67.9 mole % Li, and 18.4-18.5 mole % Be.
Material balance calculations, based on beryllium for
the salt and tin for the metal, accounted for about 75%

deviation of 0.033 to 0.088. The separations of cerium

of the aluminum, 90-9596 of the thorium, and 84%of

from thorium, Dc,/DT,, varied between 3.5 and 1.2.
Their relation to the thorium concentration in the
metal phase according to the equation

the lithium in the system. Distribution coefficients and
separation factors calculated from these data are as
shown in Table 14.2. Except for the metal-phase
analysis of aluminum in sample 5 , the data are
reasonably consistent considering the magnitude of the
reduction.
Since aluminum had a finite distribution coefficient
in the extraction system, an additional experiment was
conducted at much lower aluminum concentrations.
Although the results of this experiment are incomplete,
the addition of 0.08 wt $6aluminum to the tin phase of
an extraction system also resulted in the reduction of
thorium from the salt phase. Distribution coefficients
for cerium and its separability from thorium are not
readily distinguishable from those obtained for the pure
tin system.

4CeF3(salt) + 3Th0(Sn)

* 4Ce0(Sn) + 3ThF4 (salt).

The value of the equilibrium constant for this reaction,

is compared with that obtained in the salt-bismuth
system in Fig. 14.3. On the basis of these data, the
salt-bismuth system is clearly more effective for rareearth extraction than the salt-tin system.
Continued interest in tin for the reductive extraction
process is based on its use as a solvent for other metals.

6E.E. Hayes and P. Gordon,BMI-1300(1958),p. 131.
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Table 143. Distribution Coefficients and Separation Factors
in the LiF-BeFz-ThF4-Aluminum-Tin System

2”
3
5

1.6
1.6
0.45

0.81
0.65
0.86

0.016
0.013
0.016

0.55
0.42
0.61

1.97
2.49
0.52

0.68
0.65
0.71

0.34
0.26
1.36

‘Samples 2 and 3 are duplicates.

14.5 EXTRACTION OF THORIUM FROM

Following the reductive extraction of uranium and
protactinium from single-fluid MSBR fuel salt into molten bismuth, further processing is required in order to
separate the rare earths from the bulk LiF-BeF2-ThF4
fluid. A method of separation that appeared feasible on
the basis of earlier, unreported work consists in (1)
reduction of thorium into liquid lead leaving the rare
earths in the salt; (2) reduction of the rare earths into
liquid bismuth, leaving “clean” IiF-BeF2 ;and (3) back
extraction of thorium from liquid lead into LiF-BeF2
by hydrofluorination. A small pumped loop was constructed of stainless steel to test steps 1 and 3 of this
process in a dynamic, nonequilibrium ~ y s t e m . ~
At each end of the horizontal flowing lead loop are
vertical 4-in. iron pipe size vessels with graphite liners.
The vessels have top penetrations for sparge tubes,
electrodes, sampling devices, etc., and each has two
bottom pipes for recirculation of lead. The loop was
charged with 19 kg of hydrogen-fired lead, resulting in a
lead pool approximately 3 in. deep in each vessel. The
extraction vessel was charged with 2.6 kg of LiF-BeF2n;F4 (65-23-12 mole %), containing labeled CeF3. The
recovery vessel was charged with 2.1 kg of LiF-BeF2
(66-34). The extraction vessel was hydrogen sparged
and electrolyzed by a central anode in the top of the
salt, with the lead pool and the graphite liner serving as
cathodes. The recovery vessel was sparged with H2-HF
to reoxidize dissolved metals from the lead.
Initially various anodes were tested in the extraction
vessel salt. A noble Pd-Ag anode was unacceptable
because it was dissolved when contacted by splashes of
liquid lead. A molybdenum anode was oxidized and

dissolved in the fluoride salt. A graphite anode did not
pass essentially any current. In order to proceed with
the thorium extraction experiment itself, the problem
of finding a practical anode was bypassed by using a
sacrificial beryllium rod as anode.
An additional advantage in using the active metal
electrode, beryllium, was that on open circuit it served
as a reference potential against the extraction vessel and
apparently indicated the extent that the saltcathode
interfaces were populated by reduced materials. Before
electrolyzing, a beryllium potential more negative than
1 v was observed. After electrolyzing, the beryllium
potential was essentially zero. With prolonged sparging
below the leadaalt interface in both vessels, the
beryllium potential returned to its original value.
However, if the extraction vessel liquid levels were
lowered or raised after electrolysis, the beryllium
potential would immediately become quite negative but
would return again to essentially zero potential as soon
as the levels were normalized. The effect of such level
changes was to expose fresh graphite liner surfaces to
the salt, and therefore a beryllium potential more like
that prior to electrolyzing was observed. Raising or
lowering only the beryllium electrode had no effect on
potential.
In all operation to date there has been an unexpectedly slow rate of removal of reduced metal from
the extraction vessel. Essentially zero removal was
detectable unless the gas sparging was below the
leadaalt interfaces. Either the reduced metal phases
were not easily dissolved in lead, or they were dispersed
in the salt so that they rarely contacted the lead. The
first possibility is supported by the relatively low
thorium solubility (504 ppm) in lead at 60OOC.8
The second possibility is suggested by the observation that when a graphite cathode was operated
in the extraction vessel it became wetted by the salt and

7hBR Program Semiam Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, p. 195.

*F. A. Shunk, Constitution of Binary Alloys, Second
Supplement, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1969.

PROCESSED MSBR FUEL SALT
INTO MOLTEN LEAD

D. M. Richardson

J. H.Shaffer

.
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when removed from the vessel the salt adhering to the
electrode contained what appeared to be finely divided
metal particles. The solids remaining after dissolution of
this adherent material in Versenate-boric acid-citrate
solution contained only thorium and traces of iron.
Since current to the graphite cathode was easily
produced, it may be inferred that the graphite liner of
the extraction vessel was also an effective cathode, as
well as the lead pool, during the normal mode of
electrolysis and that dispersed, reduced metal remained
adherent to the graphite liner. The approximate relative
cathodic areas were: salt-graphite liner, 85%; salt-lead
pool, 15%.
The recirculating lead loop has been operated on an
intermittent basis, and a total pumping time of 162 hr
at approximately 625°C has been accumulated. Total
time with the lead loop melted exceeds 800 hr. The
total electrolyzer operation with a beryllium anode in
the extraction vessel is now 30 amp-hr.
The results obtained for transfer of thorium to the
recovery vessel are shown in Fig. 14.4 as a function of
electrolyzer ampere-hours. To account for all of the
electrolymr current it would be necessary to measure
all species reduced. It was assumed that 1.67 moles of
lithium was reduced for each mole of thorium, and the
line slope of the figure, for 2 kg of recovery salt,
represents 10% current efficiency. It is probable that
some of the unaccounted-for ampere-hours were due to
a current of lead ions that resulted from the splashing
of lead on the beryllium anode, since sparging below
the leadsalt interface was employed during electrolysis.
In addition to thorium, salt samples from the recovery vessel were also found to contain cerium,
displaying a clearly identifiable gamma peak for '44Ce
at 134 kv. Although precise interpretation of such peak
areas is difficult in the presence of thorium daughters,
almost the same fractions of cerium and thorium appear
to have transferred from the extraction vessel to the
recovery vessel. These data are shown in Table 14.3.
Although no separation of thorium from cerium by
reductive extraction into lead has been demonstrated
by the present experiment, this finding is not conclusive. The same result would be found if entrained
droplets of salt were actually being swept through by
the flowing lead. A more general problem raised by this

I
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"BASED ON 2kg RECOVERY SALT. ASSUMPTION MADE
THAT 4.67 moles LITHIUM TRANSPORTED FOR EACH
mole OF THORIUM
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Fig. 14.4. Thorium Transfer and Current Consumption.

Table 14.3. Relative Transport
of Cerium and Thorium

(Be Anode)

Fraction Transferred
to Recovery Salt
Cerium

x

Thorium

x

3.6
10.4
13.7
19.7
29.7

0.9
1.3
3.0
4.8
13.0

29.1

12.6

0.9
1.6
2.0
3.9
3.8
3.9

experiment, however, is what factors are responsible for
the slow rate of removal of reduced metals from a
molten fluoride salt into a liquid metal extractant.
Although the problem may be uniquely acute with lead,
this has not been demonstrated. Possible rate enhancement by suitable additives to the lead system is under
consideration.

c
f

15. Development and Evaluation of
Analytical Methods for Molten-Salt Reactors
radioactive sample with hydrogen and observing that
the half-wave potential of the WIV) to U(II1) reduction
wave was stable with time.
During t h i s period it was concluded from equilibrium
considerations that knowledge of the U(II1) concentration at 500°C is not sufficient to predict the U(II1)
concentration at reactor temperature (65OoC), due to
the buffering action at 500°C of the 70 2 10 ppm
chromium present in the MSRE fuel. Voltammetric
measurements on a radioactive fuel sample indicated
that the U(II1) concentration did increase when the
sample was heated to 650°C and decreased when cooled
to 500°C. Meaningful U(I1I) concentration measurements on fuel samples by any analytical technique
should, therefore, be made on samples at reactor
temperature.
Voltammetric measurements on an MSRE fuel sample
received and analyzed on May 8 indicated that about
0.4% of the uranium was present as U(II1). At this time
enough zirconium had been dissolved in the fuel in the
reactor to reduce 1% of the uranium. It can be shown,
however, through equilibrium calculations that about
60% of the zirconium could have been used up in
reducing 6 ppm Fe(I1) if the starting concentration of
U(II1) were about 0.08% and the activity of the reduced
iron had a value of 1. Another possibility for the
disagreement in stoichiometry between the zirconium
dissolved and the U(II1) formed is discussed below.
An experimental setup in the Fluoride Research
Laboratory at the Y-12site is being used to follow the
change in the U(IV)/U(III) ratio in a simulated MSRE
fuel as either the U(1V) is reduced or the U(II1) is
reoxidized. The system contains 15 kg of LiF-BeF2ZrF4-UF4 (64.4-30.2-5.2-0.27mole %) and is maintained at 650°C under argon. Two methods are being
used to follow the change in the U(IV)/U(III) ratio: (1)
the voltammetric method using three platinum electrodes and (2) a potentiometric method using a
reference electrode designed by C. F. Baes and B. F.
Hitch of the Reactor Chemistry Division. In the fmt
experiment the melt was reduced in steps by the

15.1 DETERMINATION OF OXIDE
IN MSRE FUEL
R. F. Apple

J. M. Dale

A. S. Meyer

Two samples of nonradioactive LiF-BeF2 submitted
by E. L. Compere of the Reactor Chemistry Division
were analyzed for oxide. These samples were taken
from a larger quantity of salt which had been exposed
in the molten state to the atmosphere of a heliwn-filled
dry box for approximately 72 hr. The sample representing the surface salt contained 113 ppm oxide and
that representing the bulk salt contained 92 ppm oxide.
As was noted in the last report, the NaF trap in the
apparatus for determining the oxide content of radioactive salt samples has degraded and restricts the gas
flow in the system. Preparations are now under way to
replace this trap. Because the trap is an integral part of
the directional gas flow control system which includes
the valves and heated valve plate, it is planned to
replace the system as a unit. This system is being
fabricated.

15.2 VOLTAMMETRIC DETERMINATlON
OF U(IV)/U(III) RATIOS IN MSRE FUEL

J. M.Dale

R. F. Apple

The equipment’ for making voltammetric U(IV)/
U(II1) measurements in radioactive MSRE fuel samples
was installed in the hot cell. After repairing some leaks
which were found in the gas system, it was shown that a
molten sample could be maintained in the apparatus in
the reduced state. This was done by reducing a

‘MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,
ORNL-4396, p. 200.
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Table 15.1. U(II1) Concentration as Percent
ofTotalUranium
'

D

'

e

Spectrophotometric

Potentiometric

Voltammetric

*

<0.2

0.06
0.9-1.1
1.7-1.8
9.7

0.01
0.7- 1.O
1.1-1.5
10.0

1.5
3.5

12.0

a

D

sbmi

immersion of zirconium rods until the voltammetric
measurements indicated that 10% of the 1000 meq of
U(1V) present had been reduced to U(II1). Results for
various stages of reduction from both of the above
methods and those from spectrophotometric measurements by J. P. Young are shown in Table 15 .l.The
speqtrophotometric results of 1.5 and 3.5% may be high
due to an experimental problem which will be investigated (cf. Sect. 13.6).
At the 10% reduction level the loss in weight of the
several zirconium rods amounted to a total of 670 meq.
Even after allowing for the reduction of about 100 meq
of known impurities in the salt, 570 meq of zirconium
is left, which would correspond to a 57% reduction of
U(1V) to U(II1). Two possibilities exist: either a large
amount of the zirconium metal goes into the salt as
coated particles and cannot dissolve, or the solution
used to clean the salt from the zirconium rods before
weighing is removing some of the zirconium. It has been
reported that the cleaning solution does not attack the
surface of unused zirconium rods.
After the reduction with zirconium the U(IV)/U(III)
ratios were followed as the fuel was reoxidized with
NiF2. A total of about 156 meq of NiF2 was required
to oxidize the U(II1) back to 0.02%. The amount of
U(II1) oxidized plus the 21 meq each of iron and
chromium totals to about 146 meq. This stoichiometric
agreement obtained from the oxidation of the fuel
confirms that all of the weight loss of the zirconium in
the reduction experiments was not available to the fuel
for a reduction process.
At the present time a piece of equipment is being
fabricated which will permit the reduction of the fuel
with zirconium wire. It is planned that all of the wire
added to the fuel will be consumed and no second
weighings will be necessary. It is also planned to use a
working electrode sheathed with boron nitride for the
voltammetric measurements with the hope that betterdefined reduction waves will be obtained.

15.3 COMPUTER-OPERATED VOLTAMMETRIC

U(IV)/U(III) RATIO DETERMINATION

R. W.Stelzner
D.L.Manning

M. T. Kelley

In one of the moltensalt cells utilized for the study
of U(IV)/U(III) ratios in molten LiF-BeF2-ZrF4 by the
voltammetric method,? it was observed that the U(IV)/
U(II1) ratio slowly increased with time. Starting with a
U(IV)/U(III) ratio of -loll (0.25 mole % total U), the
U(II1) would essentially all be oxidized to U(IV) in
about two to three days. The U(II1) could be regenerated with zirconium metal.
The cell assembly consists of a graphite cell that
contains the melt (-50 ml volume) which is then
enclosed in a quartz jacket to maintain a vacuum or
controlled atmosphere. The cap of the enclosure is held
in place with an O-ring seal, and the electrodes are
positioned by means of Cajon O-ring fittings. Although
tLe system appears tight, it seems feasible that traces of
impurities generated within the cell (SiF4 and possible
O-ring contaminants) could account for the disappearance of the U(II1). It is indicated from the data that the
rate of disappearance is first order with respect to
U(III), which would seem to indicate an impurity route.
To study the problem further and also to gain
practical experience in adapting small o n - h e computers
to electroanalytical methods, a PDP-8 computer was
attached to the controlled-potential, controlledcurrent
cyclic voltammeter.
Two computer programs were written for the
U(IV)/U(III) ratio determination. One program is
written in machine language, the other in FOCAL
(Formula CALculator). Briefly, in the FOCAL program
the computer takes a data point for the current
measurement (actually the time derivative of the
current measurement) every 3 mv on the voltammogram for a total of 100 points taken over the curve. For
each data point, however, an average of 128 samples per
'I&sec is taken. This step is designed to average out a
small 60cycle ripple that is superimposed on the signal.
The computer next performs a 5-point smooth on the
data, locates the peak of the derivative curve, and from
this calculates and prints out the numerical value of the
U(IV)/U(III) ratio. The machine language program is
similar except that the computer takes a data point
every 1.5 mv on the voltammogram for a total of 256
points. Both programs yield results with a standard
deviation consistently less than 5%.
2H. W. Jenkins et al., MSR Program Semiann h g r . Rept.
Feb. 28,1969,0RNL-4396,
p. 201.
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The procedure was made completely automatic with
the computer furnishing all command signals and
computing the U(IV)/U(III) ratio from the recorded
time derivative of the U(IV)/U(III) reduction wave. The
sequence of operation involves bringing the electrodes
from open circuit to a controlled-potential configuration. After waiting about 30 sec, a series of five
voltammograms are recorded at approximately 1-min
intervals. The U(IV)/U(III) ratio from each voltammogram is computed, and at the end of the five scans the
average value of the ratio and standard deviation for the
five runs are typed out. The cell is then placed at open
circuit, and after a waiting period of 15 min the
procedure is repeated. The results obtained so far
appear most promising for adapting small on-line
computers to electroanalytical methods.

15.4 ELECTROANALYTICALSTUDIES

IN MOLTEN FLUORIDES

D.L.Manning

H. W.Jenkins3
Gleb Mamantov”

Emf studies on the Ni/Ni(II) couple in molten
fluorides’ have indicated that the nickel system appears
to be a good choice for a reference electrode to be used
in molten fluoride salt systems. The Ni/Ni(II) couple
exhibits Nernstian reversibility, has only one valence
state, and is relatively noble, which are desirable
characteristics for a reference electrode.
A more quantitative measure of the reversibility of
the Ni/Ni(II) couple was determined from kinetic
measurements. From such experiments,it was hoped to
evaluate basic kinetic parameters such as exchange
current, transfer coefficient, and heterogeneous rate
Nio. The
constant for the reaction Ni2+ + 2e
defdtion of exchange current is

*

io =nFkC~.jcfy,,
where k is the heterogeneous rate constant, Cox and
C, are the concentrations of the oxidized and reduced
forms of the couple, and a is the transfer coefficient.
Two methods were used for these experiments, the
relaxation voltage step method of Vielstich and
3Former ORAU Fellow, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
4Consultant, Department of Chemistry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
’D. L. Manning, H. W. Jenkins, and Gleb Mamantov, MSR
Program Semiann. h g r . Rept. Feb. 28, 1967, ORNL4119, p.
162.

Table 15.2. Kinetic Parameters for the Ni/Ni(lI)
Couple in Molten LiF-BeFz-ZrF4at 500°C
Voltage Step

Chronocoulometry

Standard rate constant k.
cm/sec

“1 X lo3

-1.7

Transfer coefficient, a

0.68 to 0.45

-0.6

Molar exchange current,
10,amp/cm2

0.06 to 0.2

c

.
1

x lo3

Delahay6 and the chronocoulometric method of
Christie, Lauer, and Ostery~ung.~
In the voltage step method, after applying a small
voltage step (few millivolts) to the system, the Faradaic
current, which is observed after the charging current has
become negligible, is extrapolated back to zero time.
The kinetic parameters are then calculated from the
measured zero-time current, the known voltage step,
and the known resistance of the system. For the
chronocoulometric method, a potential step is again
applied to the cell, following which the number of
coulombs passed, following application of the potential
step, is measured as a function of time. The coulombs
can be separated with diffusing and nondiffusing
coulombs, which permits the evaluation of kinetic
parameters k and a.
A summary of the kinetic parameters for the
Ni/Ni(II) couple, believed to be reliable, is reported in
Table 15.2. It is believed that the agreement between
the two methods is good and that our values on the
kinetic parameters for the nickel system in molten
IiF-BeF2-ZrF4 are of the correct order of magnitude.
The values for k and Io are somewhat smaller than for
nickel in other media. This suggests that the charge
transfer for the Ni2+ + 2e + No reaction. may
correspond to a quasi-reversible process more so than a
truly reversible process in molten fluorides. The reason
is not known, although the greater complexing affinity
of fluoride melts forming more associated fluorocomplex species may be, in part, responsible. From a
practical standpoint, however, as long as the exchange
current is large compared with the net current a
reference electrode is required to pass, it should remain
poised. For most electroanalytical applications involving controlled potential, controlled current, and
potentiometric techniques, this is generally the case.
6W.Vielstich and P. Delahay,,J. Am Chem. Sac. 78, 1874
(1957).
7J. H. Christie, G. Lauer, and R. A. Osteryoung,J. Electromal. Chem 7,60 (1964).
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15.5 SPECTRAL STUDIES OF SUPEROXIDE
ION IN MOLTEN FLUORIDE SALTS
J. P.Young F. L.Whiting
Gleb Mamantov

Evidence derived from spectral studies has shown that
the superoxide ion, 02-, exists in several molten
fluoride solutions. The species has been observed in
molten LiF-NaF-KF, LiF-BeF2,and LiF-BeF2 ZrF4 at
approximately 500°C and in molten KHF2 at 280°C.
This solute species can be added directly to the molten
solvent, in the case of the alkali fluoride eutectic, or can
be generated either by the addition of suitable oxidants
or by electrochemicaloxidation.
The addition of sodium superoxide (Na02) to molten
LiF-NaF-KF yields a yellow solution. The spectrum of
this solution is shown in Fig. 15.1. The spectrum

ORNL-DWG 69-8649A
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Fig. 15.1. Spectrum of Superoxide Ion
L~F-N~F-KF
at 5 0 0 ~ ~ .

(02-)

consists of an absorption peak at 372 nm and a
shoulder at 260 nm which is on the side of an
absorption edge in the ultraviolet region. The 372-nm
peak agrees with the spectrum reported from 0 2 - in
liquid ammonia* and with the reflectance spectrum of
solid Na02? The 260-nm shoulder has not been
previously reported. Besides direct addition, 02- has
been prepared in this solvent by the oxidation of O(II),
'
- or OH-,with Mn(III), 02,or Co(II1).
perhaps as 0
The species has also been observed spectrally after being
generated anodically from O(I1) at a Pt or pyrolytic
graphite electrode.
The species is observed, at a much lower concentration level, after bubbling O2 gas into either molten
LiF-BeF2 or LiF-BeF2-ZrF4 contained in a silica cell.
In this case it is assumed that 02-ion, if not already
present, would be furnished by reaction of the melt
with SO2. It is not possible, yet, to establish absolute
concentration or solubility levels of 02- in various
fluoride melts as the sensitivity of the absorption peaks
is not known: It is assumed that the spectrum arises
from allowed transitions and as such is fairly sensitive
(A, = lo2 to io3 liters mole-' cm-'). The amount
observed to be generated in the BeF2-base solvents,
therefore, would be expected to be low (ppm level).
The fact that 02-is observed raises the possibility of
radiolytic generation of 02- from oxide ion in the
MSRE. In LiF-NaF-KF it was observed that although
the 0 2 - ion was stable in a silica cell, it slowly
decomposed in a graphite windowless cell, possibly by
reaction with graphite to form CO or C02. Thus if 0 2 were present in the MSRE it probably would not be
stable in the presence of the reactor graphite. It should
be noted that the 0
'- concentration of the reactor fuel
dropped from 100 to 50 ppm as the reactor went
critical; the concentration has remained at this low level
since. Is this oxide concentration stable because of
chemical purity or is it a steady-state concentration
derived from several chemical and radiolytic processes?
In discussing this idea with G. E. B6yd an alternate
'
- also became
radiolytic route for the removal of 0
apparent - that of direct oxidation of 02-to O2 by
atomic fluorine, which should be in relatively high
concentration in the reactor core. It would seem that
the radiolytic behavior of the various oxidation states
of oxygen in molten fluoride salts should be considered

in Molten

'J. K. Thompson and J. Kleinberg, J. Am Chem Soc 73,
1243 (1951).
9T. R. Griffiths, K. A. K. Lott, and C. R. Symans, Anal.
Chem 31,1338 (1959).
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experimentally. The hotcell spectrophotometric facility described in the next section will enable us to
carry out such experiments.
15.6 HOTCELL SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
FACILITY

J. P. Young
The design and fabrication of the optical components
which are required for the hotcell spectrophotometer
have been completed by the vendor, Cary Instruments
of Varian Associates. The completed unit, mounted on
a temporary stand, is shown in Fig. 15.2. The source
compartment and the monochromatordetector com-

partment are shown, respectively, in the front and rear
of the left side of the photograph. By the addition of
the necessary optical elements the light beam of the
spectrophotometer is directed through the 3-ft-long
wall embedment (the shiny metal section shown in the
center of the photograph) and into the hot cell. The
portion of the facility which is within the hot cell is the
darkened area at the right. Both sample and reference
beams pass into and out of the hot cell. The beams are
displaced vertically by 6 in. The moltenalt optics
furnace will be located in the upper sample beam. The
facility has been checked at the vendor’s site. Mechanically the necessary components operate quite well.
Two identical sets of optics have been fabricated, and,

U

.

t

Fig. 15.2. HotcelI SpectrophotometricFacility.
r

U

.

if necessary, those parts which must be replaced in the
hot cell can be replaced with manipulators. Optically
the facility should work quite well. On initial tests it
did not completely meet specifications, but it has
subsequently been realigned and is now en route to Oak
Ridge. After checking to see that the facility, which
weighs approximately 4 tons, was not damaged in
shipment, it will be installed within the wall of cell 7,
Building 3019, for final acceptance tests.
The sampling procedure for transferring a sample of
MSRE fuel from reactor to optics furnace was previously discussed." All components required for this
transfer have been fabricated. The optics furnace works
quite well. The top assembly, which is used in transferring the final sample from the sample loading furnace
to the optics furnace, works adequately. Minor faults in
the operation are being corrected. Both of these pieces
of equipment have been used routinely in the laboratory for spectral studies that have recently been carried
out. The operation of the sample loading furnace, both
thermally and mechanically, is not satisfactory. Further
design studies are presently under way to determine
what can be done to correct its operation. The
transport container, which is used to contain the MSRE
sample for transport from reactor to sample loading
furnace, has some sealing problems. These problems will
be corrected by altering the necessary seals. The
shielded heated sample carrier, which provides radiation
shielding and maintains the sample in the transport
container above 200°C for the transit from reactor to
hot cell, works quite well. To improve handling
characteristics and decontamination methods, a cooling
coil will be installed in the carrier to cool the outside
skin temperature of the carrier to <5OoC at the hotcell
site. All components which will be within the hot cell
have been checked as to mechanical operation with
slave manipulators. These tests were performed in a
mockup which simulated hotcell conditions. Problems
found in these evaluations are being corrected.
In connection with spectral studies of molten fluoride
salts, there is a need for a melt container of fixed path
length through which light can be transmitted. With
windowless cells' the path length can be determined
but is not fmed. A diamond-windowed cell12 provides
'OJ. P. Young, MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28,
1969, ORNL-4396, p. 202, and August 31,1968,ORNL4344,
p. 192.
J. P. Young,fnorg. Chem 6.1486 (1967).
"L. M. Toth, J. P. Young, andG. P. Smith,And. Chem 41,
683 (1969).

'
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an excellent fured-path4ength cell compatible with
many fluoride melts, but at present the small size of
available windows, 5 X 5 X I mm, and their possible
deterioration in high radiation fields precludes their use
with radioactive melts. Preliminary studies of a new
type of windowless and fixed-path-length cell have been
carried out. The cell makes use of "porous metal," a
metal product developed by P. R. Mallory and
Company. Porous metal is a foil that contains a number
of small irregular pits formed by a proprietary electrochemical process; many of these pits are etched
completely through the foil, so that light can be
transmitted through the metal. Cells made with stainless
steel porous metal will hold aqueous solutions quite
adequately for spectral study. P. R. Mallory and
Company has agreed to fabricate experimental batches
of porous metal made from Hastelloy N which has been
furnished to them by ORNL.If this product proves to
be satisfactory, it should be possible to fabricate a
fixed-path-lengthcell entirely of Hastelloy N, a material
which has been demonstrated to be compatible with
radioactive MSRE fuel.

15.7 REMOVAL OF OXIDE FROM NaBF4

R. F. Apple

A. S. Meyer

Because compatibility studies of the NaBF4 coolant
with structural material have indicated that there may
be some correlation between oxide and water contamination and corrosion rates, we have undertaken a
program with the Metallurgy Division to study methods
for the purification of the coolant. Since BF3 is used as
a blanket gas for the salt, an attempt was made to
remove oxide as a hydrate of BF3 by passing an He-BF3
gas mixture through the NaBF4. Upon titrating the
effluent gas with Karl Fischer reagent, it was found that
the NaBF4 actually removed traces of moisture from
the BF3. Passing He-HF gas mixture through the salt at
950°F has shown that oxide can be removed from the
melt according to the reaction

2HF + 02- H2 0 + 2F-

.

Tests are now under way to establish the optimum
conditions for oxide removal by the hydrofluorination
method.
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DETERMINATION OF BISMUTH
IN MSRP SALTS
A. M.Yoakum C. Feldman
P.F. Thomason

In the previous report” it was indicated that several
approaches to the sensitive measurement of bismuth in
MSRP salts were under development. At that time the
only method sufficiently perfected for application to
salt samples (the potassium iodide spectrophotometric
method) was limited to samples containing approximately 10 ppm of bismuth or greater. Two additional
’methods whose ultimate sensitivity is less than 1 ppm
have now been applied to MSRP salts. No attempts have
yet been made to adapt any of these methods to highly
radioactive salt samples.
15.8.1 Emission Spectrography

The sensitivity of the direct spectrographic determination of bismuth in breeder fuel is limited by interference of the emission spectra of thorium and uranium.
The bismuth can be concentrated and quantitatively
separated from the major constituents by extraction
with dithizone (diphenylthiocarbazone) from acid solutions. Only silver, mercury, tin, and a fraction of the
copper accompany the bismuth. None of these elements
are present in sufficient concentration to interfere with
the spectrographic measurement of the bismuth. The
following procedure has been applied to simulated
MSRP salts and actual samples from fuel reprocessing
studies.
. A sample weighing 10 g or less is fused with
“4HS04 in order to eliminate the fluoride. The
excess NH, K O 4 is then evaporated off and the residue
dissolved in dilute HCl. The solution is adjusted to pH
1.S. The bismuth is now extracted from this solution by
shaking it with a solution of dithizone in CCL,. The
organic phase is evaporated onto graphite powder and
the powder analyzed by the standard Ii2C03-base
spettrochemical procedure. The absolute limit of detection is -0.02 pg Bi. In a log sample, this corresponds
to a sensitivity limit of 0.002 ppm in the sample. Some
variation of this technique could obviously be adapted
to the determination of other trace constituents in fuel
samples.
The spectrographic method is obviously more complex and time consuming than the polarographic ap-

proach described in the next section, but it is inherently
more selective. For example, it is not subject to
interference from traces of copper which may be
introduced during sampling of the salts.
15.8.2 Inverse Polarography

Inverse polarographic methods (polarographic stripping techniques) provide enhanced waves for the
masurement of trace metallic constituents. The metal
is plated on an electrode for extended periods,and the
current required for reoxidation at a relatively rapid
rate is then measured. For MSRP samples the technique
offers additional advantages in that major salt constituents such as uranium and thorium are not deposited
and, therefore, do not contribute any interfering
stripping waves.
In the method now being applied to MSRPsalts only
about 2 ml of sample solution (-20 mg of salt) is added
ORNL-DWG 69-13096
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Fig. 15.3. Calibration Curves for Bismuth Determination by
Anodic Stripping.
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to the 10 ml of 1.5 M HCl electrolyte, and the
remainder of the sample can be used for other
determinations. The bismuth is deposited on a small
(-0.5 mm) drop of mercury whose dimensions are
defined by injection of a reproducible quantity of
mercury with a micrometer syringe through a polarographic capillary. Typical plating and stripping conditions are a 3-min plating period at -0.8 v vs S.C.E.
followed by an anodic scan at 0.5 vlmin. Calibration
waves for such measurements are shown in Fig. 15.3.
These conditions can be varied for specific samples
provided calibration curves are made under the same
conditions as the samples. At present, detection limits
are about 0.05 ppm. Tentatively, reproducibility is
about 20% for salts containing 1 ppm of bismuth.
The method is subject to interference from copper,
whose stripping wave is separated from that of bismuth

by only about 90 mv. Approximately a tenfold ratio of
copper to bismuth can be tolerated. No interference
from major salt components and corrosion products
(Fe, Cr, and Ni) has been experienced. No studies have
yet been made on the effects\of fission products and
other possible trace contaminants in the fuel. Many of
the earlier problems with the method have been traced
to impurities in the reagents. At present a specially
purified electrolyte prepared by isopiestic distillation of
HCl into tripledistilled water is being used.

In the analysis of samples of simulated MSRP fuel
from the Chemical Technology Division, concentrations
of bismuth from 0.1 to 6 ppm were determined.
Reasonable agreement with values measured by the
spectrophotometric method was observed at the upper
end of this concentration range.

.
Part 4. Molten-Salt Irradiation Experiments
E. G. Bohlman

No work was camed out in this activity during the
report period.

f
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Materials Development
W. P.Eatherly

f

H.E. McCoy

Our materials program has concentrated on the
development of graphite and Hastelloy N with
improved resistance to irradiation damage. We have
approached the graphite problem by studying the
dimensional changes during irradiation of several
commercial graphites. These studies have revealed
which graphites are most stable and, additionally, have
shown what preirradiation properties are important in
giving this stability. These findings are being utilized in
making some experimental graphites that likely will
have improved dimensional stability during irradiation.
The graphite used in an MSBR must also be sealed to
reduce the permeability to gaseous fission products. We
are developing techniques for sealing graphite with
carbon.
The fast flux seen by the Hastelloy N is quite low,
and the irradiation damage to this material is associated
with the production of helium from the transmutation
of O B by thermal neutrons. The threshold boron level
required to cause embrittlement is too low to be
obtained commercially, so we sought to reduce the
problem by changes in alloy chemistry. Modified
compositions of Hastelloy N containing additions of Ti,
Hf, and Nb look promising. The improved properties

'

J. R.Weir

are associated with the formation of a fine dispersion of
type MC carbides, and we are studying how the carbide
type changes with alloy composition and aging.
The compatibility of Hastelloy N with fluoride salts
continues to receive attention; the main emphasis is
currently placed on the proposed coolant salt, sodium
fluoroborate. This salt is more corrosive than other
fluoride salts; we attribute this aggressiveness to the
presence of absorbed moisture. The variation of corrosion rate with moisture content and methods of
removing moisture from a flowing salt stream are being
studied.
Some work has begun on developing structural
materials suitable for use in the chemical processing
plant. In this application the materials will be exposed
to both salt and bismuth. Nickel-base alloys are highly
soluble in bismuth, and iron-base alloys mass transfer
very badly. Molybdenum seems compatible but is
difficult to fabricate. One avenue of research involves
methods of coating steels with molybdenum or tungsten to protect them from the bismuth. A second area
of endeavor is that of finding brazing alloys that are
compatible with bismuth for joining molybdenum.

16. MSRE Surveillance Program
16.1 REMOVAL AND EXAMINATION OF
SURVEILLANCESAMPLES

W. H. Cook

.
t

I

,W

The reactor core surveillance specimens of graphite
and Hastelloy N were removed from the MSRE on June
5 , 1969, after run 18 as part of the fourth group
removed since the MSRE attained critical operation on
June 1, 1965. Personnel of the Hot Cell Operation

Department have dissasembled all three stringers, and
we have just started our detailed examination of them.
One stringer was at temperature (645 10'~)for a
total of 2.6 years and accumulated fast (E> 50 kev)
and thermal (E < 0.876 ev) fluences of 1.1 X 10' and
1.5 X lo2 neutrons/cm2 respectively.' The other two

*

'

'

'All fluence values given are calculated estimates; private
communication from R. C. Steffy, Reactor Division.
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Fie. 16.1. MSRE Surveillance Specimens ofGraphite and Hastelloy N Removed After Run 18 (Stringers W,
RR3 and RLZ).

stringers were at temperature for 0.8 year and accumulated fast and thermal fluences of 2.8 X lo2 and 5.1 X
lozoneutrons/cm2 respectively.
"he specimens appeared mechanically sound by visual
examinations, as shown in Fig. 16.1. As usual, the fuel
salt drained well, so that the surfaces of the specimens
were essentially free of salt. The graphite appeared
unaltered; however, the Hastelloy N was slightly darker
gray than observed previously. This is true for those
with both short and long exposures; so the darkening is
related to some characteristic of recent MSRE operation or to the current sampling operations.
The graphite samples removed previously had surface
films that could be seen in special lighting and also flow

patterns near protrusions on the surveillance assembly.?
The fdms were still visible on the samples just removed
that had been at temperature for 2.6 years (installed in
the MSRE on September 13, 1966). However, the flow
patterns were absent or modified by the conditions that
produced the darker gray appearance of the Hastelloy
N. The films on the graphite appeared to be approximately the same thickness as previously observed. To
date we have been unable to acquire enough of the film
material to make an identification. We could not find
any films on the graphite from the other two stringers
that had been in the MSRE for a little less than a year.
'W. H. Cook, MSR Program Semiann. he.Rept. Aug 31.
1968,0RNL-4344,p. 214.
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Table 16.1. Preliminary Examinations of the Microstructure of
Surveillance Hastelloy N Exposed in the Core at 645 10 C

*

Designation
3

RS4 strap

Date
Removed
from MSRE
6-5-69

Time at
Temperature
(Years)
0.8

Fluence (neutrons/cm2)"
Thermal
Fast
(E <0.876 ev) (E >50 kev)

5.1 x 1O2O

2.8

x 1O2O

Untested RS4
strap material

Heat No.

NI

5055

5055

x 1O2O

RR2 strap

4-3-68

1.74

9.4

RL2 strap

6-5-69

2.57

1.5 x

lo2'

8.5

x 10

1.1 x lo2'

Untested RL2
and RR2 strap
material

5055

5055

Comments on ~icrostructure

1y mils intergranular cracking or attack; it is more concentrated on the outsideb
Relatively smooth surfaces; no
intergranular cracking or
attack
1 to 1%mils intermittent
intergranular cracking or
attack; slightly worse on
insideb
3 mils intergranular cracking
or attack; approximately same on inside and outside surfaces

5055

Relatively smooth surfaces; no
intergranular cracking or
attack

5

J 13 tensile
shouldef

6-5-69

2.57

1.5 x lo2'

1.1 x

lo2'

5085

Intermittent layer on the surface
mil thick; no
intergranular attack

t

M 13 tensile
shoulder'

6-5-69

2.57

1.5 x

lo2'

1.1 x

lo2'

5065

Relatively uniform, mottled on
the surface, Ny mil thick; no
intergranular attack

N'&

OFluence values are calculated estimates supplied by R. C. Steffy.
h e strap encircles the graphite tongue-andgroove joint; the surface adjacent to the graphite is called the inside and the opposing
surface is called the outside.
%boulder of one of the 27 tensile specimens of the tensile specimens rod.

"
*

S

h

d

Preliminary examinations have been made on some of
the Hastelloy N from the surveillance assembly. For the

missing from the intergranular regions that were
cracked or attacked. The intergranular separation is

first time, there was an indication of different behavior

atypical of fluoride corrosion of nickel-base alloys.

among different heats of Hastelloy N. The greatest
differences were (1) grain boundary attack or separation to a maximum depth of 3 mils without a layer on
the external surfaces and (2) mottled layers on the
external surfaces '4, to '4 mil deep and no intergranular
attack or separation. There is insufficient information
to explain these differences at this time. The observations are summarized in Table 16.1. Heat NI-5055,
which showed the cracking or attack, was used to make
only the straps and was not used in the structure of the
MSRE. Heats NI-5065and NI-5085,respectively, were
used to make the MSRE vessel heads and wall? The
certified compositions of all three heats of Hastelloy N
are essentially the same; so composition does not
appear to be a factor in the differences of their
microstructures! The normal carbide precipitates were

The 20-mil-thick straps of heat NI-5055 have low
ductility at room temperature. The microstructures of
both sides were essentially the same, although one side
contacted the graphite and the other fluoride salt. We
still would expect to see a carburization gradient even
across these thin straps for this exposure for -2.6 years.
A cursory electron microprobe examination' of a
section of strap that had the deepest (3 mils) grain
3~rivatecommunication from R. B. ~riggs.R. B. ~riggs,
Effects of Imdiztion on Service Life of MSRI?, OWLCF-66-516 (May 4,1966).
'Metallographic preparations were made by E. H. Lee,
Radiation Metallography Laboratory of the Metals and
Ceramics Division.
'Performed by J. L. Miller, Radiation Metallography Laboratory of the Metals and Ceramics Division.
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boundary cracking or attack did not reveal anything
unusual near the surface or in the interior. The
molybdenum content appeared normal, and fmion
product tellurium and cesium were not detected in the
grain boundaries.
The surveillance samples were contained in a perforated Hastelloy N basket. This sample basket has been
used for .J2 years at 645 f l0'C and has accumulated a
thermal fluence of 1 X lo2' neutronslcm' (E<O.876
ev). A portion of the perforated section of the basket
was bent double (-180') at ambient temperature while
handling in the hot cells. No visible macrocracks were
formed in the tension side of the bend, indicating the
retention of reasonable ductility.

16.2 PROPERTIES OF THE HASTELLOY N
SURVEILLANCE SAMPLES

H. E. McCoy

R E.Gehlbach

W.H. Cook

The fourth group of surveillance samples was removed
from the core of the MSRE in June 1969. Samples of
standard and modified Hastelloy N were removed, but
only the standard material has been tested to date. The
standard samples were placed in the core on September
13, 1966, when the reactor had been at temperature

(650°C) for 4800 hr and generated 8682 Mwhr of
energy; they were removed after being at temperature
for 22,533 hr, during which the MSRE had generated
84,223 Mwhr of energy. Two heats of standard Hastelloy N are involved in the surveillance program: heat
5085 used in fabricating the cylindrical portion of the
MSRE vessel and heat 5065 used in fabricating the top
and bottom heads.
The results of tensile tests on the standard alloy are
shown in Figs. 16.2 and 16.3. The thermal control
samples have not been tested yet, so the irradiated
results are compared with those for unirradiated samples with no aging. The fracture strain of heat 5065
(Fig. 16.2) is generally decreased at all temperatures,
the reduction becoming much greater at higher temperatures. The fracture strain is dependent upon the
strain rate above about 400°C being lower the lower
the strain rate. Heat 5085 (Fig. 16.3) has lower fracture
strains than heat 5065 up to 550°C and slightly higher
above 550°C.
The deterioration in the low-temperature fracture
strain is associated with heavy grain-boundary carbide
precipitation. Heat 5085 seems more susceptible to this
type of damage than heat 5065. This precipitation
occurs during aging in the absence of irradiation, but
the ductility reductions as a result of combined thermal

,
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Fig.16.2. Variation of the Fracture Strain w'$ Test Temperature for HasteUoy N (Heat 5065) Surveillance Samples Removed
from the Core of the MSRE After 22,533 hr at 650 C and Exposure to a Thermal Fluence of 1.5 X 1021 neutmns/cm2.
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Fig. 16.3. Variation of the Fracture Strain wi$ Test Temperature for Hastelloy N (Heat 5085) Surveillance Samples Removed
from the Core of the MSRE After 22,533 hr at 650 C and E x p u r e to a Thermal Fluence of 1 5 X lo2 neutrons/cm2.

.
Fig. 16.4. Transmission Electron Micrograph of HasteUoy N (Heat 5085) Removed from the MSRE After 22,533 ht at 650°C
and Exposure to a Thermal Fluence of 1 5 X 10" and a Fast Fluence (>SO kev) of 1.1 X lo2' neutrom/cm2. The bubbles shown in
this micrograph lie predominantly along twin boundaries. 25,OOOX.
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Fig. 165. Tensile Fracture Strains of Hastelloy N (Heat 5085) Surveillance.&ampla.

aging and irradiation are greater? The reduction in
fracture strain at high temperatures is associated with
the formation of helium from the transmutation of
'OB. The helium bubbles that result from this transmutation are quite apparent in Fig. 16.4.
The accumulated results on the surveillance samples
give us an opportunity to observe the property changes
of Hastelloy N as a function of thermal fluence. The
fracture strain for heat 5085 is shown in Fig. 165 as a
function of test temperature for the various samples
tested in this program. The steady decline in fracture
strain over the entire range of test temperature is
obviQus. The magnitude of the fracture strain is also
very dependent upon the strain rate.' The accumulated
results on heat 5085 at 650°C are shown in Fig. 16.6.
The strain rates of 300%/hr and 12%/hrwere obtained
in standard tensile tests where the strain rate is
controlled. The minimum fracture strain for this
material occurs in a fast creep test where the creep rate
is about O.l%/hr;tests at a slower strain rate have
slightly higher fracture strains. The MSRE vessel

ORNL-DWG 69-729713
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Fig. 16.6. Variation of Fracture Strain with Calculated
Helium Content and Strain Rate for Hastelloy N (Heat 5085)
at 650°C.

E. McCoy, An Evaluation of MdtenSdt Reactor Expenment Hastelloy N Surveillance Specimens - Third Group,
ORNL-TM-2647.
'H. E. McCoy,.!. Nucl. Mater. 31(1), 67-85 (May 1969).

presently has been exposed to a thermal fluence of 3.8
X 10' neutrons/cm2, and the helium content of heat
5085 is about 2 ppm.
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17. Graphite Studies
17.1 PROCUREMENT OF NEW GRAPHITE

Table 17.1. Grades of Poco Graphite Obtained for Evaluation
for the MSRP

W. H. Cook
The rate of procurement of new grades of graphite
has slowed because we now have grades typical of most
of the known variations in the current graphite technology. Materials for future work will come from our
own fabrication studies and from new commercial
products.
One new material was received, an isotropic graphite
HG18 from AIRCO Speer.' It has a bulk density of
1.86 g/cm3 and is currently being evaluated.
The superior neutron irradiation damage resistance
exhibited by Great Lakes Carbon Corporation' grade
H337 and Poco Graphite Inc? grades AXF and
AXF-SQBG (Sect. 17.6) warrants our making mo*
detailed studies on these types of graphite. We have
purchased modest quantities of Poco grades AXZ-SQ,
AXM-SQ, AXF-SQ, and AXF-SQBG for part of these
more detailed studies. These materials are listed in
Table 17.1. The grades AXF-5Q and AXF-SQBG are
typical of the grades that have shown superior resistance to irradiation damage. We shall expand our
evaluation of these both in and out of neutron
irradiation. The grades AXZ-SQ and AXM-SQ have bulk
densities that are low for potential use in MSBR's, but
they are fabricated from the same materials as the AXF
series. Studies of these lowerdensity grades may contribute to OUT understanding of neutron irradiation
damage. Grade AXM-SQ is of special interest since it
was crushed to provide one of the principal reference
filer materials for the study of special binders?

I

.b,

Measured Bulk
Density Range

Grade

Samples

Total Weight

(W

(g/cm3)
-5Q

AXM-5Q
AXFJQ

AXF-SQBG

1.522-1.584
1.685-1.796
1.777-1.928
1.811-1.958

23
24
27
28

38.5
42.6
34.7
25.8
Total

141.6

17.2 GRAPHITE FABRICATION
R. L. Hamner

A development program was initiated to fabricate
highdensity isotropic graphite bodies for molten-salt
reactor applications. The criteria for the properties of
the graphite bodies are based on data obtained on many
types of graphite bodies after irradiation testing in the
High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR). Our preliminary
plans are to fabricate bodies by extrusion, isostatic
molding, and warm (<14OO0C) uniaxial molding. After
the necessary characterizations are made, specimens will
be selected for irradiation testing in the HFIR.
We now have the necessary facilities for fabrication
by conventional techniques. We expect to develop new
techniques as the program progresses. Associated with
the development of new techniques is an autoclave,
now on order, which is rated at 20,000psi and 1000°C.
We will use this autoclave to determine the effects of
temperature and pressure on raw materials as well as
preformed green graphite bodies.
For the initial stages of our work, we have selected a
coal tar pitch and a prepolymerized furfuryl alcohol as
binders and four types of fillers: JOZ grade graphite
(Great Lakes Corporation), Robinson graphite (Carbon
Products Division, Union Carbide Corporation), Santa
Maria Coke (Collier Carbon and Chemical Corporation),
and Thermax (R. T. Vanderbilt Company, Inc.). These
materials are now being characterized.

AIRCO Speer, Carbon Products, 800 Theresia St., St. Marys,
Pa. 15857.
'Great Lakes Carbon Corp., 299 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
10017.
3Poc0 Graphite Inc., a subsidiary of Union Oil Co. of
California,P.O. Box 2121,Decatur, Tex. 76234.
'W. H. Cook, MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28,
1969.ORNL4396, pp. 217-19.
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17.3 X-RAY STUDIES
0. B. Cavin

We have shown previously that the degree of crystalline anisotropy strongly influences the dimensional
stability of polycrystalline nuclear graphite under neutron irradiation (E > 50 kev).' As a continuing part of
the graphite evaluation program, we are determining the
x-ray anisotropy values for the grades of graphite being
irradiated in the HFIR facility. In addition to the
previously descriied Schulz method for arriving at the
diffracted x-ray intensity distribution: we have used a
sphere technique developed at this Laboratory7 and
have shown that the results are in close agreement.
A spherical sample with a 0.2411. diameter is machined on the end of a 0.25-in.diam by l-in.-long
sample, the axis of which corresponds to the direction
in which we desire the anisotropy parameter. This
sample, shown in Fig. 17.1, is mounted on a special
goniometer and rotated rapidly about the stem axis
while simultaneously moving slowly through the angle
the angle between the stem axis and the normals to
the diffracting planes. Rapid rotation about the stem
axis averages the diffracted intensity around the sphere
and approximates the integration through a 0 angle of
360°. With this technique, data can be collected
through an angle r$ of No,and no correction of the
diffracted intensity is necessary except for background
scatter. The data for intensity vs angle 4 are then
analyzed in the same manner as is done in the Schulz
technique to arrive at an anisotropy parameter RP
The R values for several graphites are listed in Table
17.2. These results indicate that the two methods for
measuring anisotropy are comparable; the small variations are due to preferred orientation variations in the
material from one sample position to the next. However, the sphere technique is preferred because of the
short time (-36 min) needed to collect the data.
Our anisotropy values agree very closely with those
obtained at other installations on the same grades of
material. These accurate anisotropy values will serve as
a guide for the development of graphites more resistant
to irradiation.

B

+,

'MSR Program Semiann. h g ~ Rept.
.
Feb. 28,1969. ORNL4396, p. 229.
6MSR P r w a m Semiann Ron.Rept. Feb. 28,1969, O N 4 3 9 6 , ~219.
.
7L. K. Jetter and B. S. Bone, Jr., J. Appl. Phys. 24, 532
(1953).

Fa.17.1.

Spherical Specimen for Anisotropy.

Table 173. X-Ray Anisotropy Values
Grade

Spheres'

Plates

P

Difference'

RII

Rl

RII

Rl

AXF-SQBG
H337
H364
1425

0.673
0.678
0.660
0.664
0.766

0.663
0.661
0.670
0.668
0.617

0.673
0.667
0.659
0.645
0.783

0.663
0.666
0.670
0.676
0.590
0.627

1.999 0
1.999
0.011
1.999 0.001
1.987 0.019
2.000 -0.017

BYl2NF
BY 12
ATJS
ATJSC

0.623
0.639
0.616
0.648

0.688
0.681
0.692
0.676

0.585
0.588
0.617
0.638

0.707
0.706
0.684
0.680

1.999 0.038
2.000 0.051
1.985 -0.001
1.998 0.011

AXF

~

"RII measured experimentally and R l obtained from Rl = 1
- (R11/2>.
bRl~and R i both measured experimentally. These parameters
are summed by the following equation to obtain T:
T = R I I +2Rl.
Theoretically, T should be equal to 2.0.
'Difference = ( R I I ) ~( R I I ) ~ .
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Fig. 17.2. Transmission Electron Micrographs of Irradiated Grade
Magnification 97,500.

AXF

Graphite Viewed at

Two Different Orientations.
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17.4 ELECTRON MIcRoScOPY OF GRAPHITE

C. S. Morgan

C. S. Yust

The microstructures of polycrystalline graphite are
being studied by transmission electron microscopy.
Several graphites have been examined in the asfabricated condition including AXF, CGB, ATJS,
ATJSG, H-337, AXF-UFG, UK-ISO, and AGOT. The
microstructures generally consist of (a) regions having a
lamellar appearance, (b) cracks between and within
these regions, (c) voids, and occasionally (d) irregular
fiber-like configurations which may be partially graphitized binder phase. The size and shape of the lamellar
area vary with graphite type. These regions are probably
sections through graphite filler particles. Selected area
diffraction patterns from large lamellar areas indicate
that such material contains a fiber texture consisting of
rotations around the c axis.
Diffraction contrast effects in the form of dark bands
lying perpendicular to the lamellae are also observed.
The position and intensity of these bands vary as the
specimens are rotated on the microscope stage. This
contrast may be caused by small crystallites within the
lamellae or by bending of and/or cracking between
lamellae at their intersection with the polished surface.
An example of the contrast changes is shown in Fig.
17.2.

17.5 GAS IMPREGNATION OF GRAPHITE
WITH CARBON

R.L. Beatty
Carbon impregnation of graphite by gas pulsing
continues to look promising. The process seem
adaptable to graphites of widely different pore structures. For example, the two materials on which we have
the most data, Poco-AXF and UCC-ATJSG, have
respectively very narrow and very wide pore spectra,
while they have similar open-pore volumes. By optimizing processing conditions for the individual pore
spectrum we have impregnated each of these graphites
with more than 7 wt % pyrolytic carbon.
We have applied the pulse impregnation treatment to
a third graphite of potential interest for MSBR use,
Great Lakes grade H337. This graphite has an unusually
high density, 1.99 glcm3,compared with 1.86 glcm3 for
AXF and ATJSG, and a concomitant small open-pore
volume. The impregnant carbon uptake was therefore
small (less than 1 wt %), but this did not interfere with
achieving an effective seal in the H337.

350 psi0

400 psia

Fig. 17.3. Pore Size Contours of AXF Graphite Impregnated
at 80O0C with l-sec Butadiene Pulse and lS-sec Vacuum Pulse
as Shown by Radiographing 0.5 mm Sections Exposed to
Different Mercury Intrusion Pressures (Equivalent Pore
Entrance Diameters). The light sections contained mercury and
were opaque to the x rays; the dark sections were not ffled
with mercury at the particular pressure used and are transparent
to x rays.

To evaluate the depth of carbon impregnation we
have continued development of the procedure described
earlier8 which employs mercury porosimetry and radiographic techniques. Figure 17.3 shows six sections of
the same carbonimpregnated specimen which were
exposed to six different mercury pressures (six different
equivalent pore entrance diameters). The 350-psia
section shows at least some degree of carbon infiltration
completely through the wall of the specimen, since an
untreated section of the same type of graphite shows
complete mercury intrusion (opaque to x rays) at 350
psia. Proceeding clockwise around Fig. 17.3, the other
sections show pore size contours with only a very thin
layer at the outer edge having all pores less than 0.018
p. It is thus apparent that the very low helium
permeability of less than lo-' cm2/sec is associated
with only this outer thin layer.
We are also studying the gas pulsing with consideration of process scaleup. In all successfu! experiments thus far we have employed induction heating to
generate the graphite temperatures necessary for impregnation. We are now experimenting with a radiant
furnace which seems to reproduce the results of the
induction heaters. This furnace transfers heat from
, 'MSR Program Semiunn

ORNL4344,pp. 230-32.

Prop. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,

u-
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tungstendica lamps to the graphite without directly
heating the glass process chamber, thus allowing the
graphite to run much hotter than the surrounding wall.
Having the graphite hotter than the wall seems to be a
requirement to prevent gas-phase nucleation. The radiant furnace provides better temperature uniformity
than induction heaters and should be much less
expensive in large scale.
Analysis of the second set of gasimpregnated graphite
specimens irradiated in the HFIR has been confused by
the effects of ultrasonic cleaning used to decontaminate
the specimens after irradiation. Therefore we do not
have specific results on the effects of irradiation on the
carbon impregnant seal. We did, however, obtain some
indication from HFIR irradiation tests that the presence
of a large amount (up to 8 yt %) of carbon impregnant
in a graphite body may tend to accelerate volume
expansion during irradiation. Accordingly, this effect
will be considered in future tests. A third group of
gasimpregnated graphite specimens has been prepared
for irradiation in the HFIR. These specimens will
receive a fluence of about 1 X 10'' neutrons/cm' (E >
50 kev).
17.6 GRAPHITE IRRADIATIONS IN HFIR

C. R.Kennedy

.u

HFIR graphite experiments 7 and 8 have been
removed from the reactor, the specimens measured, and
a number of samples recycled in experiments 9 and 10.
The samples of H364 and Poco-AXF grades have
received exposure up to 3.8 X 10'' neutrons/cm' p 5 0
kev). Several Pocograde specimens are in experiment 9
and will have accumulated 4.5 X 10" neutrons/cm2
when the experiment is removed.
The dimensional changes of the Poco-AXF and the
H364 grades continue to be nearly isotropic, and the
volumetric changes are given in Figs. 17.4 and 17.5.
Grades H364, H337, and H337M are laboratory and
two pilot-plant-processed materials, respectively, made
from the same coke, and appear to behave quite
similarly under irradiation. The volumetric changes are
compared with the more conventional materials in Fig.
17.6.
A conservative estimate of the useful life of H364 and
the Poco grades is about 2.5 X 10" and greater than 3
X 10'' neutrons/cm' respectively. Although an evaluation of these samples to give a more realistic lifetime
estimate is incomplete, optical surface observations of
the samples irradiated to 3.8 X loz2 nvt and with as
much as 30% volume expansion did not reveal structural defects. All of these graphites are commercial

materials; however, the Poco grades are not available in
the necessary sizes for an MSBE. Therefore R. Hamner
( O N ) and S. Napier (Y-12) have reconstituted AXF
graphite in extruded bars to demonstrate the feasibility
of obtaining this graphite in the required sizes. This
reconstituted graphite has been irradiated for only one
cycle to 1.2 X 10'' neutrons/cm' ,and its irradiation
behavior is about the same as the standard AXF grades.
However, at least one more irradiation cycle is needed
to confirm the success of this material.
One of the most important areas of study in this
program is in understanding the density changes in
graphite due to irradiation. The bulk density changes
are shown by the volumetric changes in Fig. 17.6. These
changes relate both the actual density of the graphite
structure and the porosity. The porosity is considered
to consist of two types, the first being accessible to the
surface and the second being inaccessible. The two
types may be distinguished by the use of the calculated
x-ray crystal density and apparent density in a liquid,
for example, mercury, kerosene, and helium. The
apparent volume displaced by the graphite, and the
density calculated therefrom, is dependent upon the
volume of the accessible pores. The difference between
the crystal density and the above measured density is
then proportional to the inaccessible porosity. We have
performed a number of the density measurements, and
the results are given in Fig. 17.7 as a function of
irradiation.
The interpretation of these results can only be
qualitative because of the two variables - accessibility
of pores and theoretical density. However, it does
appear that all of the graphites with a fairly wide
spectrum of unirradiated helium densities converge to
the same helium density with irradiation. The decrease
in helium density suggests that the crystal density has
decreased, as would be expected by the changes in
lattice parameters. The increase in helium density
shown by other specimens can only be a result of
increased pore accessibility due to irradiation. In fact,
the overall behavior suggests that the pore accessibility
of all the graphites becomes the same after an exposure
of around 1 X 10'' neutrons/cm' and does not change
at higher fluences extending to the limits of the data
shown in Fig. 10.10. This is fairly direct evidence that
the large density changes seen in Fig. 17.8 are a result
predominantly of pore volume changes rather than
changes in the density of the graphite crystal structure.
Clearly, the increase in pore accessibility at high density
implies an increase in gas permeability. This effect, if
existent, cannot be determined on the present samples,
but awaits observations on very low-permeability materials.
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17.7 THE ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF NEUTRON
DAMAGE IN GRAPHITE
M. T. Robinson

A displacement cascade may be characterized by the
energy E of the primary recoil ion which generates the
cascade. The total number of displacements produced
in the cascade is then given by a function v(E) quite

aside from the ultimate fate of the displaced atoms.
However, due to inelastic scattering and electronic
excitation, the energy E is not all available to produce
the cascade; we may define a damage energy ED (45)
which represents the correct parameter to insert into v
to take into account the energy losses over the cascade.
Mean damage energies E, have been calculated for a
number of materials, including graphite, taking into
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account anisotropic elastic and inelastic neutron scattering and using the semiempirical Lindhard formula9 for
electronic excitation. In addition, where appropriate,
the (n,2n) reaction has also been considered as an
additional source Of disphmXntS. 'Ibis last does not
occur in graphite.

The results of the calculation are shown in Figs. 17.8
and 17.9. We can defme a “damage efficiency” by the
ratio ED/E,which is shown in Rg. 17.9 as a function of
’J. Lindhard et d,Kgf. Danske Videnskub.Sekkab, Mat.-Fys
Medd 33, No. 10 (1963).
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the primary recoil energy E. The best earlier calculation
for graphite is that of Thompson and Wright," which
overestimates the efficiency at high recoil energies.
Figure 17.8 gives the product of cross section times
damage energy OED as a function of incident neutron
energy in the highenergy range. It will be noted the
specific damage energy reaches a maximum for graphite
at about 0.7 MeV and thereafter varies only mildly up to
the maximum fmion-neutron energy.

17.8 FUNDAMENTAL STUDIES OF RADIATION
DAMAGE MECHANISMS IN GRAPHITE

D.K. Holmes

S. M. Ohr

W. E. Atkinson

T. S. Noggle

The fundamental study of radiation damage mechanisms in graphite is a closely correlated effort between
experimental and theoretical work on the damage in
natural single crystals and pyrolytic graphite.
The theoretical work has focused primarily on a study
of kinetic equations, which describe the rates of change
of the concentrations of defects as they are produced
and interact. Such an approach depends heavily on
close correlation with experiment. While kinetic equations cannot yield final proof of the validity of a model,
they can establish the plausibility of a model and are
useful in suggesting new experiments, as well as in
interpretation of experimental results.
'OM. W. Thompson and S. B. Wright, J. Nucl. Mater. 16,146
(1965).

The main effort so far has been a study of the effect
of substitutional boron. Mayer has advanced the hypothesis that migrating interstitial carbon atoms are
trapped by boron atoms and released only with a
moderately high activation energy. A new set of kinetic
equations has been developed covering the production
of interstitials and vacancies and the trapping, detrapping, annihilation, and clustering of interstitials.
These equations, despite technical difficulties with
methods of numerical integration, have been programmed and run successfully on the IBM 360 computer. The results show clearly that trapping by boron
dominates interstitial migration, and thereby formation
of interstitial clusters, at surprisingly low boron concentrations. The concentration of clusters is shown to

depend on the square root of the boron concentration,
in agreement with Mayer's experiments. Both these
results are illustrated in Fig. 17.10. While the results
parallel Mayer's calculations, they avoid his approximations, which may not be valid with the high damage
rate obtained in the electron microscope. In our
calculations values used for several of the parameters
have been merely educated guesses, and further work
with these equations must await experimental results.
A second new set of kinetic equations has been
developed t o study Kelly's vacancy line hypothesis.
Kelly's suggestion is that at very high dose sessile
vacancies may accidentally fall close together in a line,
and relaxation across the line may lead to a partial or
complete healing of the layer plane except at the ends.
If the lines are immune to attack by interstitials, this
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would explain the increased damage rate at high dose;
this is also the only model put forth to date that can
explain the high rate of aaxis contraction. The equations include vacancy migration, with the idea that very
slow vacancy migration at moderate temperatures may
make it possible for a vacancy to jump once or twice to
a line, thus enhancing line growth. The equations are
slowly yielding to sophisticated techniques of numerical
analysis.
The experimental study of radiation damage is being
carried out by electron microscope observation of the
damage clusters formed in situ as a result of clustering
of carbon atoms that have been displaced from their
lattice sites by electrons in the illuminating beam of the
microscope. The experimental work to date has principally been concerned with establishing the experimental
conditions and techniques which will generate quantitative information on the defect clusters observed.
The experimental observations of damage resulting
from irradiations with an electron beam intensity of
lOI8 electrons/cm* at temperatures of 350 to 550°C
indicate that there is an incubation period of 30 to 60
min before damage becomes visible in the microscope.
Irradiations are currently in progress to evaluate the
effect of irradiation temperature and beam intensity on
this incubation period as well as measurements on size
and density of the damage clusters as a function of the
experimental parameters. Application of electron diffraction contrast theory to the defect clusters observed
has as yet failed to determine the nature of the clusters.
It is supposed that they are interstitial clusters; however, they do hot show the contrast behavior expected.
It is currently thought that due to small size and high

density, the contrast behavior observed results from the
interaction of the strain fields of neighboring clusters
which are at slightly different levels in the material.
Stereoscopic studies have shown that the damage is
distributed more or less uniformly throughout the
thickness of the specimen, and investigation is being
made of the possibility of using a stereoscopic method
to measure the dimensional changes parallel to the c
axis due to irradiation.
To date it has not been possible to employ the
experimental observations to test or suggest changes in
the theoretical treatment, due primarily to the uncertainty as to the detailed nature of the clusters. It is
anticipated that the work in progress will delineate
experimental conditions that will lead to damage
structures amenable to detailed analysis, and the development of the technique for measuring dimensional
changes will provide an additional experimental tool for
studying the damage in graphite.

17.9 MACROSCOPIC DAMAGE MODELS

W. P. Eatherly
The construction of macroscopic damage models
serves a useful function in defining possible mechanisms
by which properties change in irradiated graphite. They
obviously cannot be taken literally, since they are in
general both incomptete and nonunique. However ,such
models have been extremely useful in the past as a
guide to experimental work and as some indication for
directions to proceed toward improved graphites.
The general concept of accommodation coefficients” certainly possesses validity. his concept assumes the dimensional changes in bulk graphite can be
related to orientation factors plus an expansion of
individual crystallites into adjacent voids. The eventual
tendency of all observed graphites to asymptotically
approach a growth depending quadratically on fluence
suggests that at some point accommodationis no longer
possible and the bulk graphite expands in a “rigid”
sense.
We assume that the individual crystallites grow
exponentially as

“J. H. W.Simmons,A Relation Between Thermal Expam’on
and Dimensional &nge for Polycrystalline Graphite, XERE-R
3884 (November 1961).
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where 1, and 1, are the crystallite dimensions in the a
and c directions, respectively, ga and gc are constants
with ga < 0 , and Q is the fluence. In the bulk material
the observed growth will be a second-rank tensor which
can be related to an average over the individual
crystallites. That is, if we select a fixed coordinate
system in the bulk graphite and locate the c axis of an
individual crystallite by Eulerian angles 8 and r$, then a
rotation matrix rY(8, r$) will transform the crystal
growth parameters gc and ga into components gij in the
fixed coordinate system according to

Despite its apparent complexity, the double sum is
rapidly convergent as a power series in Q, yielding

+-Iii(
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1 - Iii&
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00
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'Ihe r matrices satisfy the relationship
1,

etc.

a:
so that we can write for the diagonal components of gil

lii= $7;

.

Although the last four equations have been written as
applying to an individual crystallite, in the absence of
accommodation we can assume they have been suitably
averaged over the entire aggregate of crystallites. Thus
the Iii are simply related to the complete set of Bacon
anisotropy factors.
For the bulk material, we have

which can also be written as

-

@ii@
1 = (&a@ - 1)

+ (&A&a@yii.

Expanding the functions yields

gii Q = gaQ
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We note that for a single crystal gii = 0 or 1 and all
terms beyond the linear term in 9 vanish. For polycrystalline materials the higher terms represent void
generation as the crystallites expand and work against
one another.' We note further that ga = - Xg,; that
is, the individual crystallites undergo very little change
in volume during damage; hence the linear term in Q
becomes
(;Iii -@.Q.
For nearly isotropic materials, Iii = '4, and this term
almost vanishes. Hence the behavior is almost purely
quadratic. For materials that are anisotropic, there will
be an increasing departure from quadratic behavior as
the linear term becomes more important.
We conclude that a simple rigid expansion model with
void generation can reproduce at least grossly the
expansion behavior of bulk graphite at high fluences.

121t is not immediately obvious that these terms represent
void generation. It can be seen most simply in a purely
geometric model proposed independently by P. A. Thrower, in
which the graphite is represented as a collection of blocks and
the generated voids can be drawn. For this special case the
above equationsreduce to Thrower's model.

9

18. Hastelloy

N

and the rupture life of t h i s heat is slightly increased for
each heat treatment plotted in Fig. 18.1.
The trends in creep elongation for these same
treatments are shown in Fig. 18.2. For each heat
treatment the ductility increases with increasing titanium content. Aging at 650°C significantly enhances
the ductility, whereas annealing at 1260°C and aging at
760°C gives the lowest creep ductility of the treatments
investigated. However, these lower ductility values are
not appreciably different from those obtained for the
1260°C samples in the asannealed condition (not

18.1 AGING OF TITANIUMMODIFIED
HASTELLOY N
C. E. Sessions
The creep behavior after aging 3000 hr at 650 and
760°C for four titanium-modified alloys has been
measured at 40,OOO psi and 650°C. The rupture life and
ductility increase with titanium content when tested in
the assolution-annealed condition. The influence of
aging treatment on the creep properties is shown in
Figs. 18.1 and 18.2.
For the three lower titanium levels, aging at 76OoC
reduces the rupture life and increases the creep rate.
Aging at 650°C generally increases the rupture life.
Although the rate of creep deformation is increased
over that of the solution-annealed material, it is lower
than that found after 760°C aging. The most significant
point, however, is that the 1.2%titanium heat shows no
change in its creep rate as a result of the aging process,

plotted)

.

These results show that the 1.2% titanium heat
deteriorates only slightly in creeprupture properties
after 3000 hr at 650°C or 760"C, whereas alloys with
lower levels of titanium exhibit higher creep rates and
reduced rupture lives after aging, particularly at 760°C.
The good creep behavior of this higher-titanium heat
corresponds to a favorable distribution of MC carbides
in the microstructure.
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The third-order interactions were not significant in
most cases and thus could be used with the four
duplicate test results to estimate the error variation.
This variation was then used to establish a basis for
comparison of the main effect and second-order interactions.
We used a regression model to fit the tensile properties data as a function of aging time, temperature, and
titanium content for a given pretest annealing condition. We used a model of the form
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where E@) is the expected value (predicted value) and

xl, x2, and x3 are the variables time, temperature, and
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Fig. 18.2. Ductility of Aged Titanium-ModifiedHastelloy N
After Creep at 40,000 psi and 650°C.

18.2 STATI!TIICALTREATMENT OF AGING

DATA FOR HASTELLOY N

e

u

C. S.Lever C. E.Sessions
We have previously discussed' the analysis of variance
procedure for testing the tensile property changes upon
aging as a function of the variables in the aging
program. The analysis of variance (Table 18.1) was
calculated from the measurements made on 72 samples
after aging 1500, 3000, and 10,000 hr at 650 and
760°C.
All of the main effects are significant except that the
time of aging greater than 1500 hr did not affect the
yield strength. Since many of the second-order interactions are significant, the tensile response depends on
at least two variables. For instance, we must define the
preage treatment to specify the influence of titanium
content.
'C. E. Sessions and C. S. Lever, Fuels and Materials
Development Program Quart. Progr. .Rept. Mar. 31, 1969,
O R N L 4 2 0 , pp. 1 4 4 4 7 .

titanium content. By using a least-squaresprocedure we
minimized the residual sum of squares in this linear
regression model between E@) and the observed data
for each tensile property. By considering other models
with various terms omitted, we obtained the best
equation to describe the experimental data with the
minimum variance. Fifteen equations were obtained,
describing the five tensile properties for the three
pretest heat treatments.
The main difference in the models that were selected
based on our fitting criteria is that the properties after a
1260°C solution anneal required the inclusion of a
cubic term (i.e., xi3) to fit the data, while this term
was not required to fit the 1177°C solution anneal data
or the 1177°C + 10%prestrain data.
Figure 18.3 is a plot of the fitted equations for yield
strength and total elongation at 650°C for samples
given a solution anneal of 1 hr at 117TC. All data for a
given preage treatment were used to determine the
coefficients in the regression equation, and thus the
curves plotted are defined by a least-squares fit of 24
points. The fit of the equation to the four experimental
points for a given time of aging is better for the yield
strength than for the elongation. The equations plotted
are as follows:
yield strength = 67.166 - 47.281X1 + 32.1X12

- 0.709X2 + o.0414X22 - 3.426r3
- 03362x1~2+ L 423X1X3 + O.o03&X3

,

total elongation = 139.2 - 0 . 1 4 5 5 ~-~3 4 . 6 0 8 ~ ~ ~

- 8.70~2+ 0.M9Xz2 - 16.66~3

+ 0.449X1X2 + 9.713XiXj + 0383x2~3,
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Table 18.1. Analysis of Variance for Tensile Property Changes
Response"
Variable

Ultimate
Tensile
Strength

Yield
Strength

Main effects
Titanium content
Reage treatment
Time at temperature
Aging temperature

Uniform
Elongation

Total
Elongation

.

Reduction
of Area

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I

Interactions
Ti-preage

Ti-time
Ti-temperature
Preaptime
Reagetemperature
Time-temperature
Tipreaptime
Ti-preage-temperature
Ti-timstemperature
Preage-time-temperature

X

X

X

X

X

NS

X

NS

NS

NS

X

NS
NS

X

X

X

NS

NS

NS

X

X

X

X

X

X

NS

X

X

X

NS
NS
NS

X

NS

NS

X

X

X

NS
NS

X

X

NS

NS

NS

NS
NS

NS
NS

X

4( means that the variable significantly affected the tensile property; NS indicates that the effect was not significant.
ORNL-DWG 69-11685
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I DATA FOR 4500
I

(~10~)

I50
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,

where

AGED AT 76OOC

I

x1 = titanium content, 0.15

hr AGE
DATA FOR +O,OOOhr AGE

x2 = aging time, 1.S <x2

1

<xl < 1.2,

< 10.0,

x3 = aging temperature, 6.5 <x3

These equations indicate clearly the increased ductility with titanium, the small decrease in strength and
ductility with aging time, the significantly lower ductility after aging at 760°C, and a predicted minimum in
strength and maximum in ductility between 0.5 and
1.2% titanium.
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183 DEVELOPMENT OF A MODIFIED
HASTELLOY N
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Fig. 18.3. Tensile Strength and Ductility at 650°C as Fitted
by Regression Model as a Function of 'Atanium Content and
Aging Tiie.

C. E.Sessions

R. E.Gehlbach

Our work has concentrated in the areas of (1)
determining the optimum composition and (2) gaining
further experience with these alloys through commercial vendors. Our previous studies indicated that
certain alloys containing additions of Ti, Hf, Nb,and Y
had good mechanical properties after being irradiated at
76OoC? Additional samples have been tested, and this
'H. E. McCoy, MSR hgrm Semiann Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,
2969,ORNL4396,pp. 235-40.
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general picture still holds. The fracture strains of several
of the more attractive alloys are shown in Fig. 18.4.
Our rather fragmentary results show that certain
alloys have good properties and that these alloys have
the MC-type carbide. Our results indicate that Ti, Nb,
and Hf favor the formation of the desired carbide and
that silicon promotes the formation of the less desirable
M6C type. We have melted about 30 alloys that contain
various concentrations of these four elements. These
alloys are included in all phases of our work and should
enable us to select an optimum composition.
Our experience with alloys containing titanium and
niobium and the low costs of these elements make it
desirable that we utilize these elements in our alloy in
preference to hafnium (-$lo0 per pound) or yttrium
(~$300per pound). We have demonstrated that alloys
containing up to 1.2% titanium and 2% niobium have
good weldability. Our postirradiation mechanical property studies leave some doubt as to whether niobium
alone can produce the desired properties. Additions of
titanium alone can produce good properties, but the
exact level required is not clear.
Because of the potential importance of the titaniummodified alloys, let us look briefly at the available data.
Several alloys that contain about 1% titanium have been
obtained from various sources and included in our
program The compositions of these alloys are given in
Table 18.2, and the postirradiation creep results are
summarized in Table 18.3. These results are plotted in
Figs. 18.5-18.7 and compared with the properties of
irradiated standard Hastelloy N and unirradiated modified alloys. These results lead to several important
observations:
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Table 18.2. Chemical Analyses of Several Heats of Modified Hastellay N
Alloy

Melt

No.

Size

21

107
75
76
67-552
67-5 70
67-549
67-551
67-548
OA

e)
2
2
2
2

Origin
of
MeltU

100

A
A
A
A
B

100
100
100
100

B
B
B
B

Composition (wt %)

Mo

Q

16.0
11-6
11.8
11.8
11.9
11.7
11.7
12.2
12.0

7.0
6.6
7.9
7.9
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.1

= ORNL,B = Materials Systems Division, UCC.

Fe
3.3
0.082

<o.os
<o.os

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.04

Mn
'

0.5

0.19
0.2
0.2
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.12
0.12

Si
0.5
<0.005
0
0
0.0 1
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.03

Ti
1

1.04
1
1
0.84

0.92
0.93
1.1

1.1

C
0.03 8
0.05

0.062
0.117
0.0 1
0.028
0.08
0.028
0.102
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1. Alloy 21 behaves much like standard Hastelloy

N.

This alloy was prepared by remelting standard
Hastelloy N, and most of the titanium likely ended
up as oxide. The high molybdenum and silicon
contents of this alloy should have resulted in the
formation of the M6C carbide, and the properties
would be expected to be equivalent to those of
standard Hastelloy N.
2. Alloys 75 and 76 have excellent properties under all

conditions tested.
3. Alloy 107 has about the same composition as alloy
75, but the single sample of 107 tested has poor
properties.
4. Alloys 67-552,67-570, and 67-549 all contain about
0.9% titanium, and the carbon level varies from 0.01
to 0.08%. Tests on all three heats show poor
properties except a single test on heat 67-549 at
25,000 psi.
5. Alloys 67-551 and 67-548 contain 1.2% titanium
and have carbon levels of 0.028 and 0.102% respectively. Again, only the specimens of the highercarbon heat tested at 25,000 psi have good properties.
Thus the apparent inconsistencies of these results
point to the complexity of the processes with which we
are dealing. All of these alloys have nominal compositions of 1% titanium, but the properties are quite
different. Subtle changes in chemistry, differences in
melting practice, and small variations in fabrication may
all contribute to the observed property differences.
Our experience with commercial vendors has been
rather limited because of the lack of funds to purchase
large quantities of material. Since we began our
program, a new melting process has gained favor with
several vendors. This process, called the electro-slag
remelting (ESR) process, remelts an electrode under a

pool of molten slag. This slag protects the melt from
the air but likely introduces another set of impurities
from the slag. In vacuum-melting practice this remelting
takes place under vacuum. The claimed advantages of
the ESR process are smoother ingot surfaces and some
improvements in physical properties and weldability.
We purchased two small (100 lb) melts made by the
ESR process to examine their properties. The compositions of the alloys are given in Table 18.4; one alloy
Table 183. Postirndiition Creep Properties at 650°C
of Several ModiFd Alloys of HaJtelloy N

AU samples irradiated at 76OoC to a thermal fluence
of 3 X lozo neutrons/cm2

21
75
76
107
67-552

67-570
67-549
67-551
67-548

Test
No.

Stress

853
819
888
855
889
852
784
633
630
618
681
863
887
680
825
850
672
861
685
835
824
686

40,000
27,000
47,000

@si)

Rupture
(hr)

35,000

67.2
4 14.6
248.1
2669.2
276.0
2688.4
49.4
2.5
0.5
0.1
59.0
0.1

47,000
35,000
30,000
15,000
21,500
27,000
25.000
27,000
21,500
0.25
0.1
25,000
25,000 3117.6
1.o
35,000
0
30,000
0
35,000
25.000
0.2
0.4
40,000
25,OOO 2283.4
25,000 1437.2

Minimurncreep Fracture
Rate (%/hr)
strain (96)
0.0089
0.0024
0.0442

0.92
1.68
13.1

0.0061

23.6

0.0540
0.0059
0.0238
0.0085
0.20
1.66
0.0156

0.0017
0.071

19.6
22.0
1.58
0.04
0.56
0.17
1.44
0.18
0.07
0.6 2
7.3
0.47

1.22
0.50
0.0030
0.0042

0.32
0.50
7.84
7.51

0.20

Table 18.4. Chemical Analysis of Electro-Slag Remelted Heats

Heat

sourcc

68688

A
B
A
B

No.

68489

Concentration

Conc:enbation (wt 96)

@Pm)

Mo

CT

Fe

Mn

C

Si

P

S

Cu

Co

Ti

B

N

O

H

10.0
13.8
12.6
13.9

7.91
7.8
7.69
7.64

4.98
5.0
4.84
4.8

0.52
0.50
0.47
0.47

0.079
0.077
0.081
0.078

0.38
0.39
0.53
0.52

0.042
0.002
0.010
0.001

<0.002
0.003
<0.002
0.003

0.023
0.025
0.020
0.03

0.08
0.07
0.075
0.07

0.013
0.02
0.36
0.45

2

8

8

3

2

11

12

3

=A = ORNL,B = vendor.
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Fracture of Several Heats of Titanium-ModifiedHasteUoy N at 65OoC. Mo,Cr,Fe, Mn, Si,Ti, and C.

contained a nominal 0.5% titanium and the other alloy
did not contain any added titanium. The molybdenum
concentration was on the high side of our specification,
and the silicon content was from 0.4 to 0.5%. Two
micrographs of the two alloys are shown in Figs. 18.8
and 18.9. The composition was such that both alloys
contained stringers of M6C-type carbides, just as we
noted in standard Hastelloy N. Thus it is likely that
these alloys will not have good postirradiation prop
erties; an experiment will be removed from the ORR in
October 1969 containing some of these alloys.
The ESR alloys were fabricated into 'h-in.-thick
plates and were about 6 in. wide by 12 in. long.
High-restraint welds were made by welding the individual plates to a carbon steel strongback. Wire fabricated from the same heat was used as fdler metal, and
the material welded very well.
Several mechanical property tests have been run on
the ESR heats. The results of tensile tests are summarized in Figs. 18.10 and 18.1 1. The tensile strengths
of both ESR heats are equal to each other and
equivalent to those of standard Hastelloy N. The
vacuum-melted modified alloy generally has lower
tensile strength. However, the vacuum-melted modified
alloy has much better tensile ductility, especially at
room temperature. The ESR heats and the standard
alloy have comparable fracture strains at low temperatures. At 65OoCthe ductility ranges from the highest of

47% for the vacuum-melted heat to the lowest of 32%
for the titanium-modified ESR heat.
Stress-rupture tests at 65OoC show that the ESR
alloys resist rupture at a given stress level about as long
as the standard alloy, but not nearly as long as the
vacuum-melted titanium-modified alloy (Fig. 18.12).
Two tests on stress-relieved ESR welds show that the
rupture lives of the welds are equivalent to those of the
base metal. The creep rates from these tests show that
the ESR melts have better creep strength than standard
Hastelloy N but lower strength than the vacuum-melted
modified alloy (Fig. 18.13).
Thus the ESR alloys have acceptable properties in the
unirradiated condition, but the unavoidable presence of
high silicon (from the slag) likely will give a carbide
structure that is not conducive to good postirradiation
properties.
Two small melts were made by AUvac Metals Company having nominal compositions equivalent to two
ORNL alloys that had excellent postirradiation properties. One alloy had additions of 1% titanium and 1%
hafnium; a SO-lb heat was melted and fabricated
without problem. A second melt contained 0.5%
titanium and 2% niobium and required frequent grinding to remove cracks that developed during fabrication.
These alloys will be included in all phases of our
program.
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Fig. 18.8. Photomicrographs of ESR Alloy 68688 After a 1-hr Anneal at 1177OC. Longitudinal section. Etchant: glyceregia, (u)

loox, (b) soox.
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Fig. 18.9. Photomicrographs of ESR AUoy 68689 Aftex a 1-hr Anneal at 1177OC. Longitudinal Section. Etchant: glyceregia, (u)

loox, (b)soox.
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18.4 ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES

R. E. Cehlbach C. E. Sessions
S. W. Cook
We are continuing our studies of the role of the
elements Ti, Nb, Hf, and Si on precipitation in modified
Hastelloy N. As previously reported: additions of Ti,
Nb, and Hf cause the precipitation of MC carbides
rather than the M2C type that is found in the modified
alloy when the above elements are not present. Additions of silicon shift the type of carbides from M2C t o
M6C and possibly from MC to M2C. The MC-type
carbides are finer than either the M2C or M&, and in
view of their morphologies and distribution we feel that
they are responsible for the superior postirradiation
properties of some modified alloys, particularly after
irradiation at temperatures above 700°C.
The MC carbides which precipitate in the titaniummodified versions of the alloy are not Tic but are based
on (Mo, Cr)C? Figure 18.14 shows the concentrations
of metallic constituents (normalized to 100%) of the
MC as a function of titanium in the alloy. Some
titanium substitutes for a portion of the chromium as
the concentration of titanium in the alloys is increased.
The molybdenum content remains relatively constant.
The MC lattice parameter increases from about 4.21 to
4.29 A with titanium enrichment, and this is expected
since the atomic diameter of titanium (2.93 A) is
greater than that ofchromium(2.57A) whichit replaces.
The morphologies of MC in the titanium-modified
alloys are different for grain-boundary and matrix
precipitation. Carbides at the grain boundaries are
generally “pancake” shaped, approximately 1 p in
diameter and several tenths of a micron or less in
thickness. The boundaries are quite rough because the
particles usually do not follow the grain boundary
direction. In alloys containing 0.5% titanium or more, a
considerable amount of precipitation extends 1 or 2 p
into the matrix. Matrix precipitation is generally
composed of very fme particles (G200 A) on thin films
which form at stacking faults as seen in Fig. 18.15.
Stacking faults are not observed when this matrix
precipitate does not form.
The stacking fault precipitation is nucleated at primary MC particles which are not put into solid solution
during the initial annealing. Dislocations produced
around these particles due to thermally induced stresses
provide sites for initial precipitation. The faults grow by

*

w

3R. E. Gehlbach and S. W. Cook, MSR Rogram Semiann
Rogr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969, ORNL4396, pp. 240-42.

a process of climb of the partial dislocation bounding
the sheet of precipitate. The diameter of these sheets is
,often 6 to 8 p depending on the prior history of the
specimen.
ORNL-DWG
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MC Carbides as a Function of Titanium Concentration in the
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The amount and extent of this type of precipitate is
sensitive to both annealing and aging temperatures.
Much greater amounts are formed on aging after
annealing at 1260°C rather than the usual 1177°C.
More primary particles are put into solution at the
higher temperature; thus more supersaturation exists
and enhances the stacking fault precipitation. Subsequent aging temperatures also affect the extent and
amount of this precipitate, with higher temperatures
(760 rather than 650°C) giving more extensive precipitation.
The MC precipitation in an alloy modified with 1%
titanium and 1% hafnium is different from the alloys
modified with titanium only. The carbides formed are
HE and Tic, the former in much greater quantities.
This would be expected since hafnium is a stronger MC
former than titanium. The carbides in the grain boundaries are quite thin and somewhat finer than in the
titanium-modified alloys. A more marked difference is
that very 1ittle.stacking fault precipitation is observed.
Most matrix precipitates are in the form of platelets
with diameters of 0.5 p or less as shown in Fig. 18.16.
As previously reported: titanium in concentrations
of >OS%, or in combination with other strong MCforming elements, is necessary to stabilize MC rather
than M2C at 760°C. The modified alloys which contain
suffgient quantities of Ti, Hf, or Nb to give this
stability at 760°C exhibit very good postirradiation
properties after irradiating at temperatures in excess of

Fig. 18.17. Microstructure of Heat 184, Irradiated >lo00 hr
at 76OoC, Creep Tested 2150 hr af 65O"C, 27,000 psi Before
Discontinuing Test. The specimen was taken from the unstressed portion of the sample. 25,OOOX.

700"C! Figure 18.17 shows the microstructure of an
alloy containing 1% Ti, 1% Hf, and 0.2% Si (heat 184)
after irradiation at 760°C. The specimen was taken
from an unstressed portion of a creep sample with more
L

'€E.
I.McCoy, MSR Program Semiann Prw.Rept. Feb. 28,
1969.ORNL-4396,pp. 234-40; also sect. 18.3, this report.
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than 5% reduction in area when the test was discontinued after nearly 2200 hr at 27,000 psi.
We feel that superior postirradiation properties result
from favorable precipitate distributions which are
attainable with MC-type carbides. We are presently
irradiating alloys with several types of microstructures
to evaluate their resistance to high-temperature irradiation damage. We can achieve stability of MC carbidesby
adding 1% titanium, although 0.5% is not sufficient.
One percent hafnium, with or without titanium, is
sufficient to stabilize MC, even with 0.2% dicon in the
alloy. Since silicon promotes the formation of M2C and
M6C, it is likely that considerably less hafnium would
be needed for alloys with lower silicon concentrations.
The role of niobium is not clear at this time, but at least
when used in combination with titanium it is effective
in stabilizing MC with very good irradiation resistance.

18.5 CORROSION STUDIES
J. W. Koger

.

A. P.Litman

Successful operation of molten-salt breeder reactors
(MSBR) requires understanding of the mass transfer
phenomena of structural materials while in contact by
the various fused fluoride salts. Mass transfer is influenced by many factors including the impurity content
of the salt, the temperature and the temperature
difference, the container materials, and, under certain
conditions, the velocity. Therefore we have continued
studying mass transfer in a temperature gradient to
further evaluate the effects of these various factors.
Our work is currently centered around the compatibility of the Hastelloy N alloys (compositions given
in Table 18.5) with salts appropriate for single-fluid
breeder reactors, especially the coolant salt. Some tests
begun earlier with salts of interest for two-fluid systems
have also been continued. Most of the work discussed
concerns natural circulation loops whose service parameters are detailed in Table 18.6.
Table 185. Composition of Hastelloy N
Alloy

Chemical Content (wt I)

Ni

Mo

Cr

Fe

Si

4.5

0.6

0

Standard
Hastelloy N

t

Titaniummodified 78 136 7.3 a . 1 <O.Ol

Hastelloy N

SLJ

70 17.2 7.4

Mn

Ti

.

.

18.5.1 Fuel Salts
Loop 1255, constructed of standard Hastelloy N and
containing a simulated MSRE fuel salt plus 1 mole %
ThF4,continues to operate without difficulty after 7.4
years.
Loop 1258, constructed of type 304L stainless steel
and containing removable specimens in the hot leg, has
operated about 6.1 years with the same salt as is in
Loop 1255. A plot of the weight change of the
specimens in the hot leg at various temperatures is given
in Fig. 18.18 as a function of operating time. The
corrosion rate at the highest temperature, 688"C, based
on these weight changes and assuming uniform attack is
1.1 mildyear. Even though the weight losses are large,
the mass transfer has not been large enough to cause a
deterioration of the flow conditions.
Loop NCL-16, constructed of standard Hastelloy N
with removable specimens in each leg, has operated
with the two-fluid MSBR fuel salt for over 13,500 hr. A
plot of the weight change of the specimens in the
hottest and coldest positions as a function of operating
time is given in Fig. 18.19. This figure is typical of the
plots of total weight change of the specimens vs time
that we obtain from all the natural circulation loops. It
is clear that material is removed in the hot sections and
deposited in the cold sections. It is also obvious that
these changes are temperature dependent and that the
corrosion and deposition rates decrease with time.
The corrosion rate at the highest temperature, 704"C,
in NCL-16 based on these weight changes and assuming
uniform attack is 0.04 mil/year, a very small amount of
attack. For this system, and all others studied to date,
titanium-modified Hastelloy N specimens continue to
have smaller weight changes than standard Hastelloy N
specimens. Figure 18.20 shows the micrographs of a
titanium-modified specimen exposed at 704°C and a
standard Hastelloy N specimen exposed at 676°C. The
weight losses of these specimens are about the same and
are given in Fig. 18.19. Figure 18.21 shows the changes
in the concentration of chromium and iron in the
NCL-16 fuel salt as a function of operating time. The
chromium continues to show a steady increase with
time, while the iron content has stabilized. The attack
by high-purity fuel salt and other LiFBeF2 based salts
is for the most part selective for chromium.

0.54 0.02

18.5.2 Fertile-Fissile Salts
0.14 0.5

Loop NCL-19 (which has a molybdenum hot finger
containing bismuth at 540°C at the bottom of the hot
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Table 18.6. MSRP Natural Circulation Loop Operation Through February 28,1969

Specimens

Loop No.

Loop Material

1255

Hastelloy N

Hastelloy N + 2% Nbatb

Fuel

LiF-BeF2-2rF4 -UF4-ThP4
(70-23-5-1-1)

704*

90

65,000

1258

Type 304L SS

Type 304L stainless
steelb'E

Fuel

LiF-BeFz-ZrF4-UFa-ThF4
(70-23-5-1-1)

688

100

53,700

NCL-13

Hastelloy N

Hastelloy

coolant

NaBF4-NaF (92-8)

607

150

4,700=

NCL-13A

Hastelloy N

Hastelloy N; Ti-modified
Hastelloy N controlsZd

Coolant

NaBF4-NaF (92-8)

607

125

7.500

NCL-14

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy

Coolant

NaBF4-NaF (92-8)

607

150

16,000

NCL-15

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N controlsc'd

Blanket

LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (73-2-25)

677

55

2,006

NCL-15A

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;

Blanket

LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (73-2-25)

677

55

9,100

ed

wd

Hastelloy N
NCL-16

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N controlsced

Fuel

LiF-BeFz-UF4 (65.5-34.04.5)

704

170

13,500

NCL-17

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N controlscpd

Coolant

NaBF4-NaF (92-8) plus water
vapor additions

607

150

16,000

NCL-18

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N

Fertilefissile

LiF-BeFz-ThFe-UFe
(68-20-1 1.7.03)

704

170

7,300

NCL-19

Hastelloy N

Ti-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N

Fertilefissile

LiF-BeFz-ThFe-UF4 (68-2011.74.3) plus bismuth in
molybdenum hot finger

704

170

4,741g

NCL-20

Hastelloy N

TI-modified Hastelloy N;
Hastelloy N controlsc'd

Coolant

NaBF4-NaF (92-8)

675

265

Under construction

=Permanent specimens.

dHot and cold legs.

h o t leg only.
ERemovablespecimens.

aeworked operating as NCL-13A.
fRepaired - operating as NCL-15A.

-

q o be repaired.
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Fig. 18.19. Weight Change vs Time for Standard and Titanium-MMied Specimens in Loop NCG16 Exposed to Fuel Salt
(LIF-BeF2-UF4,655-34.M).05mole %) at Various Temperatures.
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leg) and NCL-18, both constructed of standard Hastelloy N with removable specimens in each leg, have
operated with fertile-fissile salt under identical temperature conditions. These loops were operated to obtain
data on mass transfer by the salt and to determine if
contact of molten salt and molten bismuth would affect
the corrosion rate.
After a power outage, the bismuth finger on NCL-19
was inadvertently heated to temperatures over 1900°F

and all power to the loop shut off. Subsequent
examination disclosed localized melting of the Hastelloy N which surrounded the molybdenum container.
The loop was reheated and the salt dumped. Portions of
the loop and the fmger were removed for examination
and replacement parts fabricated for repair.
Prior to shutdown the loop operated for 4741 hr,
with a maximum weight loss of 0.8 mg/cm2 observed
for a standard Hastelloy N specimen at 704OC. This is

198
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Fig. 18.20. (a) Micrograph of a ~tanium-hlodifiedHastelloy N Specimen E x p o d to Fuel Salt at 7M°C in NCG16 Weight Loss
of 0.9 mg/cm2 in 9100 hr. Etchant 1 glyceregia. (b)Micrograph of Standard Hastelloy N Specimen Exposed to Fuel Salt at 660°C in
NCL-16 weight loss of 1.0 mg/cm2 in 9100 hr. Etchant 1 glyceregia.
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Fig. 18.21. Concentration of Iron and Chromium in the Fuel Salt in Loop NCL-16.

equivalent to 0.07 millyear, assuming uniform dissolution, which is a very low corrosion rate. The chromium
content of the salt increased from 25 to 66 ppm. The
bismuth content of the salt was <20 ppm for the last
1500 hr. (The detailed analyses for bismuth were
presented previously?) After shutdown the dumped
salt and the bismuth at the top of the finger were both
analyzed for certain metal impurities, and the results
are given in Table 18.7.
Table 18.7 shows that bismuth extracted impurities
from the salt in quantities proportional to the solubility
of these structural metals in bismuth. An analysis of
different portions of the bismuth (middle and lower
portions) is under way to enable us to determine a mass
balance. At present it is unclear, based on corrosion
rates of NCL-18 and -19, whether the removal of metal
impurities by the bismuth materially affected system
compatibility. For example, in NCL-18 the maximum
weight loss of a standard Hastelloy N specimen w a s 0.8
mg/cm2 at 704°C in 3400 hr, a very low rate,
equivalent to 0.08 millyear assuming uniform attack.
The chromium concentration in the salt in this loop has
increased from 21 to 90 ppm. Analysis of the dumped
salt from NCL-19 disclosed 225 ppm bismuth. We do
not know how much of the bismuth is in the salt by
virtue of the high-temperature excursion, but it illus-

.

J. W. Koger and A. P. Litman, MSR Program Semiann. h g r .
Rept. Feb. 28, 1969,ORNL4369, p. 243.

Table 18.7. Analysis of Salt and Bismuth
from Hot Finger Portion of NCL-19
Major.
Constituent

Impurities

Bismuth

Ni

Salt

Fe
Mo
Bi

cr

Concentration
@Pm)

Solubility at
600°C‘

3000
80
10
0.2
225

6.0%
140 ppm
50 P P ~
<1 PPm

c.

J. Klamut et d., “Material and Fuel Technology for an
LMFR,” pp. 433-72 in Progress in Nuclear Energy, Series IV,
vol. 2, Techndogy, Engineering and Safety, Pergamon, London,
1960.

trates again that bismuth, in some form, can be carried
into the salt.
The loop containing fertile-fissile salt and having the
bismuth appendage will be restarted because of its
extreme importance. This loop has been important
from several vantage points: (1) it stimulated the
development of better methods of analyzing salt for
low concentrations of bismuth, (2) it showed that
bismuth can move into a slowly moving salt steam,
likely due to the initial presence of impurities, (3) it
showed that metal impurities are extracted from the
salt stream by the bismuth, and (4) it demonstrated
over an operating period of 4700 hr that these processes
did not cause an appreciable change in the corrosion
behavior.
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1853 BlanketSalts
Loop NCL-lSA, constructed of standard Hastelloy N
with removable specimens in each leg, has operated
9100 hr with the thorium-rich blanket salt. The
chromium concentration in the salt has increased from
25 to 145 ppm in 7000 hr, which indicates quite good
compatibility. Specimens exposed to this salt are often
"glazed" with a material that is impossible to remove
without damaging the metal, and this has made weight
change measurements diffcult.

185.4 Coolant Salts
h o p s . - Loop NCL-l3A, constructed of standard
Hastelloy N with removable specimens in each leg, has
operated for 7500 hr with the fluoroborate coolant salt.
Figure 18.22 gives the weight changes of specimens at
various temperatures as a function of operating time.
The corrosion rate at the maximum temperature,
60S°C, is 0.6 millyear. The attack in this case is
probably uniform, as the analysis of the salt shows
approximately lo00 ppm water and lo00 ppm oxygen.
Large amounts of these impurities are indicative of high
corrosion rates and nonselective attack by HF (pro.
duced by the reaction of water with fluoride salt). The
chromium concentration initially was 253 ppm and has
remained near that value throughout operation.
Loop NCL-14, constructed of standard Hastelloy N
with removable specimens in each leg, has operated for

16,000 hr with the fluoroborate coolant salt. The
weight changes of the specimens at the various temperatures as a function of operating time are given in Fig.
18.23. Two changes of corrosion rate are noted in the
plot. The first change, after 3500 hr, was due to a
defective gas line, and the effects from this have been
discussed! The second change, at some time between
11,000 and 13,000 hr, was due to a leaking standpipe
ball valve. This last intake of impurities illustrates a
continuing problem of detection (other than the
obvious after-the-fact increase of impurities and corrosion rate), since the loop overpressure did not change
significantly. The apparent mechanism involves the
diffusion of moisture in the air into the relatively
moisture-free atmosphere of the loop (equalization of
partial pressure) without regard to the overall pressure
gradients involved. In this last corrosion rate increase
period the analyzed water and oxygen in the salt
increased from 1000 to 2300 ppm and 1300 to 4500
ppm respectively. The ball valve was repaired, and the
loop is continuing to operate.
Loop NCL-17, constructed of standard Hastelloy N
with removable specimens in each leg, is being used to
determine the effect of steam injection in a flowing
fluoroborate-salt-Hastelloy N system. This experiment
is conducted in order to provide information on the
6J. W. Koger and A. P.Litman, MSR Program Semiann hog.
Rept. Feb. 28, 1969.ORNL-1396,p. 246.
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immediate and long-range corrosion of the system, any
local heating effects, and any large changes in pressure
due to steam entering the system.
The loop was operated for 1000 hr and the specimens
removed and weighed. Steam was put into the flowing
salt system through a 16-mil hole in a closed 'h-in.
Hastelloy N tube. Five pieces of '/16-in. Hastelloy N

NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %) containing approximately
400 ppm each of oxygen and water. Four capsules at
four different temperatures (427,538,649, and 760°C)
and containing large amounts of surface area of
standard Hastelloy N were exposed to the salt for 1200
hr. An Arrhenius-type plot of the results divulged a
linear relationship for chromium uptake vs temperature

wire, to simulate heat exchanger tubes, were spaced

between 427 and 760°C. The absolute values for

around the tube, one immediately in front of the hole,
in. from the tube. These will be studied to assess
any localized heating or corrosion. The only visible
effect of the steam injection was a rise of the bulk fluid
temperature of 17°C for a very short period of time.
After injecting steam for 20 min, an overflow of salt
was noted in a gas trap, temporarily disrupting flow. It
appeared that at this time the steam was no lorlger
soluble in salt and acted as a blanket gas. The steam
injection was stopped, flow was restored, a salt sample
was taken, and the specimens were replaced in the loop.
Future plans call for removal of specimens to assess the
effect of the steam on the corrosion process.
An experiment has been completed to determine the
solubility and diffusion characteristics of chromium
from standard Hastelloy N alloy into relatively pure

chromium concentration are somewhat lower than data
from previous fluoroborate loop tests. These levels may
be associated with the impurity levels of the salts,
higher purity favoring lower chromium solubility.
With the realization that the fluoroborate salt is easily
contaminated with oxygen and water-type impurities
and that corrosion increases with the amount of these
impurities, we have attempted, in close cooperation
with R. F. Apple and A. S. Meyer, to purify the
fluoroborate in a manner which could be adapted to a
large system. Our first attempt was the use of BF3 gas
as the cleansing agent. It is known that both BF3 and
N&F4 react with water, and it was hoped that the BF,
passed through the melt would remove the water from
the NaJ3F4. Even though we were using BF3 in this
case, we were aware of problems that might occur with
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another gas that removes BF3 from the melt, thus
changing the composition and the melting point.
Therefore the experiment was conducted at -427°C to
minimize the BF3 vapor pressure over the melt. The
experiments have consisted in passing the gases through
a capsule of impure (3000 ppm H 2 0 and 3000 ppm
0,)NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %). The gas removed from
the capsule was dissolved in methyl alcohol with 10%
pyridine and titrated to the dead stop end point with
Karl Fischer reagent. Results from these experiments
are being evaluated.
The second method gave more favorable results and
utilized a mixture of He and HF (purified with fluorine)
that was passed through the fluoroborate at 454°C.
Calculations are being made to determine the rate of
moisture removal. The HF flow was quite low and will
be increased along with the temperature of the salt to
improve the kinetics of the process. In the next
experiments BF3 will be added along with the other
gases to replace that being removed in the process.
18.5.5 Corrosion Meter7

Work has begun on the development of a corrosion
meter for rate measurements in high-temperature
molten salt media. The basic instrument being used at
the present time is the Petrolite corrosion rate meter,
model 103, made by the Petrolite Corporation,
Houston, Texas. The meter uses the linear polarization
technique and can be used for any metal or alloy in a
conducting medium which corrodes electrochemically
by a single metallic oxidation. Identical test, reference,
and auxiliary electrodes were successfully used because
only potential differences of approximately 10 mv are
measured.
In brief, an adjustable current source is used to
transmit a small electrical current between the test and
auxiliary electrodes. At the same time, a special
voltmeter measures the potential difference between
the test electrode and a reference electrode. The current
flow, by slightly polarizing the surface of the test
electrode, causes a shift in potential with respect to the
reference electrode, which is unpolarized and is corroding freely. If the corrosion rate is low, a very small
current will polarize the surface of the test electrode. If
the corrosion rate is high, a large current is needed to
polarize the surface of the test electrode. With the use
of appropriate constants, the corrosion rate as given by
the current may be expressed in mils per year.
7Work performed by R. R. Irons, ORAU Summer Participant,
Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio.

The standard meter has not previously been applied
to systems with temperatures over 150°C and has never
'been applied to fused salts. Thus a large portion of our
initial work has been directed toward the solution of
materials problems unique to our proposed application.
We have used the corrosion meter successfully in the
following systems and are taking measurements of the
corrosion rate of standard Hastelloy N in LiF-BeF2ThF4-UF4(68-20-1 1.7-0.3 mole %) at 693°C.

u
b
t

0.5,0.75 d H 2 s o 4 - 3 1 6 stainless steel at <100"c
1 M HCI-316 stainlesssteel at <l00"C
NaN&-NaNO3-KN03 (40-7-53 wt %)-mild steel at 200°C
SnC12 -316 stainless steel at 290°C

The next steps in the development of the corrosion
meter for molten-salt use will be a quantitative measure
of the interference effects due to the competing
reduction reactions in the system and possible interference of stray electric currents from the capsule to
the furnace. Through these experiments, it should be
possible to determine whether the corrosion of Hastelloy N in this medium is a simple oxidation of
chromium, limited by the element's ability to interact
with the salt, or whether the corrosion proceeds by a
number of different mechanistic pathways involving
several metallic oxidations.
I

18.5.6 Corrosion Status

The time seems appropriate to orient the reader to
the current status of compatibility of MSR systems.
Table 18.8 compares recent standard Hastelloy N
corrosion data, reduced to mils per year equivalent
uniform attack, acquired from the fKst 4000 hr of
exposure to various fused fluorides.
It is clear from the table that with the exception of
the coolant-salt performance, the corrosion rates are
very low. Comparison of the rates experienced by
NCL-UA and MSR-FCLl, both circulating the 92-8
mole % sodium fluoroborate, indicates a strong velocity
effect on mass transfer. It is our opinion that the effect
of velocity on corrosion in this system is of declining
importance as the purity level of the secondary coolant
salt improves. At some purity level, perhaps 200-400
ppm water and/or oxygen, solid-state diffusion of the
most active constituents in HastelIoy N, chromium and
iron, should control corrosion. Above this level the
attack becomes more p e r a l , and the corrosion rate is
limited by the availability of hydrogen fluoride.
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Table 18.8. Comparison of Corrosion Rates
for Standard Hvtelloy N in MSR Systems
After 400@hr Operation

ORNL-DWG
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Equivalent

It--

'O

LOOP
Designation

NCG13A
MSR-FCL-1
NCL-16
MSRE
NCL-15A
NCL-18

f

Coolantb
Coolantb
FuelC
Fueld
Blanked
Fertile-fissilg

605; 145
588;78
705;170
650; 20
675; 55
705; 170

0.1
10.
0.1
19
0.1

0.05
Q.Ole
0.03

0.1

0.06

EXPOSED AN ADDITIONAL 659 hr
AT VARYING TEMPERATURES
AND LOOP CONDITIONS

1.3

aAll numbers assume the uniform removal of the metal
surface. This assumption is quite good for the coolant salt, but
the other salts selectively remove chromium, and the true depth
of corrosion is greater than indicated.
bNaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %), 1000 ppm each water and
oxygen.
CLiF-BeF2-UF4 (65.5-34.0.0.5 mole %), a 0 0 ppm each
water and oxygen.
dLiF-BeF2-ZrF4-UF4 (65-29-54.9 mole %), <200 ppm each
water and oxygen.
eCalculated from chemistry changes in salt.
fLiFBeF2-ThF4 (73-2-25 mole %),a0
ppm
0each water and
oxygen.
gLiF-BeFz-ThF4-UF4 (68-20-11.7-0.3 mole %), a
0
0 ppm
each water and oxygen.

W. R. Huntley
J. M. Baker
P. A. Gnadt J. W. Koger
A. P. Litman

kJ

69-42626

I
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18.6 FORCED CONVECTION LOOP (MSR-FCL-1)

-

I

The MSR-FCL-1 forced circulation loop is being
operated to evaluate the compatibility of standard
Hastelloy N with NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %) coolant
salt at temperatures and flow rates similar to those
which exist in the MSRE coolant circuit. The test loop
operates with liquid velocities of 10 fps, maximum bulk
fluid temperature of 588"C, and minimum bulk fluid
temperature of 5 10°C.
On February 29, 1969, a bearing failure occurred in
the LFB centrifugal pump after 2082 hr of operation at
design conditions. The pump rotary element was
removed, and a new bearing was installed. To take
advantage of this unscheduled downtime, portions of
the loop piping and the corrosion specimens were
removed for metallographic examination and weight

--2030
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Fig. 18.24. Weight Changes of Standard Hastelloy N Specimens in MSR-=-I.

change measurements. The loop was reassembled incorporating the same specimens and operated without
incident for another 2000 hr, after which a scheduled
shutdown was made for the second removal and
examination of corrosion specimens. On July 30, 1969,
the test loop was again reassembled and started on a
third 2000-hr run. At the end of this report period the
test loop had accumulated a total of approximately
4800 hr at design conditions. Salt samples have been
taken about every 500 hr during the run.
Figure 18.24 shows the weight changes for specimens
in MSR-FCL-1 as a function of salt exposure time. The
corrosion rate has decreased with time and now
averages 1.3 milslyear for 4000 hr of operation, assuming
uniform attack. This relatively high rate is likely due to
the higher velocity in this system compared with
natural circulation loops. The initial exposure time of
2741 hr is divided as shown in Table 18.9. We feel that
Table 18.9. Time of Salt Exposure for MSR-Fa-1
Time fir)
478
181
96
1986
2741

Conditions
Flush salt, isothermal
Operating salt, isothermal
Operating salt, A n 506°C max, 471°C min
bulk fluid temperatures
Operating salt, AT;design conditions, 588°C max,
510°C min bulk fluid temperatures
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Flg.18.25. Photomicrograph of a Standard HasteUoy N Specimen from MSR-FcG1, Exposed to NaBF4-Nap (92.8 mde %) at
588OC for 4088 hr (Exposed for an Additional 659 hr at Vaxying Temperatures and Loop conditions). Weight loss 18 mg/cm2. (u)
As polished, (b) etched with glycergia. SOOX.
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exposure to isothermal salt should cause little corrosion
but yet realize that initial corrosion of a surface could
be large, especially since the salt is somewhat impure.
However, only salt exposure time at design conditions is
used in Fig. 18.24.
The chromium in the coolant salt increased from 66
to 300 ppm during the first 2082 hr of operation of this
pump loop. During shutdown the original salt was
diluted by an equivalent amount of salt when it was
dumped into the loop sump tank. Within the first 500
hr of the second run the chromium increased from 192
to approximately 240 ppm. The chromium level then
remained at about 240 ppm for the duration of the
second run. The iron content of the salt decreased from
407 to 252 ppm during the first 2000 hr and from 323
to 60 ppm during the last 2000 hr. These changes are
illustrative of the reaction

cro (dissolved in metal) + Fez* + cp++ F ~ (deposited)
O
,
8

.
-

w

which occurs in molten fluoride systems that contain
metallic impurities.
The results of the analyses for oxygen and water in
the salt have been quite scattered, with the values
around 1000 ppm for each.
Figures 18.25-18.27 show micrographs of specimens
from each specimen location in MSR-FCL-1 after
--4ooo hr exposure. In Fig. 18.25 it is clear that the
attack at 599"C, the highest salt temperature, occurred
primarily at the intersection of the grain boundary and
the surface. At 555"C, as the weight changes indicated,
much less attack has occurred (Fig. 18.26). At 51OoC,
the lowest salt temperature, a metallic deposit of the
approximate composition of Hastelloy N is visible along
the surface in the as-polished condition. This deposit
occurs under steady-state conditions and is unlike the
green deposit which is a mixture of fluorides and occurs
after saturation.
Examination of the pump and the pump bowl did not
disclose any gross contamination; however, small
amounts of green material were found on the pump
bowl at the salt level. After water washing the bowl to
remove the salt, veiy fine green whisker-like crystals
were also found in the bottom of the pump bowl. A
large piece of the green material mixed with salt (<1 g)
was analyzed (Table 18.10) to give us insight into the
nature of the mass transfer deposits. These figures are
equivalent to 55 wt % NaBF4 and 30 wt % Na3CrFs
plus some mixture of iron, nickel, and molybdenum
fluorides. The presence of the green corrosion product
and the level of chromium concentration in the salt

. ?

Table 18.10. Chemical Composition of Green Deposit
Removed from the Pump Bowl
Element

Concentration (wt %)

cr

6.14
0.26
0.30
0.022
21.6
456
57.0

Fe
Ni
Mo
Na
B
F

indicate that we reached the saturation concentration
of chromium corrosion product in the pump bowl
during the test. Based on other studies it is reasonable
that at the same time the other metals deposited in the
cold sections. No indication of plugging by fluoride
deposit in any other part of the system has been seen.

18.7 mEAM CORROSION OF HASTELLOY N

B. McNabb

H. E. McCoy

Hastelloy N was developed for use in a molten-salt
environment and has excellent corrosion resistance in
molten salt as well as good oxidation resistance in air?
It would be desirable to use the same material of
construction in the secondary loop of a molten-salt
reactor, where it would be exposed to coolant salt and
steam. Information on the corrosion resistance of
Hastelloy N in a water-vapor or steam environment is
sparse and contradictory? s1
To obtain the needed information, a facility was
designed and installed in TVA's Bull Run Steam Plant
to evaluate the corrosion resistance of Hastelloy N and
modified Hastelloy N to supercritical steam at 3500 psi
and 538°C (1000°F).

'MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. JuZy 31,1964, ORNG
3708, pp. 330-72.
9T.T. Claudson and R. E. Westerman, An Evaluation of the
Corrosion Resistance of Seveml High Temperature Alloys for
Nuclem Applications, BNWL-155 (November 1965).
'OF. A. Comprelli, D. F. MacMillan, and C. N. Spalaris,
M a t e d s for Superheated Fuel Sheaths, Relative Perfwmance
of Alloys in Super Heated Steam Environment, GEM4351
(July 1963):
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Fig. 18.26. Photomicrograph of a Standard Hasteby N Specimen from MSR-FcGl, Exposed to NaBF4 (92-8 mole %) at 555OC
for 4088 hr (Exposed for an Additional 659 hr at Varying Temperatures and Loop Conditions). Weight loss 4 &an2. (a)
As polished, (b)etched with glyceregia. SOOX.
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Fig. 18.27. Photomicrograph of a Standard Hastelloy N Specimen from MSR-FCL-1, Exposed to NaBF4-NaF (92-8 mole %) at
510°C for 4088 hr (Exposed for an Additional 659 hr at Varying Temperatures and Loop Conditions). Weight gain 4 mg/cm2. (4)
As polished, ( b ) etched with glyceregia. SOOX.
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Figure 18.28 is a schematic of the facility, and Fig.
18.29 is a photograph of the specimen holder withdrawn from its chamber during welding. The steam
enters the specimen chamber through the valve on the
right, flows longitudinally past the specimens, through
the fdter, through the flow restriction, and into the
condenser. The steam pressure is reduced to approximately 1 psig in the flow restrictor. A thermocouple
well was installed in the specimen holder to monitor
temperature, and this tube also supports the sample
holder. The Grayloc flange is removable with the
specimen holder. The specimens are coupons made
from sheet material of 0.010, 0.020,0.035, and 0.060
in. thickness. The coupons are 0.5 X 2.0 in. with
0.1875-in. holes at each end for mounting on the bolts
in the specimen holder. Some 0.010- and O.O2C)-in.
specimens were stressed by bending around 0.125-in.diam rod to make U-bend specimens. The specimens
were not loaded into the holder when Fig. 18.29 was
made, but they are bolted in parallel to the thermocouple well. The working volume of the facility is about
2 X 2 X 2 in., and approximately 100 specimens were
included in the first loading. The steam velocity across
the specimens is approximately 20 fps, and the mass
flow rate is about 1000 lb/hr.
Specimens from some commercial heats of standard
air-melted and vacuum-melted Hastelloy N and from
some 24b lab melts and larger commercial melts of
modified Hastelloy N were included in the first loading.
Steam was turned on the facility August 7, 1969, with
no difficulties. We plan to remove the Samples for
weighing after about 500 hr of exposure.

ORNL-DWG 68-3995
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WATER IN
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Fig. 18.28. Schematic Drawing of the Steam Corrosion
Facility at the Bull Run Steam Plant.
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Fig. 18.29. Photograph of the Steam Corrosion Facility Before Installation. The valve ties into the steam supply. The flange has
been unbolted to allow removal of the sample holder and the filter.
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19. Support for Chemical Processing
19.1 CHEMICALVAPOR-DEF'CEITEDCOATINCS

Table 19.1. Average Coefficientsof Thermal Expansion
of Some Structural and Coating Materials over
the Temperature Range 25 to 600°C

J. I. Federer

Mass transfer of elements such as Fe, Cr, and Ni in
structural alloys limits the life of experimental bismuthsalt extraction columns and associated components.
Although certain refractory metals and alloys are
resistant to liquid bismuth, fabrication of reprocessing
equipment using these materials is difficult. Therefore,
coating of refractory metals on relatively easy-tofabricate materials affords a potential solution to the
problem.
Tungsten, molybdenum, and other refractory metals
can be chemically vapor deposited by hydrogen reduction of the metal halides. However, these metals
generally have lower coefficients of thermal expansion
than the iron- and nickel-base structural materials.
Table 19.1 shows the average coefficients of thermal
expansion over the temperature range 25 to 600°C for
some of these materials. The difference in expansion
will cause the coatings to be in compression upon
cooling from the deposition temperature to 25°C or
when thermally cycled during operation. Under such
conditions cracks in the coating or separation of the
coating from the base metal often occurs.

Oc-1

Type 304 stainless steel
Carbon steel
Hastelloy C
Tungsten
Molybdenum
Niobium
Tantalum
Rhenium

18.5
14.5
14.0
4.6
5.8
8.0
6.6
6.7

A few experiments have been conducted to ewluate
tungsten coatings on carbon steel and type 304 stainless
steel. The coatings were applied by hydrogen reduction
of WF6 at 500 to 600°C. The steel substrates were
approximately 2411.-ID pipes, both bare and coated
with approximately 0.001-in.-thick nickel by electrodeposition. Qnemil-thick tungsten coatings were
adherent on cooling to room temperature after deposition except in a few small areas. Thermal cycling
between 25 and 800°C caused some spalling of the

FEg. 19.1. ElectromagneticPump Duct for Liquid Bismuth.
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coatings but was less in the case of the nickelcoated
Pipes.
One-mil-thick tungsten coatings on bare and nickelcoated type 304 stainless steel tubes (approximately '4
in. ID) spalled completely when thermal cycled between 25 and 600°C. Coatings between 0.005 and
0.013 in. thick developed fine cracks during thermal
cycling but did not spall after 15 cycles. Based upon
these results two stainless steel electromagnetic pump
ducts for liquid bismuth were bated with 0.010- to
0.015-in.-thick tungsten. One of the ducts is shown in
Fig. 19.1. Although cracking of the coating will
probably occur during thermal cycling, contact between
bismuth and stainless steel should be minimized, and
the lifetime of the pump duct may be substantially
increased due to the presence of the coating.
Although molybdenum coatings have not yet been
studied, results similar to those obtained for tungsten
are expected. Since nonadherent and cracked coatings
are not satisfactory for the protection of structural
materials, experiments are now being conducted to
determine whether a metallurgical bond between the
coating and base metal can be obtained by diffusion. In
addition, coating and thermal cycling tests are being
conducted with several iron-nickel alloys which have
coefficients of thermal expansion near those of tungsten and molybdenum.

19.2 DEVELOPMENT OF BISMUTH-RESISTANT
,
BRAZING FILLER METALS
FOR JOINING MOLYBDENUM

R.W. Gunkel

N.C. Cole

J. W. Koger
Molybdenum or one of its alloys is a proposed
structural material for an MSBR processing plant. Since
brazing provides an attractive means for fabricating
complex structures, a program has been undertaken to
develop a brazing fder metal which is compatible with
both fluoride salts and bismuth.'
Recrystallized materials generally are less ductile than
worked materials; therefore the temperature at which
brazing will occur is an important factor. Since the
recrystallization temperature depends upon both composition and fabrication history, we felt that some
preliminary studies of the recrystallization behavior of

several commercially obtained molybdenum alloys
using typical brazing cycles would be helpful. The
following materials were chosen for these studies:
unalloyed molybdenum, TZM (Mo-0.5% Ti-O.l% Zr),
and a special grade designated commercially as HT
molybdenum.' The metallographic appearance of the
TZM samples after heating to some typical brazing
temperatures is shown in Fig. 19.2. A brazing temperature of 1350°C for 10 min (typical time at temperature
for brazing small components) appears to be satisfactory for TZM. Similar studies with unalloyed molybdenum indicate that the brazing temperature should not
be higher than 1050°C for 10 min. A special grade of
molybdenum known as HT molybdenum should have
had, according to the manufacturer, a recrystallization
temperature in excess of 1700°C and should have been
more ductile when recrystallized than regular molybdenum when recrystallized. However, our tests have
shown that it recrystallized after heating to 1525°C for
2 or 3 min. We did not have enough sample to
determine its ductility after recrystallization.
Based on these studies we feel that a brazing alloy
that flows at 1350°C or less will be required. Since
available corrosion data indicate that iron possesses
modest resistance to molten bismuth in the temperature
range of interest, brazing filler metals rich in iron
appear to provide the best chance for meeting the
combined requirements of flow temperature
(105O-135O0C), compatibility, and metallurgical behavior. Consequently, we have melted several iron-base
alloys containing small amounts of boron, carbon, and
other elements as melting-point depressants.
One iron-boroncarbon brazing alloy was subjected to
static bismuth for 671 hr at 600°C. The sample size and
the volume of bismuth were chosen so that corrosion
would not be limited by bismuth becoming saturated
with iron. Metallographic cross sections of the exposed
and control samples are shown in Fig. 19.3. Bismuth
dissolved the iron-rich portion of the fillet but did not
attack the molybdenum-rich reaction zone between the
brazing filler metal and the molybdenum. The iron
content of the bismuth increased about 22 ppm, but no
changes in titanium or zirconium were detectable. Since
the remaining braze metal appeared structurally sound
and the TZM was unaffected by the exposure, we feel
joints of this type have good potential for the containment of bismuth.

c

R. W. Gunkel and N. C. Cole, MSR Program Semiann. Rogr.
Rept. Feb. 28,1969,ORNL4396,
p. 261.

'Proprietary product of Norton Co., Newton, Mass.
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Fig. 19.2. Effect of Brazing Temperature on Microstructure of TZM Base Metal. All specimens were held at temperature for
10 min.
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Before Exposure

After Exposure

Fig. 19.3. Molybdenum TJoint Brazed with Experimental Iron-BcnonCarbon Brazing Filler Metal. The bismuth has corroded
the braze fdet, but the reaction zone containing molybdenum remains unattacked. As polished. .
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20. Support for Components Development Program
20.1 REMOTE WELDING STUDIES

L.C. Willim

I

I

T. R. Housley

The automated remote orbital welding equipment
(discussed in Sect. 7.5 by P.P. Holz) has been moved to
the Welding Laboratory in Building 4508. All components of the system are currently undergoing a complete checkout as to compatibility with the new control
console which has just recently been completed by
ORNL. Instrument Department personnel. Specimens
machined from 6in. sched 80 pipe have been obtained
to simulate the Y-ring insert’ type of joint which we
have recommended for study. Y-ring inserts have been

ordered to continue these experiments. Preliminary
work with the orbital welding equipment has shown
that good quality cover pass welds on austenitic
stainless steel pipe can be made. Therefore we shall
presently emphasize development of a procedure that
will give highquality root passes. The use of Y-ring-type
joints has shown a much improved root pass over
conventional joint designs. Other experimental welds
are being made to determine the effect of pulsing the
weld current in the “overhead” weld position.

c
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‘Weld Ring Co., Inc., 7508 Kress Ave., Bell Garden, Calif.

iMolten-Salt Processing and Preparation
M. E.Whatley
Part 6 deals with the development of processes for the
isolation of protactinium and the removal of fission
products from moltensalt reactors. The chemical basis
for the flowsheets presently being considered is now
firm, and engineering development is under way.
Protactinium is to be isolated by a reductive extraction
scheme which traps it in an extraction cascade between
thorium (less noble) and uranium (more noble). The
rare earths are to be removed by a reductive extraction
operation on a salt stream from which the uranium and
protactinium have already been removed.
The study of the distribution of the rare earths during
reductive extraction was extended to consider the
effect of temperature and the effect of varying the free
fluoride equivalence of the salt. While definite trends
were established, they are probably not large enough to
be useful. A flowsheet analysis of the rareearth removal
system employing rareearth-thorium separation factors that range from about 1.2 for europium to about 3
for neodymium show the process to be workable if the
engineering development of process components is
successful. However, the, need for a large electrolytic
cell, at least three times as large as the electrolytic cell
used in the protactinium isolation system, that will
operate at a low salt flow rate with the salt phase
almost totally depleted in thorium makes the developm n t difficult. Among the alternatives being explored is
the separation of thorium from the rare earths by the
selective precipitation of thorium bismuthide from the
bismuth extract phase. This separation is not complete
and may not be useful.
The transuranium elements, with the exception of
curium, were found to fall between uranium and
protactinium under the reduction extraction conditions
of the protactinium isolation flowsheet. Curium, except
for its trivalent behavior, distributes much like protac-

tinium. Plutonium, which possibly could be used in an
initial fuel loading for an MSBR,exhibits a separation
factor from protactinium of about 10. Analysis has
shown that equipment designed to operate with a
U-Pa-Th system would serve acceptably with a Pu-Pa-Th
system. We have made an iterative calculation of the
protactinium isolation system to simulate transient
behavior and have found that the system is stable,
assuming a straightforward control system and reasonable random error in a control element.
Our engineering efforts have focused on the development of extraction equipment and electrolytic cells.
The flowthrough facility, designed to pass 15 liters of
bismuth countercurrent to as much as 15 liters of salt in
a small continuous contactor, is undergoing its shakedown operation. A variety of problems, most of which
stem from the use of carbon steel as a material of
construction, were encountered; however, we are encouraged that the system will function to yield the
required data on extraction tower performance.
Work with electrolytic cells was concerned primarily
with the establishment of a usable protecting layer of
frozen salt on the exposed surfaces of the container for
the molten bismuth anode. During this reporting period
our successes were limited, but we have been developing
operational techniques which promise ultimate success.
Distillation as a practicable operation for use in
processes for molten.salt reactors was demonstrated by
processing 11 liters of MSRE carrier salt during 31 hr of
remote operation of an experimental still at the MSRE.
Although distillation is not now one of the principal
operations in our reference flowsheet, it has several
peripheral applications, and its successful demonstration broadens the scope of possibilities for manipulating
salt systems.
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21. Measurement of Distribution Coefficients

.
I

in Molten-Salt-Metal Systems
L. M. Ferris
During the past six months distribution coefficients
for some transuranium elements and rare earths, using
LiF-BeF2 -ThF4 solutions and liquid bismuth solutions,
were measured as part of the continuing development
of theqeductive extraction process.' 92 The distribution
coefficients

:
'
'

; DM=

mole fraction of component M in bismuth phase
mole fraction of component M in salt phase

since, under the desired operating conditions, the PwPa
separation factor would be about 10.
Data for several transuranium elements were obtained
in experiments with LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %)
at 600°C. The distribution coefficients obtained for
neptunium are shown in Fig. 21.1, and those for
plutonium, americium, curium, and californium are
5

at a given temperature can be expressed as
log DM = n log DLi+ log K' ,

'

.
'

~

v

in which DLi is the lithium distribution coefficient, K'
is a constant, and n is the valence of the species MF, in
the salt phase.
Tests were also made to determine whether thorium
could be selectively precipitated by cooling bismuth
solutions to provide higher overall rareearth-thorium
separation factors in the reductive extraction process.
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21.1 EXTRACTION OF TRANSURANIUM
ELEMENTS FROM SINCLE-FLUID MSBR FUELS
J. C.Mailen

F. J. Smith

Startup of an MSBR using plutonium as the fuel is a
distinct possibility. Therefore, knowledge of the behavior of plutonium and the transplutonium elements
in the reductive extraction process obviously is of
interest. Distribution coefficients for plutonium, using
two different LiF-BeF2-ThF4 melts at 600"C, were
presented in the previous semiannual report? These
data showed that plutonium was less easily extracted
than uranium (U-Pu separation factor of about 10) but
was more easily extracted than protactinium. Plutonium probably could be separated from protactinium

e

w

ID. E. Ferguson, Chem TechnoL Div. Ann Progr. Rept. May
31,1969, ORNL-4422, p. 1.
'M. E. Whatley and L. E. McNeese, MSR Program Semiann
h g r . Rept. Feb. 28,1969,ORNL-4396, p. 270.
3L. M. Ferris et al., MSR Rogram Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb.
28,1969.ORNL-4396, p. 279.
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Fig. 21.1. Equilibrium Distribution of Neptunium Between
LiF-BeFz-ThF4(72-16-12 mole %) and Bismuth Solutions at
600°C.
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I
shown in Fig. 21.2. The distribution coefficients can be
reproduced from the equations given in Table 21.1.
Within experimental error, it was concluded that each
species was trivalent in the salt phase. The data
obtained for neptunium show that its extractability is
between that of uranium and plutonium. The uraniumneptunium and neptunium-plutonium separation factors are each about 3. As seen in Fig. 21.2 plutonium,
americium, and californium are nearly inseparable,
whereas the plutonium-curium separation factor is
about 10. These results indicate that curium would
probably coextract with protactinium in the process
and suggest that curium could be used as a stand-in for
protactinium in reductive extraction experiments.

Table 21.l.Expressions for the Distribution
Cuefficientsfor Several Transuranium Elements
Using LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (72-16-12 Mole %)
and Liquid Bismuth at 600°C
Element

Equilibrium Expression

NP

1% DNp = 3 10g DLi + 10.514
1% Dp, 3 1% DLi + 9.979
1% DAm 3 log DLi + 9.865

Pu
Am

Cm
Cf

1% Dcm 3 1% DLi + 9.090
1% Der= 3 log DLi + 9.952

Fig. 21.2. Distribution Coefficients for T r p n s d u m
Elements Obtained at 600°C with LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12
mole 96) and Bismuth.

21.2 EXTRACTION OF RARE EARTHS AND
THORIUM FROM SINGLE-FLUIDMSBR FUELS
L.M. Ferris F. J. Smith
J. C. Mailen

i
4

J. F. Land

Distribution coefficients for thorium and several rare
earths, measured with IiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole
9%) at 600"C, were reported previously? Additional
measurements during this reporting period include
those for promethium and europium.
Data for promethium were obtained as follows:
About 0.5 mg of I4'Pm was irradiated to produce 1 mc
of the 5.4day 14'Pm. The promethium isotopes were
then dissolved in 100 g of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12
mole %) by a 24-hr treatment at 600°C with HF-HZ
(50-50 mole %) in the presence of 200 g of bismuth.
The bismuth phase was saturated with thorium at
6OO"C, and after equilibrium had been attained, four
pairs of filtered samples of the salt and bismuth phases
were taken. The 1.46-MeV gamma peak from the
5.4day 14'Pm was used for promethium assay of each
phase. The average promethium distribution coefficient
from the four pairs of samples was 0.025 f 0.003,
yielding a promethium-thorium separation factor of 1.7
f 0.3.

The distribution coefficients obtained for europium
at 600°C using IiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %) can
be expressed as log DE, = 2 log DLi + 3.74. These
results, along with those obtained for thorium, showed
that the europium-thorium separation factor was about
1.1 at 600°C when the bismuth phase was saturated
with thorium. At thorium saturation of the bismuth
phase, the separation factor decreased from about 1.6
to about 0.9 as the temperature was increased from 525
to 750°C.
The effect of temperature on the lanthanum-thorium
and samarium-thorium separation factors was determined in separate experiments with IiF-BeF2-ThF4
(72-16-12 mole %). In each experiment, about four
pairs of samples were taken at each of several temperatures between 525 and 750°C; the bismuth phase was
saturated with thorium in each case. Average values for
the respective distribution coefficients and separation
factors are given in Table 21.2. The samarium-thorium
separation factor was about 2 regardless of the temperature, whereas the lanthanum-thorium separation factor
decreased from about 2 to 1.5 as the temperature was
increased from 525 to 750°C. Despite the scatter in the
data, these results (and those for europium given above)
clearly show that temperature has no marked effect on
the rareearth-thorium separation factors.
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Table 212. Effect of Temperature on Rare-Earth-Thorium Separation Factors
Obtained with LiF-BePz-ThFs (72-16-12 Mole %)

. .
Temperat&e

(“C)

Thorium Concentration
in Bismuth
(PPm)

Rare
Earth

843
785

0.0125
0.01 15

0.00633
0.00589

1.97
1.95

560

La
Sm

1290
1210

0.0206
0.0189

0.00968
0.00908

2.13
2.08

600

La
Sm

2082
2080

0.0251
0.033

0 0156
0.0156

1.60
2.11

650

La
Sm

3830
3788

0.0448
0.0562

0.0287
0.0284

1.56
1.98

700

Sm

6022

0.0962

0.0452

2.13

La

10230
8772

0.113
0.113

0.0768
0.0658

1.47
1.72

Methods for enhancing the rareearth-thorium separation are constantly being sought. Distillation has been
considered as a means for increasing the “free fluoride”
equivalence4 of the salt that would be fed to the
rareearth removal part of the reductive extraction
the rareearthprocess. As shown in earlier studies’
thorium separation factors increase with increasing
“free fluoride” equivalence of the salt. Distillation
would be used primarily to remove BeFz (along with
some LiF) from the salt, since the relative volatility of
BeF2 is much higher6 than that of ThF4. Relatively
low-melting salts having “free fluoride” equivalences of
at least +25 could probably be produced in the
distillation of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %),
which has a “free fluoride” equivalence of only +4. The
extractability of samarium and thorium from such a
salt, LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (80.56.1-13.4 mole %),which has
a “free fluoride” equivalence of +28, was determined at
700°C. The distribution coefficients obtained in this
experiment are shown in Fig. 21.3. The slope of the line
representing the plot of log D,, vs log D,, is 3,
whereas that for the plot of log D, vs log DTh is 3/4.
93-s

,

4L. M. Ferris, J. J. Lawrance, and J. F. Land, MSR Rogrum
Semann. Rogr. Rept. Aug. 31.1968,ORNL4344, p. 295.
’J. H. Shaffer, D. M. Moulton, and W. R. Grimes, MSR
Rogmm Semann. Ron. Rept. Aug. 31, 1968,ORNL4344,p.
176.
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6F. J. Smith, L. M. Ferris, and C . T. Thompson, Liquid-Vapor
Equilibnh in LiF-BeF2 and LiF-BeFz-ThF4 Systems, ORNL4415 (1969).
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Fig. 21.3. Equilibrium Distribution of Thorium and Samarium Between LiF-BeFz-ThF4 (80.56.1-13.4 mole %) and
Bismuth Solutions at 70OoC.

These results show that the samarium species in the salt
phase was primarily trivalent. When the bismuth phase
was saturated with thorium (DTh
0.035), the
samarium distribution coefficient was about 0.14,
corresponding to a separation factor of 4. This separation factor is only about twice as high as that obtained’
at 700°C with LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12 mole %).

-

21.3 COPRECIPITATION OF RARE EARTHS
WITH THORIUM BISMUTHIDE

F. J: Smith

C. T. Thompson

’

A possible means of increasing the overall rareearththorium separation factor in the reductive extraction
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process would involve the selective precipitation of
thorium from the thorium-bismuth-rare-earth solution generated in the rareearth removal step. In this
connection, precipitation of thorium bismuthide from
solutions containing rareearth metals is being studied.
hrtitioning of the rare earth between the liquid and
solid phases has been observed in each experiment
conducted to date.
In the experiments, rareearth metal was added to
bismuth at 70O0C to produce a solution containing
either 1000 to 1300 ppm of lanthanum or 200 ppm of
europium. Analyses of filtered samples confxmed the
rareearth concentration. After the rare earth had
dissolved, enough crystal-bar thorium was added to
ensure saturation of the bismuth at or below 600"C,
but not at 700OC. The system was then slow cooled
stepwise to several temperatures between 600 and
350°C and was held at least 24 hr at each temperature
before a filtered sample of the liquid phase was
removed for analysis. At the end of the experiment the
temperature was raised to 700°C, and a sample was
taken. Analyses of these final samples showed that no
thorium or rare earth was consumed by irreversible side
reactions during the experiments.
The results from one of the experiments (LA-2) are
shown in Fig. 21.4. As seen, lanthanum coprecipitated
with thorium bismuthide at each temperature below
600°C. The thorium concentrations obtained at temperatures of 600°C and below are in excellent agreement
with the solubility values obtained previously? On the
other hand, the lanthanum concentrations were well
below the reported solubility values.89' The data
obtained in each experiment can be represented by the
logarithmic distribution relationship
1% <REo/REf>= X log (ThOlThf)

Y

described by Doerner and H ~ s k i n s . 'In
~ this equation,
REo and
denote the initial concentrations of rare
earth and thorium, respectively, and REf and Thf
denote the concentrations in solution at each temperavs log ('I'h~/"h~)
were
ture. The plots of log (=/REf)
linear and yielded values of X of 0 5 and 0.1 for
IC.E. schilling and L. M. Ferris, MSR progrmn s e m i a m
Progr. Rept. Aug. 31,1968.ORNL.4344, p. 297.
'V. I. Kober et&. Zh. Fb. Khim 41,686(1968).
'D. G. Schweitzer and J. R. Weeks, lhzns. Am. Soc. Metals

54,185(1961). '
'OH. A. Doerner and W. M. Hoskins, J. A m Chem Soc 47,
662(1925).
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Fig. 21.4. Data from Experiment LA-2Showing Copmipitation of Lanthanum with Thorium Bismuth& at Temperatures
Below 600°C. Initial concentrations: thorium, 1800 ppm;
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lanthanum and europium respectively. Apparently europium does not coprecipitate to the extent that lanthanum does. Although coprecipitation occurs, there is
some separation of the rare earths from thorium. The
data obtained with lanthanum indicate that a lanthanum-thorium separation factor of about 25 would
be obtained if the bismuth phase from the rareearth
removal system were cooled slowly to 350°C. Since the
lanthanum-thorium separation factor is about 2 in the
reductive extraction step, the overall rareearththorium separation factor would be about 50. A careful
engineering evaluation will be required to determine
whether addition of a crystallization step to the
rareearth removal system will be practical.
As postulated by Doerner and H ~ s k i n s , ' ~a logarithmic distribution of the solute (rare earth) would be
expected if each crystal layer of thorium bismuthide, as
it forms, were in equilibrium with the solution at the
time. The equation is normally utilized with data
obtained in aqueous systems at a constant temperature,
and X is usually slightly temperature dependent. In the
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experiments described above, h appeared t o be independent of temperature. It is interesting to note that
similar results were obtained by Moriarty, Johnson, and
Feder' in their studies of the coprecipitation of trace
metals with CeCdt from liquid cadmium.

'

21.4 DISSOLVABILITY AND SOLUBILITY
OF PuF3 IN LiF-BeF2 (66-34 MOLE %)
J. C. Maiden

I

b

Table 21.3. Solubility of PuF3 in
LiF-BeF2 (66-34 Mole %)
Temperature ("C)

PuF3 Solubility (mole %)

502
522
540
5i4
595

0.158
0.223
0.268
0.385
0.460

F. J. Smith

If present schedules are met, the first of several small
additions of plutonium to the MSRE fuel salt will be
made in September 1969. It has been proposed that the
MSRE be refueled later using JiF-BeF2 (66-34 mole %)
as the carrier salt and plutonium as the primary
fissionable isotope. Ultimately, thorium fluoride might
be added to make the salt 1 to 2 mole % in ThF4.
Plutonium will be added to the MSRE fuel salt as PuF3
powder (see Chap. 25), a technique that could probably
be employed when the reactor is refueled. Laboratoryscale tests were conducted to show that powdered PuF3
is readily soluble in LiF-BeF2 (66-34 mole %) at 600°C
and to confirm earlier measurements of the solubility of
PuF3 in this salt.
The PuF3 used in these tests was prepared at Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory and was designated a 5 9
powder. The as-poured bulk density of the powder was
determined to be about 1.4 g/cc. The experiment was
initiated by adding 1.48 g of PuF3 through a longstemmed funnel to 100g of unstirred molten LiFBeF2
(66-34 mole %) at 600°C. Filtered samples of the liquid
were then taken at short intervals. Analyses of these
samples showed that half of the PuF3 dissolved in
about 10 min and that complete dissolution was
achieved in about 1 hr. The final solution contained
about 0.165 mole % h F 3 . These data predict rapid
dissolution of PuF3 in the MSRE pump bowl, where
good mixing can be achieved.

Following the dissolution test, more h F 3 was added
was determined at several temperatures. The data obtaified
(Table 21.3) are in excellent agreement with the earlier
measurements of Barton.12 The values reported in
Table 21.3 are based on alpha-pulse-heightanalyses for
239Pu.It is interesting to note, however, that the same
values were obtained by gammaqxctroscopic analysis
of the 241Am decay product when the count rate
obtained with the samples taken at the end of the
dissolution test was used as the reference point. The
PuF3 concentration in these samples (0.165 mole %)
was well below the solubility limit.
After the solubility measurements were completed,
sufficient ThF4 was added to the salt to make it 2 mole
% in ThF4. The solubility of PuF3 in the resulting
solution was then determined over the temperature
range of 500 to 650°C. Analyses of the samples for
plutonium have not yet been completed; however,
gammaspectroscopic analyses for 2 4 Am showed that
the solubility of PuF3 was not markedly affected by
the presence of 2 mole % ThF,.
t o the system, and the solubility of PuF3

'

~

"J. L. Moriarty, I. Johnson, and H. M. Feder, Tmm. Mer.
Soc. AIME 230,777 (1964).
"C. J. Barton,J. Phys. Chem 64,306 (1960).

22. Flowsheet Analysis
M .W.Whatley
The process flowsheet envisioned for a single-fluid
MSBR has been described previously.' Calculations
have been continued on several aspects of the flowsheet. These include the protactinium isolation system,
the rare-earth removal system, the stripping of thorium
from salt entering the electrolytic cell in the rare-earth
removal system, and the fission product concentrations
and heat generation rates in a processing plant. Results
of these calculations are summarized in the following
sections.
22.1 ISOLATION OF PROTACTINIUM

L. E. McNeese
were assumed for the calculations: fuel salt composition, 71.7-16-12-03 mole % LiF-BeFz-ThF4-UF4;
reactor volume, 1461 ft3; processing rate, 2.5 gpm
(three-day cycle); operating temperature, 600OC;
reactor power, lo00 Mw (electrical); and protactinium
decay tank volume, 200 ft3. The thorium and lithium
concentrations in the bismuth stream being fed to the
column were 0.0016 and 1.4 X lo* mole fraction
respectively. In the calculations for an MSBR fueled
with plutonium, the salt composition was assumed to
mole % LiF-BeFz-ThF44'uF3;other
be 71.8-16-12-0.2
values were the same as those given above.

L. E. McNeese
System performance for the proposed flowsheet for
isolating protactinium from a single-fluid MSBR (Fig.
22.1) has been recalculated using current data on
reduction potentials and thorium solubility. Calculations were made for an MSBR fueled with uranium, as
well as for initial operation of an MSBR fueled with
plutonium. According to the flowsheet, fuel salt from
the reactor enters the bottom of the extraction column
and flows countercurrently to a stream of bismuth
containing reduced metals. Ideally, the metal stream
entering the top of the column contains sufficient
thorium and lithium to extract only the uranium and
plutonium entering the system. The system exploits the
fact that protactinium is less noble than uranium but
more noble than thorium. Both uranium and plutonium
are preferentially extracted in the lower part of the
column, while protactinium refluxes in the center. High
protactinium concentrations are produced in the salt
and metal streams. Most of the protactinium in the
system can be isolated by diverting the salt stream
through a tank of sufficient size (about BOft3).
Calculations have been made for both steady-state
and transient system performance. The following values

22.1.1 SteadyStatePerfonnance for the
Case of MSBR Fueled with Uranium

Calculated concentration profdes in the extraction
column are shown in Fig. 222. The uranium concentration in the salt increases from the inlet value of
0.003 mole fraction to approximately 0.004 mole
fraction in the first stage because of the reduction of
U O to U(II1). It then decreases steadily to negligible
ORNL-DWG 60-9430A
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values at the salt outlet. The concentration of protactinium in the salt increases from the inlet value of 1.39
X 1 0 - ~mole fraction to a maximum of 0.0021 mole
fraction, then decreases to negligiblevalues near the salt
outlet. The concentration of thorium in the bismuth
stream decreases from about 0.00132 mole fraction in
the upper part of the column to 7.9 X IO-* mole
fraction near the bismuth outlet. The concentration of
lithium in the bismuth decreases from about 0.00124
mole fraction in the upper part of the column to about
0.0001 1 mole fraction at the bottom of the column.
The concentrations of uranium and protactinium in
the salt entering the decay tank are 1.25 X IO-’ and
1325 X IO-’ mole fraction respectively. The concentrations of uranium and protactinium in the decay tank
are 2.63 X IO-’ and 1.312 X IO-’ mole fraction
respectively. Under ideal steady-state operating conditions, approximately 93% of the protactinium present
in the reactor system would be held in the decay tank.
However, it is likely that the actual amount of
protactinium isolated from the reactor will be someOWL-LWG 69-7640

what below this value because of an inability to
maintain optimum operating conditions.
The variation of the calculated steady-state protactinium concentration in the reactor and in the decay
tank with bismuth flow rate is shown in Fig. 22.3. The
bismuth flow rate is a typical operational variable;
changes in the concentration of reductant in the
bismuth phase or the salt flow rate would produce
similar effects. The minimum protactinium concentration in the reactor is obtained when the bismuth
flow rate is just sufficient to extract the uranium
entering the system. At slightly higher bismuth flow
rates, protactinium will also be extracted, since it is the
next component in order of decreasing nobility. At
bismuth flow rates slightly lower than the optimum rate
(about 5 3 gpm), some of the uranium will not be
extracted; instead, it will displace protactinium from
the decay tank, forcing the latter to flow out the top of
the column. In either case, some protactinium would be
allowed to return to the reactor, and the effectiveness
of the system would be diminished.
The flowsheet has several very desirable characteristics, including: (1) a negligible holdup of fmile ”U
in the isolation system, (2) an almost immediate return
of newly produced 23 U to the reactor system, and (3)
a closed system that precludes loss of protactinium,
2 3 3 ~ or
, other components of the fuel salt. Since the
performance of the system is sensitive to variations in
operating conditions, attention has been given t o
methods for controlling the system and for making the
performance less dependent on operating conditions.
Removal of uranium from the center of the column
makes the system less sensitive to minor changes in
operating conditions (see Fig. 22.4). For example,
removal of 2% of the uranium in the salt entering the
decay tank results in stabilization of the system with
respect to bismuth flow variations (below the optimum
flow rate) as large as 1.03% of the optimum. The
uranium concentration in the salt, which is very
sensitive to small changes in operating conditions near
optimum conditions, increases by a factor of 5000 for a
decrease in bismuth flow rate of only 0.037%.

’

22.1.2 Transient Performance for the Case
of MSBR Fueled with Uranium
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Fig. 22.2. Calculated Concentration Profiles in a Protactinium Isolation Cdumn for a Reactor Fueled with Uranium.

Calculations were also made to show the transient
behavior of the protactinium isolation system. Since the
uranium concentration in the salt entering the decay
tank had been shown to be very sensitive to operating
conditions when these conditions were near optimum,
measurement of this concentration w a s chosen as the
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means of controlling the system (see Fig. 22.5). It was
assumed that the uranium concentration in the salt
entering the decay tank could be measured by fluorinating approximately 5% of the stream. The measured
uranium concentration would then be used by a
controller having proportional, integral, and derivative
actions to control the bismuth flow rate through the
columns. A random error distributed normally about
the controller output and having a specified standard
deviation (usually 5%) was considered to be imposed on
the control system. The system was assumed to operate
for a specified time interval (0.06 day) at each bismuth
flow rate selected by the control system. During this
period the extraction columns were assumed to operate
at steady state; however, the reactor and decay tank
were treated as perfectly mixed vessels having inlet
concentrations equal to the column effluent concentrations.
The calculated system response is shown in Fig. 22.6
for an initial protactinium concentration of io4 mole

i
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fraction in the reactor. (The reactor volume used for
the transient calculations was lo00 ft3, which was an
earlier estimate than the current 1461 ft3.) This
concentration is seen to decrease to approximately 4 X
10’’ vole fraction, which is acceptably low. This value
would be expected to be even lower for a larger reactor
volume. It is believed that control of the protactinium
isolation system in the manner suggested is practical.
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22.13 Steady-State Perfonnance for the
Case of MSBR Fueled with Plutonium
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An MSBR may be fueled initially with plutonium,
which would remain in the reactor system during the
time required for the 233Pa and 233U inventories to
build up. Since the separation factor between plutonium and protactinium is only about one-half that
between uranium and protactinium, we would expect
the isolation of protactinium from a plutonium-fueled
system to be more diffsult than from a uranium-fueled
system. Typical calculated concentration profdes in the
extraction column for a plutoniumfueled system are
shown in Fig. 227. It was assumed that the protactinium inventory in the system was the steady-state
value but that a negligible quantity of uranium was
present; although this condition will not actually exist,
results from such a case should indicate the relative ease
or difficulty to be encountered in isolating protactinium from a system fueled with plutonium. The
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plutonium concentration in the salt decreases steadily
from the inlet value of 0.002 mole fraction to negligible
values at the salt outlet. The concentration of protactinium in the salt increases from the inlet value of 2.5 X
1 0 - ~ mole fraction to a maximum of 1.244 x 1 0 - ~
mole fraction, then decreases to negligible values. The
concentration of thorium in the bismuth stream drops
mole fraction in the upper part of
from 1.26 X
the column to 5.6 X 10" mole fraction at the bismuth
outlet. The concentration of lithium in the bismuth
mole fraction in the
decreases from about 1.23 X
upper part of the column to about 3.2 X l o 4 mole
fraction at the column exit.
The concentrations of plutonium and protactinium in
the salt entering the decay tank are 2.22 X l o 4 and
1.244 X 10" mole fraction respectively. The concentration of protactinium in the decay tank is 1.231 X
mole fraction. Under ideal steady-state operating
conditions, approximately 87% of the protactinium
present in the reactor system would be held in the
decay tank. The variation of protactinium concentration in the reactor and in the decay tank with
bismuth flow rate is shown in Fig. 22.8. The results
indicate that isolation of protactinium in a reactor
fueled with plutonium would be feasible.
It should be noted that the number of stages in the
column was chosen on the basis of a reactor fueled with
uranium and that use of more stages would result in
improved plutonium-protactinium separation and hence
lower plutonium concentrations in the protactinium
decay tank. The additional stages would not present
operating difficulties when the plutonium was replaced
by uranium during operation of the reactor.

earths have been found to be less than 2.0, and recent
results indicate that the separation factor for europium
may be lower than was believed earlier, perhaps as low
as 1.1. Since the optimum feed point location is
dependent on separation factor, additional attention
has been given to this relationship in order that
improved operation might be obtained. Calculations
showing the effect of feed point location for total
numbers of stages of 18, 24, and 30 have been made.
For a separation factor of 1.1, the optimum feed
location is within 1 to'2 stages of the top of the
combined extraction columns; with this location, removal times of 960, 750, and 630 days may be
obtained. It should be noted (Fig. 22.9) that the
removal time for materials with separation factors of
1.5 or higher is increased by locating the feed point
near the top of the combined columns. The number of
stages above and below the feed point will fmally be set
by considering the removal times desired for materials
having low separation factors (e.g., europium) as well as
the removal times desired for materials having separation factors of 1.5 to 2.0.
ORNL-WG

69-84481

22.2 REMOVAL OF RARE EARTHS FROM
A SINGLEFLUID MSBR

L.E. McNeese

C. P.Tung

The proposed method for removing rare earths from a
single-fluid reactor by reductive extraction has been
described previously? Calculated performance results
were given for a lo00 Mw (electrical) reactor having a
volume of 1461 ft3 and a salt processing rate (for
rareearth removal) of 0.25 gpm (30-day cycle). The
extraction columns contained a total of 12 or 24
theoretical stages, and the feed point was located at the
center of the column, which represents a near-optimum
condition for a rare-earth-thorium separation factor of
2.0. The separation factors for several important rare
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Results for a system having 20 stages below the feed
point indicate that the removal times for materials
having separation factors of 1.1 to 1.3 are essentially
unaffected by the addition of stages above the feed
point. However, for materials having separation factors
greater than 1.5, the removal time decreases with the
addition of stages above the feed point.
The effect of salt feed rate was determined for a
bismuth flow rate of 15 gpm and a system having 5
stages above the feed point and 19 stages below the
feed point. The removal time for materials with
separation factors of 1.3 or lower increased negligibly as
the salt feed rate was increased. A decrease in removal
time was noted for materials having separation factors
greater than 1.5; the extent of decrease became greater
as the separation factor increased.
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22.3 STRIPPING OF ThF4 FROM MOLTEN
SALT BY REDUCTIVE EXTRACTION

Effiient operation of the reductive extraction system
for rareearth removal requires3 that only a negligiile
quantity of ThF4 remain in the salt which passes
through the elektrolytic cell and returns to the bottom
of the extraction column. It has been proposed that this
low ThF4 concentration be maintained by stripping the
ThF4 from salt that is fed to the cell by countercurrent
contact with a lithium-bismuthstream produced at the
cell cathode. We have made calculations that show the
extent to which ThF4 can be removed from the salt
with a column containing one to four theoretical stages.
It was assumed that the salt entering the stripping
column had the composition 72-16-12mole % LiFBeFz-ThF4 and that the metal entering the column
consisted of a lithium-bismuth mixture having a lithium
concentration of 0.008 mole fraction. The metal-to-salt
molar flow rate ratio, based on the feed streams, was
74.6.
The fraction of the ThF4 remaining in the salt stream
that left the column is shown in Fig. 22.10 as a
function of the number of theoretical stages used. With
one theoretical stage, the fraction of ThF4 remaining in
the salt stream is approximately 0.12; for two stages,
0.013; for three stages, 0.96 X lo4; and for four
Since the required fractional ThF4
stages, 2.16 X
removal is about 0.99, two to three theoretical stages
will be suffcient to maintain the desired fractional
removal of ThF4.
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Fig. 22.10. Fraction of ThF4 Remaining in Salt After
Countercurrent Contact with an Li-Bi Stream for a Column
Having a Variable Number of Stages.

22.4 MSBR PROCESSING PLANT MATERIAL AND
ENERGY BALANCE CALCULATIONS

W.L.Carter
Two computer programs have been written for
determining fission product concentrations and heat
generation rates for each operation in an MSBR
processing plant. The calculations begin with the
equilibrium reactor composition for the fuel stream, as
determined by a reactor physics calculation, and follow
this stream through each processing step in the plant.
Radioactive decay and chemical removal of nuclides are
taken into account. The programs treat 459 fission
product nuclides beginning with 72Zn and ending with
l6lDy.
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Figure 22.11 gives pertinent data for the reductive
extraction processing plant. ‘Ihe calculations were made
for a 2250 Mw (thermal) reactor operating with 1461
ft3 of LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 fuel salt. Noble metals and
rare gases were assumed to be removed on a 50-sec
cycle, halogens and rare earths on a 50-day cycle,
zirconium and seminoble metals on a 200-day cycle,
and alkaline earths and alkali metals on a 3000-day
cycle. With these assumptions the decay heat generation
rate in the fuel salt as it leaves the reactor would be
about 56 kw/ft3; a 15-min holdup in the feed tank
would decrease this rate by a factor of about 33. If it
were not for the concentration of 233Pa and fission
products at certain points in the process, the heat
generation rate in the salt would continue to decrease as
the salt proceeded through the process. However, the
trapping of ‘”Pa at the center of the extraction
column increases its concentration to about 92 times

that in the reactor, resulting in a heat generation rate of
28.7 kw/ft3. There are large concentrations of fission
products at two other points also: the zirconium
removal system and the rare-earth accumulation system.
In the former, the decay heat generation rate can reach
55.8 kw per cubic foot of salt for the equilibrium
condition of 49 mole % fmion product zirconium
present in LiF-ZrF4. In the rare-earth accumulators, the
rate increases to 1 2 9 kw per cubic foot of salt when
the rareearth concentration is increased to 0.0069 mole
%.
The equilibrium fission product composition of the
fuel salt as it leaves a 2250 Mw (thermal) MSBR for
processing is given in Table 2 2 1. The low concentration
of certain elements, for example, the noble metals and
rare gases, is based on the assumption that extremely
effective plating out and stripping mechanisms for
removing these nuclides are at work in the reactor.
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Table 22.1. Equilibrium Concentrationsof Fission Products in Fuel Salt
Leaving a 2250 Mw (Thermal) MSBR for Processing
he1 salt: LiF-BeF2-ThFq-UF4 (71.7-16.0-12.0-0.3
mole %)
t

Element

Zn
Ga
Ge
As
Se
Br

Kr
Rb
Sr

Y
Zr
Nb
Mo
Tc
Ru
Rh
Pd
Ag

cd

Processing
Cycle Time

200 days
200 days
200 days
200 days
200 days
50 days
50 sec
3000 days
3000 days
50 days
200 days
50 sec
50 sec
50 sec
50 sec
50 sec
50 sec
50 sec
200 days

Concentration
(atom fraction)

x 10”
0.25 x io4
0.16 x lo4
0.065

0.67 x
0.13 X
0.71 x
0.69 x
16.0
651
14.0
303
0.67 x
0.19 x
0.80

io-’
10-3

10”

10”
10-~

x io4

0.30 x 1 0 , ~
0.15 x 1 0 - ~
0.41 x 10”
0.11 x 10-5
0.12

Element

Processing
Cycle Time

In

200 days

sn

200 days
200 days

Sb
Te
I
Xe
cs
Ba
La
Ce

50 sec
50 days
50 sec
3000 days
3000 days
50 days
50 days
50 days
50 days
50 days
50 days
3000 days
50 days
50 days
50 days

pr
Nd
Pm
Sm

Eu
cd
Tb

DY
Total

Concentration
(atom fraction)

x 10”
0.016
2.50
1.46
0.75 x
0.29
0.80 x

264
152
13.1
47.8
11.6
31.2
3.23
3.57
5.14
0.42
0.23 X 100.25 x ‘01
1520

E
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23. Engineering Development of Process Operations
L.E. McNeese
Engineering development related to processing of
single-fluid MSBR's is being carried out in several areas.
These include operation of a reductive extraction
system in which up to 15 liters each of molten salt and
bismuth can be countercurrently contacted in an
0.82-in.-ID packed column, development of electrolytic
cells, development of salt-metal contactors, and measurement of axial mixing in packed and open columns.
Results of these studies are given in the remainder of
this section.

23.1 REDUCTIVE EXTRACTION ENGINEERING

STUDIES
H. D. Cochran, Jr. B. A. Hannaford
L. E. McNeese
In spite of difficulties encountered in handling molten
salt and bismuth in a carbon steel system, three runs
have been made in which salt and bismuth were
contacted in the packed column described in earlier
reports.' Problems involving the control of the flow
rates of the two phases in these runs have been
eliminated by modifying the system.
During March about 200 kg of bismuth was charged
to the graphite crucible in the treatment vessel. The
molten bismuth was sparged with hydrogen at 65OoC to
reduce oxides, and about 300 g of thorium metal was
added to convert any remaining oxides to Tho2.
Hydrogen was also passed through the equipment at
600°C in order to reduce any iron oxide that was
present in the system. The thorium-bismuth solution
was then transferred through the system to reduce any
remaining iron oxide, but it appeared that virtually all
of the iron oxide had been reduced during the hydrogen
treatment. About 53 kg of LiF-BeF2-ThF4 (72-16-12
mole %) was charged to the treatment vessel and was
sparged with 30%HF in hydrogen for 30 hr at 600°C to

'MSR Program Semiann. Prop. Rept. Feb. 28.1969, ORNG
4396, p. 291.
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remove oxide impurities. The salt was then sparged with
hydrogen in order to remove dissolved HF.
In the first run, flow control problems were severe. As
bismuth flow (50 mllmin) was begun, salt was forced
out of the column, and salt flow was interrupted.
Bismuth flow to the column was maintained for about
y hr. During this time, salt flow was intermittent; the
direction of salt flow reversed three times, corresponding to small surges in the bismuth flow rate.
About half of the 3 liters of bismuth fed to the column
overtlowed to the salt catch tank. This was the first
evidence of a flow restriction in the bismuth exit line.
The presence of the constriction was confirmed in the
second run.
In the second run the column was fdled with salt, and
the salt overflow line was sealed. Very little salt flowed
through the bismuth exit line to the catch tank when
bismuth was fed to the column. Subsequent examination of the bismuth outlet line revealed several
deposits of a whisker-like metallic material, which
analysis showed to be mostly iron. Evidently iron,
dissolved from the hotter parts of the system, had
deposited in cold spots. Examination of this line also
revealed several areas of severe oxidation on the outer
surface at likely hot spots.
In a third run plugging was avoided, and salt and
bismuth were continuously fed to the column for about
2'4 hr at flow rates of 90 and 75 cm3/min respectively.
During this run, flow control was poor; the flow rate of
each phase surged intermittently. As a consequence of
this poor flow control, our measurement of pressure
drop through the column ( 4 0in. of salt) was erratic
and unreliable. It is believed that the surging of the flow
rate was caused by the presence of bismuth in the low
point of the salt overflow line from the column.
Probably this line contained bismuth from an earlier
run or from entrainment or flooding at the top of the
column. We believe that we have solved this problem by
draining the low point of the salt overflow line to the
bismuth outlet line. The drain line has been equipped
with an expanded section containing a bubbler-type

.
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interface monitor with a freeze valve below it. Thus it
will be possible to catch entrained bismuth and to
measure the rate of accumulation. It will also be
possible to ensure that the overflow line is free of
bismuth at the start of each run. In addition to this
modification, the jackleg column used for measuring
salt head has been equipped for automatic level control
to eliminate the changes in salt inventory which had
complicated flow control.
A fourth run was terminated when the bismuth outlet
line from the column failed, spilling about 100 ml of
bismuth and 2800 ml of salt into the catch pan behind
the splash shield. Unfortunately, in this aborted run it
was not possible to confirm improved operation as a
result of the modifications, although the control of the
level in the jackleg tank was good.
Difficulties have been encountered in using carbon
steel as a material of construction in these early
engineering experiments. The operating temperature
(600°C) is higher than customary for hardware fabricated of carbon steel, since air oxidation becomes
severe at temperatures above 600°C. Application of a
high-temperature aluminum paint appears to give some
protection against oxidation; thus this paint has been
applied to all of the replaced lines. The solubility of
iron in bismuth varies from about 20 ppm at 525°C to
about 70 ppm at 625°C. In order to reduce iron
deposition in the lines, we decided to operate the
bismuth feed and catch tanks (where the bismuth
remains in contact with iron for a significant period of
time) at about 540°C. It appears that, in systems of
carbon steel, plugging and line failures may continue to
plague experiments; however, we believe that there will
be successful future runs. When satisfactory flow
control has been demonstrated, UF, will be added to
the salt phase and thorium metal will be added to the
bismuth phase so that mass transfer performance may
be studied.

23.2 ELECTROLYTIC CELL DEVELOPMENT
An electrolytic cell is an important and necessary
equipment item in the reductive extraction systems for
isolating protactinium and for removing rare earths.
Work in three areas related to cell development is
reported in the remainder of this section. These consist
of experimentswith static cells, installation of the Flow
Electrolytic Cell Facility, and analysis of mass transfer
in electrolytic cells.

23.2.1 Static Cell Experiments

C.W. Kee
M. S. Lin
J. R. Hightower, Jr. L. E. McNeese
The experiments with static cells have been directed
toward solving two problems concerning the electrolyzer in the reductive extraction process: finding an
electrically insulating material that is capable of withstanding the highly corrosive cell environment and
devising a method for removing the heat that is
generated by the resistance losses in the salt. Because
frozen salt has the required insulating properties and is
also inert, experimentsare being carried out to explore
the potential of forming frozen salt films in electrolytic
cells. Experiments were performed in which frozen
films were formed along the tops of quartz and
beryllium oxide electrode dividers. These experiments
used only the corrosion resistance properties of the
films. One experiment involved the use of an all-metal
cell that required a frozen film to cover completely a
cup containing the bismuth anode.
Pursuant to the heat generation problem, cell performance was evaluated with both ac and dc sources to
determine if heat transfer studies could be carried out
using an ac source; if feasible, this arrangement would
eliminate the complication of electrochemical reactions
encountered when dc sources are used. A graphite
anode was tested to explore the possibility of using a
solid anode in close proximity to the cathode. A small
anode-tocadode distance is important since this reduces the cell resistance and, in turn, the amount of
heat generated. These experiments are summarized
below.
Alternating Current Experiment. - Heat generation
rates and heat transfer are important aspects of electrolytic cell operation. The use of ac power with
electrolytic cells should provide the same distribution
of heat generation that will be present in cells operating
with dc power and should allow study of the heat
transfer aspects of cell operation without the associated
mass transfer effects produced by dc power. An
experiment using ac power was made in a 4-in.diam
quartz cell having semicircular bismuth electrodes, each
of which had an area of 33.7 cm2. The cell contained
about 400 cm3 each of bismuth and molten salt (66-34
mole % LiF-BeF2) and was operated at temperatures
from 500 to 750°C with current densities as high as 5
amp/cm2. The measured cell resistance was the same
regardless of whether alternating or direct current was
used. Although the salt was somewhat less transparent
after operation with ac power, it w a s concluded that ac
power can be used without undesirable reactions or side
effects.
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Graphite Anode Experiment. - The use of a solid
anode, such as graphite, has potential advantages. For
example, considerably more freedom in relative placement of the anodecathode surfaces is possible; this may
allow reduction of the distances separating the surfaces
and hence the heat generation.
A test was made of the feasibility of using a graphite
anode in an electrolytic cell operating at a high current
density. The cell consisted of a flat-bottomed 4ln.-diam
quartz tube containing 6.7 kg of bismuth and 1.5 kg of
molten salt (66-34 mole % LiF-BeF2). The bismuth
pool served as the cathode. The anode was a 1-in.-diam
graphite rod located in the salt about '/4 in. from the
bismuth surface. The bottom of the rod was cut at a
10" angle to facilitate disengagement of the CF4 that
formed on the graphite surface. The cathode area was
71 cm2,and the anode area was 5 cm2 (considering the
bottom of the rod only). The operating temperature
was 500°C. The cell polarized rapidly when dc voltage
(15 v) was applied to the electrodes. The initial current
was 45 amp (9 amp/cm2 at the anode); however, the
current rapidly decreased to 22.5 amp after 5 sec, to
4.5 amp after 17 sec, and reached a nearly constant
value between 0.2 and 0.4 amp with intermittent
increases in current. The cell was also operated with ac
voltage to demonstrate that polarization of the anode
, had limited the current. The alternating current varied
linearly from 12 to 260 amp for applied voltages of 1 to
20 v. It appears that a graphite anode cannot be
operated at desired current densities unless a means can
be found for stripping CF4 gas from the anode surface.
All-Metal Static Cell Experiment. - The equipment
for the all-metal static cell experiment has been
previously described? Briefly, the all-metal cell consisted of a cooled anode cup which was surrounded by a
6-in.diam annular bismuth cathode. The cup had an
inside diameter of 13/4 in., an outside diameter of 2%
in., and a total height of 2'4 in. In operation, a layer of
frozen salt was formed on the anode container to
prevent its oxidation. The cell was charged with
sufficient molten salt and bismuth to produce salt and
metal depths of about 4.8 and 3.5 in. respectively.
It was found that a layer of frozen salt could be
formed on the anode cup and could be maintained after
the cup was lowered into the bismuth cathode pool.
The thickness of the frozen salt could not, however, be
controlled by adjusting the coolant (nitrogen and
water) rate to the cup. Direct current was applied to the
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cell three times during the experiment. In the first
instance 2.6 v was applied; the cell potential was 1.5 v
(as compared with 2.2 v observed in quartz cells), and
the cell resistance was 0.1 ohm. The cell was shorted
when part of the frozen salt was melted.
In the two subsequent runs the measured cell resistances were 1.35 and 6 ohms respectively. This variation
in resistance was due mainly to the change in effective
anode area. The cell potential remained at about 1.5 v
for the second run but was only about 0.2 v for the last
run. The high resistance and the low cell potential of
the last run suggested that the anode was fully covered
with frozen salt and that a small portion of the
mild&eel cooling tube was unprotected. Inspection of
the cell after cooling revealed that the top section of
the coolant exit line had not been covered by frozen
salt and had corroded through, allowing cooling water
to enter the cell.
Experiment with Frozen Salt on Quartz Electrode
Divider. - A test was made with a quartz static cell to
assess the difficulty of maintaining a frozen salt
protective film in a region of high heat generation while
part of the frozen salt was in contact with molten
bismuth. A Ushaped cooling tube fabricated from
'&-in. tubing was placed about l/4 in. above the quartz
divider in a 4in.diam quartz cell. The area of each
semicircular electrode was about 30 an2.
With no current passing through the cell and with a
purge of argon (0.1 to 0.2 scfh) in each electrode, a salt
film was easily formed on the tube using a mixture of
nitrogen and water as coolant. The temperature of the
salt (66-34 mole % LiF-BeF2) in the cell was approximately 510°C. The frozen film was thicker at the two
90" bends than along the straight section of the tube.
The thickness of frozen material decreased from about
5/16 in. at the colder end of the divider to about 3/16 in.
at the warmer end.
With the initiation of current flow (ac was used to
avoid forming BiF3, which would react with the
quartz), the molten salt turned a brownish color. With a
heat generation rate of 37.5 w, the salt film was visible
and appeared to be as thick (approx '/4 in.) as with no
current flow. At higher currents the salt in the cell
became opaque, making observation of the salt film
impossible. With 4 v between the electrodes, the current
was initially 17.8 amp but decreased to 8.8 amp over a
period of 15 min. This decrease in current may have
been caused by an increase in the thickness of the
frozen salt on the cooling tube and a resulting decrease
in the effective cross section of the cell. With 6 v
between the electrodes, the current increased from 13.8
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to 14.2 amp over a period of about 3 min. At this point
the current and coolant flow were turned off. This
apparently induced thermal stresses in the quartz,
causing it to crack and allowing molten salt to flow out
of the cell.
Examination of the cell after the salt had drained
from it showed that a salt layer approximately '4 in.
thick remained on the coolant tube. The tube with
adherent salt is shown in Fig. 23.1. This salt layer is
believed to represent that present at the end of the
experiment, since the salt drained from the cell in less
than 30 sec.
Experiment with Frozen Salt on Beryllium Oxide
Electrode Divider. The operation of an electrolytic
cell should be simplified somewhat if frozen salt is not
depended upon entirely for electrical insulation and
corrosion protection. For example, the two bismuth
electrodes could be separated by a Be0 insulator, while
the small area of the Be0 which might be exposed to

-

molten salt (containing corrosive BiF3) would be
protected by a layer of frozen salt. Beryllium oxide is
only slightly soluble in molten salt.
To test such an operation we constructed a cell that
used a cup.shaped anode with beryllium oxide as the
electrical insulator between electrodes. Bismuth, which
formed the anode, was contained in the innermost of
three concentric cups, as shown in Fig. 23.2. A cooling
coil, serving also as an anode support and electrical lead,
was welded to the interior cup. The coolant (water and
nitrogen) was introduced and removed from the coil in
concentric tubes. The Be0 cup was attached to the
inner cup by four pins; the outer cup was suspended
from the top of the Be0 cup by four lugs. There was no
electrical connection between the inner and outer cups.
The anode, whose maximum area was 13.8 cm', was
placed in a 4in.diam quartz enclosure that formed the
concentric bismuth cathode. The assembled cell is
shown in Fig. 23.3.
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Fig. 23.1. Frozen Salt on the Coolant Tube at the Top of the Quartz Electrade Divih.
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Fig. 23.2. Magram of Anode Cup with Be0 Electrode
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It was rather difficult to form a frozen layer on the
anode cooling ring without bridging the '&-in. annular
space between the anode and the quartz vessel. When
the frozen film did not span this region, it was so thin
that it melted when the anode was lowered into the
bismuth cathode pool. It finally became necessary to
run the cell with the anode cup located in the salt
phase. A current density of 2 to 5 amplcm' (based on
boss anode area) was obtained, The current was
unstable, and the total time for the run was only about
7 min. Thesalt was opaque during most of this time. At
the end of the run, the cell was shorted internally even
though a frozen layer extended to the quartz wall;in an
attempt to thaw the frozen salt by reducing the coolant
rate, the quartz cell was broken.
Subsequent examination of the cell showed that the
layer of frozen salt on the inlet cooling tube was about
y in. thick but was very thin on the coolant outlet
tube. The Be0 cup had cracked, probably because of
stresses induced by freezing salt and bismuth in the
space between the Be0 cup and the cladding cups.
Further studies with different anode cup designs are
planned.

Fig. 23.3. Assembled Quartz Cell with Be0 Anode Cup.

23.2.2 Flow Electrolytic Cell Facility
L. E. McNeese
W.F. Schaffer, Jr.
C.W.Kee
.
E. L.Nicholson
J. R. Hightower, Jr.
E. L. Youngblood
Not all the information necessary for the design of
the electrolyzer in the processing plant can be obtained
from experiments with static cells. A measurement of
current efficiency can be made most conveniently in a
system having a molten-salt stream that recirculates
through the electrolyte compartment and a bismuth
stream that recirculates through the cathode compart-

,
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Fig. 23.4. Flow Electrolytic Cell Testing Equipment Before Installation of Insulation.
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ment. A system for performing s u g h m experiment,
described earlier: is now being installed in Building
3541. The vessel that will contain the cell, gas-lift
pumps, flow measuring devices, and4ransfer lines and a
.mixer-settler tank for equilibrating salt and bismuth
streams have been fabricated, assembled, and’installed
in a walk-in hood. This equipment is shown in Fig.
23.4. All heaters and thermocouples have been attached, and the equipment has been insulated. Gas
supplies, electrical power, and instrumentation for the
experiment are now being installed.
An HF-H2 treatment vessel, 16 in. OD with a type
304 stainless steel outer shell and a graphite liner, has
also been fabricated for use with the system. Porous
molybdenum filters are included to remove reduced
iron from the purified salt and bismuth. This equipment
was not included in the initial planning of the system
because it was thought that the use of purified salt and
bismuth in the initial charge would be adequate.
However, high corrosion and mass transfer rates encountered in other lowcarbon steel systems made it
prudent to provide equipment for frequent cleanup of
the salt and bismuth.
Salt and bismuth will be recirculated by gas-lift
pumps; the flow rates will be controlled by varying the
gas flow to the lift pumps. Disengagement of the gas
from the liquid and damping of the flow from the lift
pumps are accomplished in disengagement vessels that
also act as gravityhead-type orifice flowmeters.
Since the oSice flowmeters are not of standard
design, experimental determination of the orifice discharge coefficient, c,, is required. The equation
defining the discharge coefficient is as follows:

where

Q = volumetric flow rate,
p = fluid density,

A = cross-sectional area of orifice,
AP = pressure drop across orifice.
Two facilities are available for experimental determination of the discharge coefficient: a Lucite mockup
for measurements with water and mercury and a mild
steel disengagement vessel for measurements with salt
and bismuth. Several measurements with water and
mercury and three measurements with bismuth have
5

W

’E. L. Nicholson et d., m R Rogmm Semiann. h o g . Rept.
Feb. 28,1969,0RNL4396,p. 296.

been made with an orifice 0.3 cm in diameter. To date,
the results for bismuth have shown considerable scatter.
The discharge coefficient for water was calculated to
be 0.72 f 0.01 for flow rates from 280 to 470
cm’/min; that for mercury was calculated to be 0.69 f
0.02 for flow rates from 180 to 430 cm’lmin. In three
experiments with bismuth, the discharge coefficients
were 0.62 f 0.09,0.59 f 0.04, and 0.78 f 0.07 at flow
rates of 180, 270, and 430 cm3/min respectively. The
degree of scatter in the results with bismuth is greater
than we can tolerate; however, the decreased amount of
scatter in experiments with water and mercury gives us
reason to expect improvement in additional measurements using bismuth. It is possible that the wetting
characteristics of the bismuth are changing or that the
orifice has been affected by the mass transfer of iron.
We will be able to examine the orifice in the near
future; at that time, such changes may be visible.
More experiments with bismuth and several experiments with molten salt are planned using orifices of
different sizes. If necessary, it will be possible to
calibrate each orifice to be used in the Flow Electrolytic Cell Facility with the fluid and range of flow
rates of interest.
23.2.3 Analysis of Mass Transfer in
Electrolytic Cells
J. S.Watson L. E. McNeese
In an effort to gain a better understanding of the
proposed electrolytic cells, an analytical study of mass
transfer at the cathode surface is being made. Thus far,
our efforts have been directed toward evaluating a cell
containing LiF-BeF2-BiF3 but no ThF4. Such a salt is
expected in the electrolytic cell for the rareearth
removal system. The analytical study is expected to be
useful in estimating (1) maximum current density and
(2) current efficiencies. The principal limitations or
shortcomings of this study result from a lack of
quantitative knowledge of several important parameters
of the system.
For this study the cathode region was assumed to
consist of a well-mixed bulk salt, a stagnant salt
boundary layer adjacent to the metal interface, a
stagnant metal boundary layer, and a well-mixed bulk
bismuth region. Lithium and bismuth ions are transported by diffusive and electromotive forces through
the salt boundary layer. Lithium (as metal) then diffuses through the metal boundary layer into the bulk
metal. Bismuth fluoride was assumed to be reduced
much more readily than LiF; therefore the concentration of bismuth fluoride at the cathode interface was
set equal to zero.
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Each metal ion was assumed to exist as a single ionic
species in the salt phase. Lithium fluoride was assumed
to be completely ionized, but beryllium was assumed to
be in the form of a complex, FkF.+'-. Since the state of
bismuth fluoride was less well known, two assumptions
were tested: a completely ionized state, Bi3+, and a
complexed state, BiFs2-. For estimation of current
efficiencies, the completely ionized assumption is more
conservative. The estimated current efficiencies with
the Bi3+assumption are shown in Fig. 23.5. The current
efficiency (lithium currentltotal current) increases with
current density; its value at a current density slightly
greater than 0.1 amp/cm2 is 50%.
The current density cannot be made arbitrarily large,
however, because of constraints on the system. The
most likely limitation on current density will result if
one chooses to avoid the reduction of beryllium. Since
beryllium is insoluble in bismuth, its reduction would
introduce a third phase, which is likely to be undesirable.
Conditions leading to the reduction of BeF2 were
estimated. The two marks on Fig. 23.5 denote current
densities that could result in beryllium reduction. The
higher mark, at about 0.65 amp/cm2,gives the current
density at which the salt adjacent to the cathode
ORNL-OWG

69-42633

becomes (under the simplification of these calculations)
pure BeF2. With higher current densities one would
expect beryllium to be reduced. The lower mark, at
0.16 amp/cm2, represents a point at which beryllium
reduction would more likely start, even though the salt
still contains an appreciable quantity of LiF. This point
was estimated by assuming salt-metal equilibrium at the
cathode interface and the same diffusion coefficients
and boundary layer thickness in both the metal and salt
phases for a given transferring material.
These current densities are lower than we have
considered using. It should be kept in mind that a
number of approximations have been made in setting
up the mathematical model and that it is necessary to
assume values for a number of parameters (the most
important is the boundary layer thickness). Values
assumed for the important parameters are listed in Fig.
23.5. The D's denote diffusion coefficients, 6 is the
boundary layer thickness, and vBi is the molar volume
of bismuth fluoride. (The molar volumes for the other
components are available from experimental measurements.) An important assumption required for the
calculations is the existence of only one complex or
species for each component (eg., Bi3, Li+, and
BeF423. This assumption is violated at high current
densities where the calculated lithium concentration
near the interface is not high enough to allow (assuming
electroneutrality) sufficient fluoride t o completely
complex the beryllium. Experiments to confirm the
calculated results will be made in the Flow Electrolytic
Cell Facility.

23.3 SALT-METAL CONTACTOR DEVELOPMENT
J. S.Watson

20.8 mole 70 BiF3

-

62.5 mole % LIF

I
5

0.1
0.2
0.5
CURRENT DENSITY (amp/cm2)

Fig. 23.5. Current Efficiency with an LiF-BeF1-BiF3Salt.
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L.E. McNeese

Axial mixing (or diffusion) in the salt phase can
reduce the performance of packed column contactors,
which' are proposed for the MSBR fuel processing
system. Effects of axial mixing will be most severe in
the rareearth removal columns, where high flow ratios
are required. We have initiated an experimental program
in which axial diffusion coefficients in packed columns
are measured under conditions similar to those in the
proposed reductive extraction processes; mercury and
water are used to simulate bismuth and molten salt. The
measured axial diffusion coefficients will be used to
estimate column performance in the proposed systems.
If the required heights for ordinary packed columns are
found to be excessive, devices for reducing axial mixing
will be developed. The calculation of column performance is described in Sect. 23.4.
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A steadystate technique was used for the axial
diffusivity measurements; its theoretical development
was as follows. Consider a column of constant cross
section in which a fluid moves with constant superficial
velocity v. If a tracer material is introduced near the
column exit, the tracer will tend to diffuse upstream,
and a concentration profile will be established. At
steady state the flux of the tracer due to axial diffusion
is equal to the convective flux; that is,

where
E = axial diffusivity ,

C = tracer concentration at position Z ,
v = superficial fluid velocity ,
Z = position along column
f

.

Integration of this relation, assuming that the concentration at point Z1 is C1, yields the relation

c

In -=
c1

v

--(Z

E

-Z,) ,

which indicates that a semilogarithmic plot of C/C, vs
Z should yield a straight line of slope -v/E.

i

w

The experimental technique for measuring the concentration profile is as follows. A small stream of water
(flow rate, approximately 1 mllmin) is withdrawn from
the column, circulated through a cell containing a light
source and a photocell, and then returned to the
column at the same elevation. This circulating side
strewn is driven by, a small centrifugal pump containing
a magnetically coupled impeller. The cells are cylindrical in shape and have a y-in. inside diameter. The light
path, 'A in. in length, is along the axis of the cell. The
light source is a GB. No. 253X lamp, and the detectors
are Clairex CL707L photoresistors.
The tracer material, cupric nitrate solution, is injected
near the top of the column with a syringe pump.
Several sampling points are located at various positions
down the column. The composition in each photocell is
followed on a recorder until steady state is reached;
with a 4-ft column, this normally takes 2 to 4 hr. The
solutions to be analyzed are very dilute, and the
response of the photoresistors is essentially linear (a
limited form of Beer's law), as confirmed by experiment. Readings are taken for each detector both with
no tracer present (e*., with the column containing
water) and with a single calibration solution. This

calibration solution is generated by injecting a small
amount of tracer into the column when no water is
flowing; after the tracer has been mixed throughout the
column, each detector can be calibrated at the same
tracer concentration. Such a calibration is made at the
beginning of each run. This procedure requires that
only relative concentrations, rather than absolute concentrations, be measured.
The results of a typical run are shown in Fig. 23.6. In
this case the column was packed with '/s-in.diarn
Raschig rings, and the mercury and water flow rates
were 9.1 and 29 ft/hr respectively. The axial diffusion
coefficient is calculated from the slope of the line
drawn through the data. Results obtained in seven runs
indicate that the axial diffusion coefficient is approximately 3.5 cm2/sec. The data correspond to several
water rates (as well as several mercury rates). The
conditions used in the runs are given in Table 23.1. It is
possible that the axial diffusivity increases as the flow
ratio increases, but this increase is relatively small and
cannot be confirmed by the data. Additional data will
be required to determine whether such a dependence
actually exists. Note that although the water and
mercury rates were varied, all of the data were taken at
less than 50% of the estimated flooding rate. We may
find in subsequent experiments that E is essentially
constant over a wider range of flow rates; however, one
should not presently extrapolate these findings to
ORNL-DWG 69-12634
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Fig. 23.6. Variafion of Relative Concentration with Column
Height.
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Table 23.1. Summary of Axial Diffusion Data
for Column Packed with %-in.
Raschig Rings

Run
No.

Water
Superficial
Velocity
(ftlhr)

1
2
4
5
6
8
11

13.1
2.33
4.56
4.56
2.28
9.13
4.56

Mercury
superticid
Velocity
(ft,hr)
87.4
29.1
58.3
87.4
121.4
29.1
116.6

Mercury-toWater

Axial
Diffusivity

Flow Ratio

(cm2/sec)

6.67
12.5
12.7
19.1
53.2
3.19
25.5

3.7
3.84
2.68
3.07
4.33
3.41
4.03

is treated; (2) the distribution ratio for thii component
is constant throughout the column; (3) salt and metal
flow rates are constant throughout the column; and (4)
the axial diffusion coefficient is constant throughout
the column. Backmixing was considered in the salt
phase only.
The analytical solution developed by Miyauchi and
Vermeulen is quite complicated, and it was found that
within the range of interest the results could be
approximated sufficiently well by the following empirical relation:

u
5

.

-

where
flooding conditions since, just before flooding is
reached, holdup and drop sizes change significantly and
the indicated axial diffusion coefficient may be inaccurate.

23.4 EFFECT OF AXIAL MIXING ON
EXTRACI’ION COLUMN HEIGHT

H.D. Cochran, Jr.
L. E. McNeese

J. S. Watson

in a two-phase flow countercurrent operation, longitudinal dispersion (or axial mixing) has a detrimental
effect on equipment performance. We have made
calculations to determine the effects of axial mixing on
the performance of columns being considered for
isolating protactinium and for removing rare earths.
Calculations that show the characteristicsof devices for
reducing the effects of backmixing were also made.
Axial mixing in packed columns has been studied by
Myauchi and Vermeulen: who developed analytical
solutions to differential equations describing longitudinal dispersion accompanying mass transfer between
two phases in countercurrent flow. Concentrations of a
transferring component within a contactor and at the
outlet were shown to depend upon four dimensionless
parameters that are functions of the dispersion rates
and velocities, the distribution coefficient between the
phases, and the overall mass transfer coefficients. These
relationships can be applied to contactors for the MSBR
flowsheet if several simplifying assumptions are made.
These include: (1) The transfer of only one component

‘T. Miyauchi and T. Vermeulen, Ind Eng. Chem. Fun&mentals 2,113 (1963).

q = column efficiency = NTU/NTU* = LfL*,

NTU = number of salt-phase transfer units in plug
flow column,
NTU* = number of salt-phase transfer units in backmixed column,
L =length of plug flow column,
L* =length of backmixed column,
NPe = Peclet number = V&*/E,
Vs= superficial velocity of salt phase,
E = axial diffusivity,
F = extraction factor = SDfM,
S = salt flow rate,
D = distribution coefficient,
M = metal flow rate.

To interpret this relation we must have estimates of
NTU, F, and NPe for the columns of interest. The
results are summarized in Table 23.2 for the four
columns that constitute the MSBR processing system.
For the protactinium columns, where the assumption
of constant D is poor, calculations were made for
several D’s over the range of variation. It was found that
the results are largely independent of the value of D .
The most important observation was that the efficiency
of the column is high; that is, backmixing will require
‘MSR Program Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28,1969. ORNL4396, p. 272.

‘T. R. Johnson, D. R. Pierce, F. G. Teats, and E. F. Johnston
(Argonne National Laboratory), “Behavior of Countercurrent
Liquid-Liquid Columns with a Liquid Metal,” submitted for
publication inA.I.ChE. Journal.
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Table 23.2. Input Parameters and Results of Calculations with Dispersion Model

Protactinium columns
Top section

33.4
16.7
37.3
0.404

Bottom section

0.01600
0.03199
0.01432
1.325

17.6
17.6
17.6
17.6

2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.94

7-17
7-17
7-17
7-17

Rareearth columns

Top section

Bottom section

1.2
1.5
2.0
1.2
1.5
2.0

1.988
1.589
1.182
0.8297
0.6718
0.5038

1.5
1.5
1.5
0.61
0.61
0.61

3-5
3-5
3-5
25
25
25

<O.lO
0.10-0.20
0.27
<0.20
<0.20
"0.15

-

>95

48-160
35-60
350
>350
"500

>

Rareearth-thorium separation factor.

I

.

-

t
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that the length of the column be increased by less than
10% over that of a column in which no backmixing
occurs.
The values of F were computed from flowsheet
calculations of McNeese? The estimate of HTU (3.2 ft)
used in calculating NPe and L* was taken from the
experimental results of Johnson et Q L A
~ value of 3.5
cm2/sec was used for E in calculating N P e .This number
is based on measurements made with columns packed
with '&-in. Raschig rings (described in Sect. 23.3). The
column height is acceptably low and is dependent only
upon the number of transfer units desired.
For the rareearth columns, extraction factors corresponding to rareearth-thorium separation factors, a,
of 1.2, 1.5, and 2.0 were calculated from the flowsheet
calculations of McNeese.' The same values for HTU
(3.2 ft) and axial diffusivity (3.5 cm2/sec) were
assumed as for the protactinium columns (see above).
In the upper column, efficiencies were quite low and
were strongly dependent on NPe and NTU. It appears
likely that column heights will be excessive in this
section. In the lower part of the rareearth system, low
efficiencies and very long columns are a certainty since
the Peclet number is low and the number of transfer
units required is high.
Because of the detrimental effect of backmixing on
column performance, the effect of segmenting the
rareearth column at intervals with backflow preventers
was investigated. The model used in this study was a
staged column featuring salt-phase backflow between
adjacent stages. As in the previous calculations the
rareearth extraction system was simplified in order to

permit consideration of only one component transferring between immiscible phases with constant molar
flow rates. The equilibrium distribution coefficient of
this component between the two phases was assumed to
remain constant through the column.
Multicomponent masslbalance equations with variable
distribution coefficients have been solved by McNeese
for staged columns with no backflow (see Sect. 22.2).
These results constitute the basis of the reference
flowsheet for MSBR fuel processing and indicate that 5
and 19 theoretical stages will be required in the upper
and lower columns, respectively, of the rareearth
extraction system. Metal and salt flow rates and
rareearth concentrations in the feed and product salt
and metal were taken from McNeese's calculations. It
was also necessary to select the constant distribution
coefficient, 0,' which, with no salt backflow, would
produce the same degree of extraction as that obtained
with variable distribution coefficients. Once the proper
value of D had been obtained, solution of the problem
with various degrees of salt backflow was straightforward.
The column efficiency (i.e., the ratio of the number
of theoretical stages to the number of mechanical
stages) was found to decrease approximately linearly
with the percentage of salt throughput that returns
through the backflow preventers: To achieve stage
efficiencies of 75% or greater, the return flow through
the preventer must be less than 17.5% of the salt flow
in the upper column and less than 25% in the lower
column. As noted earlier, the need for backflow
preventers is most critical in the lower portion of the
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rareearth column, where a back circulation of salt as
high as 25% can be tolerated. Development of backflow
preventers with this effectivenessseems practical.
23.5 AXIAL MIXING IN BUBBLE COLUMNS

M. S. Bautista

L.E. McNeese

Axial mixing is important in the design of tubular
reactors in which a reaction between a gas and a liquid
occurs (e.g., a continuous fluorinator). Experiments
were made to study axial mixing during the countercurrent flow of air and water in a 2-in.diam column. A
steady4tate experimental technique was employed in
which the concentration of a tracer, copper(I1) nitrate,
was measured at points along the column by photometric analysis. It was found that the axial diffusion
coefficient was independent of column height and
water flow rate and that, above a certain height, radial
gradients were negligible. Dispersion coefficients increased slowly as the air rate was increased until
excessive bubble coalescence or “slugging” was observed (about 1.9 std liters/min); above this point the
dispersion coefficients increased more rapidly.
The underlying theory for the measurement of axial
diffusion coefficients has been developed in Sect. 233.
The experimental system consisted of a 2-in.-diam,
7-ft-long column that was equipped with 20 cells spaced
at 3in. intervals for determining concentrations in the
column. Means were provided for maintaining constant,
known flow rates of air and water to the column and
for feeding copper nitrate solution (Le., tracer) near the

bottom of the column. Solution was circulated between
the column and each of the cells at the rate of 0.12
cm3/sec, a rate sufficiently low that mixing in the
column was unaffected.
The variation of the dispersion coefficient with air
flow rate for two superficial water velocities is shown in
Fig. 23.7. From the close agreement of the data points,
it was concluded that varying the water velocity has no
effect on the dispersion coefficient. This observation
suggests that the relative velocity between water and
rising bubbles is approximately the same for both cases;
therefore the degree of turbulence or mixing should be
similar. The slope of the curve abruptly increases at an
air flow rate of 31 cm3/sec. Above this rate excessive
bubble coalescence or slugging occurred, resulting in the
formation ’of bubbles which expanded in size to
approximately that of the column diameter.
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24. Distillation of

MSRE Fuel Carrier Salt

J. R. Hightower, Jr.
L. E. McNeese

1

,

An experiment demonstrating the high-temperature,
low-pressure distillation of irradiated MSRE fuel carrier
salt has been successfully completed. Although the
quantity of salt processed was less than that anticipated
(12 liters vs 48 liters), the objectives of the experiment
were met in an extremely smooth31-hr operation.
The equipment for the experiment and its installation
at the MSRE have been described previously.' The
.attempt to transfer 48 liters of irradiated MSRE *fuel
salt (containing no uranium) from the fuel storage tank
(FST) to the still feed tank was initiated by evacuating
the feed tank, which contained about 2 liters of
unirradiated salt, to 1.5 psia. After about 12 liters of
salt had been transferred from the FST, the feed tank
pressure rose from 4 psia to atmospheric pressure Over a
period of about 2 min, indicating that gas was being
drawn through the transfer line. Repeated attempts to
transfer more salt by evacuating the still feed tank
failed, although the bubbler in the FST indicated that
additional salt was present. After establishing that the
freeze valve in the transfer line could be sealed, we
decided to proceed with the experiment.
To start the experiment, 7 liters of salt was transferred from the feed tank to the still pot. The still pot
was heated to 900°C, and distillation was initiated by
decreasing the condenser pressure to 0:2 mm Hg. The
remaining salt in the feed tank was fed with the
automatic control system maintaining a constant level
in the still pot. During this part of the run the still pot
temperature was slowly increased to 980°C. During the
experiment, temperatures at the condenser exit became
abnormally high, indicating that the condenser capacity
was being exceeded. By increasing the condenser
pressure to 0.8 mm Hg, the distillation rate was reduced
to a value that allowed the condenser exit temperature
to remain acceptably low (about 700°C).

t
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H. D. Cochran, Jr.
B. A. Hannaford

When the remaining salt in the feed tank (7 liters) had
been distilled, a salt plug was frozen in the line from the
feed tank to the still pot, and four of the seven liters of
salt in the still pot were subsequently evaporated. The
still pot temperature during this part of the run was
98OoC, and the condenser pressure was about 0.1 mm
Hg.
During the first part of the run (semicontinuous), the
average distillation rate w a s about 0.71 literlhr; during
the second part (batch), the average rate was about 0.30
liter/hr. In nonradioactive semicontinuous operation,
distillation rates of about 0.9 liter/hr were achieved.
The distillation rate was limited by the condenser
capacity in the radioactive semicontinuous operation.
The heat removal capability of the condenser in the
radioactive operation w a s lower than in the nonradioactive operation because more insulation had inadvertently been installed on the condenser at the MSRE
and because air circulation across the condenser was
lower. High LiF concentrations in the still pot liquid
during the batch operation caused the vapor pressure
over the still pot liquid to be lower than during the
semicontinuous operation, which, in turn, caused the
vaporization rate to be lower. These rates are consistent
with rates measured in the nonradioactive tests.
Eleven condensate samples were taken during the run
at approximately 90-min intervals. When these samples
were removed at the end of the experiment, radiation
readings (at contact) ranged from 4 rlhr for the first
sample to 500 mrlhr for the last sample.The predominant activity was 1 3 7 ~ s .
Analyses for several fission products ?*Zr, 7Cs,
in the samples have been com'44Ce; and r47Pm)
pleted, and effective relative volatilities with respect to
LiF have been calculated. The relative volatility, a, of
component i with respect to LiF is defined as

''
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where y L i F and y i are mole fractions in the vapor
(condensate) and x L ~ Fand xi are mole fractions in the
liquid (still pot). Concentrations in the still pot were
not measured directly during the run; however, data
taken during the experiment allowed these concentrations to be estimated from material balances for each
component. Concentrations of 'Zr, 144Cej"Sr, and
147Pm in the feed salt were measured directly. Concentrations of other fission products such as 137Csin
the feed salt were calculated using estimated fission
product concentrations in the MSRE.Except for fission
products with long-lived gaseous precursors, these
estimated concentrations have generally agreed with
measured concentrations. Such is the case, for example,
however, the
for 144Ce,"Zr, and "Sr. For 147Pm,
measured concentration in the feed salt was only about
34% of the calculated concentration. For the present
the effective relative volatility of l 4 7Pm calculated
from the condensate analyses will be based on the
measured l 4 7Pm concentration rather than the calculated number. It should be noted that, because the
analysis for l 4 7Pm is difficult and because the measured
and calculated concentrations for comparable materials
agree so well, the calculated concentration of 7Pm in
the feed is probably better than the measured concentration. In case this is true, the relative volatilities for
l 4 7Pm which are discussed below are actually only 34%
of the values given.
The effective relative volatilities of fluorides of Be,
Zr, and "Zr are shown in Fig. 24.1. The effective
relative volatility of BeF2 remained constant at a value
of 5.4 during the semicontinuous operation but rose
ORNL-DWG 69-42636
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gradually to 8.4 during the batch operation. The value
measured during semicontinuous operation was in fair
agreement with the value measured with equilibrium
stills in LiFBeF2 systems (i.e., 4.7): The tendency of
the value to increase during batch distillation is in
qualitative agreement with measurement2 in the LSBeF2-ThF4 systems which showed that the relative
volatility of BeF2 increases as the mole fraction of
BeF2 in the liquid decreases.
The relative volatility of zirconium (both natural
zirconium and fission product "Zr) decreased from
about 4 at the start of the experiment to a constant
value near 2 about halfway through the semicontinuous
operation. It then decreased further during the batch
distillation to about 1. These values are consistent with
those measured under equilibrium conditions. The
material balance calculations show that the ZrF4
concentration in the still pot decreases near the start of
the semicontinuous portion, levels off near the end of
the semicontinuous portion, then decreases further
during the batch operation. Since it is known that the
activity coefficient of ZrF4 is low at low ZrF4
concentrations in LiFBeF2 systems and increases with
increasing ZrF4 concentration, one would expect the
trend seen in the run.
Figure 24.2 shows the relative volatility of 137Cs,
which decreased during the experiment from nearly 10
initially to approximately 0.1 at the end of the
experiment. Smith et aZ.' measured a value of 95.1 for
%8F
in a mixture of LiF-BeFz containing 0.03 mole %
CsF. The values of the relative volatility of 137Cs
calculated from the sample analyses are very sensitive to
the assumed feed concentration of 137Cs. If the feed
concentrations were only 60% of the estimated value
used for these calculations, the resulting a's would be
higher by about a factor of 10. The large change in a
for
7Cs during the course of the run could be a
consequence of concentration polarization; this possibility is being explored by calculations.
The effective relative volatility of 144Ce(Fig. 24.3)
increased from about 6 X lo4 at the start of the
experiment to about 1 X 10" at the end of the
experiment. Figure 24.3 also shows the relative volatility of 147Pm, which was initially less than 2.3 X
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Fig. 24.1. Effective Relative Volatilities of Major Salt Constituents and "Zr.

'J. R. Hightower and L. E. McNeese, Measurement of the
Relative Volatilities of Fluorides of Ce, ha.&, Nd, Sm, Eu, Ba,
Sr, Y,and Zr in Mixlures of LiF and BeFz,ORNL-TM-2058
(January 1968).
'F. J. Smith, L. M. Ferris, and C. T.Thompson, Liquid-Vapor
Equilibrkz in LiF-BeF2 and LiF-Bfl2-lW4 Systems, ORNLTM4415 (June 1969).
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Fig.242. Effective Relative Volatility of 137cS.

and increased to about 1 X
during the
experiment. 'Ihe final value for cerium is about a
factor of 30 higher than that measured in small
recirculating equilibrium stills in LiF-BeF2 systems. The
discrepancy between the values for relative volatilities

for these materials is not explicable at present, but it
may be resolved as analyses of more fission products are
received.
If all the lanth'kde fission products have relative
volatilities with respect to LiF as low as the values for
144Ce and I4'Pm, recovery of 7LiF and BeF2 from
waste streams by distillation will be possible. For
example, recovery of 90% of the LiF by batch
distillation with a rare-earth-fluoride-liF separation
factor of 0.01 would result in virtually complete BeFz
recovery and volatilization of only 2.3% of the rareearth fluorides.

..
,

25. Design Studies for Salt Processing
E. L. Nicholson

25.1 HEAT TRANSFER THROUGH THE FROZEN
SALT WALLS OF AN ELECTROLYTIC CELL

E.L. Nicholson
Natural convection heat transfer coefficients, heat
fluxes, and the thickness of the insulating fdm of frozen
salt were calculated for a hypothetical cell having a
0.1-ft-high vertical wall protected with an insulating
layer of frozen salt and containing molten bismuth with
molten salt floating on top. The temperature of the
molten salt and bismuth was assumed to be 100°F
higher than the melting point of the salt, 930°F
(SOO"C), although the salt melts over the range of 824
to 842°F and finally becomes liquid at 930°F. This lack
of a sharp melting point may lead to a poorquality
slushlike salt ddposit at certain temperatures. For the
bismuth in contact with the frozen salt wall, the natural
convection heat transfer coefficient, h,, was calculated
to be 728 Btu hr" ft-' OF-', and the heat flux, Q,
was calculated to be 72,800 Btu hr-' ft". The
corresponding values for the molten salt in contact with
the frozen salt wall were h, = 148 Btu hr-' ft-* OF-'
and Q = 14,800Btu hr-' ft-'.
It was assumed that a 0.01-ft (approximately y8-in.)
thickness of frozen salt was the minimum that could be
tolerated for electrical insulation of the container wall
in contact with molten bismuth. Thermal conductivity
data for solid MSBR salt' were expressed by k = 2.5 1 1.93 X 10'3t (OF) (English units). The temperature
drop over the 0.01-ft-thick frozen salt film was found
to be 574°F for the heat flux calculated for bismuth in
contact with frozen layer, and the surface of the cold
metal container will be required to remain at a
temperature of 356°F or less (bismuth melts at 520°F).
Hence a cell coolant consisting of a low-melting metal
(e.g., NaK) or more conventional materials (e.g., pres-

'J. W. Cooke, H. W. Hoffman, and J. J. Keyes, Jr., MSR
Progrmn Semiann. Progr. Rept. Feb. 28, 1969. ORNL-4396, p.
125.
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surized water or gas-water spray mixtures) would have
to be used. The frozen salt insulator in contact with
molten salt immediately above the bismuth layer was
calculated to be 0.05 ft (0.6 in.) thick if the coolant is
at 356°F.
The preceding calculations are for a highly simplified
geometry and do not account for concentrated local
heating effects, fluid flow, possible nonadherence of
frozen salt f b to walls, local freezing of bismuth, etc.,
that may affect heat transfer in an actual cel. The
control of all parameters affecting cell operation and of
thermal stresses in the materials of copstruction will be
very difficult.
Calculations for a system using mercury as a stand-in
for bismuth and water as a stand-in for salt showed that
this system has heat transfer characteristics at low
temperature that are similar to those of the salt-bismuth
system at higher temperature. The water-mercury
combination would be useful for mockup purposes
since experiments at high temperatures with salt and
bismuth are difficult.

.-.
9

25.2 DESIGN OF A CONTINUOUS SALT
PURIFICATION SYSTEM

R.B. Lindauer
W.F.Schaffer, Jr.

E.L. Nicholson
E. L. Youngblood

Equipment is being designed and built to study the
continuous method for purifying salt mixtures as a
possible replacement for the timeconsuming batch
method? The first step to be studied will be the
continuous reduction, using hydrogen, of iron fluoride
(dissolved in salt) to metallic iron. The experimental
equipment (Fig. 25.1) will consist of a Raschig-ringpacked column and salt feed and receiver tanks with
associated fdters for removing reduced iron from the

'MSR Program Semiann. &OD.
3708, pp. 288-303.
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Fig. 25.1. Equipment for Investigation of Continuous Salt Purification.

treated salt. All process equipment will be constructed
of nickel.
The experimental program will use salt flow rates as
high as 250 cm3/min, hydrogen gas rates as high as 25
std .liters/min, and temperatures up to 75OoC. Operation will generally be carried out using salt and gas flow
rates near the column flooding point to ensure maximum contacting efficiency and reaction of the hydrogen with iron fluoride. Reduction efficiency will be
determined by continuous analysis of the used hydrogen for hydrogen fluoride, by salt sampling, and by the
amount of metallic iron removed by the salt fdter. The
system will be installed in cell 4B,Building 4505.

253 DESIGN ANDPREPARATIONOF 239PuF3
CAPSULES FORSMALL REFUELING
ADDITIONS TO THE MSRE

W.H. Carr W.F.Schaffer
E.L.Nicholson
It is anticipated that about 30 g of 'j9Pu Per
full-power week will be added to the MSRE to

compensate for fuel bumup and to provide operating
experience with plutonium. The capsules will be added
to the fuel salt through the fuel sampler-enricher
system; additions are expected to start in September.
After considering the problems of preparing various
Pu-Li-Be fluoride salt mixtures, we have concluded that
direct addition of 239PuF3 powder to the fuel salt is
the preferred method. About lo00 g of plutonium in
the form of PuF3 powder, with a particle size of about
5 p and an approximate composition of 94% 239Pu,
5.5% 240Pu,0.5% 241Pu, plus 50 ppm of 241Am, is
being obtained from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
The PuF3 powder will be added to the fuel salt via a
capsule' having the dimensions of the 5O-g salt sample
capsule but suitably modified to contain the PuF3
powder. An addition capsule is shown in Fig. 25.2.
Twelve !4~ -in.diam holes and one '4 -in.diam hole were
drilled on the side and the bottom, respectively, of the
capsule. Each hole was covered with a mechanically
retained 4-mil-thick zirconium foil disk that will react
with the UF4 and dissolve in the circulating salt in the
pump bowl. This will permit the PuF3 powder to
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Fig.253. 239PuF3 Capsule for MSRE Refueling.

dissolve in the fuel salt. Laboratory tests have shown
that dissolution is rapid and that the solubility of PuF3
in fuel salt is adequate. Pressure tests of the capsule at 5
psi show no leakage of the joint between the foil disks
and the capsule wall. The capsule is vented through a
sintered nickel fdter positioned in a small hole in the
top of the capsule to prevent internal pressure buildup
and premature rupturing of the foil disks before the
capsule is immersed in salt. The loaded capsule should
provide good containment of the h F 3 powder. Fabrication of the capsules is under way.
A new 6-ft glove box and an existing glove box in
building 3019 will be used for the capsule filling

operation. In the first glove box the capsules will be
fded with powder; then the top plug of each will be
inserted, pinned, and sealed in place; finally the
capsules will be decontaminated and weighed. Additional decontamination, if necessary, and packaging in
the MSRE fuel enrichment capsule carriers will be done
m the second glove box. Capsule filling procedures are
being tested using talcum powder as a stand-in for
PuF3. Safety reviews for the capsule filling operation
have been submitted for approval. The first shipment of
PuF3 is scheduled to arrive September 2,1969; capsule
fding will start shortly thereafter.

f
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